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To my father, Jim, whose supporting love 

sustained me through my darkest hours; 

to my wife, Beth, whose enduring love 

restored the daylight to my life; and 

to my son, Trusten, whose unwavering acceptance 

helped my childhood dream to live again. 



•.. The gay will laugh 

When thou art gone, the solemn brood of care 

Plod on, and each one as before will chase 

His favorite phantom; yet all these shall leave 

Their mirth and their employments, and shall come 

And make their bed with thee. 

Thanatopsis 
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Phantom Chase, The Novel 

ABSTRACT 

Frank Williamson 
May 1996 

The master's thesis Phantom Chase, The Novel 

constitutes Part I of an envisioned two-part suspense 

adventure story. The thesis introduces characters and 

presents events occurring in these characters' lives in 

Hawaii and South Vietnam at the end of 1967. 

The submitted thesis develops two plot lines: 

1. A fictional re-telling of the rationale for and 

creation of the C.I.A.'s Phoenix program in late 1967. 

2. A fictional re-counting of events leading to a 

disastrously failed Phoenix mission in Xuan Loe village, Tay 

Ninh province, Republic of South Vietnam, in early 1968 

prior to the initiation of the Tet offensive. 

A plot summary of Phantom Chase at the time a completed 

manuscript is ready for submission to a prospective 

publisher might read: 

America's divisive Vietnam era is over, but its 

soul-wrenching echoes still reverberate. The 

place is the beautiful Austin hill county and 

coastal plains of south Texas. The year is early 

1988; and the brave men who fought America's 

longest war, again, are dying from enemy bullets. 

A mirror image of the war in Vietnam has broken 
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out, and this time the bloodiest battles are being 

fought in America's heartland. Only two survivors 

of the Vietnam war have the knowledge, the 

courage, and, as they discover, the responsibility 

to stop the wanton killings of America's greying 

veterans. But to do so, special investigations 

branch Detective Sergeant Raffy Ortiz and his 

former Phoenix team commander, ex-Special Forces 

Captain Brian Carmody, must unravel a twenty-year 

old web of lies, loves, and hates that stretches 

from the Texas Governor's Mansion, to the 

nation's White House, and back to the time and 

place in the world where they, too, killed 

willingly for God, country, honor, and revenge. 
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THE HISTORICAL PHOENIX PROGRAM 

In 1967, a new tactic, the Phoenix Program, was 

initiated by United States forces in South Vietnam. 

Phoenix was a cooperative CIA-directed program, which 

employed South Vietnamese military, police, and civilian 

resources along side U. s. military and intelligence 

resources, to identify, root out and eliminate Vietcong 

infrastructure in the rural villages and hamlets of the 

Republic of South Vietnam. As implemented, Phoenix was a 

flawed, but brutally effective, three-year counterinsurgency 

campaign that subjected enemy cadre to their own ruthlessly 

effective methods: intimidation, terroristic threats, 

mutilation, incarceration, and assassination. In different 

circumstances, with a less corrupt, more effective 

government in South Vietnam and a more supportive, less 

naive public in the United States, this single program might 

have changed the course of modern history in Southeast Asia. 

In the actual event, it nearly did so. 

By 1970 fully two-thirds of the estimated 125,000 main

force Vietcong troops in the South were northerners 

mobilized as replacements for units devastated in the 

fighting two years earlier. For all their military prowess, 

these northerners were severely handicapped by traditional 
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enmities and their unfamiliarity with the fertile, slower 

paced, heavily Catholic southern region. In this 

environment, the Phoenix Program -- its name representing a 

rough Americanization of "phung hoang," a mythical 

Vietnamese bird imbued with omnipotent powers -- was able to 

penetrate the peasant population, arrest, and slay Vietcong 

cadres as never would have been possible before the 

astounding losses suffered by the Vietcong during its ill

fated, yet fantastically opportune Tet offensive. 

The Phoenix Program -- as all political endeavors in 

the two Vietnams -- was riddled with inefficiency, 

conspiracy, treason, corruption, and abuse. Yet, the 

program worked, and it did so for the same reasons that 

equally flawed Vietcong terror tactics succeeded. In a war 

for popular support, a bullet fired from close range into 

the head of either an innocent or an enemy, when properly 

propagandized, is a vastly more coercive than any number of 

artillery rounds and bombs striking the countryside at 

random, regardless of the number of enemy that can be killed 

through the techniques of mass destruction. 

In the countryside and huts of South Vietnam, if not in 

the cityscape and dens of America, terror tactics were a 

fail-safe proposition for combatants of both sides. The 

impact of human butchery on the "hearts and minds" of those 

who would be uninvolved only grows when one side or the 
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other is less than fastidious in the choice of victims. 

In 1969 the American mission in Saigon, while claiming 

only 6,187 deaths, declared that 19,534 Vietcong organizers, 

propagandists, tax collectors and sympathizers had been 

"neutralized" through the Phoenix program. This modest 

official claim may be the only case of American 

understatement during the war. A more secret claim, 

privately advanced by the C.I.A., of 60,000 agent 

eliminations may be much nearer the truth. 

Antiwar activist's in the United States decried the 

Phoenix program as "mass murder," but what plan of mass 

attack is not in modern warfare? And if Phoenix did 

implement multiple human exterminations on ofttimes suspect 

evidence, it still was murder on a scale and chosen with a 

selectiveness that twenty-first century moral historians 

might someday compare favorably with the massed-plane fire 

bombings of Dresden, Cologne, and Tokyo, or the atomic 

bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where hundreds of 

thousands of innocent lives were lost in a single searing 

event. Those instances of "indiscriminate mass murder," 

however, occurred in a popular war. America and its allies 

won World War II; and because it did, for most of us, those 

"atrocities" became morally justifiable, or at least 

collectively forgettable. 

The same cannot be said about America's strategy of 
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"semi-selective mass murder" in the Vietnam war. Even those 

who formulated, executed and placed their hopes of a Vietnam 

victory in the Phoenix program look back on it with a 

terrible mixture of grief, guilt, despair, and frustration. 

Yet, when the Phoenix program was finally abandoned by 

America as a failed and morally bankrupt undertaking, her 

enemies in the fields and villages of South Vietnam heaved a 

great, collective sigh of relief. For in Phoenix, Vietcong 

leaders had encountered the deadliest, most effective 

roadblock America had ever placed in the path to their 

ultimate success. "We never feared a division of troops," 

said one North Vietnamese official after the war, "but the 

infiltration of a couple of guys into our ranks created 

tremendous difficulties for us." Another Vietcong veteran 

described it as a "devious and cruel" operation that cost 

"the loss of thousands of our cadres." The Phoenix effort, 

North Vietnam's foreign minister admitted in 1975, "wiped 

out many of our bases" and compelled Vietcong and North 

Vietnamese Army troops to retreat in large numbers to 

sanctuaries inside Cambodia. 

The pivotal Tet offensive in February 1968 constituted 

the only sustained set piece battle for territory ever 

fought by American, Vietcong, and North Vietnamese Army 

forces. With the relief of the ancient imperial city of 

Hue, America and its South Vietnamese allies crowned a 
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brilliant military victory and dramatically forestalled 

North Vietnam's winning of the war. They did so, however, 

only to gain for the Democratic Republic of North Vietnam 

its most potent and ultimately decisive ally .•. the 

heart, mind, and soul of a distrustful, war weary, 

militarily and historically illiterate American public. 

In South Vietnam, over 50,000 of the enemy's best 

troops had been killed during the battles of the Tet 

offensive; and thousands more of his wounded soldiers would 

never again be fit for combat. The South's indigenous 

Vietcong units, which North Vietnam's supreme commander, 

General Vo Nguyen Giap, had committed en masse, and which 

consequently had borne the brunt of the heaviest Tet 

fighting, had virtually ceased to exist. These massive 

losses could only be replaced by a wholesale infusion of 

troops from the North, which in turn opened North Vietnam to 

even greater air attack by the United States, and at least 

to the possibility of a vastly wider war and even 

territorial invasion of the North. 

But to the American public, who had been assured both 

recently and repeatedly by the Johnson administration that 

this war, euphemistically labeled the Vietnam Conflict by 

Washington officialdom, was winding down and if not won 

now, was at least winnable in the future the bitter, 

bloody battles of February 1968 were a shocking, utterly 
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repugnant, thoroughly unmitigated disaster. And so, despite 

achieving a U. s. military victory on a scale never dreamed 

by the French in their Vietnam War, and despite the 

remarkable subsequent success of the CIA's Phoenix Program, 

in the living rooms, dens and town halls of America, the 

Vietnam War was played out nightly in living televised 

color, discussed, debated, and damned by nearly all, and, in 

the end, irretrievably lost. 
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Chapter I 

SOMETHING TOUCHED ME DEEP INSIDE 

A freshening on-shore breeze suffused the high-rise 

lanai with the rain-scented, electric-blue redolence of the 

gathering tropical storm. The open sliding veranda doorway 

of the elegant beach front hotel's King Kamehameha suite 

offered a god-like view of the nascent tempest's relentless 

progress toward the volcanic island's built-up western 

shore. All along the sweeping three-mile, sand-rimmed 

crescent of Mamala Bay's rapidly emptying white-gold 

beaches, the drumming surf synchronized its own rumbling 

cadence to the basso profundo march of the lightening

striated, olive-green squall line. From the aerial vantage 

point of the resort city's most fashionable architectural 

steel and glass redoubt the General studied the oncoming 

storm front as a figurative exercise in the strategic use of 

urban terror. As the Pentagon's reigning expert in counter

terrorism, the desk-bound Washington general highly esteemed 

the sudden squall's wonderful mastery of the art of tactical 

surprise, and he greatly admired the unbridled, pitiless 

fury of the ruthless storm's subsequent assault upon the 

prostrate island strand and the thousands of gay tourists 
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who, like some tropical species of sun worshiping moths, had 

been lured by the brilliant Pacific Aton's flame to the 

promise of a safe, warm, late summer day on famed Waikiki's 

sparkling beaches. 

The languishing one-star visitor to Honolulu's 

commercialized golden crescent lolled abed and welcomed the 

hypnotic hammering of the waves upon the sandy beaches. In 

his enervated mental and physical state, the steady rise in 

pitch of the pounding surf, the swelling fury of the roiling 

clouds, and the gusting force of the driven rain, for the 

intermittently dozing general, became the awesome chaos of a 

world gone mad with war. As the fast-moving tropical 

depression swept violently over the cowering island 

paradise, the self-indulgent Caesar slept beside his captive 

concubine, vaingloriously dreaming of further public laurels 

that were his to gain, or lose, in the coming months of the 

Vietnam war. 

Some time later, restored spiritually and physically by 

his anagogic reverie, the waking brigadier general greedily 

inhaled the smoky, familiar, faintly ammoniac odor exuded by 

the sleeping, middle-aged woman whose elegantly sculptured 

body, still laying in full view atop the hotel bed's 

floriated sheets, had remained on display in its complete 

and utter nakedness throughout the tropical storm's violent 
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passage. out of habit, like a life-long alcoholic reacting 

to the presence of an opened bottle, the general rolled to 

face his wife. She stirred. He fondled her buttocks, 

kneading each duplicate lobe in turn, like a voracious 

infant suckling its sleeping mother's swollen mammae. Liz 

Arsenault roused herself luxuriantly, like a beautiful 

island melody drifting on the wind, and murmured compliantly 

in response to his touch. The rounded halves his wife's 

exposed derriere brought a delicious feeling of coolness to 

the general's touch, like twin mounds of shaved ice sliding 

beneath a silk-fingered glove, and yet, he knew, the 

lingering warmth of her recent arousal awaited but a leering 

look, a casual caress, or a single kind word to rekindle the 

flames of her desire. The auburn-haired courtesan had 

performed extravagantly of late, indeed, going far beyond 

even his exaggerated expectations, in achieving her 

husband's erotic releases. The opposite corollary, however, 

no longer operated in their relationship. Throughout his 

twenty-odd year marriage Jack Arsenault, like most career 

military men, had taken his women where he could find them 

and sought more stable companionship in the company of men. 

He had not met Liz Arsenault's full range of conjugal needs 

for a very long time. And so more and more in their private 

moments, like a harlot hawking in the street, she had taken 

to parading her wares for his inspection. The libidinous 
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general, whose mounting responsibilities in connection with 

the C.I.A.'s Phoenix program had limited severely his 

extramarital opportunities, welcomed and encouraged the 

change. In his still alluring, ever compliant wife, Jack 

Arsenault had discovered belatedly the perfect consort, a 

hedonist beauty who avidly pursued a religion of eroticism, 

a faithful acolyte who willingly worshiped at his phallic 

altar, and a sensual love slave who was safer, cheaper, and 

better in bed than the best workaday whore, least inhibited 

one-night stand, or most enduring mistress whom he had ever 

had the passing pleasure of possessing. 

The lolling general squeezed and shook his wife's ass. 

"For God's sake's, Liz," he ordered, as if she were at fault 

for suffering his tactile ministrations, "it's time for you 

to get out of bed!" In response, Liz Arsenault playfully 

arched her back. She stretched her arms and legs abed, like 

a waking bitch on the floor, and snuggled toward him. The 

general deliberately inched his body away. She teased her 

bare buttocks into the small of his back. Her husband 

shifted a second time. She moaned softly. "You've got to 

get moving," he commanded more insistently than before. "I 

don't want to be late arriving at the restaurant." 

"The table's reserved," she yawned. 

"That's not the point." 

"The kids will still be there." 
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"I don't want to discuss it." 

She sat upright on her edge of the bed, seemingly 

resigned to the hopelessness of the moment. She turned her 

head while stretching a second time and looked salaciously 

at the partially draped, prostrate form of her husband. 

"Are you just going to lie there?" she asked longingly, 

barely masking the disappointment in her voice. 

"You always shower first," he said. 

"I just wondered." 

"I know what you want, Liz," the uncharacteristically 

disinterested general said, spurning his wife's subtle 

advances. "I'll make it up to you tonight." She looked 

away from him. In the reflected image from one of the 

suite's two mirrored accent walls the general observed his 

disappointed wife purse her lips in a sensual pout. "I 

promise." His dawdling wife retrieved a hair brush from the 

nightstand on her side. She had not bothered to draw the 

bed's top sheet about herself. Her dressing gown lay upon 

the floor where she had shed it. She held herself 

abnormally erect, like a bare-breasted siren perched upon a 

jutting rock, and pulled the brush rapidly through the 

russet tresses that adorned her head. In lengthening 

shadows of the tropical afternoon, the general, like a 

voyeur hiding in the dark recesses of Lake Pontchartrain's 

old house of mirrors, contented himself with observing his 
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wife's performance. She enjoyed, he believed, his watching 

her. She wanted, he knew, much more from him. In the 

reflected images ~rom the double mirrors, as she twisted and 

flipped her flowing hair and he watched from afar, their 

meeting eyes lingered upon one another's, and he 

disappointed her again. "It's not going to work this time." 

She protested his decision, like a lowing milk cow whose 

utter verged on bursting, with a long, sad lament. Her 

husband remained unmoved. "There simply isn't time." 

"I'm going to shower now," she lied conveniently. 

"About time," he responded petulantly. 

"Join me," she invited. 

"Cool it, Liz, please." 

Liz Arsenault rose from her husband's bed without 

bothering to cover herself. She did not move directly 

toward the bathroom, as the general might have expected, but 

instead began a slow, circuitous passage across the full 

width of the spacious suite's master bedroom. At the open 

portal to the cantilevered veranda, like a pianist 

thoughtfully re-fingering a misplayed note, she paused in 

her languid progression. She pivoted to face the ocean, 

leaning outward through the doorway like a sea vixen 

welcoming the rush of wind and wave, and stood there, 

debating silently with herself, for several moments. Liz 

Arsenault edged, like a tight wire walker, ever closer to 
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the brink. Her sun-flecked red hair, burning like Liberty's 

torch, flamed wildly upon the island breeze. At last, for 

better or worse, Liz Arsenault made her decision. Stepping 

through the curtained opening and onto the suite's narrow, 

projecting balcony, she extended her arms in an indolent 

stretching motion that rippled the taut, tanned flesh along 

her ribs, presented her alabaster breasts to the setting 

sun's best advantage, and revealed the most intimate secrets 

of her exquisite physique to any fortunate soul who at that 

moment possessed the means or wish to scrutinize a nearly 

perfect female form. 

In full view of her husband and, indeed, for his 

benefit Liz Arsenault flaunted her rejected nakedness before 

the world at large. A naturally gifted pianist with a 

promising concert career in the wings, as a young New 

Orleanean debutante she had given up any serious pursuit of 

music to devote herself exclusively to the gypsy life of a 

career military officer's wife. In twenty-two years of 

marriage, despite her husband's frequent absences from home 

and many attempts by other men to win her favors behind his 

back, no hint of scandal had ever touched the general's 

wife. Now the doting mother of two college-aged children, 

Liz Arsenault retained the firm stomach, vee-shaped back, 

and tight buttocks of a woman of half her years. To the 

general's eyes, only her pendulous breasts showed any 
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significant alteration in form from the first time, shortly 

after their engagement had been announced, that he had 

seduced her virginal body into his service. As a young 

mother, Liz Arsenault had insisted on breast feeding both of 

her children, and he had allowed her to believe that this 

decision was taken against his wishes. But Jack Arsenault, 

who was drawn to buxom women in his casual encounters, had 

secretly enjoyed watching his young wife suckle their 

children, and he never once had objected to the lavish 

engorgement that motherhood had wrought in his wife's 

initially modest bosoms. 

As the general idly watched his leafless Eve prostitute 

herself for any passing Adam who might glance upward at this 

propitious Edenic moment, an immense sense of mastery over 

nearly everything that deeply mattered to him -- his 

promising military career, his budding offspring, and his 

wife -- rippled through the general's body and culminated in 

his loins like the swelling undulations of the ocean off 

Oahu's shore just before the sea tempest had ravished and 

pummeled the island's beaches. The piqued Salome, who now 

danced in public without her veils, had long ago proven 

herself to be the perfect mate for him: a coquettish whore 

whenever he demanded it, a solicitous mother for his 

children, and a precious object d'ar for the admiring eyes 

of other men. Indeed, it pleased him enormously that other 
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more senior Pentagon generals, several influential 

Washington congressmen, a few foreign ambassadors, and 

numerous powerful bureaucratic panjandrums with whom the 

popular Washington couple now socialized several times a 

week were as openly attracted to his prized white and tan 

Alsatian as male dogs are to a bitch in heat. To his 

continuing amazement, moreover, his openly devoted, ever 

faithful wife invariably managed in these public gatherings 

to make herself the most well-liked among the faithless 

roue's own wives, while in private rendezvous with her peers 

she was, if possible, even more appreciated by the wives who 

themselves cheated on their roving husbands and the 

mistresses of her husband's most important government and 

military associates, who soon learned that their guilty 

secrets and lover's lies remained safe in her care. 

"I think I'll wear my new peach and cream sundress," 

his wife purred, spinning coquettishly to face him. "What 

do you think . ?" The sight of her husband slowing 

manipulating himself beneath the bed's top sheet stopped her 

in mid-phrase. "Good God, Jack, I can't believe you," she 

said, with alternating looks of self-satisfaction and 

bemusement showing on her face in turn. 

Liz Arsenault stepped purposefully back into the room. 

She watched her husband continue, affording him several 

additional moments of decadent self-indigence and herself, 
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as his wife, the rarest of pleasures, that being, the 

momentary feeling of being in control of their sexual 

partnership, and then she glided, like a white and tan dove 

returning to its cote, back to roost in his arms. With the 

refinement of a familiar pianissimo again played well, the 

general's wife gracefully straddled and impaled herself upon 

her waiting husband. She gasped, momentarily, in feigned 

pain. "You're still as hard as the very first time, Jack 

dearest," she cooed breathlessly, pandering to the nearing

fifty general's already healthy ego. Sitting astride her 

prostrate husband, Liz Arsenault dutifully began the slow 

undulating tidal movement that provided her husband with the 

keenest experience of his own sexual gratification. The 

indolent general merely concentrated his eyes and hands on 

his wife's swaying breasts and surrendered himself to the 

building rapture in his loins. "I can't believe I'm doing 

this for you," she said, not meaning a single word, and 

desperately wishing that she could devise a strategy to make 

him want to perform a parallel service for her. For his 

part, however, Jack Arsenault was perfectly content to leave 

matters as they lay, and only when her husband was fully 

satisfied did Liz Arsenault, who had never found the courage 

to give voice to her own needs, lift herself away from him. 

still lolling on her abdomen beside him, she angled the 

bedside clock for a clearer view. "My god, Jack, will you 
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look at the time?" She rolled to the edge of the bed, 

tugging urgently at his torso as she sat up. "Bob and Susan 

will be at the restaurant hours before we arrive," she 

exaggerated in the kind of flighty, womanly panic that 

passed for good breeding in the Deep South. "We've got to 

hurry now," she said, prodding him a second time. "Get up!" 

Interpreting her sudden urgency as a criticism of him, 

Jack Arsenault experienced a sudden flush of irritation. 

"Brian Carmody will be late in coming for the same reason I 

am," the general carped peevishly. "The boy didn't fly six 

thousand miles just to finger poi with us," the general 

said, sitting up angrily in bed, "and your daughter didn't 

violate her precious leftist principles and make this trip 

with us to Hawaii just to make her peace with me." 

"How can you say that?" Liz Arsenault protested, 

bending down to retrieve her dressing gown from the floor. 

She pulled the light robe around her shoulders, ignoring the 

sexual innuendo in her husband's words, and hugged the soft 

green cloth against her sides. "She's just a headstrong 

young girl," she continued, wondering what possible quirk of 

perception could have triggered one of her husband's 

trademarked instantaneous tirades. "As for her friend, 

captain Carmody, well," she added, as if she'd never left 

her uptown New Orleans roots behind, "from the very first 

time they met as college students, he's been a perfect 
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gentleman every single time we've been together with them." 

"The four of us never spent a night in bed together," 

the general said with more native coarseness than intended 

spite. 

"Jack Arsenault, mind your tongue." 

"If she's just half as good as her mother," the 

fractious general said, conjuring to mind the image of his 

defiant daughter dancing naked on the veranda, "hell, I'd 

fly halfway around the world to fuck her myself." Without 

warning, the general pounced upon his wife. He grabbed her 

from behind with two mauling hands, stripping the loosely

worn dressing gown from around her shoulders. Moving with 

the speed, power, and agility of an enraged bear, he toppled 

his startled wife's upper torso backward and slammed it 

against the unyielding mattress of the bed. In a single 

fluid motion Jack Arsenault levered the mass of his heavier, 

hirsute torso atop his wife's slighter, silken-furred 

figure. He succeeded at once in locking her legs with his 

own and pinning back her flailing arms. Then, in a 

nightmarishly grotesque parody of lovemaking, the general 

focused his slobbering, suckling lips, like a plumber's red 

rubber plunger, upon each of her flopping breasts in turn. 

He nipped her paps with his teeth, repeatedly and painfully, 

gnawing away on each sensitive nipple. "I love you, Susan," 

he yelled, deliberately taking his daughter's name in vain. 



"I love you, daughter dearest," he said, savoring yet 

another mouthful of his wife's flesh while mimicking her 

conjugal habit of addressing him, "and I want you to love 

me." 

"Jack," Liz Arsenault protested lividly, "this isn't 

funny." 
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The boisterous general, who was in no way aroused but 

thoroughly enjoying himself, like a speculative wildcatter 

working in virgin territory, chortled loudly and then 

suckled and named each of his wife's fleshy formations in 

turn. "Mother, daughter," he called out. "Mother, 

dearest," he said, mocking her again. "Daughter, dearest," 

he said, suckling her other breast. The steady up-and-down, 

back-and-forth working of his lips and teeth, like the 

continuous rise and fall of an oil field pump's traveling 

beam and rods, actuated their repetitive syphoning action 

first at one well site and then at its neighbor. "A good 

oil field lasts twenty years or more," he said, ridiculing 

her with remembered snatches of his entrepreneurial father's 

oil field drilling lore, "and though a man always remembers 

the first deep gusher he drills," he said, plunging a tooth

lined, red orifice down atop his wife's right breast with an 

abandoned, flesh-chocked shout of 0 Mother, it's the 

development wells, the daughter-wells," he added, sliding 

his slavering oral cavity across his wife's reddening and 
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abraded chest, "that makes an oil man rich in his own time." 

"Stop it this instant," she demanded heatedly. 

The undeterred general bussed her heaving chest twice 

more. "Daughter," he proclaimed, teasing her defiantly. 

"Mother," he said, moving his mouth again. 

"No, Jack, no." She turned her own head aside and 

struggled unsuccessfully to bite one of his hands. 

Jack Arsenault instinctively grabbed his wife's left 

breast in the hand she had missed in her attempt to bite him 

and, like a sadistic mammogram technician, increased the 

pressure of his grip until she screamed in unspeakable 

agony. "Daughter!" he exalted, proclaiming his victory over 

her, like Caesar returning from Gaul with tribute in hand. 

And then, as quickly as Jack Arsenault had fallen upon his 

wife, the degradation-sated general, like a school boy 

tiring of watching one-winged flies describe buzzing circles 

on his desk, rolled his body aside from his wife's and eased 

his pressure on her. 

"Sometimes you're impossible, Jack," Liz Arsenault 

complained furiously. She recovered her disheveled robe 

from the bed and quickly donned it. Her irritated glare 

told him exactly how little she appreciated his left-handed 

recognition of their daughter's sexual coming of age. 

Shaking visibly as she rose from the bed, she gathered the 

floriated top sheet about her, as if to better shield her 
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aching and bruised breasts from him. "I'm going to take my 

shower," she said petulantly, and fearing to say more. 

"For Christ's sake, Liz," the laughing general groused, 

"it was a goddamned joke." 

"Some things aren't funny, Jack," she said, attempting 

to rub away the pain where his fingers had dug into her 

arms. 

"Do you think I would actually ever lay a hand on 

her?" he said, reaching his hand out at that moment for her 

arm. "She's my daughter too." This time Liz Arsenault 

immediately wrestled free of his grip. "Stop and listen to 

me, Liz," the general said, in a voice that was intended to 

command her instant submission. She turned obediently 

toward her husband, but she did not listen. "You were the 

one," he said, defending his actions like a roustabout in an 

Oklahoma whorehouse, "who showed her pink ass to the world, 

who wanted a little more poke and tickle before ..•. " 

"I told Susan we would all dress Hawaiian," she said 

insistently, barring the protestations of innocence from her 

ears and blocking the unpleasantness of the affront from her 

mind. "You know Susan and uniforms," she continued 

conversationally. "We went shopping together this morning, 

Jack, and I've laid out some island outfits on the dresser." 

"Captain Carmody will be in uniform." 

"Oh, Jack," she said, humoring him, "you know that's 
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not so." 

"Alright," he said noncommittally. 

Her halfhearted defiance spent, and the matter of his 

outrageous behavior tucked away in the mental closet that 

she reserved for unpleasant issues that she could not bring 

herself to resolve, Liz Arsenault responded compliantly, 

"I'm going to take my shower now." 

"I'll join you," he teased. 

"Alone this time, please," she said, wondering if her 

husband, after all that had just passed between them, could 

possibly be serious. The general deliberately feigned a 

frown. "It will be quicker, Jack, that's all," the worried 

woman pleaded uncomfortably, holding out the flimsy olive

branch of the plausible excuse as a warrant against 

incurring his volcanic anger again. 

When he heard her shower begin to run, Arsenault donned 

his own tailored robe, fixed a glass of whiskey, and walked 

purposefully onto the veranda. Secure within the 

ballustraded confines of this manmade aerie, like an 

observer perched in a stationary balloon left over from an 

earlier war, Jack Arsenault imbibed the whole panorama of 

Oahu's fabulous Waikiki beachfront. As one saluting his 

mortal enemy before a deciding battle, Jack Arsenault looked 

out across the vast Pacific Ocean and drained the last few 

drops of brownish alcohol from the tumbler. "May the 
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toughest bastard win," he shouted into the dying winds left 

behind by the passing storm, and knowing that his tender

eared wife could not hear him curse above the sound of 

running water in the shower, he added for good measure, "and 

the last bastard die with a good woman in his arms." For 

many minutes more, looking intently out to sea, Jack 

Arsenault struggled to put a face to his enemy. The object 

of his compulsive conjuring, unseen and perhaps 

unfathomable, lay hidden within a slender, curving slice of 

watery deltas, green jungles, and jagged Annamese highlands 

well below the dipping rim of the sea's edge. Yet, 

Arsenault persisted in his sorcerer's quest, perhaps 

believing that from his present vantage, or by sheer dint of 

his considerable will, he could evoke a definitive vision of 

the Vietnamese enemy whose lasting defeat obsessed his 

waking dreams and consumed his working nights. 

over the preceding twenty centuries, like this American 

general in the present day, a succession of warrior kings 

had striven mightily to subjugate the green-scaled phantom 

of Vietnamese self-awareness that, like an Oriental phoenix 

rising from the ashes of its own repeated demise, seemed 

forever to live anew. The invaders enjoyed many victories 

over the Annamites, and over the ages they extracted immense 

amounts of tribute. But, though repeatedly despoiled and 

despised, the implacable Vietnamese people, like the Phung 
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Hoang of their legends, had never admitted defeat. The 

spirit of the unconquerable, death-dealing dragon-bird, the 

Phung Hoang, was carried forward from Vietnamese generation 

to generation in the blood of the people and in the soil of 

the land. In time, the vigilance of each foreign conqueror 

had waned. The military might and political power of each, 

inevitably, had yielded to the will of the patient, 

persevering beast of the night. And so, with each cycle of 

invasion and withdrawal, the ageless, untiring Phung Hoang, 

like the mythical Phoenix of Egyptian lore, had grown wiser, 

stronger, and ever more dangerous. 

The general certainly knew this much about his foe. He 

had spoken confidently in private; and, indeed he believed 

wholeheartedly in the potential of the Phoenix program to 

turn the war around, but in his secret heart he feared the 

coming confrontation with his unseen foe. The President of 

the United States, personally, had approved his plan. Jack 

Arsenault was confident that his scheme would work, but he 

was soldier enough to realize that in war unforeseen risks 

are ever present. Had he promised the President too much? 

Coul d Phoenix achieve the breakthrough for the United States 

and i ts South Vietnamese allies that he claimed it could? 

If h e had missed some nuance of the enemy's character, or 

miscalculated the enemy's ability to recover from Phoenix's 

bruta l , a ll-out assault on the enemy's cadre neither of them 
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might know, until it was too late, too late for his 

President's hopes for a second full term, too late for his 

hopes for a general's star. Jack Arsenault knew only that 

his President needed a clear-cut victory, or at the very 

least a convincing return, and specifically one that was 

acceptable to the increasingly distrustful American public, 

on the nation's immense investment in Vietnam. Arsenault 

had given his solemn word to his fellow Texan that the 

Phoenix program could bring about real progress in Vietnam 

within a twelve-to-eighteen-month time frame. His paramount 

task was to make good on that promise. His formal 

introduction to the fourteen wise men of Washington and his 

subsequent private meeting with the President had occurred 

in Washington only five days earlier. He had been ushered 

into a private dining area which had been converted for use 

as conference room and which was located not far from the 

oval Office. As commander-in-chief of the United States 

armed forces Lyndon Baines Johnson had come straight to the 

point; and, as it always was with the thirty-sixth president 

of the nation, the point was politics. 

"When I came into office," the President of the United 

states began, "American foreign policy seemed clear. We 

could not let Southeast Asia fall into the hands of the 

communists. When I assumed the Presidency, we had 16,500 

men already in Vietnam, with a few thousand more prepared to 
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move. I called in Secretary of State Rusk, Secretary of 

Defense McNamara, General Maxwell Taylor, and the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, and they all said that we were headed 

correctly in Vietnam. 

"The right thing for America, everyone agreed then, was 

to stay the course in Vietnam. The country today seems to 

be pulling away from that way of thinking," the President 

said, characteristically leaning on one elbow and tugging at 

the lobe of his large ear, "away from the commitments Jack 

Kennedy made when he became President, and before that from 

the policies that Dwight Eisenhower laid down in the 

Fifties, and before that even from the direction that Harry 

Truman established for the United States in Southeast Asia 

going as far back as the end of World War II. 

"This President, as each of you well knows," Lyndon 

Baines Johnson continued, "is not unaware of the vast degree 

of human suffering in this country." The President had 

seated himself in the center of the elongated oak table that 

domi nated the long axis of the narrow room. The sitting 

Secretary of state, Dean Rusk, had taken his usual place on 

the President's immediate right, while a former Secretary of 

s tate under Eisenhower, Dean Acheson, had seated himself in 

t h e chair on the President's immediate left that would have 

been occupied by the absent Robert McNamara who, while 

serving as Secretary of Defense in both the Kennedy and 
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Johnson administrations, had become America's principal 

civilian architect of the war. "I asked for an anti-poverty 

program in 1964. I demanded over $800 million dollars for 

it, and I got it. I asked for $1.5 billion dollars the next 

year, and I got that too. The next year I got $250 million 

dollars more. No American President has ever done so much. 

Yet, I tell you that it is still not enough. I'd like to 

quadruple that, but I can't take anything from our boys who 

are fighting and dying in those rice paddies. No, sir, I 

cannot possibly do that! I'm fighting two wars at once, 

gentlemen, and let me tell you it is not easy. My sons need 

more guns; my children cry in their beds for butter. I'm 

fighting an expensive war in Vietnam and I'm still doing 

everything I can at home; and my problem is that I find that 

I'm buying more guns and less butter every day the war in 

Vietnam drags on. 

In all, a total of eighteen of the nation's best and 

brightest men had managed to wedge themselves into the 

cramped conference room. In addition to President Johnson 

and the fourteen wise men, who functioned as his ad hoc 

sounding board, and himself, the packed room contained 

Philip Hakeem, a Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, and 

General Earle Wheeler, who represented the Department of 

Defence in McNamara's absence. The young deputy secretary, 

whose presence like Jack Arsenault's was strictly for the 
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purpose of briefing the others, had taken a seat next to 

Arsenault's own along the room's exterior wall behind the 

President and to the left of the second of two heavily 

draped windows that actually admitted the parsimonious 

amount of external light that managed to force its way into 

the room. 

"There's only one justification for this nation to risk 

the life of even one American boy in Vietnam," Lyndon Baines 

Johnson said, earnestly meaning every word. The American 

flag and the President's royal blue and gold Seal of Office 

hung limply from the twin interior stanchions that 

traditionally provided the official backdrop for meetings 

with sitting American presidents. "I did not seek this war. 

I inherited it. If I am seen as the first American 

president to lose a war, I cannot complete the building of 

the Great Society. Only direct American intervention 

sanctioned by my predecessors in this office could have 

prevented a Communist takeover of South Vietnam, and only an 

American victory over the Communists under my leadership 

will i nsure the survival of the Great Society. Do not 

mi stake this nation's vital national interest in winning the 

Vietnam war. American boys are not fighting to bring 

democracy to the Vietnamese. American boys are fighting to 

reali ze it fully for the poor, hungry, and disenfranchised 

in the ir own country. 
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The President of the United States leaned forward on 

both elbows, looking immensely older and far wearier than he 

did even on that day in Dallas in 1963 when the heavy mantle 

of the nation's highest office first descended upon his 

shoulders. "This is why I've called each of you here, 

gentlemen, to receive a summary from the State Department on 

where we stand in Vietnam and to receive a proposal from the 

Central Intelligence Agency on how we might bring this 

terrible war more swiftly to a favorable conclusion; and, 

most importantly, to give me the benefit of your collective 

wisdom and individual advice." 

The young Deputy Secretary of State sitting beside 

Arsenault, as if on cue, rose from his seat. "There's not 

the slightest reason to suppose America is doing anything 

but the right thing in Vietnam," the President said, 

beginning to speak anew and momentarily freezing the 

embarrassed young deputy secretary in his tracks. "The 

great American electorate is restless and confused, 

however," Lyndon Baines Johnson continued, "and the people 

are growing more tired of this war every day." The 

President motioned good-naturedly for the young deputy to 

continue his long trek around the table to the small dais 

and rear projection screen that had been built into the wall 

opposite the President's customary seat. "I must find a way 

to get on with the building my Great Society, gentlemen, and / 

,/ 
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to do that you must help me find a way to bring a swift and 

favorable conclusion in Vietnam; for I am convinced that, if 

the war continues very much longer without resolution, we 

will have lost the single best opportunity to recast 

American society for the better that this nation or the 

Democratic Party has ever known." 

"America steadily has escalated the war in the air over 

North Vietnam and on the ground in South Vietnam since 

1965," the fast-rising young Brooklynite careerist with a 

reputation inside the State Department for plainspokenness 

began simply enough, "and yet, despite the sacrifice of 

thousands of American lives and the expenditure of billions 

of American dollars, this nation's government cannot yet say 

to the American people that the war in Vietnam is won, nor 

that it is even winnable at some time certain in the future; 

that America's Communist enemies have abandoned the field to 

us, nor that they ever will do so; that our South Vietnamese 

allies can survive without our massive, permanent American 

assistance, nor that the South's leaders possess the will 

and means to do so." Eschewing the use of the kind of 

statistical charts favored by the Department of Defense, 

Philip Hakeem hewed strictly to rhetorical line of argument 

that the Secretary of State had laid down for him. "Our 

pilots have destroyed hundreds of bridges throughout North 

Vietnam," Hakeem said by way of giving several examples, 
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"but virtually all of them have been rebuilt or bypassed by 

the enemy. We've destroyed thousands of freight cars, 

trucks, sampans, oxcarts, and bicycles, but North Vietnamese 

troops and military supplies continue to flow smoothly down 

the Ho Chi Minh trail to the insurgent forces. We've 

rendered three-quarters of North Vietnam's oil storage 

facilities unusable, but no shortage of fuel exits in the 

country. Neither the determination of North Vietnam's 

leaders nor the morale of its people have been weakened. 

Despite America's best efforts in the areas of aerial 

interdiction and psychological warfare, the North Vietnamese 

are supplying their forces in the South with everything they 

need to operate successfully in the field. 

"On the other hand," the over-zealous half of the State 

Department's bad cop-good cop duo said, graphically 

emphasizing the corruption and ineptitude of the graft

riddled South Vietnamese government and military, "the South 

Vietnamese regime's control of their country, aside from the 

major provincial cities, is borderline. The South 

Vietnamese army is losing more men and weapons to the 

Communists than it is capturing from them. The Vietcong 

occupy larger portions of the country and control greater 

numbers of the population than we have ever before realized. 

About 40 percent of the countryside is under Vietcong 

control, with the figure running as high as 90 percent in 
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some key provinces, including several, such as Long An and 

old cu Chi, that abut the Saigon capital district. The 

Vietcong have infiltrated their cadre into far more rural 

villages and hamlets than the South Vietnamese have ever 

conceded to us. The Vietcong's military formations and 

political cadre, moreover, are recruiting energetically, 

whereas the nominally loyal population of the South is 

openly apathetic toward its elected officials and desertions 

from the South Vietnamese army again are on the rise. 

"If the current trends in the country continue," Philip 

Hakeem predicted, marching steadily toward his unpalatable, 

pre-packaged conclusion, "the best America can hope for is a 

short-term neutralization of South Vietnamese state. If we 

withdraw our military support, or waver in our political 

commitment to the Saigon government, a Communist bureaucracy 

will certainly, and almost immediately, be forced upon the 

South Vietnam. 

"America is on a losing track in Vietnam," he concluded 

all too plainly for some in the audience. The government of 

South is politically adrift. Its leaders are irresponsible 

potentates, who have proven as inept at nation-building as 

they are at making war; and they are hopelessly divided on 

the future of their country. It is completely unreasonable, 

in my opinion," he said, providing his Secretary an out if 

he needed it, 0 to expect these men's personal performances, 
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or the performance of the South Vietnamese government and 

its troops, to ultimately improve to the level necessary to 

sustain a free, independent, and democratic republic in the 

face of continued Communist aggression. 

"I can summarize the situation in Vietnam for you in 

one sentence," he said, preparing to turn the meeting back 

over to the President and his fourteen wise advisors. 

"After three administrations and twenty-one years, America's 

accomplishments in South Vietnam are virtually nil; our in

country officials and programs are in disarray; and, barring 

some dramatic new initiative, the nation's slide into this 

bottomless Asian abyss is inexorable." 

"I'm a simple man with a complex problem," the thirty

sixth President of the nation declared. "I must find a way 

to extricate the United States from a necessary war, against 

communism in Southeast Asia, in order to fight a more 

important war, against poverty, illiteracy, and bigotry in 

this country; and I must do so without losing either war." 

The President was buttressed on either side by Acheson and 

Rusk, the influential secretaries of state, who each had 

supported war from its outset. "I've been forced to wage a 

limited war." Another solid phalanx of long-term support, 

both for the war in Vietnam and his policies at home, 

sustained him from across the table. "America has no 

territorial ambitions. America seeks no wider conflict," he 
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recited, as if the profane litany itself, like some magical 

incantation, might provide a way out of the dilemma that 

squarely confronted his administration. "America's only aim 

in Vietnam is to deny the Communists a victory," he 

summarized, "and in so doing free itself to pursue America's 

own dream of a truly free, independent, and democratic 

nation where all men, regardless of color, are equal under 

God and the law." The President's imploring eyes scanned up 

and down both sides of the table. "In the task that lies 

before me," Lyndon Baines Johnson said, opening up the floor 

to a general discussion of the situation in Vietnam, "and at 

this fateful moment in our country's history, I need your 

advice and counsel as never before." 

The single most influential person in the room, who 

years earlier had persuaded President Truman to begin 

furnishing aid to the French, and who now felt that the 

United States would need up to ten years more to show real 

progress in the war, as usual, spoke first. "We are facing 

a clever adversary who has evolved," the chief implementor 

of the Marshall plan said, elegantly putting the current 

President's dilemma into perspective, "a devilishly 

effective strategy for whipping the United states in a fair 

fight." The distinguished ex-diplomat, who had been the 

chief formulator of the N.A.T.O. treaty that bound America 

to its European allies, smoothed his neatly trimmed 
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moustache. "All the Communists need must do to win is keep 

their own military losses low enough to sustain the war 

indefinitely while keeping American losses of men and 

equipment high enough to convince a majority of American 

voters to reject the war. 

"I am afraid that no matter which way America turns, 

the patrician figure continued, arching his bushy eyebrows, 

"neither this nation nor its current President will find a 

quick or easy way to exit from Vietnam." The tough-minded 

survivor of countless protracted international negotiations 

pulled no punches. "This administration is engaged in a 

desperate political race between the development of a viable 

South Vietnamese nation and the escalating loss of public 

support, or even tolerance, for the war. The leaders of 

North Vietnam are betting that the American public's 

patience will run out long before your administration can 

achieve this end. There is no magic bean, Mr. President, no 

way to grow a climbing vine overnight, no natural staircase 

by which we might ascend out of the abyss in a few giant 

strides. 

"The nation's wealth must be visibly redirected to 

domestic programs; its war casualties must be held down; and 

the relentless pattern of our escalation in Vietnam must be 

reversed," the soft-spoken man, who always before had 

advocated a vigorous prosecution of the war and who was just 
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putting the finishing touches on his memoirs, Present at the 

Creation, My Years in the State Department, announced in 

hushed tones. "These measures, hopefully, will buy the 

administration time. Above all, this nation's President 

must convince its citizens that America is winning in 

Vietnam; and, more, he must provide them with some well

defined sense of when the war will end. Only then, Mr. 

President, can you expect this nation to continue to fight 

both wars, the war you wish to fight, and the other war, 

that as the leader of the free world America must fight, and 

make the additional supreme sacrifices that you must ask of 

it." 

"The fundamental issue isn't whether Vietnam is vital 

to America's national interests, Mr President," the ex

chairman of the joint chiefs of staff and former interim 

ambassador to Vietnam said, displaying his unwaveringly 

hawkish point of view, "or even whether the United states 

can succeed there." The Missouri-born graduate of United 

states Military Academy, who had commanded the 101st 

Airborne Division in World War II and was the first American 

general to land in Normandy on D-Day, and did not mince 

words. "The issue has moved beyond asking why we are there. 

The issue is what do we do about it." The retired four-star 

general was seated on the immediate left of the previous 

speaker and drew a disdainful look from him. "America is on 
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trial for its life. The credibility of the nation, its 

right to lead the free world," the man President Kennedy 

selected as his personal military advisor said, "hangs in 

the balance. "If we lose in Vietnam, the righteousness of 

America's motives will not matter," the former commander of 

the United Nations Far East Command said, beginning the 

ritual recitation of a veritable litany of jingoistic 

proverbs. "If we lose, the humanity of America's methods 

will not matter. But, if we win in Vietnam, absolutely 

nothing else will matter. If we win, Mr. President, the 

American public will build statues of your generals and 

raise all manner of domestic temples to house the Great 

Society." 

"If our goal is victory in the Vietnam war," a clear 

Manhattan-accented voice speaking from the far end of the 

table on the same side as the general resonated, "the United 

States must abandon its policy of confining the conflict to 

a limited arena. But, if America allows the ground war to 

spill into North Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, and the 

l eaders of the North remain intransigent, then as in Korea 

in the Fifties the fighting might spread right up to China's 

border. Even if direct Sino-soviet troop involvement can be 

avo i ded, America would incur massive costs and enormous 

losses of life in any large-scale Asian ground war." The 

dist ingui shed New York banker, who had served both 
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Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy's administrations, leaned 

forward on his elbows and looked steadily in the current 

chief executive officer's direction. "A deeper military 

plunge, Mr. President, is not in the national interest. It 

will not settle the underlying question of Vietnamese self

determination. It can only enlarge the political and 

military morass in which the United States now finds itself 

bogged down." The banker leaned back in his chair and 

placed his fingers together in a gesture of prayer. "We are 

on the brink of an indefinite commitment to a war that 

cannot be won on the terms we are prepared to fight it," he 

said, speaking primarily to the five other confirmed doves 

who roosted with him on this end of the table. "The only 

reasonable alternative that offers the faintest glimmer of 

hope is an astute diplomatic offensive that achieves a 

permanent end to the fighting, establishes neutrality in the 

south, and preserves for its people some form of lasting 

independence from the North." 

"Southeast Asia is a black hole for the American war 

machine," the career State Department official sitting 

across from the East coast financier said, taking in hand 

the dove's cudgel of reasonable expectations, like a fresh, 

eager relay racer accepting the baton from a spent teammate. 

The senior official, whose consistent views were well known 

to the other wise men, had argued through two 
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administrations against deepening America's involvement in 

Asia. "Vietnam will swallow up America's entire military 

investment and, in the end, give us nothing back in return. 

Our soldiers are fighting a phantom enemy in a hostile 

countryside for an uncooperative ally. If we continue to 

throw more troops into battle solely to stem our army's 

mounting casualties, our involvement will become so great as 

to make withdrawal from Vietnam impossible without national 

humiliation. Yet, even at the most terrible cost in blood 

and treasure, the humiliation of America in this war is a 

far more likely outcome than the achievement of our 

objectives." 

"I am compelled to remind my associates of Japan's 

seizure of Manchuria and Hitler's consolidation of power in 

Germany," the President's national security advisor, who was 

sitting at the opposite end of the table from the gathering 

of doves, began diplomatically enough. "The failure of 

America and the great European powers in the Thirties to 

oppose these preliminary aggressions rendered the subsequent 

catastrophe of the Second World War inevitable." The former 

Rhodes scholar and M.I.T. professor, whose instinct for the 

jugular lurked unseen behind wire rim glasses, was a long

time partisan of forceful action in Vietnam. "One cannot 

recall such failures of national will," the pleasant-faced 

government policy planner, whose piercing eyes and sharp 
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tongue could slash the flesh from an offending associate's 

bones, said by way of understatement, "without having strong 

feelings about the rightness of America's involvement in the 

present conflict." The head of the State Department's 

policy planning staff saw the developing war in Vietnam, as 

his concluding statement made clear, as the free world's 

next great confrontation with Communism. "Appeasement of 

tyranny in any form, under any circumstances, in any era,u 

he pronounced, in a summation that would have stripped the 

flesh from a water buffalo as swiftly as a swarm of feeding 

piranha, "is not only wrong-headed and ineffective, but in 

the long shadows caste by a nation's history is the most 

noxious, costly, and tragic foreign policy of all." 

"Your insistence on principal over practicality would 

have America risk repeating France's tragic experience," the 

pinched-faced Harvard law professor seated opposite the 

prior speaker said, citing an equally meritorious historical 

precedent to make his counterpoint. "America's intermittent 

air offensives against North Vietnam have only served to 

induce a cyclical pattern of escalation on the ground by 

both sides," the former head of the national security 

council, who had joined Kennedy's administration in this 

position in 1961 and served in the same capacity for three 

additional years under the current administration, continued 

knowledgeably. "The North Vietnamese Communists invariably 
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increase their pressure on our allies in the South as we 

ratchet up our pressure on their forces in the North. We 

respond, typically, by sending ashore more U.S. combat 

forces. They respond, in turn, by sending more North 

Vietnamese regulars down the Ho Chi Minh trail." The 

smiling lawyer, like his brother who had spent the decade of 

the Fifties working for the C.I.A. and subsequently been a 

key government player in formulating Vietnam policy in 

positions with both the departments of Defense and state, 

always before had supported the war. "But the United states 

cannot substitute its presence and power for an effective 

South Vietnamese nation for an indefinite period of time," 

he said, shaping his sophistic arguments to fit what he 

perceived to be America's changing fortunes of war and the 

palpable shift in the attitudes, faces, and words of a 

majority of the other wise men. "The spreading conflict, if . 

victory is honestly and steadfastly pursued," he argued, 

"will put in train a series of events leading at the end of 

a very long and bloody track to the direct intervention of 

Chinese troops and the distinct possibility of nuclear war. 

If the communists in the North will not give up, and that, 

gentlemen, is their leaders' clear and consistent message to 

us," he said, hoisting aloft the specter of a white flag, 

"then I submit that the question of appeasement is a moot 

issue, and a political settlement, either now or at a much 
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greater cost later, is the only viable option left open to 

US• II 

The implied suggestion that America should concede 

defeat and withdraw from Vietnam drew an immediate reaction 

from the retired ambassador, seasoned diplomat, and 

confirmed hawk who was seated directly opposite from the 

President. "Pursuing talks with North Vietnam now only 

confirms and rewards their aggression," he said, peering to 

his right in disbelief of his ears. "The fundamental 

assumption of this government, inherited from Eisenhower, 

handed down to Kennedy, and entrusted to this President is 

that an independent South Vietnam is absolutely vital to the 

defense of Southeast Asia, as well as to America's 

credibility around the globe." 

"Only a stupendous display of America's military muscle 

will drive the Communists from the field," the former 

Secretary of State, who looked more like an Old World earl 

than a New World diplomat, declared, deliberating playing 

false with a highly embellished statement of a position that 

he had never espoused and would now eschew altogether. 

"Massive u. s. air and naval forces would be needed to 

strike directly at the North Vietnamese people, and 

overpowering numbers of American troops would be needed to 

root out and destroy the enemy's ground forces in South 

Vietnam. The North Vietnamese leadership, I am convinced, 
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will relent only when they are convinced that America means 

to stay the course, employ every weapon, and bear any cost 

to achieve final victory in this war." 

"There is but one sure route to victory," the four-star 

combat veteran seated to the left of the last speaker said, 

reading his lines from what he took to be an exact copy of 

the former Secretary of State's script. "If we are to win 

in South Vietnam," he said, subtly altering the initial 

phrase of the latest in his litany of military maxims, "we 

must invade. That is why strategic bombing in World War II 

worked for us. We bombed the German and Japanese nations 

senseless; but, as we are similarly doing in North Vietnam 

today, we did not succeed in breaking their people's morale 

nor did we destroy their industrial ability to wage 

protracted war. We bombed Germany and Japan, day and night, 

for only one reason, to prepare the way for invasion and 

occupation of their homelands, and that is what we should be 

preparing to do now." 

"The problem we have in Vietnam is an entirely 

different situation from the one Generals Marshall and 

Ei senhower faced in formulating our strategy in World War 

II, " the dovish senior State Department official said from 

the opposite end of the table. "North Vietnam, unlike our 

principal adversaries in the Second World War, has no 

significant i ndustri al infrastructure for air force to 
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destroy," the man who through two administrations had argued 

consistently against the deepening American involvement in 

Vietnam continued. "If invasion of the North was a playable 

hand, we damn well could have had our Marines storm ashore 

at Hanoi rather than across beaches of Da Nang. A brokered 

end to the fighting in Vietnam, General, has always been the 

primary objective of both sides. It's not what either side 

tells its citizens, of course, but the leaders of both sides 

know it's the truth. The only thing disagreement we've ever 

had with the Communists in the North is who ends up owning 

the pot when we mutually decide the poker game is over. In 

Vietnam each side wants to negotiate from a position of 

strength, so each continually seeks to improve its 

bargaining position. Neither side can afford to lose, nor 

expects to lose; and so neither is open to compromise. Each 

side avoids negotiations whenever it perceives itself to be 

weaker than the other, choosing instead to escalate the 

conflict in hopes of negotiating from strength later." 

"The Vietnamese people have a 2,000-year tradition of 

opposing the invasion of their country by foreigners," the 

distinguished banker said, speaking out forcefully for the 

second time. "In the laps of their grandmothers, mothers, 

and sisters, the infants of Vietnam learn the heroic legends 

of Vietnamese resistance to Chinese rule. From the 

experiences of their fathers, uncles, and older brothers, 
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who resisted the Japanese occupation during World War II and 

defeated the re-imposition of French rule after it, the 

adolescent youth of Vietnam learn the art of waging a 

people's war against a modern invader." The banker, like a 

stud poker player leading to an ace in the hole, placed all 

of his cards on the table. "This administration is kidding 

itself, Mr. President, if it believes the youth of South 

Vietnam have to be artfully persuaded by Communist cadre 

from the North to see the Saigon government as a puppet of 

America, or to fight a war of attrition against that regime 

and the forces of the United States. This administration is 

deluding itself, Mr. President, if it seriously expects any 

amount of military force short of the threat of nuclear war 

will compel President Ho Chi Minh or the military leaders of 

North Vietnam to fold their cards, stay their next ante, or 

ultimately concede the pot to us." 

"Our latest studies conclude that even a huge u. s. 

force would fail to halt the Communist insurgency in South 

Vietnam," the senior State Department official sitting 

immediately across ' the table said. "The enemy's staying 

power, both politically and militarily, is inherently 

greater than that of the South Vietnamese forces or our own 

forces. No matter to what lengths America escalates," the 

dovish official who had remained consistent through two 

administrations insisted, "the Communists will simply adapt 
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their present strategy of attrition and subversion to 

increase the cost of the war to us." 

"It's all well and good," the influential chairman of 

the joint chiefs of staff weighed in, "to say that the 

Communists can match us man for man, will for will, and 

heart for heart, but they cannot match us plane for plane, 

sortie for sortie, or bomb for bomb. The only conventional 

means that can bring the Vietnam war to a speedy conclusion, 

and allow America to finally win this war," the master 

military politician whose forte was advancing the interests 

of the military establishment in Washington said, "is to 

pulverize North Vietnam from the air. To negotiate a phased 

withdrawal from Vietnam, Mr President, amounts to little 

more than formal surrender on the time payment plan. The 

United States would suffer significant losses in world 

prestige, airmen's lives, and hardware, but the strategy is 

a sound one. The cost will be judged cheap in the light of 

h i story when gauged against the cost to American prestige of 

defeat by a third-rate Communist power." 

"Forgetting the lives of our Air Force, Navy, and 

Marine flyers, both the dead ones and the hundreds of others 

who a l ready are languishing in captivity," the bespectacled 

f ormer supreme court justice and current ambassador to the 

Uni ted Nations, who in the past had believed that a military 

solut i on was possible in Vietnam and in consequence had 
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supported each new initiative proposed by the military, said 

sardonically, "we would be mortgaging ten dollars of 

America's future for every one dollar of damage that your 

planes could inflict on the North Vietnamese in the here and 

now." 

"The American public is neither prepared to support a 

further huge American buildup in the South, allow us to 

initiate a sustained campaign of massive air raids over the 

North, nor accept the slow political, economic, and military 

progress that is possible," the dovish professor sitting to 

left of the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff said, 

extrapolating with legal exactitude the thorny dilemma now 

confronting the administration and the nation. "Your 

proposed solution, General, is no resolution of the problem 

at all," he said with a pinched smile of scholarly self

satisfaction, "but only a restatement of the problem itself. 

such is the nature of the impasse America faces." 

"North Vietnam is an agrarian society," the Secretary 

of state began calmly, speaking in reverent tones over a 

folded pair of hands which rested in a prayerful position on 

the table in front of him. "Its human resources are 

virtually inexhaustible and its soldiers are fully prepared 

to die for their cause. America cannot expect to bleed 

North Vietnam to death on the ground or to blast North 

Vietnam back into the Stone Age from the air. The massive 
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bombing campaigns of the Forties brought neither our allies 

in Britain nor our enemies in Germany to their knees, and 

military leadership of Japan only succumbed after the second 

atomic bomb was dropped on her. The two great Axis powers 

lost World War II because they could not preclude their 

enemies from invading their homelands. Since neither the 

United States government nor the American people will ever 

sanction invasion of the North nor use the atomic weapons in 

this war," the administration's principal spokesperson for 

Vietnam war policy reluctantly advised his colleagues, "I 

suggest that the question before the President of the United 

States may no longer be how can America win this war, but 

rather how soon and with what acceptable degree of 

international embarrassment can America end this war?" 

"You cannot tell the people, Mr. President," the 

retired five-star general said with the unmistakable heart 

of an ancient warrior, "that their nation has just lost its 

first war. If you tell the American public that the war 

cannot be won," he said, beginning his own litany of dire 

consequences, "the American people will blame you for its 

loss. If you tell the world that America cannot deter the 

spread of Communism in Southeast Asia, the American voters 

will put your political enemies into office. And if that 

calamity happens, Mr. President, all your hopes for the 

Great society will have foundered upon the twin rocks of 
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political indecision and military inadequacy." The wire

rimmed glasses hanging from his tiny, pink ears and the 

thinning crop of white hair perched atop the old warrior's 

mundane visage gave monumental lie to the fire that raged in 

his common soldier's belly. "You must tell the American 

public what Winston Churchill told the English people in the 

darkest hours of his nation's greatest trial by fire. You 

must tell the American people that the war in Vietnam," the 

jut-jawed general said, "will be long, that it will be 

bloody, and that it will be costly. They must be made to 

understand," the man who once was called the doughboy's 

general, "that there is no shortcut, and no alternative, to 

success in this war." 

"We must plunge, full-throated, into this war," the 

chairman of the joint chiefs of staff declared, sensing a 

unique opportunity to press the military's cause, "or, we 

must face up, here and now, to defeat in it. As things now 

stand," the general, whose somewhat sunken chest also hid a 

bellyful of fire, continued, "the South Vietnamese cannot 

stand up to the enemy's pressure without a substantial U.S. 

presence in the air and on the ground. To hold our own 

against the Communists, who are pouring in cadre and troops 

from the North, we need to substantially increase American 

troop strength in Vietnam now. To seize the initiative, we 

will need still more American troops and equipment in South 
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and unwavering commitment by this administration to maintain 

a sustained air campaign over the North." 

"The Communist leaders of North Vietnam are unlikely to 

yield to U.S. military pressure, regardless of the degree in 

which it is applied," the bespectacled former Secretary of 

Labor, who before entering government service had served as 

general council to the Congress of Industrial Organizations 

and eventually negotiated that organization's merger with 

the American Federation of Labor, said without equivocation. 

"The thought of compromise," the serving ambassador to the 

United Nations continued, "except in furtherance of their 

own war aims, is as completely alien to these leaders, as 

the thought of abandoning a picket line is to organized 

labor's leadership in America." 

"The grandparents, fathers, wives, and youth of America 

all have the same question on their lips, Mr. President," 

the respected ex-diplomat ensconced on the chief executive's 

immediate left said. "'What is the Establishment doing out 

there?"' In the minds of many Americans the answer is all 

too obvious: 'official Washington is out of its mind.' The 

pervasive view in the nation's hinterlands is that this 

administration is bent on imposing some U.S. blueprint on a 

distant people, who cannot manage their own political 

affairs and who do not aspire to a democratic way of life, 

and that Washington is willing to carry its patently absurd 
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pursuits in Southeast Asia to any lengths rather than admit 

this war is purposeless and unwinable." The loyal 

government servant who had began his personal journey 

through the abyss of Vietnam some twenty years earlier when 

he urged then President Truman to support the French against 

the Vietminh insurgents counseled his latest President in a 

much different manner. "The chasm that looms before us," he 

concluded with a heart heavy with regret, "is nothing less 

than the worst split in the fabric of our country since 

brother fought brother in the forests, fields, and streets 

of this nation in our own civil war more than a century 

ago." 

"Our major challenge is to accept the process of 

recruiting and training the youth of Vietnam to kill the 

youth of America in pitched battle for what it is," the 

former commander of U.S. forces in Korea added, appliqueing 

his own unique perspective to the specter of second, 

ongoing, bloodless civil war in America, "not the 

indoctrination or brainwashing our government must publicly 

make it out to be but that same repeated call for 

unstinting patriotic sacrifice that Robert E. Lee once made 

to a similarly ragged, undernourished, and poorly armed 

peasant people in our very own South." 

"The American public may be questioning our 

government's reasons for being there," the Secretary of 
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State said, seconding the retired general's insightful 

perspective, "but in the hamlets of Vietnam, no great moral 

debate over this war goes on. From cradle to grave, from 

one passing generation to the next for more than twenty 

centuries, Vietnamese nationalists have accepted as precept 

the righteousness of their cause. In the eyes of the 

majority of Vietnamese people, a plurality of our own 

citizens, and many of the nations of the free world, as 

abhorrent an idea as it may seem, American soldiers are the 

bad guys this time." 

"No one in this room can pinpoint the exact instant in 

time when it happened, Mr. President," former president 

Harry Truman's second Secretary of State said, "but each of 

us recognizes that the war in Vietnam has changed for the 

worse in the thirteen years since the United States under 

the Eisenhower administration refused to ratify the 1954 

Geneva Accords, which divided Vietnam into two contending 

spheres of influence, and in the years since 1956 when under 

t h e same administration the United states encouraged the de 

f a c to government of South Vietnam in its refusal to hold 

c ountry-wide general elections in conjunction with the North 

t o produce a single government for a united Vietnamese 

nation." The seventy-five year-old ex-diplomat, whose 

experience in foreign affairs dwarfed that of even his most 

accomplished peers, held sway over the assembly of f ourteen 
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wise men as no other member of Lyndon Baines Johnson's ex

officio cabal could. "The war in Vietnam has become an 

American war, with senior American officers directing the 

military operations and young American draftees bearing the 

brunt of the fighting. The United States assumed for itself 

the burden of saving South Vietnam from itself, as well as 

from its Communist enemies. Thousands more of our citizens 

are employed in specialist roles throughout the South 

Vietnamese countryside. This swarming army of civilian 

workers has implemented hundreds of programs. Some armed 

and trained peasant militia to provide local self-defense; 

others distributed pumps, seeds, chemicals, and agricultural 

advice to native farmers; and still others dispensed medical 

goods and services to women and children in scattered 

hamlets throughout the length and breadths of the country. 

The United states still recognizes the sovereignty of South 

Vietnam and the integrity of its elected government, but 

real cooperation with the South Vietnamese officials has 

melted away in the heat of war. In the hinterlands of 

America, as in the halls of power in Washington, the 

American people and their officials demand the war in 

Vietnam be prosecuted urgently and effectively. The 

American government's original strategy of blunting 

communist gains through counter-terrorist warfare and 

achieving a gradual pacification of the South has been 
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abandoned in favor of wide-area search and destroy 

operations by American troops in South Vietnam and sustained 

bombing campaigns by American pilots over the North 

Vietnam." 

For almost a full minute after the former Secretary of 

State finished talking a deathly silence reigned in the 

narrow room. "Everything you've just said is true," the 

Romanesque former Senator from Massachusetts who was now 

serving his second tour as ambassador to South Vietnam. 

"The Vietnam war, ultimately, can only be won by the South 

Vietnamese themselves." The gravel-voiced ex-ambassador to 

the United Nations ran the open fingers of one hand through 

his flowing white locks. "American involvement must be 

capped and eventually revert back to training and logistical 

support of the South Vietnamese government's effort to win 

the war. Even America's military advisors someday must be 

wi thdrawn, because the active involvement of the U.S. 

weakens rather than strengthens the South Vietnamese in 

their long-term struggle against the communist insurgency." 

I n response the current secretary of State trenchantly 

observed, "The war in Vietnam is a civil war that, in fact 

and effect, has been captured by the Marxist-Leninist 

leaders of the world. It is no longer a war of democratic 

self-determination among a homogeneous peasant people, but a 

part o f the l arger armed international conspi racy that 
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Communist leaders throughout the world have sworn to wage 

against the democracies in the West." 

"If we leave Vietnam with our tail between our legs, 

Mr. President," the hard-line Jewish progressive who hated 

appeasement as only a man who lost six million kinsmen could 

and whose foreign policy outlook remained mired in the 

global standoff between the atomic armadas of East and West, 

declared unequivocally, "the consequences of this defeat in 

the rest of Asia, Africa, and Latin American will be 

disastrous." 

"The prospects, indeed, are grim," the New York banker 

who had advised every president since Roosevelt said 

speaking up again. "Asserting that America cannot afford to 

lose this war is axiomatic. Finding a way to actually win 

in Vietnam is highly problematic. The stamina, resiliency, 

and commitment of America's Vietnamese adversaries are 

without parallel in this nation's experience of war. Our 

inherent weaknesses, however, constitute a graver challenge 

to America's war aims. For quite literally, no one -- not 

our own people, our allies, or our enemies -- believes that 

the American electorate has either the willpower or the 

p atience to stay the course in Vietnam." 

"South Vietnam is pivotal to America's confrontation 

with Communism in the third world," the Secretary of State 

rejoined, determinedly re-stating the hawk's fundamental 
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theme. "A defeat in Southeast Asia would deal a death blow 

to U.S. dependability, resolution, and trustworthiness 

throughout Asia, as well as erode the image of America in 

Latin America and Africa." 

"Success in Vietnam is essentially a matter of a good 

management strategy," the national security advisor said, 

interjecting the most hopeful assessment offered by any of 

the fourteen wise men. "We have everything we need to win. 

The U.S. has provided military advice, training, economic 

and social help, and political advice. The South Vietnamese 

government has put many good men into important positions. 

our side knows what needs to be done, Mr. President, and we 

have the means to do it. We simply must do it." 

"Anything we might gain in the short run by hanging in 

the war to establish America's steadfastness," the dovish 

Harvard law professor and former head of the national 

security council rejoined flatly, looking at his colleague 

from almost directly across the table, "we will surely lose 

later by an erosion of confidence in our judgments." 

"Mr. President," the Jewish civil libertarian, who had 

the President's ear as no other man in the room did, said 

"your first concern must be the preservation of the 

integrity of the office of President and the conservation of 

the morale of the American people. The President of the 

United states must be able to tell his citizens that his 
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government has done all that could reasonably be done in 

Vietnam, in both the diplomatic and military arenas, if the 

Communists sustain their push for all-out success for their 

side. The American people's fundamental belief in the 

righteousness of America 1 s democratic motives in this 

conflict must be preserved whether the final outcome of the 

war is a victory or a loss for our side." 

"A soldier's job, Mr. President," the former commander 

of U.S. forces in Korea said, speaking plainly, "dangerous 

as it may be, is pretty damn simple. He must find, fix, 

fight, and finish off the enemy. The problem America faces 

in Vietnam is that our soldiers can't finish off the 

Vietcong or even fight them often because our intelligence 

rarely allows us to find them. We have been largely 

unsuccessful in our efforts to isolate the Vietcong from the 

Vietnamese population, and even when we have, our soldiers 

cannot tell the average Vietnamese farmer from the typical 

Vietcong guerrilla." 

"How can a black American infantryman from New Orleans 

or white American Marine from Fort Worth," the dovish 

Harvard law professor said speaking his mind strongly, 

"di sti nguish a lying Vietcong sapper from an innocent rice 

farmer. He can't, I tell you. And what's more, the 

officers of the French Infantarie Coloniale, who spoke the 

nat i ve languages and had over one hundred and fifty years 
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experience with the Vietnamese peasantry, couldn't either." 

"The American government entered the Vietnam war 

believing that it was fully aware of the war's dangers," the 

most influential man in the room began in a monumental 

attempt to summarize the many observations and conflicting 

strong feelings of his thirteen colleagues. "America's 

leaders through three Presidential administrations have 

formulated their policy in Vietnam on the presumption that 

some finite threshold to the enemy's endurance existed. In 

this, we were naive. For more than thirty years, beginning 

with our government's support of the restoration of French 

colonial rule in 1946, America's leaders have guessed wrong 

at every turn in Vietnam. Our defense analysts badly 

misjudged the enemy's resiliency, the depth of his 

commitment, and his capacity for sacrifice and pain. When 

the North Vietnamese leaders do not react as America's 

l eaders would in similar circumstances, we complain that 

they are unreasonable men. We would think it reasonable to 

seek a compromise, rather than indefinitely continue a 

costly war on our own soil that we could not win unless our 

enemies chose to give up. Our counterparts in North 

Vietnam, however, appear perfectly willing to risk the 

gradual annihilation of the Vietnamese people and their way 

o f li fe rather than forgo their 2,000 year-old dream of a 

unite d Vietnam ruled by the Vietnamese people themselves." 
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The President of the United States, after remaining 

silent for many minutes as he listened to the confused 

feelings and conflicting views of the fourteen men whose 

learned opinions he valued most, finally spoke his own mind. 

"America may, as several of those present have suggested 

today, be fighting a war that it cannot win. I do not know 

if this is true, but I am not convinced of it in my mind. 

What I do know in my heart is that America cannot surrender. 

If you let a bully come into your front door one day," the 

President said, speaking like Christ in a parable, "the next 

day you'll find him taking his ease on your porch swing. 

The day after that, gentlemen, if you do nothing about it, 

you'll find him eating at your table. And later on that 

week, at night, if you still have done nothing, you'll find 

him sleeping with your wife in your own bed. 

"I cannot pull up my pants and run out," he said, 

testifying to his own stubbornness in the face of constant 

adversity. The naysayers and nervous nellies want me to 

negotiate and end to the war. With who? If there's one 

point of agreement I've heard today, it's that there's 

nobody the other side who wants to make a deal. So the only 

thing your President can do is hang on. And that, 

gentlemen, until a better option presents itself, is exactly 

what I propose to do." 

The distinguished looking former Secretary of State, 
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who was seated on the President's immediate left, said, "You 

have our support, Mr. President, as always." 

"Here, here," a chorus of other voices weighed in. 

"The Central Intelligence Agency is proposing that 

something new be added to the mix in Vietnam," the President 

of the United States intoned, motioning for General Jack 

Arsenault, who had been sitting quietly behind the President 

throughout the deliberations of the fourteen wise men, to 

rise and take his place at the podium occupied earlier by 

Philip Hakeem, "something that, like radical chemotherapy, 

might eradicate the cancer that infects the South Vietnamese 

countryside and allow this administration to turn its 

attention more fully to this nation's domestic priorities. 

"In the mid-Fifties," Jack Arsenault standing on the 

hotel veranda in Hawaii remembered himself saying as he 

began what possibly was the most important V.I.P. briefing 

of his entire military career to date, "the Central 

Intelligence Agency organized a number of disinformation and 

sabotage units composed entirely of nationalist guerrillas. 

The C.I.A. attempted to insert these highly-trained cells of 

anti-Communist Vietnamese into North Vietnam to establish 

espionage networks, assassinate local officials, disrupt 

civi l i an services, and distribute propaganda. This effort 

fl o undered from the outset because the Communists had a 

secret i nfrastructure in place in virtually every North 
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Vietnamese town, village, and hamlet. The same kind of 

local cadres today exist in nearly every South Vietnamese 

town, village, and hamlet, and largely because the work of 

these cadres nearly every strategic policy and tactical 

maneuver that the South Vietnamese government or our own 

military forces attempt in Vietnam is doomed to discovery, 

futility, and failure. 

"Every North Vietnamese division that migrates down the 

Ho Chi Minh Trail, every Vietcong regional force unit, every 

village's local defense force, and the governing 

administration of each Vietnamese village and hamlet," Jack 

Arsenault said, enumerating every level of opposition to 

America's will in Vietnam, "is stiffened and made resistant 

to our political, military, and psychological efforts by 

these cadre. The cadre system inserts an elite human matrix 

at each level of Vietnamese military organization and 

society. The cadre's role is steel and inspire his unit, 

village, or hamlet to accept any task, to overcome any 

obstacle, to bear any burden. The Vietnamese use their 

cadre as informants, personal confessors, ideological 

tutors, surrogate parents, and heroic role models for their 

fighters. The authority of a cadre is virtually unlimited. 

The cadre can reward their soldiers for courage in battle, 

or punish anyone on the spot for cowardice in battle, 

failure to pay tribute, or collaboration with us. 
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"As significant an authority as Ho Chi Minh himself has 

declared more than once that the enemy's success or failure 

rests on whether its cadres are good or bad. The cadre 

system is the root cause of the enemy's remarkable success 

on the battlefield and in the urban centers, villages, and 

hamlets of the country," Jack Arsenault said, making his 

central point to the fourteen wise men, "and, in turn, the 

cadre system is the enemy's one Achilles' heel. 

"The Vietcong soldier fights magnificently," Jack 

Arsenault continued, "as well as any light infantryman the 

world has ever known. But the question America's generals 

have never satisfactorily answered for the nation's 

political leaders is how do Vietcong formations, sometimes 

in strengths of a thousand men or more, freely traverse the 

Vietnamese countryside without ever being discovered by us. 

No western army could manage such a feat, even once, yet the 

Vietcong do it regularly and with extreme ease. 

"The cadre, alone, make this possible," he said, 

concisely answering for the President and his fourteen wise 

men the question that America's other generals could not. 

"The big NVA and Vietcong units go into battle 

infrequently," he said, preparing his audience for a 

repetition of his sales mantra, "sometimes no more than 

t wice a year. Their success in combat rests primarily upon 

thei r abi lity to dictate the time and terrain for battle, to 
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maintain the initiative once the fighting starts, and to 

avoid large scale, direct confrontations with America's 

battlefield might. The enemy cannot hope to defeat 

America's armies militarily, but he does aim to exhaust her 

citizenry politically through the grueling, fruitless, 

endless expenditure of American treasure and lives. 

"The cadre, alone, make this possible," he said, 

reiterating the most crucial assertion of his entire 

agreement a second time. 

"The ability of the Vietcong guerrillas to repeatedly 

rebuild their fighting units and make good enormous losses 

in manpower is one of the great mysteries of this war. Not 

only do the Vietcong's military formations exhibit immense 

recuperative powers, but when they reappear on the 

battlefield they do so with their fighting spirit completely 

intact. 

"The cadre, alone, make this possible," he declared 

unequivocally still a third time. 

"Cadre monitor their men intensely," Jack Arsenault 

told the President and his wise men, sharing intimate 

details of the exact tactics used by cadre in their work, 

" i n part to prevent desertion or malingering, unauthorized 

e xpropriation of village animals or food supplies, and 

illicit flirtations with peasant girls. But, most 

importantly of all, close scrutiny by the cadre is intended 
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to deprive the individual Vietcong soldier of his privacy 

and reinforce his fidelity to his unit and to the cause. 

"Each cadre ideally is a seasoned revolutionary with a 

lifetime of experience behind him," Jack Arsenault said, 

trying to describe the type of experienced adversary that 

confronted America's callow youth in Vietnam. "Most are 

socialists by conviction, if not actual Communist party 

members," he said, deliberately understating the purely 

nationalist bent of the vast majority of Vietcong cadre, 

"and many of them first learned their trade as Vietminh 

soldiers in the French Indochina war. The best are native 

Southerners who were ordered into quiet hiding, some in the 

larger cities and others in their own native villages, after 

the partition of the country in 1954. The more recently 

i nfiltrated cadre, which have been sent South or recruited 

locally to replace losses of more experienced men, tend to 

be less effective. The great majority of these newcomers 

are native Northerners or Southerners who have been posted 

to unfamiliar regions after long absences from the South. 

These cadres frequently lack the patience to deal with the 

South's more relaxed ways and slower pace. They are often 

per ceived as too sectarian in their views, or too dogmatic 

in their actions, and so they may not gain the full 

c onfidence of the people they are sent to organize." 

"The elimination of the enemy's cadre," Jack Arsenault 
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declared unequivocally, finally coming to the point of his 

presentation, "can make America's victory in this war 

possible. Allow the Central Intelligence Agency to form 

special Vietnamese-American units of outright assassins to 

kill, capture, or force the enemy's vast network of cadre 

into impotent hiding, and the United states of America will 

win the war in Vietnam, or perhaps more properly, empower 

its South Vietnamese allies to save their country on their 

own initiative. 

"One clear victory would do wonders right now," Jack 

Arsenault said, gathering his briefing papers in hand as he 

prepared to leave the dais. "A great number of our people, 

both in the C.I.A. and in the military, even those whose 

jobs are always to say we are winning, feel the tide, which 

has turned against us, can be reversed if Phoenix," he said, 

mentioning the secret name of the program for the first 

time, "is authorized by this administration." 

"The Phoenix program," the President of the United 

states declared to the assembled wise men, indicating his 

initial receptivity, as Jack Arsenault returned to his seat, 

"appears to offer the nation's armed forces in Vietnam with 

a unique opportunity to seize military initiative from the 

enemy, which is something this country desperately needs to 

do, and in the long term present the South Vietnamese 

government with their best chance of staying the course 
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against its external enemies." 

"Mr. President," the Secretary of State said, seeking 

to clarify the President's wishes, "are you soliciting our 

opinions now." 

"There are many people who can recommend and advise, 

Mr. Secretary," the President said, indicating that informal 

recommendations might be made to him as the meeting was 

breaking up, "and there are a few in the Senate that are 

empowered to consent. But only one person," the thirty

sixth president reminded them, "has been chosen by the 

American people to decide. That is what I intend to do, and 

I will inform General Arsenault and the C.I.A. when I have 

made my determination." 

The President of the United States, at this point in 

the rapidly breaking up meeting, had risen from his seat and 

graciously turned to offer hearty congratulations to the 

Phoenix program briefer for his presentation. "Hang around, 

Jack," he had directed familiarly, bending his six-foot, 

four-inch frame over to whisper the order surreptitiously in 

his fellow Texan's ear. After making his way out of the 

narrow conference room, Jack Arsenault had secreted himself 

in a small anteroom within easy walking distance of the 

chief executive's office. Approximately twenty minutes 

l ater the thirty-sixth President of the United States warmly 

we l comed his old friend and political crony into the inner 
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sanctum of the Oval Office. "When I became the first 

President from Texas," Lyndon Baines Johnson said, sitting 

down at a coffee table, "I carried forty-four states and the 

District of Columbia." He motioned for the general to sit 

with him. "I had a halo around me at that moment. The 

Great Society was within my grasp." 

"Your landslide victory cheered the entire nation." 

"Timing is everything in politics, Jack, and that's why 

I was able to get the Civil Rights Act passed in 1964. I 

know this system, and I know this country. The key for 

blacks was the right to vote. Once blacks could vote, I 

knew the politicians would come from every direction to kiss 

their ass and beg for their support." 

"Timing is no less important in war, Mr. President." 

"Are you making another pitch for your pet project?" 

"I don't believe we are losing the war, Mr. President, 

but I don't believe we are winning it either. This country 

has made more progress in civil rights in three years of the 

Great Society than it did in all of the prior one hundred 

and four years since the freeing the slaves. If your 

administration can make that kind of radical breakthrough in 

civil rights, who is to say that this government can't make 

a similarly spectacular breakthrough in the stalemate we are 

facing in Vietnam." 

"When I became President of this great nation on that 
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awful November afternoon in Dallas," the President said, 

reminiscing sadly with his long-time political fellow 

traveler and conduit for financial backing from Arsenault 

family of Texas, "Vietnam wasn't worth a minute's discussion 

on the plane flying back to the nation's capital. The war 

in Vietnam was only a small cloud, no bigger than a boy's 

fist, on some distant horizon. I had much more important 

things to do. I was out to revolutionize America with 

Federal aid to education and civil rights legislation. I 

was going to enact conservation programs and cut taxes to 

stimulate the economy. I had always possessed the vision, 

and now I had the power of the American presidency to make 

sure it happened. In the beginning, no dream was too big 

for our party; no task was too large for me." 

"It can be that way again," Arsenault said, continuing 

to plead his case with the nation's still vigorous fifty

nine year-old commander and chief, "if the nation's 

commitments in Vietnam can be made manageable. That's what 

the Phoenix program is all about," Mr. President, cutting 

the Vietnamese enemy down to size." 

"I saw what was ahead of this country in Vietnam," the 

President continued unhappily, as if he had the need to 

confess his sin to a confidant who, if he could not absolve 

the President of his violation of trust with the American 

people, still could be trusted himself not to reveal the 
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transgression to them, "but I could never let my fellow 

Americans know just how big a sacrifice would ultimately be 

required of them. Six hundred thousand troops! And, tens 

of billions of dollars a year, just to have a chance for 

final victory. The American public was not prepared to hear 

that from me, and neither were the Soviets nor the Chinese 

who just might have sought a direct confrontation with us. 

The American public wanted a President who stood for civil 

rights at home and moderation abroad in 1964, and that is 

what I told them I would be, even though I knew at the time 

that it wasn't the truth." 

"The exercise of power in a democracy begins with 

getting yourself elected," the Pentagon briefer succinctly 

reminded the nation's chief elected official. "The end, 

which in this instance was the Great Society, Mr. 

President," he added, granting the only absolution possible, 

"clearly justified the means." 

"I knew from the start, Jack, that either way I moved," 

Lyndon Baines Johnson continued, as if a premonition of some 

f uture disaster made it impossible for him to take to heart 

hi s companion's comforting rationalization, "I was bound to 

be crucified in the end. If I left the woman I loved, the 

Grea t society, to get more involved with that bitch of a war 

in Vietnam, I stood to lose everything I had gained at home. 

All my hopes to empower the blacks and browns. All my hopes 
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to feed the hungry. All my dreams to shelter the homeless. 

All my plans to provide medical care to the poor and 

elderly. But, if I abandon the war now and let the 

Communists take over South Vietnam, then my domestic enemies 

will proclaim me an appeaser and a coward throughout the 

western world. If I do that, this nation and its President 

will be unable to accomplish anything for anybody anywhere 

on the globe." 

"That cannot be allowed to happen," Arsenault said, 

expressing what both men were thinking. 

"Your Phoenix program rises or falls on the ability of 

your Vietnamese intelligence sources to pinpoint the enemy's 

cadre, doesn't it, General Arsenault?" 

"Yes, Mr. President," Arsenault answered truthfully. 

"And, on the individual Phoenix team's ability to capture or 

otherwise eliminate the identified targets." 

"By eliminate, General, do you mean assassinate?" 

"The enemy's cadres are combatants." 

"You're evading the question, General Arsenault." 

"When the individual tactical situation warrants," the 

Pentagon briefer said in military-speak, "our Phoenix team's 

will be authorized to execute surprise attacks on the enemy 

targets from positions of ambush." 

"Who will actually be carrying out these 

assassinations," the President of the United States 
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persisted, "the Vietnamese or our American boys?" 

"We'll use American advisors initially to prove up our 

tactics," Arsenault said, "but once the Phoenix program is 

up and running on a country-wide basis specially trained 

Vietnamese troops called Provisional Reconnaissance Units 

will take over and conduct the operations in the field." 

"The Vietnam war is no longer an exotic little war for 

professionals," the President said, testing his 

subordinate's resolve. "It's no longer just the unwashed 

crazies who are burning their draft cards and shouting anti

war slogans in the streets. It's black and Spanish kids 

from every urban ghetto in American and middle class college 

kids from every suburb and small town in America, 

protesting, fighting, and dying, not in the tens or 

hundreds, General, but in the goddamned thousands." 

"I know that, Mr. President." 

"Neither this nation nor its President has the luxury 

of time for another failed program." 

"I know that too, sir," Arsenault rejoined, "and you 

have my personal guarantee that the Phoenix program will 

bri ng benefits out of all proportion to its costs." 

"I guess we've both spent some sleepless nights," the 

President said, taking a softer tone with his companion, 

"trying to think the problem of Vietnam through. I'm from 

Texas, too; I'm from flag country. Texans know right from 
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wrong. These chanting students, this country's intellectual 

leftists, they're little people. They can't do this nation 

any real harm. Let 'em chant outside my window. Let 'em 

burn their bras and draft cards. Let 'em march their legs 

off. What I fear is the right wing. If they ever came to 

the conclusion that I was preparing to sell out Vietnam, 

they'd do horrible things in this country. They'd force us 

to escalate the war in Vietnam to levels the American people 

cannot begin to imagine." 

"It's the war's uncertainty the American people hate. 

Americans have always rallied behind decisiveness in the 

oval office. It really doesn't matter what you do, Mr. 

President, so long as you do it with authority. On more 

than one occasion our bombers killed over 100,000 civilians 

in a single night of firebombing over Germany in World War 

II and the American public never gave a second thought to 

it. If the Phoenix program can kill 20,000, 50,000, or 

70,000 enemy cadre, a few a night, every night, over the 

next two years, Mr. President, American will win the war in 

Vietnam; and the American public will not give our choice of 

methods any more of a second thought than they did in the 

second World War." 

"All I've ever wanted to know about the Vietnam war," 

t h e President said, "is how much money and how many troops 

it ' s goi ng to take to win." 
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"Two years of the Phoenix program, Mr. President," 

Arsenault replied, "will cost this nation less than what two 

weeks of our bombing campaigns over the North cost, and the 

impact on the war will be a hundred times better." 

"Nothing in Vietnam is as simple or straightforward as 

it seems," the wary thirty-sixth President of the United 

states cautioned his old friend. "It is never difficult to 

decide what should be done, General Arsenault, but it seems 

that it is almost always impossible to get it done." 

"The Phoenix program will work as advertised." 

"I hope you're right, Jack, I sincerely do." 

"I have a distinct feeling it will." 

"I hope you're right, Jack," the President said glumly, 

"because lately I've been getting a very bad feeling about 

this war. Back home in the hill country around Austin we 

have these flash floods. The creeks can rise so fast that 

you're caught unprepared; or so gradually that your house is 

swept away before you're aware of the danger. I got a bad 

feeling, Jack, that somewhere in Vietnam it's getting ready 

to let loose a hell of a rain storm." 

"I can't keep it from raining with the Phoenix 

program," Arsenault retorted, "but I guarantee you, Mr, 

President, I can pull the plug on a bunch of storm sewer 

drains with it." 
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"Losing the Great Society is a horrendous thought, 

General Arsenault, but not so terrible to me as the thought 

of being responsible for America losing a war to the 

Communists." 

"You need not lose either." 

"If the American people cannot be made to believe that 

we are winning in Vietnam, General Arsenault, then my 

candidacy next year for a second term could split this 

country apart like no political issue has in the past one 

hundred years." 

"Mr. President, America needs you." 

"But America may no longer want me. The Democratic 

Party may no longer be able to afford me as its candidate. 

That's as plain to see as cow shit on a wrangler's boots." 

In giving Jack Arsenault Presidential authorization to 

immediately implement Phoenix, the chief executive officer 

had been blunt. "This administration need hard results 

fast. Hard results, General, not inflated body counts. The 

American war effort is awash in bloated statistics. The 

impact of Phoenix must be a near-term, highly visible 

weakening of the political and military fabric of the 

Vietcong war machine throughout length and breadth of South 

Vietnam. Nothing less will suffice." At that point, he 

remembered as he looked upon the darkening Pacific Ocean, 

Lyndon Baines Johnson had paused uncharacteristically, as if 
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he were struggling, like one of the effete Kennedy siblings, 

to construct the right turn of phrase. "Like it or not, 

Jack -- and I don't care for this part at all this 

Phoenix program of yours has one hell of a big hill to climb 

to be of any timely help to me." 

"What you mean, Mr. President, is that even if the 

Phoenix program works as I say it will there's a chance that 

nobody who votes in next November's elections may give a 

damn." 

"You might want to consider entering Texas politics 

someday, General Arsenault," the President in laughter at 

his own joke. "You have a wonderful natural gift for 

cutting through the bullshit that accompanies public 

service." 

"I'm of service where I am," the general officer 

remembered saying tactfully. 

"So there'll be no misunderstanding," the President had 

concluded their meeting with a last warning. "The next 

general election is roughly fifteen months away. In much 

l ess time, however, I will have to make the toughest call of 

my political life. General Arsenault, six months, that's 

your deadline. I need dramatic results within that time 

frame, or it may be too late for results to matter to either 

of us." With that, the President had risen, silently shaken 

his hand and left to visit the war room that was manned 
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twenty-four hours a day in the basement of the White House. 

The General and his wife completed the short taxi ride 

up Kalakaua Avenue to the nearby restaurant in complete 

silence. In the hotel suite a freshly showered Liz 

Arsenault had become furious with him for his decision to 

wear his uniform. "You know how Susan feels about the 

military, Jack," she had said uncomfortably. "You're going 

to spoil the evening for everyone." He had ignored her 

repeated protests as they dressed and eventually she had 

fallen into a sullen silence. As the taxi bearing the 

silent couple toward the fateful rendezvous headed eastward 

in the direction of the Honolulu zoo, the General gazed 

distractedly out the side window and wondered what final 

consequence the evening's meeting with his estranged 

daughter and her soldier fiancee would hold for him. From 

the very beginning he had welcomed the blossoming romance 

between his daughter and his son's college roommate. The 

General liked the earnest Texas A & M cadet and he trusted 

his intentions toward his daughter. For a brief time he had 

even hoped that the young man's naive enthusiasm for all 

things military might rub off on his daughter. The two 

young people, indeed, had fallen deeply in love. The young 

man's steadfast pursuit of a military career and stanch 

advocacy of the war in Vietnam, however, had only served to 

harden Susan Arsenault in her own anti-war views. Since the 
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dedicated youth had shipped overseas, however, the young 

couple had managed to meet only once. The letters from his 

daughter's fiancee, which once had arrived almost daily at 

the separate apartment she maintained in Austin, the General 

knew from his wife's innocent relating of her daily phone 

conversations with their daughter, now arrived only 

sporadically; and the rambling contents, which had once 

spoken at length of his undying love and desire to return to 

her, now hinted darkly at the young man's deteriorating 

state of mind. His estranged daughter had agreed to come 

with her parents to Hawaii, not to rail at her father about 

his own role in the war, but to redeem the long-absent lover 

to whom she had given her heart. The General had no doubt 

that the girl, if she had not done so before her soldier 

went to war, had lost her virginity in the present battle. 

Whi le he possessed rather more than a sire's normal feelings 

f or his daughter, the General did not begrudge either the 

troubled young soldier or his worried daughter any romantic 

d a l liances they might have enjoyed in the island sun. The 

boy had fought hard and well for his country. In the 

General's eyes Brian Carmody deserved a soldier's reward for 

his sacrifices. And his daughter, too, who no doubt 

believed she was fighting for her lover's sanity as well as 

her own f uture, deserved the chance to use the most potent 

weapon any woman had at her d i sposal. 
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In Vietnam Brian Carmody on more than one occasion had 

taken advantage of circumstance and luck to make himself a 

genuine hero of the war. For this reason alone, and 

completely apart from his daughter's preference in the 

matter, the General might have continued to favor the match 

had he not in the intervening years devised other uses for 

the young man's obvious talents. Without Brian Carmody's 

knowledge, the General had taken the young man's military 

career under wing. The two boys' passion for flying, which 

Jack Arsenault had indulged when Brian Carmody and his son 

roomed together in college, had become a problem when the 

recently graduated cadet opted to pursue rotary wing pilot 

training. The young man's natural gift for flying would 

have seen him easily through the regimen of aviation school 

had not the General surreptitiously conspired with his 

contacts at Ft. Wolters to insure that the boy was washed 

out of the advanced program. The young man's disappointment 

was soon forgotten, however, with his subsequent success in 

paratrooper and ranger training. 

The germ of a totally impossible idea had sprung to the 

General's mind at about this time; and, like the insidious 

c r avi ng an older man feels for a beautiful younger woman 

wh om he knows he can never hope to possess, the desperate 

promise of forbidden fruit had secretly driven the General's 

act i ons ever since. The idea that he could achi eve the 
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unattainable for his son, and thereby redeem his own past 

disappointment, reached its culmination in the convergence 

of three lines of development. The first line of 

development had been the carefully stage-managed development 

of the career of the young soldier who was his daughter's 

fiancee. Over the past forty-two months the General, like a 

modern day military version of Dr. Frankenstein, had 

monitored and directed the creation of a counter-terrorist 

technician who was as skilled as any killer that the United 

States could put in the field. 

The more fortuitous second line of development had come 

about because of his close working relationship with the 

C.I.A.'s director, William Colby, and his long-time personal 

friendship with the man who had succeeded to the Presidency 

of the United States on Kennedy's death. Lyndon Baines 

Johnson desperately needed a dramatic new initiative that 

could reverse the escalating course of the war. The 

clandestine assassination program code-named Phoenix, 

whether or not it ultimately served the nation's war aims or 

the sitting President's political interests, figured to be 

successful enough to accelerate his own military career. 

But, even if Phoenix disappointed him in that regard, the 

s ecret program might still be used to secure for his son the 

ul t imate military prize that had been denied him and that 

now h e could never attain for himself. 
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The third development stage-managed by the General took 

the form of a delaying action. He had maneuvered his son 

into delaying active entry into the service to pursue a 

graduate degree in business. While this made eminently good 

sense, considering the Arsenault family's growing wealth and 

the likelihood that as the sole male heir he would someday 

be called upon to direct the family's affairs, his primary 

goal had always been to allow time for Brian Carmody's and 

his son's military careers to diverge. 

The time to ring up the curtain for the last opera in 

his tetralogy had arrived at last. The staging of Die 

Gotterdammerung was now upon them all. The first scene 

would be played out on this very evening in the sumptuous 

revolving Polynesian dining room that offered Oahu's most 

spectacular view of the tourist island's fabled western 

shoreline. 

The General's daughter and Brian Carmody had been 

waiting at the table the General had reserved for this 

occasion for almost an hour when their hosts arrived. The 

General, with his sadly beautiful wife sported attractively 

on his arm, spotted the waiting couple and marched boldly 

into the dinning area. He was pleased to see that both of 

his guests were wearing casual island clothes, and even more 

pleased to see the flush of anger on his daughter's face as 

she laid eyes upon his uniform. As the General walked up to 
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the table he extended a hand in greeting to the young man. 

"So good to see you again, Captain Carmody," the General 

intoned politely. "It's been two years, I believe," the 

military sophist added, avoiding the laser daggers in his 

daughter's eyes, "since my wife and I had the pleasure." 

"More nearly four," Brian Carmody replied self

consciously. The young infantry officer formally returned 

the General's extended hand and politely submitted his cheek 

to a buss from his wife. Holding a chair for Liz Arsenault 

to sit, the young soldier offered a reflexive apology to the 

senior officer for his choice of civilian attire. 

"You needn't worry about military protocol, Brian," the 

fuming girl, who was as warmly greeted by her mother as she 

was coldly ignored by her father, said snappishly. "Daddy 

knew very well that Mother and I had agreed that we'd all 

dress casually. We even bought several new Hawaiian shirts 

for him." 

"The sizes were all wrong, dear," Liz Arsenault said, 

seeking to smooth the awkwardness of the moment with an 

i mpromptu invention that she desperately hoped might salve 

her daughter's feelings. 

"Right," the girl replied sarcastically. 

"Your father does appreciate how you feel," the 

genu i ne l y solicitous mother continued patronizingly, "and 

you k now that he would never .... " 



"Oh, Mother, stop making up excuses," Susan Arsenault 

said in exasperation. "The uniform is entirely for my 

benefit, and we all know it." In mute response the self

satisfied General, who had seated himself as the two women 

debated his motives, folded his hands atop the table and 

directed an oleaginous smile at his male guest as the two 

frustrated women continued to exchange uncomfortable 

glances. 
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But the explosive reaction that both women feared at 

that moment did not occur. The young officer asked for news 

of his former college roommate, and the General's expansive 

answers gave the mother and daughter a respite in which to 

talk among themselves. For several minutes, as an initial 

round of cocktails was brought to the table, each pair of 

self-absorbed conversationalists conferred internally, as if 

the other two persons at the table were not there; and as if 

by ignoring the vast gulf between Susan Arsenault and her 

father it might be made to go away. As the Polynesian 

restaurant's solicitous native staff began to wait upon them 

in earnest, the odd gathering of four vastly different and 

conflicted human beings began to exchange harmless talk 

about the pleasant kind of island sights and experiences 

that all visitors to the nation's fiftieth state find they 

can safely share. As each of the seven sumptuous tropical 

courses came in turn, the conversation around the candle-lit 
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table drifted, perhaps naturally, to the kind of awkward 

reminiscences that parents are prone to recall in the 

presence of their daughter and her intended; and indeed, as 

the end of the family banquet approached, everyone but the 

General had come to believe that the sodium-meeting-water 

style of domestic crisis that invariably arose when Susan 

Arsenault and her father were forced into proximity had been 

averted in this instance. 

Thus everyone was taken by surprise when, following of 

the serving of an initial round of after dinner drinks, the 

General chose to raise the ugly spectre of the war. He 

began innocently enough by complementing Brian Carmody on 

overcoming his early setback at Fort Walters and he praised 

him effusively for receiving the highest marks in his class 

in Ranger training in the hills of Georgia and the swamps of 

Florida. The deliberate shift in subject matter immediately 

made the two women uncomfortable and caused the young 

soldier to redden in embarrassment at the General's overly 

high praise for the type of training feats he now considered 

infantile tests of a soldier's mettle. The General, over 

the decorous but reiterated objections of his wife, pressed 

forward as a second round of drinks was brought to the 

table, relating tale after tale of carmody's harrowing 

exploits and narrow escaped since leaving the States for 

Vietnam. The degree and detail of the General's knowledge 
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of his combat pedigree startled Carmody who also several 

times politely urged the senior officer to desist in his 

story telling. "I don't think this is the time or place, 

sir," he urged the senior officer on several occasions. And 

following the recounting of a still more bloody account of 

his supposed heroism in the face of fire, he practically 

pleaded, "I don't think Mrs. Arsenault or Susan are really 

all that interested in my missions." But the persistent 

General refused to be dissuaded from his single-minded 

course. over his wife's deferential but strongest protest 

yet he ordered a third round of after dinner drinks for the 

table even though he was now the only one drinking. Only 

the General's daughter, who was as obviously revolted by his 

actions as she was drawn to hear him out, failed to make her 

undeniable objection to his behavior known. The General 

used his estranged daughter's unwavering gaze as another man 

might use a nude picture of a woman in a book; and he 

continued to relate his trenchant narratives of Carmody's 

exploits, adroitly mixing just enough facts with his 

outrageous exaggerations, to thoroughly shock the two women 

and completely confuse the young man as to his real 

intentions. The increasingly disturbed young officer 

periodically felt compelled to lean over to his fiancee and 

assure her that some particularly salacious tale was not 

true. But at other times Brian Carmody remained glumly 
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silent when she looked to him for a disclaimer. 

The planned denouement of the General's performance was 

reached with the more detailed telling of the most 

outrageous quarter-truth of the evening. "Do you really 

want to know, Susan, who started this war?" the seemingly 

inebriated father said, offering a direct challenge to his 

daughter. The unsteady General swirled the thick, pink 

fluid in his Mai Tai glass around, holding the umbrella

laden tumbler in one hand as if he were toasting to her 

health. "The bastard's setting right next to you." 

"Daddy you're drunk," Susan Arsenault said sternly. 

"If you won't control yourself," she threatened, "Brian and 

I are going to leave." 

"You think I don't know what I'm talking about," he 

said, adding a feigned degree of thickness to his voice, 

"but I do." The General knew that his daughter wanted at 

that moment to leave. He also knew that, like a moth 

attracted by a flame, she wouldn't until the flame of his 

words burned her. "A month after your boyfriend arrived in 

Vietnam he hitched a boat ride with some Vietnamese Marine 

commandos. He wasn't experienced enough to go. But he'd 

made friends with the Navy S.E.A.L. advisor who was in 

charge of the mission. The commandoes left Da Nang in two 

swift fast fighting boats just after nightfall. Their 

target was the island of Hon Me which lies about 230 miles 
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north of Da Nang and about seven miles off the North 

Vietnamese coast just thirty miles up the coast from the 

seaport at Vinh. The actual target was an important 

Communist radar installation which they were to assault and 

destroy with satchel charges. 

"Sir," Carmody reminded the General as sternly as he 

dared, "the actual details of that mission are still 

classified." 

"The enemy's resistance proved too strong to permit a 

landing," the General continued. "So the seaborne raiders 

attempted to shoot up the island with machine gun and mortar 

fire from their boats." 

"I don't want to hear any more about it," Susan said. 

"We've had a wonderful evening," Liz Arsenault pleaded 

with her husband. "Please don't spoil everything now." 

"When the S.E.A.L. advisor got himself critically 

wounded guess whose boyfriend took over command of the 

mission?" the undeterred General continued on. "The two 

out-gunned Swifts fought a thirty-minute running battle with 

the island's heavy-calibered shore batteries and later had 

to sneak their way past several North Vietnamese patrol 

boats on their way back to their base." 

"Please, Jack," Liz Arsenault entreated her husband, 

"lets just go home now." 

"The big debate back at the Pentagon was whether the 
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Admiral in charge of the mission should award him a Navy 

Cross or his own 5th Special Forces commander should court 

martial him. The DeSoto mission your boyfriend ended up 

commanding was a highly classified, deliberately provocative 

incursion into North Vietnamese territorial waters. It was 

a sensitive Navy operation, and he had no business being 

there." 

"I'm sure Brian only did what he had to do." 

"Oh, he did a lot more. The leader of the South 

Vietnamese commandos was all for getting out of the area 

when their American advisor received an arterial wound in 

the first minutes. Your boyfriend made the decision to 

continue the attack. The Navy S.E.A.L. ended up losing his 

right arm, Susan, and one-third of the South Vietnamese 

commandos were killed in action." 

"I don't want to hear anymore," Susan said coldly. 

"You're totally against what your country is doing in 

Vi etnam," he said in mock protest, "and you're about to 

marry the man who started it." 

"Brian didn't start the war. That's ridiculous." 

"The DeSoto mission I just told you about," the General 

said . "It took place on July 30, 1964." 

"That date doesn't mean anything to me." 

" I t might not, but it should," the General said. "Two 

days l ater the North Vietnamese sent several of their patrol 
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boats out to attack an American destroyer that had been 

spotted in the area of the Tonkin Gulf where the raids had 

taken place. The North Vietnamese did so because they 

believe the destroyer Maddox had been controlling the attack 

on Hon Me island. Five days later, after second attack on 

the Maddox and another destroyer, the Turner Joy, the U.S. 

Congress passed the Tonkin Gulf resolution giving President 

the extraordinary power he'd been seeking to escalate the 

war in Southeast Asia." 

"I'm not going to listen to any more of your lies," 

Susan Arsenault said suddenly rising from her chair. She 

spun on her heels and faced her startled fiancee who still 

remained sitting. "Are you coming with me?" 

The young infantry officer looked across the table at 

the older officer who appeared particularly pleased with 

himself. He rose slowly from his own seat and offered his 

arm to the girl. "Sorry, sir." 

"Right," the General said, as he dismissively waved a 

hand at the departing couple. The General pivoted in his 

seat to better watch the young couple leave. When they 

passed beyond his line of sight, he swallowed the remaining 

c ontents of his drink and loudly called out to a passing 

wa i ter for another. He turned to his wife. "They'll make a 

fine couple," he said to her with a mocking laugh. She did 

not k now what to say in reply. 
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Neither Susan Arsenault nor Brian Carmody said anything 

to the other on the long elevator ride down from the 

revolving restaurant. The General's daughter clearly was 

livid with rage but whether the inner anger she felt was 

more with him, her father, or the war; or more with herself 

for again allowing herself to be placed in a position to be 

abused by her father he did not know. The two young lovers 

walked slowly, and for the most part silently, back down the 

Waikiki beachfront wandering in and out of the many, 

darkened park-like areas that connected the nearly seamless 

procession of luxury hotels that bordered Oahu's most famous 

beachfront. In the near distance the soothing surf drummed 

along the curving edge of Mamala Bay and all around them the 

creatures of the tropical night sang a refreshing song of 

peace. As they crossed a sandy area that was marked with 

dark shadows from clumps of trees and meandering patches of 

light cast by the moon that darted in and out of scudding 

clouds overhead, Susan Arsenault squeezed his hand and 

asked, "Did you really do all those awful things my father 

said you did?" 

"They weren't awful," he vainly attempted to explain. 

"They were the things I was required to do," he said, softly 

squeezing her hand in return, "because of the missions I was 

sent on." 

"But did you do them?" 



"Kill people, you mean?" 

"Yes." 

"Some." 

"That's a bit inaccurate, isn't it?" 

"You try not to think about it." 
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"I thought soldiers kept accurate counts of things like 

that." She released his hand as they walked on together. 

"Don't you people notch your rifles, or something," she said 

accusingly, "like our soldiers did when our government used 

to send you out to kill off the Indians." 

"Some of our troops cut off ears," he said angrily, 

thinking he could shock her out of her own anger. "But I 

never have, Susan, and I wouldn't. Not everything your 

father said about me tonight was entirely accurate." 

"I'm not a fool, Brian, I know that." 

"His drinking may have mixed him up," Carmody said, "or 

maybe he just may have wanted to put you on." 

"I know my father," Susan Arsenault said, "and he 

always knows what he's doing." 

"Have it your way," Carmody said in resignation, "but 

i t really doesn't matter." He led Susan Arsenault to a park 

bench he had spotted and directed her to sit down. "The war 

i n Vietnam has nothing to do with us." 

"Daddy told Mother that he had you recalled to Hawaii," 

she sai d cautiously, as he sat down on the bench beside her, 
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"for a briefing on something he called the Phoenix program." 

"He shouldn't have mentioned anything about that." 

"I want to know what it is." 

"I can't tell you." 

"Does it involve killing people?" 

"I'm a soldier," he said, "and my country happens to be 

at war." 

"Daddy made it very plain tonight that you're far more 

than just an ordinary soldier." 

"He stretched the truth a lot." 

"Not that much," she rejoined, remembering the times he 

had avoided her gaze. "I want to know, Brian, is that why 

you were picked?" 

"I won't lie to you." 

"It involves killing people." 

"For Christ's sake, Susan, war involves killing 

people." 

"Tell them you've done enough." 

"I have a job to do. I'm going to do it." 

"Every other soldier comes home after a year. Why 

c an't you? Why does your war have to last longer than 

everybody else's? Why do you have to volunteer when Daddy 

has some dirty task for his soldiers to perform?" 

"Because the war isn't over, Susan, because I'm not 

everybody else." 



"I want you to come home with me." 

"You know that's impossible." 

"Then hold me, Brian, make me forget about the war." 

"I'm not sure I can." 

"Just hold me then." 
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The young infantry officer put an arm around the 

shaking girl and drew her close to him. The two lovers sat 

quietly on the bench and listened to the sounds of the 

tropical night in the shadows of a small grove of royal 

palms. Brian Carmody wished he could make the war go away 

for her. He knew he couldn't. He wished this moment could 

last forever. He knew it wouldn't. 

As the officer sat in the dark with his shivering 

fiancee sitting beside him, the faces of the dead began to 

emerge from the shadows of the trees. Some of what the 

General had told his daughter about his exploits had been 

pure fiction, but much more of it than he dared admit to the 

girl sitting beside him had been true. The faces of the 

dead floated before him on the night air. He saw in the 

constantly changing shapes of the shadows cast by the 

passing clouds, not just the hollow-eyed faces of the 

individuals he'd killed himself, but also the swollen and 

discolored faces of other scores of incidental dead he'd 

encountered lying along a dusty rural track, discovered in 

the burnt-out husks of a village, and stumbled across on a 
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lonely jungle trail. The passing minutes they spent sitting 

together seemed to quiet Susan and perhaps his arm around 

her had made the emotional trauma of the dinner with her 

father seem farther removed. But the passage of time worked 

a different magic upon him. He looked to the eastern 

horizon and towering above them he clearly saw, not the 

single angled peak of a long dormant Hawaiian volcano, but 

the seething saddle-backed hump of Nui Ba Den, the Black 

Virgin mountain of Tay Ninh province. The sounds of the 

infiltrating Vietcong sappers were everywhere around him 

now. In the gentle sound of the tropical insects, in the 

rhythmic pounding of the surf, in the rumble of traffic 

along the nearby avenue. Everywhere Brian Carmody looked 

about him he saw the faces of the dead. Everywhere he 

looked about him he saw a moving shadow that could be a 

hidden enemy. Everywhere he heard a sound that could signal 

an attack. There was danger in moving, but greater danger 

in staying put. He squeezed the shoulder of the faceless 

Vietnamese woman who had taken shelter with him. 

"I think I'm getting chilled," Susan responded softly. 

For a single moment, Brian Carmody startled from his 

nightmare reverie. 

"I think I should get us a cab." 

"Let's just walk up the beach a little farther," Susan 

Arsenault said, unwilling to let the evening end so soon. 
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"I'm sure," she said, clinging to his side, "that will be 

enough to warm me." 

The young couple had moved barely fifty meters down the 

jungle path when the two native youths boldly stepped from 

the shadows and blocked their path down. The more burly 

youth immediately threatened violence and contemptuously 

demanded the woman's purse and his wallet. The more 

slightly built youth, who stood apart from his native 

compatriot, brandished a large knife in one hand. The 

infantry officer slowly reached back for the small purse 

that Susan held clutched to her side. "If you want it," 

Carmody said challengingly, "I guess you'll have to come and 

get it." The experienced soldier casually tossed the beaded 

evening bag to the ground a few feet in front of him. The 

larger native youth curse loudly and threatened his life a 

second time. With one arm the Special Forces officer gently 

forced Susan Arsenault into a position behind him. He then 

stepped forward two paces and using the toe of his combat 

boot nudged the fallen purse a couple of inches farther in 

the sand toward the larger and more vocal of the two darkly

clad Asian youths. The aggressive nature of Carmody's 

unexpected move appeared to bother the smaller youth who 

backed away an equal distance away from Carmody and 

continued silently to exhibit the knife. 

"You don't want to mess with me," the larger assailant 
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said, as if to boost his own confidence, but the infantry 

officer did not back off. The larger man, with no option 

left open to him, walked slowly forward. He bent down on 

one knee, keeping vigilant watch on his victim, and picked 

up the purse. The anxious thief quickly rifled through the 

purse. In frustration he discarded Susan Arsenault's 

driver's license and credit cards, her lipsticks and the 

like on the ground. "There's no money," he said accusingly. 

"I didn't carry any tonight," a female voice that 

Carmody did not recognize called out from somewhere in the 

background of the night. 

"I'm the one with the money," Carmody said. He 

withdrew his wallet and arrogantly showed the youths the 

denominated corners of several bills of twenty dollar and 

larger bills. 

"Toss it here." 

"You'll have to come get it." 

The native youth, who probably outweighed him by thirty 

pounds cautiously approached the soldier. As he came nearer 

Carmody noted the almond-shaped slant of his eyes and the 

sinister sneer on his yellow-hued face. In the half-light 

of the tropical night Carmody noticed for the first time 

t hat each of native Vietnamese youths wore a conical straw 

hat on his head. The two youths were clad, he also saw now, 

in b l ack pajamas and shod with rubber-soled thongs. He had 
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feared that the two assailants were Vietcong tax collectors 

and now the proof could be seen in his mind's eye. 

As burly youth closed on Carmody the soldier moved his 

hand behind his back as if he were returning the wallet to 

his hip pocket. He turned around slowly, giving up his back 

to the enemy, and calmed the frightened Vietnamese woman who 

asked for his protection. "Dung chay!" he whispered, 

warning the frightened girl not to run. "I know what to 

do." 

"Where's your wallet?" 

"In my back pocket." 

The burly youth anxiously patted first one and the 

other of the soldier's two back pockets. "I don't feel 

anything." 

"I forget easily," Carmody said insolently. "Maybe I 

put it in one of my shirt front pockets." 

"Don't try anything!" The cautious tax collector 

reached first one hand and then a second around Carmody's 

chest feeling for the pocket that held the wallet. The 

i ncreasingly frustrated native youth patted down the large 

pockets but again failed to find what he was looking for. 

"I'm warning you, man," he cursed, "stop fucking around with 

me." 

"Maybe, I dropped it," Carmody offered innocently. The 

infantry officer expectantly tilted forward from the waist 
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and simultaneously spread his legs as if he were intending 

to search for something that lay on the ground between his 

feet. The startled assailant instinctively gripped Carmody 

around his chest with both hands. As he did so, Carmody 

bent violently forward from his waist. The tax collector 

reacted, as Carmody had hoped he would, by firming his own 

grip around Carmody's chest. In an instant Carmody grabbed 

his attacker's nearest ankle and interlaced his fingers to 

insure his grip around his assailant's lower leg would not 

loosen. Then, using the powerful muscles of his back and 

upper legs and pivoted violently upward from his waist. In a 

single fluid motion he drove his torso upward in a sweeping 

arc, pulling the off-balanced youth's leg forward between 

his own. The startled youth released his grip on Carmody's 

chest crashed heavily on his back to the ground. The impact 

of the fall momentarily drove the air from his lungs. As 

the assailant lay gasping for air on the ground, Carmody 

spun himself around and flung his body astraddle the torso 

of the incapacitated youth. The infantry officer joined 

both of his hands together, raised them high above his head, 

and smashed them down astride the bridge of his attacker's 

nose. The native youth, who had been struggling to rise, 

f eel back from the blow. The soldier cradled the helpless 

y ou th's head and neck in his folded arms. He wrenched them 

sharp l y once, instantly breaking the first assailant's neck. 
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The short-lived but violent action had frozen the woman 

and the second Vietnamese youth in place. The officer rose 

slowly from the prostrate body of the burly youth and walked 

with menacing slowness toward the slightly-built one. In 

background of this action Susan Arsenault, recovering slowly 

from the shock of Carmody's attack on the first of their two 

assailants and belatedly realizing her fiancee's intentions 

with regard to the second, gasped in open-mouthed horror. 

"My God, no, Brian, he's just a boy." 

The terrified native youth broke into a stumbling run. 

The enraged infantry officer sprinted after him and managed 

to tackle the youth to the ground before he had moved ten 

meters away along the jungle path. The screaming youth, who 

had managed somehow to maintain a grip on the knife, now 

rolled over, slashing wildly in the soldier's direction. 

The infantry officer caught the youth's flailing right wrist 

in an iron grip. With his own left hand Carmody pulled the 

youth's arm forward in the direction of its own travel. At 

the same time he pivoted from his waist, cocked his free 

left arm, and delivered a brutal elbow smash to the side of 

the boy's exposed face. Keeping the stunned boy's right 

hand pinned against the sand, the officer delivered two more 

savage blows with his left elbow to the right cheek bone of 

the boy's face. 
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"Stop it, Brian, please stop." 

In the background the officer thought he heard the 

Vietnamese woman scream a warning, and in a moment of fear 

he wondered if he had miscalculated the odds against him. 

"Oh God, no, you're killing him." 

The bleeding youth lay senseless on the ground. The 

fast thinking infantry officer spotted the knife that had 

fallen from the youth's hand. If a third assailant had been 

hiding behind them along the path, he might fall upon 

Carmody's exposed back at any moment. The infantry officer 

reached across the youth's body and picked the knife up. He 

forced the youth's head back and plunged the blade into the 

side of the boy's exposed jugular. In a single slashing 

motion the officer ripped the front of the boy's throat out 

and immediately spun around in a crouch to face his oncoming 

foe. But no other person was in sight, except for the 

c rumpled body of the Vietnamese girl whom Carmody to his 

relief soon discovered had merely fainted from shock along 

the jungle trail. 

The General and his wife had just returned to their 

hotel when the telephone in the King Kamehameha suite's 

ad j oining study began to ring insistently. The voice on the 

other end of the line, which Jack Arsenault recognized 

instantly, belonged to his aide, Rudy Kortan, the man he had 

selected to coordinate initiation of the Phoenix program in 
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the III Corps area of South Vietnam. "It's business," 

Arsenault said brusquely, shuffling his compliant wife off 

to the suite's master bedroom. The efficient senior C.I.A. 

case officer hurriedly explained the situation. As he 

listened, the General glanced over his shoulder to insure 

that his wife was beyond ear shot. "Susan is all right. 

You're positive," Arsenault voiced softly into the receiver. 

"She wasn't physically hurt, if that's what you mean," 

Kortan replied as delicately as he could, "but I understand 

the girl's pretty shook up by what she saw." 

"What's Captain Carmody's status?" 

"He's unhurt too." 

"That's not what I mean," the General retorted. 

"What's his status with the civilian authorities? Is he 

charged with anything?" 

"Right now," Kortan replied, "the police seem to be 

taking your Susan's word for what happened. Your daughter 

says the two dead men tried to rob them at knife point. The 

Honolulu police aren't very happy about the way our boy 

handled the situation," he added, "but at this point the 

detectives I've talked with seem inclined to treat the 

incident as a case of legitimate self-defence." 

"Self-defense, my Aunt Sally's ass," Arsenault snorted 

l oud enough for his wife to hear. He quickly checked over 

his shoul der and was relieved to see Liz Arsenault standing 
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facing away from him in front of one of the bedroom mirrors. 

"Those local yahoos might just as well have committed 

suicide," he crowed proudly, like a proud creator of some 

beastly new form of life, "as tried to take on my Captain 

Carmody with just a single knife between them." 

"The detectives tell me they each have long rap sheets, 

a history of working the beachfront area together," Kortan 

volunteered, "and a modus operandi that matches with what 

your daughter says actually happened. That's why the local 

authorities' hands are pretty much tied." 

"They can hardly deny a soldier on leave the right to 

defend his fiancee, 11 Arsenault chortled, "and I don't think 

anyone in the mayor's office will want the notoriety that 

would come from a public airing of what actually happened." 

"I'm sure you're right about that." 

"How did you get the word?" 

"Carmody had them call me." 

"Where's Susan now?" 

"She's still with me at the main police station." 

"I want you to make sure she gets back to her hotel." 

"Don't you think you ought to do that?" 

"My daughter and I see eye to eye on very few things," 

the General replied. "This is probably one night when my 

presence wouldn't help the situation." 

"What about Carmody?" 
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"We can afford to let him spend the next forty-eight 

hours or so in jail," the General decided on the spot. "It 

may take two or three days," he added confidently, "but the 

police eventually will have to let him go." 

"That will mean he'll miss tomorrow's conference." 

"You can delay your flight so you can return to Saigon 

with him. You can brief Captain Carmody on anything he 

needs to know about the Phoenix program on the flight back 

to Vietnam." 

"Won't he want to see your daughter before he leaves?" 

"I don't think so," the General answered, "or that 

she'll want to see him. In any case I'll handle whatever 

explanations need to be made to Susan or her mother in my 

own way." 

"What a horrible thing to have happen to two innocent 

young people," the Colonel opined sadly. 

Before deciding that from his point of view it really 

did not matter, the General allowed himself to wonder, 

precisely, which two innocent people his aide had in mind. 

"Yes," Arsenault replied, reflecting upon the potential 

advantage he could derive from the serendipitous fatal 

h appening on the beach. 

"Does it change anything?" 

"You mean about assigning Carmody to command the Tay 

Ninh Phoenix team?" 
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"That too." 

"Everything we've discussed, Colonel," the General said 

unequivocally, "goes forward as planned." The General heard 

his wife calling to him from the bedroom. "I'll handle 

everything that's required on this end. You just get 

Captain Carmody back to Vietnam for me and get his Phoenix 

team cranked up and running as soon as you possibly can." 

"Jack dearest," his wife called to him a second time. 

"In a minute," he said hanging up the phone. 

In the shadows of the moonlit master bedroom the 

General's exhausted wife, who had begun her long day with a 

morning of shopping with her daughter and then spent her 

afternoon in a lascivious tryst with her husband, 

thoughtfully evaluated her maturing figure in one of the 

suite's floor-to-ceiling wall mirrors as she spoke. "I'm 

coming now," the General said, switching off the lamp atop 

the desk in the study. 

"Who was that?" she asked, primarily out of habit, as 

her husband slowly walked part of the way back into the 

bedroom. 

"It was Susan," he said casually. "She just called to 

tell us she's back at her hotel." 

"I thought I heard you say it was business." 

"Did I? I don't remember." 

"I wanted to talk to her." 
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"She did ask for you," he said, adding to the lie. "I 

didn't have you come to the phone because I wanted time to 

apologize to her." The General saw his wife smile thinly 

back at him in the reflected image in the mirror. He knew 

that she didn't believe him, but he also suspected that she 

was too drained by the fullness of her busy day and the 

traumatic ending of their dinner with Susan and her fiancee 

to protest the convenient falsehood unduly. 

"Maybe she'll call back," his wife speculated bravely. 

"I don't think so. It's late." 

In a tired, flat voice that signaled he had won yet 

another small battle Liz Arsenault called over her shoulder. 

"Undo me please." Far from being sensual in nature, Liz 

Arsenault's intimate request was meant, like a female 

primate presenting her back to her mate so that he might 

pick lice from her coat, to invite the kind of simple 

courtesy that is exchanged between social creatures who have 

opted to live out their lives in close proximity. The 

General's wife was standing in front of one of the two full

height mirrors that the King Kamehameha suite's decorators 

had used to make their accommodations seem larger and more 

elegant than they really were. She threw her shoulders 

back, partially to relax the tenseness that had settled in 

her back on the return trip from the restaurant, and she 

placed her hands on her hips as she waited for her husband's 
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assistance in unbuttoning her dress. The lime green and 

white sun dress, which the General had insisted that she 

wear to dinner in preference to her own choice, featured 

three large buttons in the back. In her vanity, she had 

bought the floral-patterned cotton dress a half-size too 

large to allow for anticipated shrinkage and because she 

feared, quite unnecessarily, that her figure was no longer 

flattered by a constricting fit. 

The General advanced to where his wife was standing and 

placed his massive hands upon her shoulders. She had asked 

for his help with loosening the oversize buttons on the back 

of her dress, but instead he chose to massage the outer 

flesh of her upper arms and knead the taut muscles of her 

shoulders and mid-spine area with his muscular fingers and 

powerful thumbs. 

Gradually abandoning herself to her husband's touch, 

Liz Arsenault allowed her mind to grow numb and her eyes to 

lose their focus. In the tactile pleasure of the immediate 

moment, she forgot exactly why she had called out to him and 

stared vacantly at the reflected image of the lost woman in 

the mirror. "Ummm, Jack dearest," she murmured, as he drew 

his thumbs down the back of her neck and upper spine, "that 

f eels so very wonderful." She rested her aching back 

against her husband's chest; and, closing her eyes 

completely to her surroundings, gave her body over entirely 
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to his relaxing touch. The General worked his hands outward 

from her neck and across the top of his wife's shoulders, 

kneading his fingers into the hollows above her clavicles. 

"Ummm," she purred once more. As the passing seconds 

drifted by and became minutes, she uttered her contented 

moans with greater frequency; and in time she let her body 

writhe in anticipation as her husband slowly but steadily 

broadened the scope of his manual explorations of her torso. 

The General, for his part, made no overt move to 

unbutton his wife's dress; because, as matters arranged 

themselves over time, he had little need to do so. The 

sundress's loose-fitting bodice, impelled by the sympathetic 

rhythms of Liz Arsenault's own gyrating movements, had 

slipped gradually downward, like a slow-moving crust of 

green and white snow, until it stood poised on the fleshy 

precipice's edge. The lascivious General, who had sought to 

add to his own pleasure by continually observing his wife's 

reactions in her reflected image in the mirror, watched in 

rapt fascination as a final cascade of green and white 

cloth, like a sudden avalanche of melting cotton, revealed 

the sheer brassiere his wife wore and exposed the tanned, 

bare flesh of her stomach to his eyes. 

"I love you, Jack dearest," Liz Arsenault cooed 

compliantly, reacting to the first tentative caress of his 

hands against her pent-up breasts, "but I'm so very tired 
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tonight." 

As if he had not heard her, the General slipped the 

lacy undergarment's rearward-facing catch apart and let his 

wife's bra fall silently to the floor. She did not protest 

his precipitous action. He discreetly moved his hands, but 

not his eyes, back to her shoulders. She did not resist his 

renewed touch. "I really am tired, Jack dearest," she said 

impotently, as her openness to her husband's patently carnal 

attentions progressed steadily along the predictable path 

from exhaustion to arousal. "So very tired." She felt her 

husband's heated breath upon the back of her neck. She 

imagined his eyes watching her in the mirror. "So tired," 

she said again, but this time she reached up for his hands 

and pulled them down to her sides and forward so that his 

arms were wrapped around her waist. She kept her own eyes 

closed, so as not to anticipate her husband's response and 

to heighten the erotic pleasure she expected to derive from 

his subsequent actions. 

It had always greatly pleased Jack Arsenault that, like 

a finely strung instrument to a concert pianist's touch, his 

wife invariably responded vibrantly to each nuance and every 

crescendo of his nearly insatiable desire for her. The 

f ul ly aroused General worked his hands now in unison, moving 

t hem almost continuously in random, swirling patterns, 

slid i ng h i s palms forward and backward over h i s wi fe's 
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delicate shoulders, slipping his fingers around and beside 

her swelling breasts, like a male masseuse in an X-rated 

pornographic film, slowly but surely increasing the pressure 

on his sexual partner's exposed flesh. With each enveloping 

forward movement, he plunged his probing hands a little 

nearer to his wife's nipples and kneaded his fingers a 

little more deeply into the tender underside tissues of her 

bosom. With each returning movement, he raked his manicured 

nails a little more roughly across the flat of her midriff, 

the rounded tops of her shoulders, and the muscular expanse 

of her upper back. In response Liz Arsenault's relaxed even 

more completely, yielding herself entirely to the exquisite 

mixture of pain and pleasure that her husband was beginning 

to inflict upon her. And with each rhythmic, ritualistic 

movement of his hands, Jack Arsenault watched his wife's 

reaction in the mirror. As the pleasure of his own sexual 

arousal spiraled upward, his eyes glazed over and his mind 

clouded up. In the inky tropical gloom of the master 

bedroom they shared, reflected in the reversed image of the 

standing tableau of a husband and wife's love making, the 

General watched his sexually energized wife push the bunched 

folds of the fallen sundress over her hips; and, as she 

discarded the disheveled cotton garment and slipped her 

nylon panties to the floor he imagined that he saw Susan 

Arsenault's defiant face smiling back at him. "I love you, 
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Jack," he understood the dark-haired reflection to say, "and 

I want you so much." Released from his self-imposed 

abstinence by the long-awaited avowal of his daughter's 

affection for him, Jack Arsenault fell upon the dark-haired 

woman in the mirror, ranging ever farther afield with his 

hands, probing ever deeper with his fingers, pressing ever 

harder with his thumbs, until the reflected woman's cries of 

sexual excitement became a continuous crescendo, until her 

tolerance of physical pain attained its farthest limit, 

until her anticipation of carnal fulfilment reached its 

zenith. "Oh God, Jack," the writhing woman in the mirror 

exclaimed in utter breathlessness, "I want you so." 

The General grasped the undersides of his imagined 

daughter's breasts one in each hand. Without any warning to 

his wife of his altered intentions, he drove the hams of his 

thumbs against his curled forefingers, capturing in each 

fist a healthy roll of the most tender flesh available to 

him. "Jack dearest," Liz Arsenault gasped in surprise, 

"you're hurting me." She held her breath against the pain, 

as he rolled and crushed the tightly-held wads of flesh 

between the thumbs and folded knuckles of his fists. His 

wife's body stiffened in intense pain. She drew herself 

erect in terror. 

At long last, after more than twenty years of marriage, 

Jack Arsenault had brought his wife to her moment of truth, 
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the moment when pain overwhelms pleasure, the moment when 

fear supplants anticipation, the moment when violation 

replaces volition. On the same night that Brian Carmody 

used his skills to kill in the sight of his fiancee the 

General he served possessed his wife, and in his imagination 

his own daughter, by sexual coup de main. The General's 

wife was not moaning in pleasure now. She was screaming 

wildly in pain, wrenching herself from side to side in 

abject fear, like an animal caught in the sudden closing of 

the insidious jaws of a two-fisted trap. Maintaining the 

brutal pressure on the undersides of her breasts, the 

General sidled his naked wife forward and pinned her 

struggling form against the mirror with the superior weight 

of his body. His muscular upper arms encircled hers, 

holding her limbs tight and virtually useless against her 

sides. As his helpless wife gasped in unspeakable pain and 

fear, Jack Arsenault pummeled her bruised bosom, wriggled 

his fully clothed loins against her naked body, and rubbed 

his stiffening organ against her buttocks. Using his wife 

body as a sexual foil, the General repeatedly brought 

h i mself to the verge of sexual release. Throughout his 

wi fe's long ordeal he gauged the limit of his pleasure and 

hi s wife's ability to sustain further attack by monitoring 

their desperate images in the mirror. Whenever his 

emot i onally and physically exhausted captive grew qui et or 
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stopped resisting him, he redoubled the violence of his 

initial assault, inventing new combinations of degradation, 

pain, and fear to make his wife extend the unequal struggle 

against him. 

Into the early hours of morning, like an invading army 

laying siege to a jungle fortress that did not possess the 

strength to entirely throw off its enemy and was not allowed 

to show the flag of surrender, Jack Arsenault maintained the 

physical violence of his prurient ministrations and gave his 

shattered wife no mental respite from his lewd attentions. 

Throughout the interminable hours of his attack, and in 

parallel with the ebb and flow of his own intermingled state 

of sexual arousal and psychological delirium, the General 

repeatedly pressed his single-minded query upon the dark

haired woman in the mirror. "You want me, Susan, just as 

much as I want you?" 

"For God's sakes, Jack, I'm not her." 

"You must like me a little, Susan, tell me you do." 

"Oh God, Jack, please don't do this!" 

"Just tell me, Susan, and I'll stop hurting you." 

"No, Jack, no." 



Chapter II 

THEM GOOD OLD BOYS 

With rivulets of sweat draining from his roughened, 

nearly naked body, the war-wearied Fifth Special Forces 

officer measured his tediously slow, painfully excruciating 

progress in fractions of minutes and meter halves, groping 

rather than seeing his way into the steamy black fissure 

that burrowed ever deeper into the mountain's fetid 

interior. Alone in the rocky vitals of Tay Ninh Provinces's 

ebony enchantress, with only two dead visitors and the 

obdurate terrors of his youth for companionship, Captain 

Brian Fitzgerald Carmody forced himself onward, against 

every squandered canon of sacred belief, against every 

shattered shred of western wisdom, into the pitch-black 

belly of the ancient vestal monolith that for centuries had 

ruled the thick, triple-canopied jungle forests spreading 

North and the fertile, furrowed plains flowing south from 

Tay Ninh City in the Republic of South Vietnam. 

The narrow, manmade gash in the native rock through 

which he had recently entered had been purposely hewn for 

the slighter, more flexiblely-built Vietnamese freedom 

fighters. Each night, these sinewy, black pajama-clad men 
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and women, these hardy, peasant warriors that his side 

insisted on calling the Vietcong, who by day sheltered 

comfortably in the ample limestone hollows of the Black 

Virgin's bosom, swarmed with impunity down the kidney-shaped 

mountain's rugged ramparts, across the flat Vietnamese 

countryside, and into the sleeping city itself, striking 

fearlessly, whenever and wherever they chose. In stark 

contrast, his own comrades-in-arms, the brave soldiers of 

Special Forces team A-324, who by the light of day ruled the 

sovereign mountain's vast, visible realm, cursed the coming 

gloom of evening and each night clung desperately to the 

small, floodlit radio relay encampment that perched 

precariously atop the most forbidding of the black goddess' 

three daunting summits, the nine hundred eighty-six-meter 

peak that every Tay Ninh Vietnamese from birth, and every 

invading foreign soldier for twenty centuries, learned to 

call Nui Ba Den. 

Before Carmody chose to leave the world behind, the Lao 

Dong party's National Liberation Front and its legions of 

communist-inspired peasant insurgents had been no more than 

ideological enemies; and even then these fanatic foes of the 

free world's democracies had achieved this status only by 

dint of prevailing opinion on Texas A & M's College Station 

campus and the self-deluding, self-fulfilling fiat of the 
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United states government. After serving three consecutive, 

tours of duty in Vietnam and logging more than thirty 

uninterrupted months in country, Carmody no longer required 

other men's consciences to tell him why his war was here. 

He had staked a private ownership to it. The Vietnam War 

had taken control of him, or he of it. The difference no 

longer seemed to matter. The relentless, no-quarter asked 

or given battles that he now fought with the native 

adversaries of his government and its nominal ally, the 

Republic of South Vietnam, were acutely personal, intensely 

intimate, invariably deadly affairs. The essence of 

Carmody's soul had become the war. The war, indeed, had 

become his sole reason for being. Only in mutual 

extinction, as with two coiling serpents locked in a lethal 

embrace, would a lasting separation occur. Neither time nor 

love, he knew instinctively, could undo what his personal 

choices and the war, together, had wrought. 

Sixteen minutes had elapsed since the twenty-five year 

old Carmody had coerced his lithe but muscular 165-pound 

torso through the slit in the natural jumble of weathered, 

limestone boulders that convincingly, but not flawlessly, 

camouflaged the clandestine entrance to the sniper's escape 

tunnel. To pass through the gap in the rocky outcrop at 

all, Carmody had been compelled to strip himself nearly 

bare. When he finally entered the tunnel, he was clad only 
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in black and green camouflage paint, the small Texas state 

flag that he invariably wore as a bandanna, the bright red 

Vietnamese Ranger undershorts that he sometimes wore for 

luck, and the steel-soled, green-canvass jungle boots that 

the American government issued to each of the four hundred 

and fifty odd thousand United States soldiers, sailors, and 

marines it maintained in the Republic of South Vietnam. 

Seizing upon the outrageousness of his own bizarre 

appearance and eager for any pretext that might delay his 

dreaded descent into the murky netherworld below, Carmody 

aped and gyrated shamelessly for the four surviving men in 

his patrol. "Fucking pitiful, Dai-uy, fucking pitiful," 

Sergeant Raffy Ortiz, his second-in-command, allowed, 

shaking his head at Carmody in mock disgust. Following the 

sergeant's opening, the other enlisted men had joined in the 

fun, ad-libbing their own profane string of good-natured 

jibes. 

"What kind of dink sniper are you figuring on fighting, 

Captain?" asked the black private. "A color-blind one." 

"It's some kinda secret Aggie war dance," suggested his 

mountaintop bunker mate. "That's what it is." 

"I'm telling you, boys, Old Charlie's in some deep

serious shit now," the older third soldier, the patrol's 

designated medical specialist, said. 

"Specially the gay ones!" 



"You know it." 

"Fag in the hole!" 
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All of them, in Carmody's mystic re-visioning of the 

scene, were shouting and laughing at once. Without quite 

having intending it, Carmody was providing the team with a 

desperately needed moment of comic theater. "Where are 

those goddamned network television journalists when you 

really need them?" Carmody shouted with a broad, capped

tooth grin, secretly savoring every precious second that 

delayed the inevitable descent. 

Carmody looked lovingly at the four happy-faced, sweat

drenched, jungle fatigue-clad soldiers hunkered around him. 

Almost to a man, the remaining members of the original six

man reconnaissance patrol were doubled up in paroxysms of 

laughter. Only Sergeant Ortiz, who knew his patrol leader 

far too well to misconstrue the bizarre mountain side 

tableau, and who, but for the imbedded bullet fragments 

paining his hastily repaired left shoulder and shredded 

b i cep, would have been the one preparing to enter the 

tunnel, maintained a constant vigilance against the team's 

ever present nemeses. 

Inside the mountain, Captain Carmody smiled in silent 

s atisfaction at his fragile mind's kaleidoscopic playback 

the raucous earlier scene. For a single additional moment 

he l et himself imagine that, like the laurel-crowned Roman 
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Caesars of centuries past, he was being welcomed home, the 

all-conquering hero, triumphant before the people. In this 

instant of hallucination, Carmody made himself believe that 

he had brought each man that he had ever commanded back 

safely to the world. Each soldier-shade, whose merging 

death masks his waking mind could no longer separate, had, 

if only for this single insane moment, escaped the 'Nam. 

Even the normally dour Corporal Beckman had appeared to 

enjoy the ridiculous spectacle Carmody had make of himself. 

And that truly mystified the experienced infantry officer 

because -- in the back of his clouded mind -- Carmody knew 

perfectly well that Corporal Beckman had been shot dead, 

over an hour ago, as the A-324 team's early morning 

reconnaissance patrol had frustratingly worked its way up 

the rugged monolith's steepest slope. Departing at false 

light from the abandoned Xom Bai Trai hamlet at the southern 

base of Nui Ba Den, the six Americans had struggled steadily 

upward for five continuous hours, around the huge, ancient 

outcroppings of sheared limestone, through the tangled green 

undergrowth of the tilted jungle floor, under the constant 

observation of the ever-present, hidden enemy, exposed to 

the sporadic, peppering fire of a single, impudent sniper 

who, wi thout ever exposing himself, harassed the team's 

every maneuver. 

For personal protection inside the mountain, Carmody 
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carried a standard-issue Special Forces fighting knife, 

securely strapped to his right ankle just above the boot, 

and his personal choice of sidearm, a Browning nine 

millimeter automatic pistol. As the others in the patrol 

arranged themselves in defensive positions around the 

opening, Carmody compulsively checked to see that the 

pistol's thirteen-shot magazine was full and repeatedly 

adjusted the ankle strap that held the dual-edged knife in 

place. 

If Carmody became wedged in the cramped confines of the 

tunnel or encountered more trouble than he could handle 

alone, he had agreed to signal Ortiz by firing two rapid 

shots from his pistol followed at an interval of three 

seconds by a third lone discharge. In their sixteen months 

together in Vietnam, such spur of the moment, unnecessarily 

complex arrangements, though invariably worked through to 

widely differing schemes, had become ritual. The shared 

talisman somehow made each man feel more secure, principally 

because neither man had ever chosen to reveal to the other 

his own lack of faith in their incessant and invariably 

inane mutual strategies. 

At Ortiz's insistence, Carmody also carried a hooded, 

olive-drab elbow flashlight fitted with a red night-vision 

filter. Few experienced American tunnel rats would consider 

entering the enemy's underground tunnel complexes without 
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this battery-powered life preserver. But Carmody, for 

reasons he dared not share even with his closest friend, 

felt very differently from Ortiz about the matter. In three 

previous unavoidable forays into the enemy's subterranean 

lairs, he had never felt the need, or more correctly, never 

dared to show the faintest beam of luminescence. 

A steel-cored climbing rope with one-meter markings 

circled Carmody's waist and led along his route back to the 

tunnel's entrance. The markings would tell Ortiz and the 

other members of Carmody's reconnaissance patrol exactly how 

far into the tunnel he had progressed. What, precisely, the 

badly wounded Ortiz or any of the other less experienced 

members of his team might do with this information in an 

emergency, Carmody could only imagine. For, in the last 

analysis, the only friend or weapon that might bring him 

safely again to the surface was his own desire to survive 

the war and the terrible skills that he had gained in thirty 

months of professional soldiering in the 'Nam. 

The cramped initial passageway that Carmody had entered 

several minutes earlier, as he had expected it would, 

changed directions at irregular intervals in a manmade 

pattern. Thus, Carmody was forced to orchestrate his 

convulsive movements forward in a sporadic series of mole

like wriggles and rests. Before each writhing maneuver, 

Carmody delicately felt the tunnel walls ahead, above, and 
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below him with the tips of his fingers, checking carefully 

for the lips of branch shafts and the triggering wires of 

hidden booby traps. 

He had already determined that two smaller shafts led 

off in different directions at a point that lay only few 

meters from the main tunnel's opening to the surface. In 

the inky darkness Carmody had chosen the right-hand tunnel 

to explore because its aperture felt smaller to his touch, 

and because it appeared to be the more difficult shaft for 

someone of his size to transit. The left-hand tunnel was 

larger by a full half-meter of diameter, and its floor 

betrayed telltale signs of the granulated limestone 

fragments that would be left by the frequent passage of 

scrambling, sandal-shod men. The allure of the larger 

tunnel, Carmody reasoned with himself, was too conspicuous 

to be trusted. Its enticing invitation was almost certainly 

a clever ruse intended to lure a tiring, unwary American 

tunnel rat into the prepared killing zone that was intended 

to become his grave. 

After several additional meters of tiring tactile 

searches, Carmody realized, to his relief and frustration, 

that nothing in the right-hand passage seemed to threaten or 

i nterest him. The dedicated American officer knew that he 

h a d spent the vast bulk of his emotional energy directing 

the patrol's long, climbing fight up the mountain. Now, 
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with each exhausting slither deeper into the Black Virgin's 

maw, he felt himself drawing nearer to the end of his 

physical strength. Whichever way he moved his battered 

torso, the roughened, granular walls of the constricted 

limestone shaft tore deep, painful gashes in his bare back, 

arms, and legs. Piece by fleshy piece, inexorably, the 

dusky ogress was devouring him, body and soul. Worse still 

for his survival, Carmody at this moment felt absolutely 

powerless. 

Brian Carmody glanced at the illuminated dial of his 

watch. He had been underground now for nearly twenty 

minutes. The maximum limit Sergeant Ortiz had set for him 

was a half hour. "Ten minutes more," Carmody hissed 

ruefully to himself in the utter darkness. He had to 

contrive some stratagem to force himself to remain inside 

the mountain for the full time. Duty to the waiting men 

required that he do no less, but personal honor demanded 

that he do more. But Carmody was completely drained from 

the long, climbing fight up the mountain's side, and his 

scoured back and limbs hurt beyond endurance. It was time, 

his sagging ego argued, to admit defeat. It was time, his 

aching body argued, to pack it in. Abhorring his own 

spiritual and physical cowardice, but determined to survive, 

Carmody started slowly to back out of the tunnel. 

"Goddammit, Captain, stand up to the pressure. You go 
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back now, and the men will know." Corporal Beckman was 

cursing him, yelling at the top of his lungs for him to keep 

on. "Don't blow it for the rest of us. You're the leader. 

You've got to get the dink bastard who killed me. You owe 

me." 

Confused by Corporal Beckman's unexpected appearance, 

Carmody stopped moving back toward the cave's entrance. 

"Twenty mutherfucking minutes in the hole is nothing." 

Beckman was openly jeering him now. "A lousy cherry could 

do ten minutes more." 

"You can't talk to me that way," the non-plussed 

Carmody remonstrated. "Damn you, I'm an officer." 

"You can't turn tail now. I won't let you." 

"You're dead," Carmody objected strenuously. "You 

can't give me orders." 

"We both are, man, if you can't hack the 'Nam." 

"I can't." 

"Yes, sir, you can. Move forward, now! Do it!" 

Corporal Beckman was inexplicably ordering him forward. 

Carmody reached above his shoulders, felt the walls with his 

bleeding fingers, and pushed his pain-racked body forward 

six inches. 

"Good!" Beckman said in tentative approval. "Now, 

again, do it! Farther this time.n Carmody moved forward a 

second time. 
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"Twelve inches, a foot," Beckman's voice resonated in 

his head. "That's good. But you can do better." Carmody's 

pain seemed to ease. Corporal Beckman was nodding approval. 

"Again, do it!" 

Carmody moved again, much farther this time. Beckman 

was smiling broadly at him now. In his enthusiasm, Beckman 

was pumping his own bloody fists, the ones the Corporal had 

instinctively raised to protect his face a split second 

after the fatal round had smashed his jaw. Beckman shouted 

still more garbled words of encouragement to him. "Yeah, 

that's it." Carmody surged a full meter forward this time. 

"Mutherfucking right!" Beckman was yelling. "Again, 

farther, faster." Carmody mindless body raced ahead. 

"Don't think, Dai-uy, just fucking do it," Beckman chanted, 

endlessly repeating the profane counsel, until the 

mountain's rocky bowels seemed to reverberate with his 

disembodied urgings. 

Eagerly, Carmody seized Corporal Beckman's blasphemous 

mantra, profanely repeating it, making the feral chant his 

own. In a rapture of two fragile psyches, the dead man and 

dying one, as one person, screamed their triumphant defiance 

of the mountain's tenebrous hold on them, wildly racing on 

together into the obscene emptiness of the pitch black void. 

Mesmerized by the ghostly tableau unfolding before him, 

another Carmody, as though somehow standing apart from his 
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twin, watched the late Corporal Beckman and himself race 

forward in rapt fascination. 

"Eight minutes. Keep up with me. Do it!" 

"Five minutes more. I'm with you. Move! 

"Only two minutes. We're making it. Now! 

Driven forward by his own insane panic, Carmody at last 

collapsed, gasping for breath, drained of energy. For 

uncounted minutes, unable either to think or move, Carmody 

lay where he had fallen. He could not take in enough air to 

sate his oxygen-starved lungs, and the fading adrenalin rush 

left the large muscles of his arms and legs completely 

spent. 

Carmody's first thought when his mind did clear was to 

check his elapsed time underground. To his dismay, he 

discovered that his illuminated wristwatch had been ripped 

from his wrist. In his mad dash forward, Carmody had lost 

all track of time and distance, and now he found himself 

bereft of any reliable way to reconstruct this vital 

intelligence. The matter of his continued survival was, 

Carmody was loathe to admit, at an exacting pass. For all 

his team's sacrifice this morning on the mountainside and 

all his own exertions inside the mountain, Carmody and his 

men had found absolutely nothing of military value to 

warrant the risk he was taking with their lives. The 

question his immediate predicament raised was a simple one: 
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Should he blindly prolong the futile chase, further risking 

all their lives for honor's dubious sake, or should he 

immediately return to the surface and with the surviving 

members of his patrol, hopefully, withdraw safely back down 

the mountain so they might fight again another day? 

If Corporal Beckman were here, the thought suddenly 

intruded on him, he would know instinctively what to do. 

The luminescent insight spurred him to action. Carmody 

desperately peered into the surrounding blackness; but, 

search as he might, he could not envision the dead corporal 

anywhere. 

"Goddammit, Beckman, where the hell are you?" 

Carmody called out again. "I need you." 

For a second time, the other Carmody discovered himself 

watching the dreamscape unfold in the distance. What little 

soundness remained of his mind, Carmody realized, was 

delicately balanced on the edge of a precipice. By an 

immense force of will, he dragged himself back from its 

brink; and, for a few moments more, he arrested his thirty

month old slide into dementia. 

Carmody struggled to concentrate his mental powers on 

the essential facts before him. He was virtually certain 

that the sniper who had killed Corporal Beckman had sought 

escape in this tunnel. His soldiering instincts persuaded 

him that the gunman must have chosen this particular 
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passageway to make good his getaway. His team had come much 

too far, and his men had suffered too horribly, Carmody 

persuaded himself, for him to meekly yield the quarry to the 

maternal sanctuary of the black goddess. In the end, the 

young Special Forces officer managed to convince himself 

that he was making a logical choice. After so many months 

of bitter struggle against his implacable, rarely-seen 

Vietcong foes, Carmody simply was loath to accept any 

rationales for action save those that justified his own 

visceral desire to extract blood revenge. Over his months 

in Tay Ninh the Black Virgin had become his most immediate, 

merciless, and hated antagonist. At the cost of his own 

life, even at the cost of his remaining men's lives, Carmody 

vowed, he refused to bend to the will of the black-bitch 

goddess. 

His choice was fashioned of the slimmest of evidence 

and styled in the rankest of bravado. Corporal Beckman 

spotted his error right away, and the dead corporal soon was 

telling him so. 

"Cherry mistake." Corporal Beckman was sneering at 

him, spitting at Carmody's feet in disgust. "I taught you 

better, Dai-uy. In the 'Nam, you never stop to think. 

Never!" The corporal chested him and continued the dressing 

down. "Thinking gets you killed in the 'Nam," Beckman was 

lecturing him now. "Up there, down here, anywhere. You do 
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it by instinct, and you do it fast." The corporal backed a 

pace away. "I'm shooting you straight," he said, rendering 

Carmody a fatherly look. "Trust me, Dai-uy, I'll keep you 

alive." 

Carmody, too, belatedly recognized his mistake. It 

lay in stopping at all; for in pausing to consider his 

options, he had ceased to move at all. Carmody was 

disoriented. He had lost all hope of success. He was 

physically spent. Like an undersea diver in the early 

throes of narcosis, Carmody found himself reduced to 

frenzied tactile searches of the immediate darkness around 

him. Through the abraded nerve endings of his bleeding 

fingers, with each passing moment, he sensed new, unseen 

dangers in every direction. overloaded with evidence from 

one sensory stimulus and robbed of input from another by the 

impenetrable darkness that enveloped him, his instincts had 

gone flat line. He had entered a state of mental paralysis. 

Carmody could no longer act to save himself. He could only 

wait for the final, climactic moment of hysteria, the 

instant his mind and body would finally lose their 

integrity, and the old, awful horror of being buried alive 

in the limestone caverns of Blanchard Springs, Arkansas, 

would return to drive him, insanely screaming for help, 

through the darkness in a futile search for the light of day 

that beckoned above. 
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"Fucking caves!" The fifteen-year old Carmody spat out 

the words in anguish. "I hated all those mutherfucking 

caves." 

On hearing the screams of this younger, weaker version 

of himself, the older Carmody furiously pounded the 

limestone walls with his fists. He desperately wanted to 

rip their flesh, to break their bones, to fill his mind with 

a more proximate, more bearable pain. 

"I hated exploring those caves with you," the youthful 

Carmody cried out, abjectly surrendering to the older's 

past. 

"You made me do it," Carmody said, watching the younger 

vision of himself sobbing inconsolably in the limestone 

cavern. 

At long last, somewhere deep inside Nui Ba Den, after 

thirty consecutive months of living on the edge of death in 

Vietnam, carmody's twin personalities split apart. "You 

made me go in, you bastard," the terrified teenager bitterly 

complained, "and then you let me get lost. You were there 

all the time, and you didn't answer me. You had the 

f l ashlight, but you wouldn't turn it on. You just let me 

sweat it out, for all those hours." 

At a distance from the panicked youth, the older 

Carmody saw that Corporal Beckman had returned with another 

dead man at his side. The two men stood apart and said 
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nothing to the boy. 

"What did you expect, for Christ's sake, I had just 

turned fifteen, and I was scared?" the callow youth 

justified. 

The dead corporal and his dead father who stood 

together at some distance beside a large calcite stalagmite 

began laughing scornfully at the painful discomfiture of the 

small, cowering figure in the cave. 

"It's not a fucking joke anymore," the younger Carmody 

cried out. "I'm lost, and I don't know where I am. I don't 

know where you are. Help me! For godsakes, papa, help me!" 

"Has he always been this way?" It was Corporal Beckman 

asking the question. 

"A mama's boy?" His father was speaking. "Always was; 

always will be, I reckon. I told his maw back in Texas and 

his brothers, too, about how he broke down in that Arkansas 

limestone cavern. I told them all; I said, 'This boy's got 

no grit, and he'll never make a man. That's what I said, 

and goddammit I was right, too.'" 

The older Carmody glowered at the two dead men. For 

the moment, he hated Beckman and his father even more than 

he hated the implacable black bitch-mountain that encased 

him now and that surely was going to destroy him later. 

"That's about enough," he said sternly. "You've got no 

cause to say that about me, Papa. You've got no right to be 
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here. You're fucking dead, both of you," he remonstrated 

angrily. "I don't want either of you here," Carmody said 

with growing authority. "Get the hell out of my tunnel!" 

The two puzzled dead men were looking at each other in 

surprise. They appeared in a quandary. Neither figure made 

a move to leave. "I said," the older Carmody shouted as 

loudly as he could, "Get the hell out of my nightmare. Both 

of you. Don't think about it. Just do it." In the instant 

of an incantation, the three spectral visitors -- Corporal 

Beckman, his father, and the boy -- vanished from his inner 

sight. Twenty-five year old Captain Brian Fitzgerald 

Carmody, as perhaps he always had been, was again alone 

inside the mountain. 

The wiry Corporal Beckman was Carmody's most 

experienced tunnel rat. The battle-wary Sergeant Ortiz was 

the next best man for the job. When the Sergeant took a 

ricocheting AK-47 round in his shoulder, the ugly job of 

digging out the Vietcong sharpshooter had fallen to him. 

Sweat poured from Carmody's forehead, soaking the over

saturated red, white, blue headband he wore. The salty 

fluid carried stinging limestone grit into his eyes, but its 

refreshing saline taste reminded him that, despite 

everything that had happened, real or imaginary, he was 

still among the living. 

Though only temporarily restored, Carmody stubbornly 
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began moving anew. He worked his way several meters deeper 

into the tunnel, past two more blind turns and into a large 

inverted bowl-shaped area where the excavation appeared to 

reach a dead end. The hollowed out overhead above 

disappeared into the blackness of empty space. The ceiling 

of the tunnel now completely exceeded his reach from the 

painful hunker imposed on him by the tunnel. One of the 

many natural caverns that honeycombed Nui Ba Den -- Carmody 

knew this instinctively -- opened out above him, and even at 

this very instant, perhaps, gave shelter to the hated, 

elusive sniper who had already killed one of his men and 

critically wounded another. 

With his leg muscles protesting each centimeter of 

vertical rise, Carmody incrementally eased his aching body 

into a bent, forward-pitched stooping position. He arched 

his shoulders back to extend his arms more fully into the 

upper void. In this painfully awkward stance, using only 

the tips of his bleeding fingers, Carmody conducted a slow, 

systematic search for a small, telltale indentation or a 

slight change of surface texture that would reveal the 

manmade appurtenance that he believed surely must rest 

above. His sensitized fingers almost immediately detected 

the very object that he had expected to discover, a circular 

trap door made of woven bamboo. With a stealth born of 

wartime experience and incredible personal fear for his 
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life, Carmody slowly inched one side of the bamboo lid 

upward. When the crack between the bamboo lid and the rock 

ledge upon which it had rested reached the width of two of 

his fingers held together, Carmody stopped lifting and 

directed all of his senses into the inky wedge of darkness 

that had been formed. To his utter frustration, Carmody 

neither heard nor saw anything in the emptiness above him. 

The mountain had decisioned him. A man would have to be 

crazy to enter the upper chamber without visually inspecting 

it, and he dared not show a light for fear of giving his 

presence away. He was without options. He was stymied. 

Unable to go forward in safety, unwilling to go back in 

defeat, Carmody corkscrewed slowly on the spit of 

indecision. Finally, the exhausted officer allowed the 

exquisite coin of mental fatigue resolve his destiny. "Fuck 

it," he blurted impulsively. 

In a reckless maneuver, Carmody ducked low into the 

hollow, and with only a single arm exposed, sent the tight

f i tting bamboo lid clattering end over end into the dark 

r ecess. The explosive blast that immediately followed his 

f oolhardy action thrust him violently downward. The over

pressure seemed to drive his body into the very stone. The 

fl ash of the exploding satchel charge rendered him blind. 

The compression of air within the narrow, confined spaces of 

the mountain's interior nearly burst h i s ear drums. In a 
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single terrifying moment of self-actualization, in the 

split-fraction of a second it took for a zero-delay fuse to 

ignite, Carmody had become a casualty of war. Carmody 

realized that he was being buried alive. He could neither 

see, nor hear, nor breathe. He had ceased being a soldier, 

and he was rapidly ceasing to be a man. His mind grappled 

with the prospect. He was, in the quaint language of the 

M.A.C.V. staff officers in Saigon, in the process of 

becoming a statistic. From every surrounding direction, he 

could feel the fragmenting limestone pressing inward on his 

body, wedging his arms, his torso, and his lower extremities 

ever more firmly into place. He felt the crumbling mountain 

molding itself by degrees, ever more compactly, around his 

crumpled frame. 

"Help me, for godsakes, papa, help me!" 

In the throes of death, Carmody heard his younger self 

scream. The fifteen-year old boy bellowed for help. He 

bawled, pitifully, time and again. But the boy, try as he 

might, could not make his father hear. In his paranoia, 

Carmody had driven those who might have helped him from the 

cavern, and now neither the dead Corporal Beckman nor his 

long-deceased father could return to save him. 

As his ever more feeble struggles against the 

mountain's weight waned, each of his five senses, one by 

one, faded, and then were no more. In his mind's eye, as if 
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from a distance, Carmody watched his unfolding death in 

morbid fascination. At last, abandoning all hope for 

survival, he savored life's last meaningful pleasure, the 

taste of death, at once cloying and bitter, upon 

grit-covered tongue. 

Had it not been for the instinctive reaction of 

Sergeant Ortiz to the reverberating tremor of the 

underground explosion, Captain Brian Fitzgerald Carmody 

might, indeed, have died on that personally memorable 

afternoon in Vietnam. A distant, muffled crunch was all 

that any one of the four men in the patrol heard, but that 

alarm had been enough to trigger the sergeant's headlong 

rush into the Vietcong tunnel. That day on merciless slopes 

of Nui Ba Den's rugged southern face, as now in the relative 

safety of his own sleeping quarters, Carmody was savaged by 

his nightmare fate; but he was not quite lifeless, when 

Ortiz reached him. 

Ortiz called out persistently, "Wake up, six, wake up." 

Ortiz shook his commander's shoulders insistently, like a 

needful lover rousing a listless mate. "You're not inside 

the mountain, compaiiero. You're alive. You're safe." 

carmody's blue eyes flicked open in panic. For several 

seconds, the prostrate officer said nothing. The gentle 

Ortiz retained his reassuring grip, waiting patiently for 

the madness to pass. "We made it out again, together, the 
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two of us," Ortiz nurtured quietly, monitoring all the while 

carmody's struggle to regain lucidity. "We always make it 

out." 

The prostrate officer reached up with a cupped hand. 

"Just barely this time," he voiced weakly. He clapped the 

sergeant playfully behind the neck. Carmody rubbed his eyes 

surreptitiously, hoping to drive any signs of lingering 

panic from them. "I'm alive again," he added, "thanks to 

you." He was alive all right, Carmody mused to himself, but 

not all that far removed from the open grave's edge. 

"Same dream?" Ortiz asked him matter-of-factly. 

Carmody nodded reluctantly. He possessed little 

enthusiasm for the admission. The recurring nightmare 

shamed him too deeply. He desperately hated the weaknesses 

in his character, the innate flaws that enslaved him, not 

merely to a sepulchral dread of the nearby mountain but, far 

worse, to the craven humiliations of a pusillanimous youth. 

"I'm okay now, Raffy," Carmody said, forcing a little cheer 

in his voice. He regretted the necessity of the lie. His 

friend would not leave without confirmation that a measure 

of sanity had returned to his life. He vouched more 

strongly, "I really am," lying yet a second time. 

After a few moments' consideration, Ortiz relaxed the 

grip that he had maintained on Carmody's bare shoulders. 

Without shifting his worried gaze from his friend's face, 
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Ortiz slowly backed away from the cot. The sergeant had 

done everything he could for the moment. He waited 

impatiently, like a doting brother, for his favorite sibling 

to make the next move. 

Feigning an energetic athleticism that he had not 

enjoyed since the recently-formed Tay Ninh Phoenix team had 

begun nighttime operations, Carmody gingerly swung himself 

into a seated position on the edge of his bunk. The green 

canvass cot creaked loudly as the sweat-soaked cotton fibers 

stretched and sagged beneath his undistributed weight. 

Ortiz had halted his withdrawal just inside the beaded

curtain doorway that separated Carmody's sleeping quarters 

from the larger adjoining room that, at distinctly different 

times, served as Detachment 955's recreational and mission 

briefing room. "Well, what is it?" Carmody asked sourly. 

"You look like shit." 

"So." 

"How do you really feel?" Ortiz asked purposefully. 

The officer eyed his trusted sergeant wearily. "The 

same way you'd feel, you Mexican bastard," he swore 

artificially, like a fuzzy-cheeked Lothario flaunting a 

score, "if you'd snatched a couple of dink bastards from 

their beds in the middle of the night in the godforsaken 

'Nam and then gotten drunk with your best friend at fucking 

five o'clock in the morning, and then almost been buried 
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alive under a million tons of limestone by some fat-assed, 

Black Virgin bitch of a mountain." 

"I did believe I did," Ortiz said grinning. His 

commander had returned from the dead. "Or, you ungrateful 

bastard, have you forgotten that it's this brown-eyed, 

brown-skinned valley boy who saves your worthless, white 

Aggie hide every time that mother of a mountain comes 

crashing in?" 

Carmody had not forgotten. That Ortiz's wild, self

sacrificing, forty-five minute plunge into the tunnel had 

saved his life was beyond question. In his original write

up of the incident, Carmody pushed hard for Fifth Special 

Forces command to award of the Medal of Honor to his friend. 

His immediate C.I.A. superior, Rudy Kortan, had returned his 

recommendation without comment. In consolation, Carmody 

made sure that Sergeant Ortiz received his second silver 

star for his heroism; but, by itself, this meaningless token 

would never square things between them. All his life, 

Carmody knew, he would remember that terrible afternoon when 

he succumbed to the mountain's siren call; he would forever 

remain in his friend's debt; and he would be ready to risk 

h is own life whenever and in whatever circumstances his 

fr iend's own hour of desperate need arose. 

"I just wish you could stop being the hero," Carmody 

said i n complete candor. "It just busts my ass that you 
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have to keep saving me from the same goddamned nightmare." 

He pounded his fists against the wooden rail of the cot. 

We've got better things to do with our lives." 

"I'll tell you what, companero." The horse trader in 

Ortiz delighted in proposing deals. "You stop sleeping with 

that Black Virgin bitch, and I'll gladly give up my Caped 

crusader role." 

"Robin role," Carmody corrected disdainfully, taking 

mock offense at his friend's impertinence. "Robin's the 

sidekick." Carmody thumped his chest. "I'm the top TV hero 

around here." 

"I thought Kortan was," Ortiz said with intent. 

"In Saigon, maybe, but not around here. Tay Ninh City 

may not quite be up to Gotham City standards, or even to 

Saigon's, but it's where the real masked marvel of the Fifth 

Special Forces. " 
"Airborne," they shouted near unison. 

" . hangs his tiger-stripped cape." Warming to the 

seductive narcotic of his own self-distracting behavior, 

Carmody babbled. "Besides old Rudy's not cut in your 

typical television hero mold." 

"We got business." 

Carmody entirely missed the signal. "He's more of a 

foil , Raffy, the comic bad guy type." 

" I a i n't got time for this shit," Sergeant Orti z 
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complained, adding with pointed effect, "and neither do 

you." 

"Of course, he's way too thin to play 'The Penguin.'" 

Carmody blindly pursued his course. "Not that Rudy doesn't 

have enough larceny in his soul," the officer prated 

inanely, "but I see him more as the elusive, internationally 

involved 'Riddler' type." 

"International 'Riddler' type?" Ortiz repeated numbly. 

In genuine bemusement, albeit mixed with growing impatience, 

Sergeant Ortiz asked, "And what's that, pray tell." 

"You know, compaiiero, some global schemer who spends 

most of his time behind the scenes, someone who concocts 

fantastically involved and difficult plans for his worldwide 

minions to carry out, someone who writes mission orders in 

cryptic doggerel." Carmody paused expectantly, but Ortiz 

declined the officer's unspoken invitation to join in the 

banter. "Come on. Come on," Carmody urged his friend. 

"Or, don't you valley warriors habla enough English to 

comprehend the subtle nuances of the many finely crafted 

cultural programs that the American armed forces television 

and radio networks beam to us?" 

"Enough already, for godsakes," Ortiz blurted. "I tell 

you what this Tex-Mex warrior does understand." Ortiz drew 

himself to attention in front of the seated officer. "Do I 

have your permission to speak, Captain Batman, sir?" Ortiz 
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said derisively, giving full vent to his exasperation. 

The self-appointed hero remained unchastened. "You 

have my permission," he said with a sweeping, regal wave of 

the hand. 

"If you don't get your Aggie-officer ass downstairs and 

on the scrambler right this instant Colonel Kortan is going 

to 'Sock', 'Pow', 'Crash', and "Boom' your maroon butt all 

the way from here to Saigon and probably back again." The 

vital message at last delivered, Ortiz folded his arms in 

front of his chest. 

"Kortan's on the radio?" Carmody asked incredulously. 

"Why the hell didn't you tell me?" 

"For one thing, I was too busy dragging your scared 

butt out of a tunnel," the flabbergasted sergeant barked in 

dismay. "And listening to some damn fool Special Forces 

Captain ... ," he started to add, beginning a second, 

possibly more damning line of argument. Sergeant Ortiz 

arrested himself in mid-statement. He considered letting 

the point already made stand for the whole. In the instant 

of this hesitation, Detachment 955's commander pushed 

roughly past his second-in-command, neatly deciding the 

i ssue for him. 

"For the umpteenth time, too!" Ortiz yelled at the 

disappearing officer's back. He pursued Carmody through the 

beaded doorway. "You're one ungrateful bastard, Captain 
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Carmody," he hollered, referring to the recurring dream. 

"You truly are." But the suddenly focused Carmody, who had 

rapidly crossed the ready room and quickly stepped into the 

adjoining secure communications area, heard nothing. 

"The man is fucking certifiable," Ortiz opined in 

solitary futility. For a full minute, he paced and fumed. 

"Maybe all of us are." 

Thoughts of the dusky-scented, dark-haired woman who 

waited faithfully for him in Texas intruded upon his mind. 

The career sergeant wore a copper medallion of the Blessed 

Virgin Mary, a parting gift from his seventeen year-old 

fiancee, along side two tin dog tags on a chain around his 

neck. Ortiz reached for it now. For the most part, 

Carmody's Tay Ninh Phoenix team called its own shots. 

Urgent calls from headquarters were blessedly rare. No good 

ever came from them. The catholic Ortiz reverently kissed 

the holy talisman and whispered a passing prayer for luck. 

The veteran soldier shrugged his shoulders in resignation 

and, following dutifully in the footsteps of the young 

commander he practically worshiped, marched himself straight 

back into the war. 

Ortiz arrived in the secure radio communications room 

just in time to hear Carmody sign off. "Short 

conversation," he proffered in reconciliation. 

"And not very sweet," Carmody dourly observed. "Seems 
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our erstwhile boss doesn't like to be kept holding for 'some 

fat-headed special operations prima donna' 

carmody's voice momentarily drained away. 

"Direct quote, I presume." 

" • • • I 

"Carmody continued on, "· • 

hours of beauty sleep, and .. 

. to get his fucking forty-

" 
"Four, forty, four hundred," Ortiz interrupted with 

apologetic playfulness, "everybody knows Saigon-types are 

prone to exaggerate." 

Carmody opened his mouth, meaning to rehash Kortan's 

call. He thought better of it. Withdrawing into his own 

thoughts, Carmody began mulling over the import of this 

development. 

The sergeant patiently waited several moments. "And 

what?" Ortiz probed at last. The preoccupied officer said 

nothing. The sergeant drawled edgily, "yes, and ... " a 

second time, pointedly extending the salient question. 

"And, nothing, really," Carmody answered matter-of

factly, as if hearing the sergeant's question for the first 

time. "He's flying up to Tay Ninh City today to pay an 

informal visit on us." 

"Fuck that shit," Ortiz spat out instantaneously. 

"Colonel Kortan wouldn't visit the field, informally or 

otherwise, unless he was flat out ordered to do it." 

"Continue with your analysis," Carmody said, his tone 
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edged with mock pomposity. "I like initiative from the 

enlisted ranks." 

"Or unless what he had to say," Ortiz added pointedly, 

"was too urgent to send by the twice-weekly M.A.C.V. courier 

plane or too secret to risk transmission on a scrambled 

radio channel." 

"My assessment exactly." Carmody paused for effect, 

letting Ortiz ponder the unusual, only partially revealed 

turn of events. Then he dropped his bombshell. "The old 

man says he's bringing along 'a special guest, a temporary 

new man for the team.'" Carmody took care to repeat 

Kortan's phrasing precisely. "He assured me that there was 

'nothing special in the works,'" Carmody continued, a smirk 

playing across his face as he carefully paraphrased the 

colonel's words, "'not a command visit, nothing for us to 

get excited about.'" The officer allowed the revelation to 

ferment a moment. "That's a direct quote," he added, "more 

or less." 

"Christ, he said what?" 

"His exact words, amigo." The junior officer spoke 

almost playfully, but his body language betrayed a quite 

different emotion. "A special guest for the hacienda," 

Carmody added bitingly, "a temporary new compadre." 

"And you believe that's it," Ortiz said in amazement. 

"We're supposed to believe that's all there is to his flying 
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up here." 

"Absolutely," he glibly lied. "Without reservation, I 

do." Carmody held his hands out to his sides, palms up, 

like an unwitting shepherd leading his flock to slaughter. 

"Don't you?" 

Taking solace in Carmody's recent fantasy, Sergeant 

Ortiz speculated weakly. "We're into some deep shit here, 

aren't we, Batman?" 

"That could be the case, Sergeant Robin," Carmody 

replied. "It damn well could be." 

"What are you going to do about it?" 

"Eat breakfast, I suppose," Carmody said tangentially. 

"You're going to do what?" 

"Have you eaten this morning?" Carmody asked 

solicitously. His second-in-command was taken aback by the 

officer's odd timing. Ortiz reacted by shaking his head in 

the negative. "Come, come, Sergeant Ortiz, brave men must 

eat," Carmody continued theatrically. "We must have Co 

Thanh," he added, alluding to the Phoenix team's congaie, 

"whip us up a super-hero breakfast." 

"I'm not hungry," the sergeant said. Actually, Ortiz 

was very hungry. 

"Of course, you are." 

"If you say so." 

"Then after we've each downed an Asian-style burrito or 
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two," Carmody said expansively, "you, Sergeant Robin, are 

going to warm up the borrowed Batmobile while I shower and 

put on my best tiger-stripped cape." In Vietnam, Carmody 

had learned that no one is ever safe. To make himself and 

others feel safe, Carmody developed a survival trait. He 

took control in any dangerous situation. It didn't matter 

to him that he wasn't really in control. It did matter to 

his men that he pretended to be. In every hazardous 

circumstance, regardless of the psychological cost to him, 

the men of Detachment 955 had to be made to believe that he 

was in control. "Then, when we've got all our shit together 

and when we can't possibly put off the inevitable anymore," 

he continued with relentless good humor, "Tay Ninh 

Province's dynamic duo is going roar off to the air strip to 

meet our mystery guest and to see what other surprises the 

'Riddler' of Saigon has in store." 

At breakfast in the bungalow's spare kitchen, each 

soldier ate silently, absorbed in the privacy of his own 

separate thoughts. Ortiz's mind, Carmody imagined 

accurately, would be fixed on the child-woman he had left in 

Texas and the large family they would someday raise, if the 

sergeant ever returned to the world. 

Carmody too had left a lover behind, but he fought not 

to think about her. Susan Arsenault would never marry him. 

They would never raise a family together. Her passionate 
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stubbornness in opposing the Vietnam war, he told himself, 

had ended those hopes. Truth was something else. At dinner 

in Hawaii two months ago, her father had poisoned their 

relationship. That, at least, was a partial truth. Carmody 

remembered their last horrible evening together. He fought 

to drive the terrible, tragic memories of that night from 

his mind. He had chosen the military for a career. He had 

killed in war. She could not understand his choices, but 

she might have learned to tolerate them. In Vietnam, 

however, he had become the very thing she despised. The 

stench of war clung to him like the odor of death about a 

corpse. And then, in Hawaii, he had killed in front of her. 

He could have disarmed their two assailants with minimum 

difficulty. Instead, he had chosen to kill them. The local 

police authorities had ruled justifiable homicide. He knew 

better. His choices that night killed their love. 

Susan Arsenault was dead to him. 

regret could ever change that outcome. 

himself to think of the upcoming visit. 

No amount of personal 

Carmody willed 

In Hawaii, he had 

assumed responsibility for preserving Susan Arsenault's 

life. He would never have that responsibility again. In 

the here-and-now, however, Carmody was responsible for the 

lives of fourteen men. The welfare of Detachment 955's 

mixed contingent of American and Vietnamese soldiers was 

where his present responsibilities lied and, as difficult as 
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it was to forget the girl he had left behind, that was the 

arena to which he forcibly directed his thoughts. 

Wars do not kill equally. Lieutenant Colonel Rudy 

Kortan, who among his other C.I.A. responsibilities headed 

up III Corps' new Phoenix operation center for General Jack 

Arsenault, was C.I.A. to the core. That made him one of the 

few untouchables. Certain people were not supposed to get 

killed in this war. The C.I.A.'s heavyweight in Saigon, 

Carmody knew, was one of the guaranteed survivors. 

If you were merely a C.I.A. asset, however, you soon 

learned to protect yourself. Assets were expendable. In 

three back-to-back tours in Vietnam, including two cut short 

by serious wounds, once from multiple gunshot wounds and a 

second time from shrapnel wounds in his neck, Carmody had 

come to appreciate the difference. so, too, had Sergeant 

Ortiz, who had first served with Carmody at A-332, the 

f ortified Special Forces base camp at Prek Klok, and the 

other two American soldiers, who had first worked with him 

on patrols out of the Special Forces radio relay station 

atop Nui Ba Den, and who now, along with the sergeant, 

s erved in his Phoenix team. 

The fourteen mixed-nationality soldiers assigned to 

De t achment 955 had bonded with the natural rapport of combat 

veterans, and under his command the prototype Phoenix 

program team had quickly shown both its mettle and its ski l l 
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in the unsavory task of visiting terrorism on the terrorist. 

In a very short time, his Phoenix team five highly 

trained American Special Forces soldiers, nine battle 

hardened Vietnamese Rangers, and a fifteenth man, a shadowy 

Vietnamese national who somehow managed to simultaneously 

liaison with several rival South Vietnamese intelligence 

sources -- had earned a dual reputation for ruthlessness and 

luck. 

His small, unattached force had been formed under the 

blackest orders of the C.I.A.'s newly initiated Phoenix 

counter-insurgency program. In the five weeks since his 

prototype Phoenix team had begun operating out of Tay Ninh 

City, Detachment 955 had snatched, interrogated, or 

assassinated seventy-five suspected Vietcong cadres. 

In-country, within the small inner circle of American 

diplomats and officers who had been made privy the secret 

Phoenix mission, his experimental team was making quite a 

reputation for itself. 

In announcing his intended visit to Carmody that 

morning, Rudy Kortan had called Detachment 955's first weeks 

of operations "a model for every other Phoenix team in III 

Corps and a damn valuable asset to me." The compliment and 

promised late morning field visit had sent a nervous chill 

racing down his spine. Now, seated in the kitchen with 

sergeant Ortiz, sharing a breakfast of tinned spam and 
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scrambled powdered eggs wrapped in an Asian imitation of a 

moist corn tortilla, Carmody felt another wintry draft dance 

down his back, as if someone he was sworn to trust were 

stealing silently across his open, waiting grave. 

Catching the look of concern in Carmody's eyes, Ortiz 

asked, "Still wrestling with the black lady of the 

Vietnamese Alps?" 

"Naw," Carmody said, playing down his real concern. 

"Just wondering what old Rudy's really got up his sleeve." 

"Sure," Ortiz said sarcastically. The two men ate in 

virtual silence. 

Three kinds of men served their country as C.I.A. 

officers in Vietnam. One kind was the older, ex-military 

guy who had learned their soldiering trade in America's 

earlier wars. Another kind was the younger, college

educated guy who had learned about war from reading 

Hemingway novels and watching John Wayne singlehandedly win 

World war II on late night television. The third kind was 

the professional technocrat. 

The first kind joined the c.I.A. for the perks and 

status that came with an agency position. They operated out 

of ingrained military habit. They never questioned agency 

orders. As a result, they were seldom flexible enough to 

uncover any piece of intelligence that might be meaningful 

in the murky, continually shifting kind of Asian peoples' 
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civil war that actually was being fought in Vietnam. 

The second kind of agency man was occasionally a 

patriot, but more often, simply a hypocrite who saw service 

in Vietnam as the fastest way of getting ahead in government 

service. Most were well-meaning civilians at heart. They 

might disagree with agency orders, but they always played 

along with them. Unfortunately, they rarely had enough 

background in Vietnamese politics and history to fashion 

useful intelligence out of the hundreds of little 

curiosities and thousands of scraps of real information that 

filtered through their hands. 

The third kind, the technical functionaries, were 

usually the best informed, often the most powerful, and 

always the most dangerous men in Vietnam. These careerists 

devoted entire lives to the agency. They swore an absolute 

oath of fealty to it. Above all, they loved the Central 

I ntelligence Agency for the brazen audacity of its secret 

undertakings and for the sheer magnificence of its intricate 

machinery for state intrigue. 

"That's really disgusting," Ortiz said dyspeptically, 

i nterrupting Carmody's reverie. 

"What is?" 

"The two roaches fucking themselves," Ortiz muttered. 

He pointed wi th a fork, "and a third little bastard looking 

on . " 
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"Where?" 

"There," Ortiz replied, "halfway up the wall above the 

sink." 

"They're not fucking," Carmody said disarmingly. "Even 

cockroaches do that in private." Carmody turned his 

attention back to his plate. "They're just reconnoitering 

for food." 

"I got to get this filthy place sprayed." 

"I thought you just did." 

"Last week," Ortiz said with obvious disgust. "You can 

never get them all." Ortiz deliberately looked away from 

the three maneuvering cockroaches. He took another bite. 

"Goddammit," the sergeant said a moment later, spitting the 

half-chewed tortilla out. "There's another of the little 

bastards." He rose from his seat and walked to the drying 

rack. 11 Excuse me, amigo, I just got to do this." 

"Not with the frying pan," Carmody warned. The eight

year veteran sergeant strode to the far side of the small 

kitchen. One-by-one, using a large flat spatula that he had 

retrieved from the drying rack, Ortiz smashed the four brown 

cockroaches against the plastered wall. "I thought you were 

going to bang the frying pan against the wall." 

"I'm not stupid," Ortiz said, wiping the spatula 

against his fatigue's leg to remove any detritus from the 

roaches. "The idea was to kill the four I could see," Ortiz 
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said archly, "not to signal their little buddies to come out 

of hiding." 

"Mission accomplished," Carmody said, giving a thumbs 

up. With the local roach population momentarily at bay, 

Ortiz settled back down to his meal. The brooding Carmody 

only managed to return to his thoughts. 

Rudy Kortan was the most thoroughgoing technical 

functionary that Carmody had ever met. He didn't question 

orders; he carried them out. War, for him, was impersonal. 

He had compartmentalized its essence. In any situation, 

there were but two valid considerations: his current mission 

and the immediate task before him. In his reduced view of 

the world, Kortan had no concern for the subtleties of 

Vietnamese history, politics, or character; no concern for 

the raging stateside debate over America's involvement in 

the Vietnam war; and no undue concern for the personal 

consequences to his men, or for that matter the long-term 

repercussions of his or anyone else's actions. 

So far as Carmody knew, Lieutenant Colonel Rudy Kortan 

answered only to carmody's erstwhile benefactor and one-time 

p rospective father-in-law. On the other hand, General Jack 

Arsenault, with the possible exception of his personal 

fri end, President Lyndon Baines Johnson, and the Director of 

the Central Intelligence Agency, answered to no one. 

Carmody heard Ortiz say, "There's two more." 
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"Let them live," Carmody directed casually, "just this 

one time." He cleared his empty dish from the table. 

"We've both finished eating anyway." 

"Let the bastards live," Ortiz echoed sarcastically. 

"That's not what we've been sent to Vietnam to do?" 

"No, it isn't." Carmody said patiently. He proposed a 

truce with a weary smile. "I'm just asking you," he added, 

"as a personal favor to me, to make an exception this time." 

"Is that a direct order, sir?" 

"Yes, sergeant, it is." 

"I don't like it." 

"That's irrelevant." 

"I know." 



Chapter III 

A GENERATION LOST IN SPACE 

A hour later a physically revitalized though no more 

mentally settled Carmody vaulted into the freshly scrubbed, 

ashen-hued jeep for the brief ride to Tay Ninh's airstrip. 

"I thought the boys from the C.I.D.G. motor pool were 

supposed to paint this bucket of borrowed bolts," Carmody 

groused. "I want my damn black and green tiger stripes." 

The officer's displeasure, though voiced in halfhearted 

anger, was quite genuine. "When the hell do I get them, 

Sergeant?" 

"The goddamned slopes cannibalized the last good jeep I 

sent over there," Ortiz said with unmistakable venom in his 

voice. He downshifted the hand-me-down M-151. In a clatter 

of grinding gears, the balky utility vehicle inched slowly 

away from the modest bungalow that served as headquarters 

for the Phoenix team. "You can't trust the bastards." He 

wheeled the jeep left out of the bungalow's circular gravel 

drive and onto the dusty dead end lane that provided limited 

access to the walled, half-acre P.R.U. compound. "That's 

why we had to con Colonel Kortan into loaning us this piece 

of shit." 

"I know, Sergeant, but a fucking gray jeep," Carmody 
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complained acidly. "Chris' Almighty, we might as well take 

out an ad!" 

"You think the goddamned dinks don't know who we work 

for!" The sergeant's trenchant remark momentarily stayed 

the officer. Ortiz laboriously shifted upward through the 

M-15l's mangled gears, made a lurching turn onto an 

intersecting street that ran behind the much larger, almost 

palatial, Tay Ninh provincial chief's compound, and headed 

the war-wearied jeep toward the Old French Fort and its 

adjoining air strip. 

The route Ortiz had chosen was not the most direct one. 

His veteran second-in-command would take a still different 

route on the return trip. "Taking the long way round, 

Sergeant, are we?" 

"I couldn't outrun a one-legged, asthmatic pedicab 

driver in this heap, sir," Ortiz said, badmouthing the III 

Corps hand-me-down. He only slightly exaggerated the truth 

of their situation. "Besides, in the 'Nam," he quipped 

adventurously, "being too goddamned predictable gets you 

kil led." 

"Tell me something I don't already know." 

"Don't worry, Six," Ortiz crowed more brightly, "I've 

got a can't miss deal working." Carmody looked askance. 

"With a little luck," Ortiz continued confidently, "I'll 
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have a brand new M-151 for you, tiger-stripes and all, by 

week's end." 

"Are we talking luck?" Carmody asked suspiciously. "Or 

larceny?" Equipment for his men had proved difficult to get 

through normal army supply channels. The Tay Ninh Phoenix 

team commander was open to creative avenues. 

"You really want to know?" Ortiz archly replied. 

"I'm the guy who'll have to cover your ass," Carmody 

said, putting stress on his subordinate's rank, "Sergeant 

Ortiz, if something goes wrong ... 

Ortiz downshifted to slow for the wye-shaped 

intersection near the Song Vam Co Dong river. He swung 

right onto old French Route 22, putting the bridge over the 

three hundred meter wide river to their backs and gunned the 

wheezing jeep up the moderate rise. The yellow walls of the 

hilltop fort loomed vaguely in the distance. The two-lane 

iron bridge behind bustled with all manner of foot and 

vehicular traffic heading for the city's main market. As 

the M-151 jerkily gathered speed, Carmody stole a 

precautionary look over his shoulder. 

"Is our backside clear?" Ortiz asked casually. 

"No little buddies behind us today," Carmody opined 

matter-of-factly. Ortiz welcomed the expected news with a 

nod. He weaved the underpowered jeep erratically through 

the thick, ragged, oncoming stream of Vietnamese peasantry. 
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The struggling vehicle slowed to a crawl. "Market day in 

Tay Ninh City," Carmody whistled incredulously. The slowing 

jeep inched forward. The two Americans were engulfed in a 

flowing river of Vietnamese peasants making their way by 

every means of conveyance imaginable to the city's central 

marketplace. "Pigs, chickens, and rice," Carmody intoned. 

"Bundles, bushels, and bodies of every sort strapped to 

anything that can roll, walk, or be pushed into town." The 

wistful Carmody stared in wonderment. "It's absolutely, 

fucking amazing." 

"Just your everyday barrio economy at work," Ortiz said 

rather smugly. "You gringos do all your shopping at malls." 

He eyed his own brown skin with pride. "No offense, sir, 

but most white Americans don't understand how the rest of 

the world does business." 

"It's what goes on beneath the surface," Carmody 

enthusiastically admitted, alluding to the thousands of 

tiny, thriving black market economies that existed in 

practically every village and hamlet in South Vietnam, "it's 

what you never see happening in the open that amazes me." 

"Vietnamese pigs and rice. Taiwanese refrigerators and 

f ans. Japanese televisions and watches. American concrete 

and cigarettes." Ortiz familiarly ticked off the list. 

"You name any commodity the Vietnamese people value, 

c a ptain, and I guarantee that in two days time I can find 
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somebody who makes a market in it." 

"Is that how you intend to get my new jeep?" Carmody 

deftly asked. 

"More or less," Ortiz replied. 

''Tell me." 

"I've got this friend," Ortiz began conspiratorially. 

He's a motor pool sergeant with the 25th Infantry Division." 

"At the big u. s. base to the west of us." 

Ortiz nodded. "Well, of course, he doesn't have any 

spare jeeps." Carmody frowned noticeably. "What he does 

have is a well-connected friend in Saigon, a thirty-year 

master sergeant who does a little souvenir business on the 

side." 

"How little?" Carmody asked reluctantly. 

"Twenty-five AK47s a month." 

"Chris', the guy's an international arms dealer." 

"Not really," Ortiz demurred. "It's more of a mail 

order business for big spenders, the stateside generals who 

never will do a tour in country, and the Saigon-warrior 

types who spent time in the 'Nam, but got back to the world 

wi thout any gratis medals, conversation piece souvenirs, or 

anything much else to brag about." 

"How does that help us?" 

"Well," Ortiz began simply, "the deal is this." The 

officer settled comfortably back into the canvas seat. From 
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long association with the sergeant, Carmody little doubted 

that his second-in-command's scheme would be complex. "It's 

costing me seventy-five AK47s to get three new M-151s, with 

good papers, delivered straight from the Saigon docks to my 

friend's motor pool." The animated sergeant steered 

adroitly around the surging knots human flotsam that flowed 

steadily down the hill. "He gets the guns from me. He 

keeps one of the jeeps for himself." A heavily laden 

double oxcart loomed immediately in their path. Ortiz 

skidded the jeep to a halt and waited for the ancient, 

gapped-tooth driver to herd the pair of huge, frightened 

animals aside. 

The bony, black pajama-clad patriarch smiled broadly at 

the brown-skinned driver. "Ong qua tu-te doi v6i toi." 

Betel-nut juice drained in multiple purple rivulets from his 

be-whiskered mouth. "Toi may man," the grateful farmer 

added politely. 

"Khong c6 gi", Grandfather." Ortiz struggled through 

the M-15l's balky gears. "Then he arranges for our C.I.D.G. 

f r i ends to 'steal' the other two jeeps," Ortiz said, picking 

u p his explanation of the deal. Slowly, the toiling jeep 

gathered momentum. 

"The old man was right," a smiling Carmody interrupted. 

"You were awfully polite to him." In the next moment the 

officer frowned perceptibly and appended the naggi ng 
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afterthought, "Damn few others of us would have been so 

kind." 

"It's his country," Ortiz sharply reminded him, "not 

ours." "And besides," the wheeling noncommissioned officer 

added, "it's market day in Tay Ninh City." 

"Damn right," Carmody responded brightly. "Why kill an 

old man for next to nothing?" Carmody nudged Ortiz 

playfully in the ribs. "Not on a day when someone can make 

a profit on him." The officer laughed at the joke. Ortiz 

chuckled in return. A good laugh was rare in Vietnam. "So 

what's the rest of the deal?" Carmody said, returning to the 

subject at hand. "How do we end up with a jeep?" 

"Simple," Ortiz said. "The C.I.D.G. boys paint both, 

keep one for themselves, and give the other to us." 

"Chris'," Carmody interjected. 

"It's a pat hand," Ortiz said confidently. 

"And, the seventy-five AK47s," Carmody questioned, 

"where the hell do they come from?" 

"The local c.I.D.G. armory," Ortiz harrumped 

triumphantly. "I figure the bastards got it coming to 

them." 

"Chris' Almighty," Carmody cursed again. "You're a 

piece of work, Sergeant Ortiz, you really are." 

"And, the number is ninety," Ortiz corrected him. 

"What?" 
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"They've got literally hundreds of captured AK47s, 

compaiiero, and they take in dozens more each month." The 

budding local arms dealer waved his arms in excitement. 

"That's how the Special Forces arms its Civilian Irregular 

Defense Forces for the most part, or have you forgotten how 

we formerly earned our living in these parts?" 

"You said seventy-five." 

"I lied to the fuckers," Ortiz chortled broadly. "We 

end up with a brand spanking new jeep," he roared with a 

used car salesman's glee, "and enough one-owner AK47s to 

outfit the whole damn Phoenix team." Ortiz belly-laughed 

uproariously at his larcenous master stroke. 

"You're a thief to the core." 

"I grew up in the barrios around Austin," the sergeant 

said, swelling with pride at the remembrance of his teenage 

escapades, "and that was after twelve years of picking Ruby 

Reds in the Valley." A roguish look of predation 

transformed his mien. "No slope-headed mutherfucker screws 

this valley boy," he said, "and gets away it." A fierce 

finality marked his voice. 

"It's a good thing the old Vietnamese didn't catch that 

expression," Carmody quietly observed. "The old ong might 

have died of heart failure trying to move his oxcart fast 

enough to please you." 

"Nada," Ortiz replied. 
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"You know," Carmody cautioned his friend. "This place 

tends to push a man to the edge." Carmody addressed the 

advice to Ortiz but, in truth, he was talking about himself. 

"Me overreact, naw?" Ortiz drawled dismissively. He 

tipped his head toward the officer. "I'm just keeping up 

with the man." 

The Phoenix team commander recoiled inwardly from the 

unintended finger of blame. "Here comes Rudy now," Carmody 

said, shifting the subject and pointing skyward. He 

directed Ortiz' line of sight to the small, white monoplane 

that had just popped into view beneath a layer of scattered 

cumulus clouds. "Right on time." Through occasional breaks 

in the thick roadside foliage, the Pilatus Porter could be 

seen positioning itself for a typically steep, spiraling 

descent. Adhering to the flight path customarily used for 

landings at the short Tay Ninh airstrip, the C.I.A. plane 

was making its approach from the southeast. The high-wing 

S.T.O.L. aircraft crawled methodically across the eastern 

horizon heading for an imaginary point in the midmorning sky 

lying a few miles beyond the city. From this vantage, the 

single engine, Dutch-built, turboprop aircraft would bank 

left to fly at height southwest across the sprawling face of 

the immense, mottled mountain that afforded the two 

Americans in the jeep a multi-hued black and green backdrop 

to the unfolding scene. The convoluted flight path was 
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necessary to protect the unarmed Air America courier from 

Viet Cong sniper fire and keep the plane well clear of the 

turbulent wind shears that swept down from the huge 

mountain's foothills. on final approach, the highly 

specialized plane's short takeoff and landing capability 

would allow it to slide safely, if somewhat precipitously, 

down the mountain's southern ramparts and onto the short 

macadam airstrip that served Tay Ninh City, the province's 

capital and the country's third largest urban center. 

Rising three thousand feet above the unremittingly flat 

terrain of central Tay Ninh Province, the Black Virgin 

mountain marked the dividing line between the southern and 

northern halves of the province, between the illusion of 

Asian normalcy and the reality of a Communist people's war. 

Nui Ba Den had been created by an ancient upheaval. Western 

geologists regarded Nui Ba Den as an interesting, if 

relatively insignificant, local phenomenon. For the 

Vietnamese who lived in its shadow and for Brian Carmody 

since his narrow escape, the towering pagoda of earth, rock, 

and jungle held an all but mystical significance. To those 

Vietnamese and Americans who felt as well as saw the 

mountain's presence, Nui Ba Den offered a window to the 

seething soul of Vietnamese people. 

Alone with his thoughts as the jeep neared the 

airstrip, Carmody was drawn by violently contending emotions 
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to the dominating presence of the massive, saddle-backed 

freak of nature. Each day the seductive limestone lady 

transformed herself a dozen times. Bright, magical, and 

inviting in the cool, crystal light of morning, the 

twin-peaked Madonna invariably grew dark, mysterious, and 

forbidding in the heat and haze of midday. As afternoon 

succeeded into evening, the mountain diva revealed other 

faces. In the setting Asian sun, her western visage glowed 

with a siren's golden mien. All of her daytime faces, 

however, were false. The dead of night, alone, evoked the 

essence of the woman in the stone. In her midnight hubris, 

the Black Virgin, like an avenging Asian amazon, arose in 

fury to ravish the heart of every American soldier who ever 

dared to venture, uninvited, into her boudoir. 

Carmody had shared the Black Virgin's darkened chambers 

too many times. The limestone mountain had become his 

nemesis. The black virgin had become his lover. As much as 

Carmody hated the first, that much did he love the second. 

Together the mountain's mirrored aspects had pushed him to 

the edge. No longer could he tell nemesis from lover, foe 

f rom friend, wrong from right. Worse, perhaps, for him, 

s ergeant Ortiz, and the men of Detachment 955, at certain 

times, Brian Carmody no longer cared that he could not. 

The uti lity vehicle carrying the daydreaming officer 

and Sergeant Ortiz skidded to a halt on the grassy edge o f 
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the narrow tarmac runway just short of the point where the 

Pilatus Porter was completing its short landing roll out. 

The white-fuselaged plane's passenger side door snapped 

opened with authority as the aircraft braked to stop. 

"Wooie!" Ortiz exclaimed irrepressibly. He nudged the 

mentally-absent Carmody's ribs with his elbow. The Tay Ninh 

Phoenix team commander looked belatedly toward the plane. 

His blue eyes, momentarily liberated from the mountain's 

compelling grip, rolled slowly skyward in stupefaction. 

The III Corps Phoenix program commander had arrived in 

mufti. In this one instance at least, Carmody mused 

silently, his Saigon-based superior had been more than true 

to his word. The scandalous costume worn by Colonel Rudy 

Kortan most certainly qualified this visit as informal one, 

though certainly not in the manner that might have been 

expected by his subordinates. 

The ample-girthed colonel's outrageous attire 

f eatured a loose-fitting, lime-green Hawaiian-style shirt. 

I n his comfortable apartment that morning, in preparation 

f or his "informal" field visit, Rudy Kortan had labored 

mightily over its selection. In making a final decision, 

t h e shirt's profuse foreground decoration, a veritable 

t ropical arboretum of squawking, squabbling red and yellow 

p a r rots, had carried the day for his choice. He wore the 

overs i zed shirt now, for histrionic effect, outside of his 
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belt and over a pair of neatly creased, cream-colored 

planter's slacks. The heavy-set III Corps commander, his 

moon-shaped, delicately pink forehead already beading in the 

Vietnamese swelter, clambered awkwardly from the Porter's 

right-hand exit. In his left hand, the colonel carried an 

ivory-hued coat. In his ring hand, he clutched a broad

brimmed planter's hat. Alighting to the crumbling tarmac, 

the C.I.A. careerist produced a rumpled handkerchief from 

his pants. Switching the straw hat momentarily to his left 

hand, he laboriously patted his brow dry. Then, like an 

itinerant musician strutting local boards, he 

melodramatically eased his stooped shoulders into the 

jacket. Feigning ignorance of the rapt, two-man audience 

his performance had garnered, the colonel casually turned 

his back to the jeep. His vacant gaze followed the empty 

runway to the mountain's edge. A few moments later, with 

his crafted illusion of dottiness nearly complete, he turned 

slowly round again, shading his narrowed eyes and balding 

pate with the hat. Squinting like a befuddled Mr. Magoo in 

the midmorning glare, at long last, Colonel Rudy Kortan 

acknowledged the waiting men. Kortan warmly hailed the two 

waiting soldiers. "Ah, Captain Carmody, there you are." 

"Colonel." 

"Sergeant Ortiz." The newly-arrived visitor strode 

purposefully toward the jeep. "So good to see you again." 
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"I guess this is what Colonel Kortan meant by an 

1 informal 1 visit," Sergeant Ortiz ventured softly to the man 

sitting beside him. 

"We 1 ll see," Carmody said under his breath, still taken 

aback by the bizarre sight walking toward them. 

"Forgive the outfit, gentleman," Kortan shouted 

jauntily above the dying whine of the Porter 1 s engine. 

"I 1 ve got a rather important date for drinks when I return 

to Saigon this afternoon," he added, striding toward the 

jeep quite deliberately, "and I'm rather afraid the usual 

starch and brass would be a little awkward for some of the 

local parties involved." 

"We thought you might be staying with us overnight," 

Carmody mischievously prevaricated. 

"That's not the reason I came," Kortan said sharply. 

He spoke with sudden and unexpected bluntness. "I don't 

hump the boonies anymore. I do my job, Captain, and it's an 

i mportant one." Kortan fixed Carmody with his unexpectedly 

hard, milky grey eyes. "I leave the obvious dirty work, 

s trictly, to men like you." 

"Sir," Carmody mustered shakily. He didn't know what 

else to say. 

" To dozens of men, who like you and Ortiz here," the 

older man spluttered, "who were just young enough, or just 

plain unl ucky enough to be handed the short end of the stick 
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in this .•. " Rudy Kortan paused momentarily, searching 

for just the right words. Not finding any suitable ones, he 

settled unhappily for, " •. this particularly disagreeable 

little war." 

"Sir, I didn't mean to impugn .•. ," Carmody began. 

"You damn well did, Captain, and we both know it," 

Kortan said, deliberating interrupting. "But that's all 

right," he quickly said, instantly dismissing his own 

petulance. "We all take deadly risks here." Rudy Kortan's 

milky-grey eyes bore into Carmody's blue ones, as if to 

drive home a point he was about to make. "I proved my 

physical courage, son," he explained, "in a different war, 

in another time and place." His high-pitched voice echoed 

tiredly like the whistle of a distant freight train. "You 

think you're professional soldier now, Carmody, but you're 

not." The colonel's voice rose shrilly. "You're just 

starting to learn the trade of war," he said, warming to his 

purpose. "You're just beginning to understand what it means 

to follow orders to the letter and what it takes to survive 

every lousy battle your country tells you to fight." Making 

absolutely sure his message was understood, Kortan drove his 

right index finger into the younger officer's sternum. "So, 

I don't give a fat rat's ass what you think about my 

courage, my job, or the way I dress in the field, Captain 

Carmody, because what you think, frankly, just doesn't 
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matter to me." 

Carmody angrily glared at his superior, but he wisely 

held his tongue. Sergeant Ortiz, who knew better than to 

say anything when two officers disagreed in his presence, 

melted into the airport scenery. The older C.I.A. officer 

paused for full effect of his outrageous performance to 

register on his stunned subordinates. When he judged the 

moment was right, he jerked a thumb over one shoulder. The 

colonel directed their attention to a particularly tall, 

ungainly Army first lieutenant, who was still struggling to 

unload his military duffle, an extra civilian bag, several 

folded specialty magazines, and an M-2 carbine from the 

plane. "But, gentlemen," he resumed, "I'll tell you what is 

important to me." With a civilian bag clutched under one 

arm, several magazines, and the carbine gathered under the 

other, and his duffle bumping along the tarmac behind him, 

the overburdened junior officer shambled across the tarmac 

toward the waiting jeep. "That boy is all important to me," 

Kortan said pointedly, confiding the absolute truth to his 

two subordinates. "And that boy, Captain Carmody, is the 

paramount reason for my visit." 

With a hollow man's empty smile, Kortan turned back to 

the plane. He waved the overburdened lieutenant forward and 

pretentiously initiated introductions. "Captain Brian 

Carmody, Staff Sergeant Ortiz," he said, reflecting a warmth 
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previously absent, like a chameleon seamlessly transfiguring 

its hue as it moves from deep shadows to sun's light, "I'd 

1 ike you to meet • • . . " 

"Bob Arsenault!" Carmody exclaimed without warning. 

"What the hell are you doing here?" 

"You know him?" Ortiz asked. 

First Lieutenant Robert F. Arsenault grinned broadly at 

his former Texas A & M roommate. "Know me, hell," the 

newly-arrived officer responded cleverly. "I pimped for 

Captain Carmody back in our college days." 

Carmody winced at Arsenault's indirect reference to 

Susan Arsenault. "I dated the guy's sister," he quickly 

added, seeking to ease his own conscience. 

"Lieutenant Robert F. Arsenault," Carmody proceeded, 

taking over the formalities, "my second in command, Staff 

Sergeant Raphael Ortiz." The sergeant extended his hand. 

"A native Texan, also, I might add," Carmody continued with 

genuine warmth, "and a damn good friend of mine to boot." 

"Ortiz," Arsenault said perfunctorily, weakly shaking 

the Hispanic sergeant's extended hand. 

"Sergeant Ortiz runs Detachment nine-fifty-five for 

me." Carmody deliberately stressed his next comment. 

"You'll find, Lieutenant Arsenault, that you will want to 

get to know the sergeant very well." 

"Yes, sir!" the newcomer said, acknowledging the more 
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experienced officer's implied rebuke. 

"Just call me Raffy, sir," Ortiz interjected cordially. 

He extended his hand a second time. "Let me help you with 

that excess gear." 

As the two junior officers exchanged pleasantries, 

Ortiz busied himself loading Arsenault's gear into the rear 

of the jeep. "Unusual reading material," the sergeant 

observed dryly. He tossed the lieutenant's mangled 

collection of magazines into the rear floor well of the 

jeep. 

Carmody chanced a passing glance at the welter of 

paper. "Still into crosswords, I see." 

"Palindromes, anagrams, and ciphers," Arsenault 

pompously corrected him. "How many times must I have to 

remind you that ordinary crossword puzzles are cotton candy 

f or the terminally bored?" 

"I still say real men buy magazines with pictures," 

Carmody quipped. 

"The ones with large centerfolds, as I remember it," 

Arsenault laughed. "I can see you haven't changed very much 

e i ther over the last four years." 

"I can see that you gentlemen already know one 

another," Kortan interjected, glossing over the truth of 

what he really knew. "All the much better." The colonel 

walke d around the hood of the M-151 and settl ed himself i nto 
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the passenger seat. "Saves me a lot of stuff and nonsense," 

he blustered. "Old home week will have to wait, boys," he 

added with aplomb. Kortan's command voice was unmistakable. 

"I've got a lot to accomplish in Tay Ninh," he added 

gruffly, "and I have a very short afternoon to do it in." 

Carmody asked for form's sake. "Straight to the P.R.U. 

compound?" 

"First stop only, I'm afraid. Just to drop the two of 

you off," Kortan said epigrammatically, referring to the two 

young officers. "Actually I'll need your driver," he added 

somewhat mysteriously, "for an hour or so." 

The two officers clambered over Arsenault's gear into 

the crowded back of the jeep. Carmody said, "No problem, 

sir." 

"Affairs of state, courtesy calls, that sort of thing," 

the colonel continued. "Waste of time, really," he 

appended, feigning a show of distaste, "but these regional 

Vietnamese higher-ups are a touchy lot." He produced a 

hand-rolled cheroot from his inside jacket pocket. "Can't 

be helped, I suppose?" he added. 

"But, that's great!" Arsenault interjected. "It'll 

give Brian and me more time to catch up." 

"Everyone ready," Kortan asked, as he lit the cigar. 

Turn i ng to Ortiz without bothering to wait for a reply, he 

said , "Let's go Sergeant." 
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"Yes, sir, Colonel," Ortiz said, turning a key to start 

the engine. "One each P.R.U. compound, coming up." 

Carmody, who had chosen a seat immediately behind the 

colonel, leaned discretely forward. "And, our meeting, 

sir," he voiced, posing the deliberately vague question to 

his superior. 

"Won't take five minutes, Captain, I can assure you," 

Kortan said, flourishing his cigar in the air to signal his 

impatience to leave. "This afternoon," he began 

cryptically. "When Sergeant Ortiz is finished running me 

around. All right with you, Captain?" he concluded, 

confident that his subordinate absolutely had no say in the 

matter. 

Carmody recognized the subject of his meeting with 

Kortan was closed. "Fine, sir," Carmody replied obediently. 

"Staying with us a while," he inquired, turning his 

immediate attention to the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's 

newly-arrived visitor. 

"Just a few weeks to get my feet on the ground," 

Arsenault said. Ortiz motored slowly back across the grassy 

meadow that once afforded the high-walled French fort 

protection against frontal attack from Viet Minh 

insurrectionists. "It was Dad's idea really," Arsenault 

volunteered. "I guess I'm supposed to pick up a few 

pointers from you before I move on to my permanent 
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assignment." The newly-arrived officer pleasantly recalled 

their years rooming together in college. "But you know the 

General, Brian, almost every bit as well as I do." 

"Always in the know," Carmody boldly ventured. 

"Always pulling strings," Arsenault clarified. 

Ortiz called out over his shoulder. "Your old man's 

General Jack Arsenault." 

"That's right, sergeant." 

"What the hell is a brigadier general's son doing in 

the back of my jeep?" The colonel sucked on his crooked 

cigar and pretended the conversation had nothing to do with 

him. "By rights, Lieutenant, you ought to be in Saigon 

right now, sitting behind a desk for a few hours a day in 

some air-conditioned situation room." 

"I'm just here to qualify for my C.I.B.," Arsenault 

said. "And, of course," he added, mischievously dangling an 

irresistible lure in front of the unsuspecting sergeant, "to 

win the only military award that ever eluded my old man." 

"Which one's that?" Ortiz asked naively, gobbling down 

the lieutenant's proffered bait. 

"The Medal of Honor, of course!" 

Ortiz, who had stopped the jeep at the highway, stole a 

q u i ck glance at his three passengers. The two officers were 

l a ughing uproariously at his expense while Kortan, who 

appeared to have missed the exchange, remained impassive. 
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"It's a running private joke," the newcomer apologized. 

Ortiz guided the jeep into the stream of traffic. "The 

truth is," Arsenault said, "the General probably just wanted 

to give his two boys -- you know, Brian, my father really 

does think of you as his second son -- a couple of weeks 

together, like old times back in College Station." 

"Just to prove he could do it," Carmody offered the 

comment, "and get away with it." 

"That's him. You know him." 

"Not after Hawaii." 

"Dad's forgotten that." 

Carmody frowned. "Susan hasn't." 

"Forget Susan." carmody's frown deepened. "At least, 

I mean, until the war's over." 

"Yeah," Carmody said sourly. 

"Lighten up," the visitor jibed. Arsenault gave 

Carmody a 'gig 'em sign. "Carmody's frown began to crack. 

"Let's make the most of the two weeks we have to be together 

again." 

Carmody redirected the conversation to a safer arena. 

"Know your next assignment?" 

"IV Corps," Arsenault replied eagerly. "Somewhere 

south of Saigon," he added with dubious precision, "Can Tho, 

I think, in Vinh Long Province. I'll be heading up the 

American side of a new Phoenix team that's being formed 
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there. I suppose that's the other reason Dad wanted me to 

spend a little time with you." 

"That's a little strong for a first assignment," 

Carmody observed coolly. 

"That's why I'm here," Arsenault said matter-of-factly. 

"It's as simple as that." 

"But what we do isn't simple ... ," Carmody 

hesitated. He rummaged in the dark corners of his mind for 

a euphemism. "Isn't something," he began anew, "that most 

guys fresh out of platoon leaders school would be prepared 

to handle. And, Vinh Long Province, well, that's another 

tough proposition. The Vietminh guerrillas run amok 

throughout the Mekong Delta, and they've e~ercised effective 

control of Vinh Long Province forever." 

"Who are the Vietminh?" Arsenault asked eagerly. 

Ortiz had been quietly listening. "That's Vietcong," 

he interjected, "with a French accent." 

Colonel Kortan also had been listening to the two 

officers. "I've got a dozen lads, Captain Carmody," he 

i nterrupted with more firmness than Carmody might have 

expected, "most of them with less rank and training than 

Lieutenant Arsenault here, slated for similar positions; and 

its the same way throughout the other corps areas. The 

Phoenix program must be expanded rapidly. We're short of 

quali f i ed men. So, we're doing what armies everywhere have 
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always done. We're assigning the men who are available. 

We're making do." 

"Turn here," Carmody said unexpectedly, tapping Ortiz 

on the right shoulder. The colonel looked to Carmody for 

some explanation. "It's a routine precaution in the field." 

He wondered if the colonel would catch the hint of sarcasm 

that had accidentally slipped into in his voice. "I'm 

altering our route back to the compound." 

"In the city," the official visitor asked innocently. 

"In daylight?" 

"Anywhere. Anytime." 

Carmody let his driver's instant response stand as a 

sufficient answer to the newcomer. "I wasn't aware, Colonel 

Kortan," Carmody ventured tactfully, "that the General had 

made a final decision to take the program countrywide." 

"No reason you should be," Kortan said coolly. "Not 

your decision. No need for you to know." 

"We've still got bugs to work out." 

"No matter," Kortan said. "No time." 

Carmody had disliked Kortan since his first meeting 

with him in Hawaii more than three months earlier. By 

baiting him now, Carmody belatedly realized, he was only 

injuring his own cause. "Maybe Bob," Carmody said, "could 

stay on here for a longer time. I could sure use a French

speaking officer to help coordinate intelligence gathering 
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with our Vietnamese counterparts." 

The colonel dismissed the idea out of hand. "Not 

enough men," he said. 

"The native boys, as you put it before, are an awfully 

touchy bunch," Carmody plaintively urged again, taking a 

deliberately conciliatory tack. 

Acknowledging Carmody's altered tone, Kortan deigned to 

explain himself further. "I'm afraid that's just not 

possible." Kortan avidly sucked the shrinking cheroot. "We 

all take our chances in war." Surely, Carmody imagined, the 

colonel wasn't referring to him. "Young Arsenault will just 

have to take his along with the rest of us." And then, 

Carmody ruminated again, perhaps he was. "Just make damn 

good use, Captain, of the three weeks you've got him. Teach 

the boy," he said, perhaps not intending to demean, "as much 

as you can." The senior officer casually stubbed out the 

half-smoked cigar. "The rest he'll learn on his own." 

Arsenault reacted predictably, like a first year 

acolyte professing his faith. "I can handle the 

assignment," the novice earnestly urged. 

"I don't like it," the Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander 

demurred. "It's too tough an assignment for a .... " 

Like a veteran sparring partner, Carmody pulled his punch. 

The f rank condemnation of Arsenault's qualifications, he 

decided, could be delivered more effectively in private. 



"Fucking cherry," Ortiz volunteered with delicious 

malice, fully paying Arsenault back for the newcomer's 

earlier verbal prank at his expense. The sergeant turned 

sharply into the dirt lane that led to the Provisional 

Reconnaissance Unit compound. "That I believe," he added 

gratuitously, like a victorious racer taking a second 

celebratory lap, "is what the captain meant to say." 
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The unexpectedly spunky Arsenault retorted instantly. 

"I'm new in country, sergeant, and we all know it." The 

young officer continued to make his point. "Colonel Kortan 

is absolutely right. I've simply got to take my chances 

right along with everyone else." 

Carmody was unswayed. He groused impotently, "I still 

don't like it." Carmody did not like it at all, but his 

opinion was moot. He asked irritably, "When do you have to 

report?" 

"I'm scheduled to report in Can Tho in twenty-one 

days." 

"Chris'," Carmody swore. The official decision, 

apparently, was immutable. There was nothing he could do. 

A Vietnamese ranger guard waved the M-151 carrying the 

four men into the compound. Ortiz skidded the bucking jeep 

to a halt on the gravel circle. "I'll see you both shortly, 

gentlemen," Colonel Kortan said, as the two officers 

gathered Arsenault's army duffle, personal bag, carbine, and 
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magazines to the ground beside the jeep. "All I really 

need," Kortan explained a little too innocently, "is for 

your driver to drop me off at the province chief's villa." 

"No problem." 

"Sergeant Ortiz can pick me up later." A nodding 

Carmody shouldered the duffle. "If you've got any other 

errands to run, Captain, I'm sure the sergeant will have 

nearly ninety minutes of free time." 

Ortiz remarked dryly, "Not enough time to get the jeep 

painted, I guess?" 

"Jeep painted?" A dour Kortan reacted in puzzlement. 

Carmody quickly undertook damage control. "It's an 

inside joke, sir." 

"I see," Kortan sniped. "At my expense, I presume." 

Carmody ignored Kortan's injured feelings. "You might 

make a run over to the B-32 villa," Carmody directed Ortiz, 

referring to the Special Forces command and control team 

that handled the M.A.C.V. advisory role in Tay Ninh 

Province. The colonel decided to drop the matter. "See if 

you can pick up some extra frags and ball ammo," the officer 

said, adding cryptically, "for tonight's little soiree." 

"Thirty caliber or two-twenty-three?" Ortiz asked for 

clarification. 

"Get both," Carmody said. He took a hesitant step 

toward the cottage. "Get some twelve gauge for Malco's 



pump, too," he said. Then Carmody, reflecting on Ortiz 

earlier needle, added enigmatically, "And, sergeant, you 

might also look into the Russian seven-point-six-two 

situation. We might have a need for some in a few days." 

Smiling like a back alley thief, Ortiz accepted the 

jibe. "It's done," he said good-naturedly. "Anything 

else?" 
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"Just the usual," Carmody quipped. Actually, he meant 

quite the opposite. "Keep your eyes open, sergeant," he 

said, "and your butt down." 

With an informal half-salute, Ortiz signaled his 

understanding of Carmody's last and most important 

instruction. "Always, companero. Always." 

As Ortiz drove away with Colonel Kortan in uncertain 

tow, Carmody waived to the bare-chested black soldier who 

was working next to a large, rectangular concrete pit at the 

rear of the P.R.U. compound. "Put the flags and balloons 

down, Malco, and get your black ass over here." He turned 

over Arsenault's gear to two Vietnamese soldiers and gave 

i nstructions for it to be taken into the cottage. "I want 

you to meet someone." 

"I've got to adjust this water pump first," the 

muscular black man yelled in reply. "This damn hole is 

fill ing up slower than black strap molasses in winter." 

Carmody nodded his assent. 
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The two Vietnamese soldiers began to wrestle with the 

gear. "Can that possibly be what I think it is?" Arsenault 

asked in disbelief. One of the soldiers called shrilly for 

help. He complained loudly for Carmody's ears, "Toi khong 

bo due!" 

"An ox is too valuable for such work," Carmody 

retorted, fluently responding to the ritual protest in the 

soldier's native language. Carmody directed his baffled 

guest's attention to the rear of the compound. "All the 

comforts of your grandfather's hill country estate," he 

quipped. "Come on. Let's walk back. Malco may be a while 

fixing that pump." Arsenault delayed following Carmody for 

a moment, stealing a worried glance at the straining backs 

of the two Vietnamese soldiers. "Nhu's boys will take good 

care of your gear," Carmody said, as two more native 

soldiers emerged, almost on cue, from the small villa's 

front door. 

"It's only five feet deep," Carmody observed, "and the 

damn thing leaks like a sieve." With Arsenault striding to 

reach his side, Carmody led the march briskly toward the 

boxwood-shaded, rear grounds of the P.R.U. compound. 

"I'll be damned," Arsenault gap-mouthed. 

"We never use it," Carmody elaborated, "except when the 

orphan kids come over for a party." 

"But a goddamned swim.ming pool," Arsenault exclaimed, 
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"right in the middle of the Vietnam war!" The taller 

officer's long strides brought him rapidly past his host to 

the concrete pool's rectangular edge. "Who's ever going to 

believe it?" 

"It's not nearly as strange," Carmody said, beginning 

Arsenault's in-country education, "as a lot of other things 

around here." 

"I'll bet," Arsenault said with puppylike innocence. 

"A Frenchman built this place in the late thirties, 

just before the Japanese took over the whole of Indochina." 

Carmody ambled slowly around the aquatic relic. Eager to 

please his new master, Arsenault followed at his heels, 

lapping up tidbits of history. "He intended it, we think, 

to be a water garden for his summer villa." The veteran 

officer lowered his haunches down onto his heels. "Over the 

millennia, like everything else of beauty or value in this 

country," he said, rubbing his hand loving across the pitted 

rim of the dismal pool, "this place has had several 

d i fferent legitimate owners and a dozen semi-permanent 

occupiers." Glancing upward, Carmody surveyed the upright 

newcomer. He motioned for Arsenault to join him. "We," he 

added, tersely compressing two centuries of Vietnamese 

history, "are simply the most recent." 

"Is this supposed to be comfortable?" the compliant 

n ewcomer asked. His elongated upper limbs and gangling 
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lower extremities, like a muddled jumble of pick up sticks, 

jutted at odd angles from his body. 

Carmody smiled knowingly. "It's an acquired taste." 

Arsenault happily gave up the painful attempt to imitate his 

mentor and settled comfortably on one knee beside the slowly 

filling basin. "I guess nobody else cared much about the 

French colon's fancy fish and floating lotus blossoms." 

Carmody dipped a handful of thin green liquor from the pool. 

"By the time we got here, a little over six weeks ago, the 

whole thing was so full of trash and so overgrown with weeds 

that we didn't even discover its existence for a week." 

Arsenault lifted his eyes. "Are you guys planning a 

party or a political rally?" he explored curiously, 

observing the rows of miniature South Vietnamese flags that 

hung from a dozen taut cords that crisscrossed the tree 

shaded compound in the vicinity of the slowly filling pit. 

"A little of both, maybe." Carmody uncoiled like a 

snake from his hunker. "Two parties, actually. You're 

i nvited to both." 

"Great," Arsenault said naively, rising to his feet. 

"One's a swimming affair for the local orphans this 

afternoon." Arsenault listened expectantly. Carmody took 

his t i me. "The other's a different kind of party," Carmody 

said without further explanation, as a strappingly handsome 

black sol dier sauntered up. "I'll fill you in later." 
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"It's sure as hell skinny dipping weather today," the 

sweating enlisted man joshed familiarly. 

"Lieutenant Arsenault," Carmody beamed proudly, "I'd 

like you to meet Corporal Malcolm Rooney, discoverer of the 

Tay Ninh fountain of youth." The newly-arrived officer 

stiffened slightly in anticipation of a salute. "Rooney," 

Carmody continued expansively, "say hello to the second 

finest Aggie-bred officer you've had the extreme good 

fortune to meet in Vietnam." 

The black corporal extended a massive hand. "Aggie, 

huh? I hope you're a damned sight sharper than the only 

other one I know," he added insolently, before breaking into 

a huge smile. "Welcome, sir," he said warmly, "welcome to 

the nine-fifty-five." 

"Good morning, Corporal," Arsenault said self

consciously. The newly-arrived officer had no prior 

experience to guide him. Nothing in his upbringing nor his 

military schooling had prepared him for this moment. He had 

absolutely no idea how to react to such a familiar greeting 

from a black enlisted man. 

"It's Malcolm, sir," the grinning black corporal urged. 

He seized the officer's reluctant right hand. "Malco to my 

friends," he announced, pumping away in two-fisted fashion. 

"You'll discover we're not too formal here," Carmody 

intervened. 
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Arsenault hastily retrieved his hand. "So I've 

gathered." The recognition obligated him. "Rooney, that's 

an Irish name, isn't it, ... ah ... ah?" Arsenault 

spluttered. In a mild state of panic, the officer ransacked 

his past for a form of address that fitted his present 

predicament. His own past, however, afforded no guide. In 

quiet panic, he settled on "Corporal Malcolm." 

Rooney sensed the officer's lack of ease. "Black 

Irish, sir," he said spiritedly, "out of New Orleans, by way 

of Haiti." He laughed heartily at the joke. Carmody 

chuckled nervously. 

Arsenault proceeded uncomfortably. "What do you do, . 

. uh ... Malcolm," Arsenault forced himself to say, as 

he attempted to negotiate what for him were uncharted 

waters, "when you're not blowing up balloons or stringing up 

little yellow and red flags for the local orphans?" 

Rooney's lower jowl curled downward imperceptibly, like a 

street mongrel scenting an intruder in the alley. Carmody's 

own hackles rose. Arsenault failed to notice the signs. 

With growing self-assurance, he restated his question. "I 

mean," he said brazenly, like a terrier yapping at a postman 

from behind a closed door, "what's do you do in this 

outfit?" 

The black enlisted man's look begged his commander's 

permission. "Tell him, Malco," Carmody said soberly. "Tell 
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him straight out. The Lieutenant's here to learn." 

Like a straining beast released from his leash, Rooney 

bounded closer. The black corporal pulled his shorter, more 

muscular body erect in front of Arsenault and stared upward 

into young officer's face. "Well, Lieutenant," Rooney said, 

deliberately looking the newly-arrived officer up and down, 

"seeing as how you're fresh meat -- and, I don't mean that 

as an insult, sir, but I can tell that you are incredibly 

new to the 'Nam -- I'm what we in the nine-fifty-five call 

'the inside man.'" 

Arsenault looked desperately to Carmody for succor. He 

found none. "The what?" Arsenault said, striving to maintain 

his dignity. "I don't understand." 

"I go into the hamlets with our little yellow buddies," 

Rooney continued ruthlessly, "and I make sure that we've 

grabbed the right gooks." The black soldier turned aside 

and spat on the ground. "When I'm fairly sure, I give 'em 

the nod." 

"The nod?" Arsenault asked in confusion. 

"The nod, Lieutenant," Rooney repeated coolly. 

"What's that?" 

"That, Lieutenant," Rooney growled, performing for 

Carmody like a circus lion in the ring, "is when we slit 

everybody's throats, blow their fucking buffalos, pigs, and 

chickens to kingdom come, and burn the whole goddamned, 
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stinking village to the ground." The young officer recoiled 

from Rooney's earthy images like a virginal maiden from the 

fleshy verities of her nuptial bed. Working hard to look 

bloodthirsty for Carmody's sake, Rooney carefully set up his 

punch line. "Then, Lieutenant, you want to know what I do 

next?" The corporal asked the question impertinently, like 

an armed sentry issuing a challenge. 

Arsenault refused to be intimidated. "You're planning 

to tell me anyway," he replied firmly. "Get on with it, 

Corporal." 

"And then," Rooney began. The black corporal's face 

exploded in a mirthful grin. "And then, Lieutenant, I runs 

like hell," he nearly shouted, slipping into a deliberately 

fractured imitation of black dialect, "afore Charlie's li'l' 

yeller buddies wakes up to what's happened to 'em, 'cause 

if'n I don'ts, Lieutenant, they's sur'nuff gonna do they's 

damnest to blow this nigger soldier's black ass away." 

Arsenault fumed. The black corporal backed slowly 

away from the newcomer. His raucous laughter continued. 

The lieutenant had steeled himself for a renewed assault on 

his sensibilities. The last thing he had expected was to be 

made the butt of an enlisted man's joke. The bigger 

surprise to him, however, was that old friend had let it 

happen. Indeed, Carmody had encouraged it. 

Arsenault was ignorant of the grisly humor by which 
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veteran combat solders of all ranks relieved their day-to

day stress. Sensing Arsenault's budding alienation from 

him, Carmody moved defuse the situation. "What Malco's 

saying," Carmody interpreted, taking over Arsenault's on

the-spot education, "is that all of Vietnam, every fucking 

square meter of it, is Charlie's very own backyard." 

"I know that," Arsenault said defensively. 

"You've been told it," Carmody said harshly. "Or, 

maybe, you've read it. That's different." 

"You got to kiss the ground a few times." The 

fiendishly grinning Rooney simulated a kabooming sound and 

waved his arms in billowing circles. "Then, Lieutenant," 

the black corporal concluded, "maybe you'll know it." 

"Forget that fact," Carmody said, wrenching Arsenault's 

attention back to him, "allow yourself to feel safe even for 

a moment, Bob, and you'll never get back to the world in one 

piece." 

"There ain't nothing that happens in the 'Nam," Rooney 

said with fundamentalist fervor, "that Charlie doesn't know 

about." He pointed a long black finger at the officer. "If 

you're thinking it, Lieutenant, Charlie already knows about 

it." He shook a gnarled black finger in warning. "You're 

in his country, but he's in your head. Always. Always." 

Carmody spoke softly now. He patted his old friend's 

on the shoulder. "You remember that, Bob, and we'll get 
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back to the world, alive." 

"Malco guarantees it," the black corporal added. 

It was this last liberty, perhaps, that triggered his 

reaction. "I may be green, but I'm still an officer," 

Arsenault unexpectedly asserted. "I know your advice is 

well-meant, corporal," he continued huffily, and possibly 

with more indignation in his voice than he really intended, 

"but neither your advice nor your guarantee of my safety is 

necessary, nor is it entirely welcomed by me." 

Fairly drooling at the mouth, Rooney looked to Carmody 

in complete amazement. "Is this guy for real?" he snapped. 

The statement was rendered more as a judgment than a 

question. Without asking either officer's leave, Rooney 

imperiously spun on his heel. "I won't have no goddamned 

cherry officer fucking with me." In a high state of 

agitation, the enlisted soldier returned to his work. "I 

won't have it. You hear?" 

"Christsakes, Brian, what kind of outfit are you 

running?" Arsenault demanded in high dudgeon. 

"I'm too short for that shit," the petty mutineer 

yelled back over his shoulder. "Twenty-seven days," he 

muttered, "twenty-seven days with a drop." 

"Just relax, Lieutenant," Carmody ordered. He spoke to 

Arsenault as a commander. "My men are extremely proud, 

h i ghly experienced, and damned independent." Carmody 
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scorched the junior officer with his gaze. "I wouldn't have 

it any other way. The men's pride keeps them in the field. 

Their experience keeps them alive. And maybe, just maybe, 

their independence helps them to stay sane." Carmody 

shifted gears. His pleading eyes softened. "Suspend your 

judgment for a while. Let the time you've got with us work 

for you," Carmody counseled. "These are good men." The 

words poured like a prayer from his mouth. "You've got 

three weeks with them, Bob, make them count. Okay?" 

"Okay." 

"Now, let's get you settled in." Carmody and Arsenault 

walked slowly toward the P.R.U. house. "Hungry." Arsenault 

nodded. "We'll grab something to eat." The two men walked 

up the veranda steps and into the terra-cotta roofed P.R.U. 

cottage. "I'll start filling in the blanks for you." 

Carmody showed Arsenault to a cozy room. "This room 

all right?" Carmody asked. "It's normally Ortiz' pad, but 

for three weeks I'm sure he won't mind sharing." 

"Whatever you say." 

"I've got the one next door." Carmody pulled the 

beaded curtains aside. "It works out quite conveniently 

f rom a command and control standpoint. There is plenty of 

room to bri ef the missions here," he said, showing Arsenault 

the r ecreation room, "and the secure radio is located right 

across t h e way." 
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Together the two officers entered the villa's kitchen. 

"Co Thanh," Carmody called out, "Fix Lieutenant Arsenault 

and me something to eat." A tiny, amber swirl of a girl, a 

rural Vietnamese, smiled nervously at the taller American 

officer, bowed courteously toward the two men, and quickly 

busied herself in the large kitchen. 

"Not bad looking," Arsenault whispered furtively. 

"The young ones always are," Carmody responded matter

of-factly. 

"Young?" Arsenault asked. Carmody sat down. 

a chair," he said, pointedly ignoring the question. 

newcomer persisted. "How young is she?" 

"Pull up 

The 

"Co Thanh is thirteen. She's Rooney's hootch girl." 

"My god, thirteen," Arsenault exclaimed. "I'd have 

guessed she was twice that old." She reached for the 

hanging fry pan. Her black pajama-top crept upward. A 

single hint of ginger flesh, so delicately slender, softly 

flickered before the officer's eyes, and was gone. 

"We all did when we first arrived in country," Carmody 

explained. He pulled two dripping Vietnamese beers from an 

ice chest. "Ba mtioi ba," Carmody remarked, extending the 

offer of a long neck. Arsenault's eyes followed the girl. 

Unlike his father, he did not drink or whore before evening. 

He accepted the bark-colored bottle anyway. "But everyday 

life in Vietnam is damned hard on the nha que, and thei r 
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women age faster because of it. 

"Nha que?," Arsenault puzzled. "What's that?" 

"The Vietnamese peasants," Carmody explained. "They 

are the people America really sent us over here to fight 

for." The Phoenix team commander sucked half of his 

bottle's contents in a single swallow. "The people whose 

hearts and minds," he continued morosely "we are here to win 

over to truth, justice, and the democratic way of life." 

"Nice speech," Arsenault retorted. "A tad preachy and 

perhaps a bit sarcastic," he said, sloshing an initial sip 

of beer around his mouth, "but nicely informative in an 

impotent way." Arsenault spat the bitter yellow fluid back 

into the bottle. "Do you actually drink this diluted horse 

piss?" 

Carmody finished off his bottle. "I suppose I prefer 

San Miquel," he said. "These days I drink whatever I can 

get my hands on." 

"Bullshit," Arsenault fired back. "You were a real 

drag on double dates," he added teasingly, "and a goddamned 

teetotaler to boot." 

"All things change in their own good time," Carmody 

suggested softly. A remembered vision of the blue-eyed 

metis whore appeared uninvited to tantalize the veteran 

officer's senses with bitter-sweet longing. 

Arsenault leaned back for Co Thanh to set the table 
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before him. His eyes barely left her narrow waist as she 

glided back to continue preparations for their meal. "All I 

really wanted to know is does she ... ?" 

"Put out?" Carmody said, completing the question for 

him. The green lieutenant winced at his old friend's 

directness. "In Vietnam, Bob, everything is negotiable." 

The constant trade in human flesh, for reasons Carmody 

preferred not to explore with himself, no longer embarrassed 

him. He shrugged his shoulders helplessly, like a man who 

had been forced to accept life as he encountered it, the way 

a farmer does when unseasonable rains keep him from his 

fields. "It's a everyday way of life," he added sadly, "a 

means of survival in this country." 

The compliant mu tsai, unwittingly acting the part of 

the Vietnamese soubrette in an American-produced version of 

a French comic opera, busied herself innocently in the 

kitchen. She stretched on her toes for the pans she needed. 

She rummaged indolently through kitchen drawers for spatulas 

and ladles. She hunkered on her heels and leaned into 

cabinets to reach stored vegetables. 

akimbo, and stretched out her back. 

She stood, her arms 

She carved fresh bacon 

from a slab and sliced several tomatoes. She gamboled 

between the sink, the counter, and the range. She toasted 

and prepared their sandwiches: she seasoned and assembled 

their side dishes. She did everything that was needed to 
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conjure up the promised meal, except to notice that she was 

being watched for reasons having nothing to do with her 

labors in the kitchen. 

The enchanted Occidental voyeur watched the Vietnamese 

mu tsai in rapt silence. His voracious eyes lined out the 

girl's slender, pajama-clad loins with imaginary marks, as 

well a butcher might indicate his carnivorous intentions on 

a fresh, lean carcass before undertaking to cleave it. 

There was little for the Phoenix team commander to do 

but let the infatuated lieutenant's libido run it's natural 

course. "She's Rooney's girl," Carmody observed dryly. 

"But, hey, our boy, Malec, is short. But he's pissed at you 

now. So I'd hold off a few days, if it were me, before I 

tried to swing a deal." 

"I like to fuck her right now," Arsenault confided 

bluntly, acknowledging his lustful latent urge. For several 

minutes more, like a rude guest imbibing overlarge mouthfuls 

of his host's best wine, Arsenault voraciously drank in the 

slim mu tsai's girlish figure. Then an alternative 

opportunity struck him. Hesitantly, he tendered the 

fumbling personal inquiry. "Do you, I mean, well, Brian, 

i t's kind of awkward for me to ask you, but do you . ?" 

"Keep a hootch girl," Carmody speculated coolly. 

"Well, actually, yes." 

"Is my answer intended just to satisfy your own 
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libidinous curiosity," Carmody asked somewhat defensively, 

"or do you plan on sharing any revised assessment of my 

character with your sister?" As his familiar guest pondered 

a suitable reply, the Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander 

deliberately summoned to mind, as if like Aladdin his 

clandestine fantasies could be had by the simple rubbing of 

a lamp, the exquisite meld of masculine shame, concupiscent 

exhilaration, and illicit gratification he had experienced 

in his only encounter with the blue-eyed, mixed-blood 

vivandiere who reigned supreme in the brothels of Moch Ninh 

as Nui Ba Den, the mysterious Black Virgin of Tay Ninh, 

dominated without rival the lush forests, fertile plains, 

and native peoples of the province. 

"I thought Hawaii pretty much ... ," Arsenault 

started off self-consciously, interrupting himself in mid

sentence. "I didn't think that Susan and you were still an 

i tem." The tall lieutenant swung his legs in his seat. "I 

mean, well," he said, struggling to extricate himself from 

t h e awkward situation his libidinous inquisitiveness had 

engendered, "I heard from the family about the two local 

goo n s you roughed up back on Oahu." 

Since becoming featured whore at the Mow-Town Lounge, 

the notorious G.I. hangout located in the Tay Ninh City 

bordering haml et of Moch Ninh on the main highway to the 

district v i llage of Phouc Ninh and the Cambodian border area 
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beyond, the blue-eyed metis whore had conducted her thriving 

personal services business more like a quartermaster of 

essential military stores than a common roadside slattern. 

In a little over four weeks since her arrival in Tay Ninh 

province, the handsomely endowed, even by Western standards, 

exceptionally tall Vietnamese prostitute had managed to 

market her vinegar-laced, watered-down illusion of wine, 

woman, hearth, home to, Carmody estimated, nearly half the 

population of American soldiers serving their country 

anywhere within the safety of a half-hour's daylight jeep's 

ride of her tawdry creek-side bedroom. 

"I didn't exactly rough them up," Carmody corrected, 

mildly chiding his visitor. The suggestion several weeks 

after his delayed return from Hawaii, that he needed to take 

an afternoon off for what the typical American serviceman in 

Vietnam called a little in-country rest and relaxation, 

surprisingly, had originated with Lieutenant Ngu, who 

ordinarily took a dim view of the commercial fraternization 

ongoing between his American allies and the lower class of 

local peasant women. The challenge that Carmody try his 

renowned Irish luck with the Moch Ninh whore, who reputation 

was more that of an unbroken bronco than a quiet riding 

mare, naturally enough, had come from Corporal Rooney, whose 

boasting claims with regard to his success in the saddle 

were widely treated with derision. But the decision to stop 
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off at the Mow-Town Lounge for a bottle of local brew 

following an area commander's meeting at the American base 

just west of Tay Ninh, admittedly, had been his alone. The 

blue-eyed metis whore, who would never have qualified for 

lesbian status back in the States, nonetheless had fallen 

upon Carmody like a butch she-devil whose idea of foreplay 

lay in achieving new personal bests in the rapid ravaging of 

her paying partners. He had been given fair warning of the 

painted filly's quirky nature by the black corporal, but the 

speed and rapacity of her riderless assault still surprised 

him. The peasant courtesan's sensual, grasping mouth 

ensnared its victim before the naive officer could react to 

what was about to be done to him. He had roughly pushed the 

over-aggressive whore away, twice, as he attempted to 

maintain some normal precedence of events. But each time, 

like a famished vulture, she had snatched her fleshy prey 

back. In those first moments of entrapment in her private 

quarters behind the bar fear and pain dominated his 

sensibilities. The only choices she was willing to allow 

him were as primevally evident as they were limiting. Fear 

or shame. Pain or gratification. Those were the two 

alternatives she offered. In short order he discovered that 

he could opt for continued resistance, which choice was 

punishable; or, alternatively, he could embrace submission, 

which selection he might hope would be compensated. The Tay 
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Ninh Phoenix team commander, poised uncertainly between 

either elective, had gradually yielded his will to her 

importuning ministrations. The whore's supple, encircling 

fingers imprisoned their trapped prey in a cell of pliant 

bars. Her searching, gelatinous lips offered his appendage 

no respite in extremis. In an burgeoning erotic stupor that 

approached the meaning of death, and in far less time than 

it would have taken him to call in a fire mission that would 

have leveled an entire Vietnamese village, Carmody ceded to 

the metis whore, not merely momentary control over the 

autonomic bodily function that allows for a continuation of 

the human species, but complete ascendancy over his immortal 

soul. "I didn't just kill those two boys, Bob," Carmody 

said, recalling the premature release of reproductive fluid 

that the predatory prostitute had compelled from him. "I 

raped the goddamned sons of bitches." It was the kind of 

admission that demanded screaming coming from a man, but 

Carmody's voice sounded strangely flat, distant, final. "I 

r obbed those Hawaiian boys of the only two things they could 

never get back, 11 Carmody added in a bitter-sweet mixture of 

r e membrance and regret over both the deadly public incident 

in Hawaii and the later private passing in Moch Ninh, "I 

robbed them of their boyish innocence, and I crushed their 

manly pride." 

"Christ, Brian," Arsenault exploded, without really 
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hearing the words he uttered. "You sound like my father!" 

"After that, Bob," Carmody bragged, like an unrepentant 

serial killer waiting on Texas' death's row for his own time 

to come, "my killing them was an act of mercy." 

For a time, an unearthly silence ruled the space 

between them. "Yeah, I guess you flipped alright," was the 

only reply Arsenault initially could manage. Only later, as 

an afterthought, he added the optimistic balm, "At least, 

you can say that you did, well, whatever it was you think 

you did, to save Susan." 

"I didn't do it for her, Bob," Carmody uttered darkly. 

His assessment of the extent of his self-perceived guilt was 

typically harsh and unforgiving. "Susan was never in any 

real danger," he said, continuing to rewrite the history of 

the night in his mind. "I killed those two boys because I 

wanted to kill them. I killed them because I could," he 

added, mindful of his specialized training, field 

experience, and past duties in Vietnam, "and because they 

cou ldn't do a fucking thing to stop me." 

"It's over with," Arsenault said impotently. 

"Yeah, I suppose it is" Carmody replied, referring to 

any future with his sister. Although he had engaged happily 

in various forms of normal love making, and even a few 

sexual high jinks, with Susan Arsenault over the rocky 

course of their up and down relationship, Carmody had never 
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before that afternoon in Moch Ninh deliberately set out to 

sleep with a woman for money. The experience, in 

retrospect, was not at all what the macho lore of his A&M 

upbringing had led him to anticipate. The metis whore had 

everted the natural coital order. She had consumed his body 

and overtaken his spirit in a raging wildfire of phantom 

passion th~t be knew, even as he gave himself over to it, 

was meant merely to satisfy some twisted agenda of hers. 

And when finally the last vestige of his innocence and his 

seed had been forfeited upon her abdomen, and when Carmody 

possessed no more of either commodity to surrender, the 

blue-eyed metis had simply dismissed him and gone to summon 

another unlucky contributor to her room. He had sought out 

an afternoon's roll in Vietnamese hay. What he received 

from the metis whore had proved a very different thing. As 

he confided later to Rooney, hoping to satisfy the black 

c orporal's nosy, vocal pursuit of every lurid detail 

surrounding his leader's humbling experience, it was 

d i fficult, if not impossible, to buy an honorable piece in 

Vietnam. Wisely, Carmody had elected not to risk repeat the 

e xperience. The pledge which he made himself in private, 

like any other potential addict's promise, was good for only 

on e twenty-four hour period at a time. "It's all right to 

ask, by the way," Carmody said, returning to subject more 

immedi atel y at hand. "There's not an American in Vietnam 
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who hasn't shopped the market for a few local goodies. 

Sometimes one of our guys even picks up something he might 

be able to take back home." The Tay Ninh Phoenix team 

commander observed Co Thanh setting plates and dishes on a 

tray in preparation for serving them. "The young ones have 

a look that can take your breath away, Lieutenant 

Arsenault," he added, hoping the formality might add weight 

to the earnestness of his assessment, "but there's nothing 

romantic about it. For the most part, its a cash and carry 

between us and the Vietnamese." 

"Sort of like renting by the month, week, or day, huh?" 

"Don't get your hopes up," Carmody rejoined 

cautionarily. "By the hour or minute, Bob, that's more the 

style here." The diminutive housemaid, who had just 

finished putting her final homemaking touches on their meal, 

floated delicately toward the table. "And, no, for your 

prurient information," he added, "I don't keep a house 

girl." 

The demure nha que girl, with the usual modicum of 

bowing and scraping, proc,eeded to serve them. "A bacon, 

lettuce, and tomato sandwich," Arsenault observed in 

astonishment, staring at the plate Co Thanh placed before 

him. "And freshly-made potato salad, too. That is fucking 

amazing." Arsenault glanced up worriedly. The peasant 

girl's simple smile betrayed nothing. She spooned sliced 
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pineapple and bananas into a burled wooden bowl and placed 

it down next to his plate. Arsenault asked nervously, 

"Christ, do you think she understood what I said?" Carmody 

waited until Co Thanh left the room. "Well?," Arsenault 

asked impatiently. 

"No," Carmody lied. 

"Thank god," Arsenault sighed in relief. "How in the 

world do you manage it all?" 

"What?" Carmody responded. 

"All this!" he said excitedly. "The French villa. The 

Vietnamese women. The American food." 

0 Wait until you've sampled everything we have to 

offer," Carmody warned, "before you get too enthusiastic." 

Arsenault chewed into the ersatz sandwich. "I see what 

you mean." Next he tasted a spoonful of potato salad. "But 

still, the look is right." He licked the spoon clean. He 

scooped a large portion of fruit into his mouth. "Well," he 

mumbledr "at least, the fruit is terrific." 

"It's the local meat, vegetables, and spices," Carmody 

explained. "The Vietnamese are clever people. We can get 

them to imitate the look of American food, but the flavor of 

American home-style cooking still eludes them." 

"Still, the villa, the women, the food," Arsenault 

bubbled excitedly. "You've got to admit, Brian, it's a hell 

of a lot different from what I might have expected to find 
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on my first day in the field." 

"You failed to mention the swimming pool," Carmody 

observed sarcastically. 

Through a mouthful of fruit, the newcomer said, "Yeah, 

that too." 

"Don't be misled," Carmody warned sternly. 

"I could learn to like Vietnam," Arsenault replied. 

Carmody was blunt to the point of rudeness. "I don't 

think you know shit yet about Vietnam, Lieutenant, but you 

will before you leave us." Carmody brusquely pushed 

Arsenault's plate aside. His manner squelched any protest. 

"Let's start your education now." The veteran officer 

spread a map of Tay Ninh Province on the kitchen table. 

"What did Colonel Kortan tell you? How much do you know 

about the Phoenix mission? 

"Not much," Arsenault admitted. "He's a strange one," 

the lieutenant added. "He can talk forever without telling 

you much of anything at all." 

"That's Rudy." 

"I only met him this morning," Arsenault continued 

conversationally. "On the flight up from Tan San Nhut 

airport, he talked incessantly. I'm sure we talked a lot 

about the Phoenix program because I asked a lot of questions 

about what was expected of me. But thinking back over our 

conversation now, I can't say that I learned anything at all 
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from him about the Phoenix program that I didn't know before 

I met him." 

"So what do you know," Carmody asked deceptively, 

"about the phuong hoang mission?" 

Arsenault stammered uncertainly. "My Vietnamese is 

practically nonexistent." 

"Forget it," Carmody said. "Just tell me what you know 

about the Phoenix program." 

"Just the big picture," Arsenault said. "I've had the 

standard Phoenix briefings, of course." Carmody thought the 

young officer spoke with rather more self-assurance than was 

warranted. "I also managed a couple of informal chats with 

dad." Arsenault hesitated. His choice of words hung in the 

air between them. "I mean, the General," he said, finishing 

the earlier thought, "about the program before I shipped 

overseas." 

Arsenault waited expectantly for the next question. 

Carmody prompted him. "Go on." 

"It's the kind of unconventional warfare program he 

loves." Arsenault shared his opinion. "If the truth ever 

could be told," Arsenault confided, "I'd guess that he had a 

lot to do with dreaming it up." Carmody withheld comment. 

"I do know that he thinks Phoenix can go a long way toward 

shortening the war." Arsenault gave his silent friend 

another opening. A mute Carmody let the seconds pass. "But 
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since you're heading up one of the first Phoenix teams in 

the field," Arsenault said edgily, "you probably know more 

about his involvement in the program than I do." 

In a tone more brittle than their long friendship 

warranted, Carmody opined bluntly, "You should have wangled 

a cushy Pentagon job from him." 

Arsenault was unabashed by the observation. "I 

intended to ask him for one." He postured imperturbably. 

"What benefit accrues by princely birth and rank, if 

Machiavelli's own son does not avail himself of their 

considerable license?" 

Carmody leaned forward on folded arms, listening 

attentively like a skeptical family law magistrate. "So how 

did this prince of Texas land on my doorstep?" He inched 

forward on his elbows. "Family problems?" 

"In a way, I suppose. Before I shipped over from Ft. 

Benning, I took a week's leave. 

is failing pretty badly now .• 

Grandpa Arsenault's health 

" 
nHis heart, again?" Carmody interrupted. The concern 

in his voice was genuine. 

Arsenault's head semaphored up and down. "So all of us 

got together at Grandpa's ranch." 

one of carmody's brows arched above the other. "The 

whole family?" he asked pointedly. 

Arsenault corrected himself. "Well, not Susan, of 
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course. But Uncle Robert, Dad's brother, was there. He 

pretty much runs Grandpa's cattle business now. He's damn 

good at it, too." Arsenault quickly warmed to the talk of 

family. "He's built the hill country ranch up to twenty

eight thousand acres. The family's running up to twelve 

thousand head of beef a year. We've sewn up the mineral 

rights to all of it." Arsenault was fairly beaming now. 

"We've even gotten mineral rights options on another fifteen 

thousand acres in south Texas along the coast." 

"You're a little free with the first person plural 

pronoun, aren't you?" 

"Well, I am an Arsenault." He spoke frankly. "Maybe 

someday, I'll be in charge. After all, Uncle Robert's up in 

years, and Dad's not interested in running the ranch. It 

could happen. It probably will happen. Someday." 

"And so, rich boy to be," Carmody said with feigned 

jealousy, bringing the conversation precipitously back to 

the here-and-now, "how would you assess the Vietcong cadre's 

fighting spirit and the role of the Phoenix program in 

defeating them?" 

The unexpected sea change in his new commander proved 

too much for the green lieutenant. Awash in a confusion of 

sentiment, Arsenault opted for delay. "I wouldn't be so 

pushy," he prevaricated insubordinately. "Money talks, you 

know." 
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But the nine-fifty-five's captain, like an oriental 

Ahab ordering his crew aloft in a storm, brooked no delay. 

"Just answer the damn question." 

The maiden voyage officer reacted from training rote. 

"The Vietcong guerrilla," he parroted, "fights magnificently 

in his own land." With carmody's eyes burning at his back, 

Arsenault scrambled brashly up the yards of training cant. 

"But he can be beaten at his own game, even decidedly 

trounced, if we can deny him long-term access to the one 

resource that sustains, shelters, and inspires him." 

"And, that one resource is?" 

"The Vietnamese people, sir," Arsenault sounded off. 

"The thousands of urban and rural poor of Vietnam," he added 

doctrinairely, like a shipboard chaplain citing the 

beatitudes, "who can be swayed by Communist propaganda 

because they have so little appreciation of history and so 

little knowledge of the world beyond their own country's 

borders, and who can be coerced into supporting the 

Vietcong, or even fighting with them, because they have so 

little to lose." 

"Except their lives," Carmody observed dryly. 

"Exactly my point," the neophyte professed. "The 

individual Vietcong soldier fights as well as any light 

infantry trooper the world has ever known." The newcomer 

recited his Phoenix training verses with growing confidence. 
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"When Charlie waives the white flag, sir, it's because he's 

trapped, wounded, sick, or hungry. It's not because he's 

ready to abandon his cause, much less give up his fight for 

good." Carmody listened impassively to his subordinate, 

betraying neither assent nor criticism for his remarks. "So 

far, nothing America has done -- neither our military 

measures, nor our political manueverings, nor our 

psychological warfare efforts -- has made any lasting dent 

in the enemy's motivation or morale." 

For the moment, the nine-fifty-five's commander 

continued to play the straight man. "Why?" 

"Because every North Vietnamese division, every 

Vietcong battalion, every Vietnamese city and village, every 

urban neighborhood and rural hamlet is stiffened by small 

groups of elite Communist provocateurs who have infiltrated 

South Vietnam at every level of its government, military, 

and society. 

"The cadre," Carmody interjected. 

"Exactly," Arsenault said with emboldened confidence. 

" The Vietcong's cadre system is the tap root of his 

remarkable success on the battlefield and in the urban 

c enters, villages, and hamlets of the country. And, the 

c adre system is the enemy's one Achilles' heel, the only 

place he is vulnerable to a mortal blow." In a flash of 

r emembrance, Arsenault recalled his father's vivid imagery. 
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"Cut the most luxuriant jungle vine from its roots," he 

waxed eloquently, "and it will immediately wither and die. 

Leave the smallest piece of that same vine's tap root 

behind, and it will spring to life with the next morning's 

sunrise." 

"I think I've heard the General make the same speech a 

few months ago in Hawaii," Carmody said without reproach. 

The suddenly sheepish junior officer looked down. "I 

suppose I got a little carried away." Arsenault pushed the 

map out of the way, retrieved his half-eaten plate of food, 

and picked nervously at the remaining bits. "Damn it, 

Brian," he blurted finally. "None of us new guys knows shit 

about anything when we first get here." Arsenault shoved 

the picked over plate of food aside. "You know that!" he 

barked. The slowly sliding dish teetered precariously at 

the table's edge. Alerted by Carmody's shout, Arsenault 

reached and missed. The overbalanced platter clattered 

noisily to the floor. "Damn it all," Arsenault cursed. Co 

Thanh rushed hurriedly to his aid. In embarrassment the 

officer quickly scooted his chair back and began to pick up 

the mess. "Christ," Arsenault blurted out, instinctively 

pulling his hand back. "Did you know the floor is crawling 

with roaches?" 

"Yes, I know," Carmody said. Both of them knew that he 

was not talking about roaches. "It was important for you to 
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admit it. Now that you have, we can begin your education." 

"We not talking about cockroaches, are we?" 

"Yes. No. Maybe." 

"The phuong hoang," Arsenault ventured. 

"Yes." Carmody pushed his own chair back from the 

table. "In Vietnamese folklore the phuong hoang, according 

to your father, is endowed with a virtually limitless power 

to take life. As a predator in time of war, the phuong 

hoang is very nearly invincible, a fearsome devourer of men, 

an invisible phantom who strikes without warning, a silent 

stalker who kills without mercy, and an evil demon that 

disappears into the night vapors without a trace." 

"It's us," Arsenault said cheerlessly, "isn't it?" The 

Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander remained mute. "I've just 

become a junior partner in some kind of cloak and dagger 

assassination bureau. Haven't I?" 

"Only for three weeks," Carmody reminded him. "At the 

end of twenty-one days, Colonel Kardok expects you to lead 

your own gang of international cutthroats into the field." 

Arsenault moaned aloud, "How did I manage to get myself 

into something like this?" 

"I think you mentioned something earlier," Carmody 

said, twisting his knife mercilessly, "about the special 

privileges of birth and rank." 

"Fuck you, Carmody!" 
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"I think your father already has," Carmody retorted. 

"Fucked both of us, I mean!" 

"Get on with it." Surprisingly, Arsenault became all 

business in the blink of an eye. "Tell me everything I need 

to know." 

"The call sign we will use tonight," Carmody said, 

beginning his assassin's tale with something he thought 

worth remembering, "is Roadrunner." Arsenault's brow 

knotted imperceptibly as he stored away the vital 

information. "I'm six," Carmody added, "Sergeant Ortiz is 

five." 

"And me?" Arsenault asked curiously. 

"You • you .•• ," Carmody said stifling a laugh. 

"For the time being, Lieutenant, you are definitely a number 

ten." 

"Ha, ha," the youthful appearing officer mocked 

sarcastically. "Very funny!" 

"Believe me," Carmody said. "If this unit needs you to 

work the unit radio tonight, it won't be funny at all." 

Arsenault said, "So what is a phuong hoang, really?" 

"Officially," Carmody began, "Project Chaparral Cock, 

that's the pentagon's secret code name for the first five 

prototype Phoenix teams to be made operational in Vietnam, 

is a test bed for the development and field testing of a 

whole new range of counter-terrorist tactics. Your father, 
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by the way, is personally responsible for both the project's 

code name and the nine-fifty-five's call sign." 

"And, unofficially?" Arsenault pressed. 

"Unofficially, working with the South Vietnamese 

government and native informants, we kill as many of the 

enemy cadre as we can." Carmody pushed a small imprinted 

rectangular card across the table. "This, by the way," 

Carmody said, reiterating the grating phrase as he might 

point a finger of blame, "is our business card." 

The yellow-hued calling card, which Arsenault fingered 

gingerly in one hand, represented on one side the South 

Vietnamese flag overprinted with three horizontal red 

stripes. On the obverse face, the sturdy, nearly half

millimeter thick card bore a crudely-drawn, black-lined 

silhouette of a grotesque double-headed snake bird. The 

outlandish bird's overall body shape and long legs, to 

Arsenault's discerning eye, were remarkably akin to the 

western roadrunner, a swift-footed member of the cuckoo 

family that is native to Texas and the southwestern United 

states. The fantastic fowl's scale-covered twin heads and 

coiling, elongated tail, however, were clearly composited of 

distinctly reptilian parts. The fang-studded maws of the 

synthesized amphibian's two, serpent-shaped heads, in the 

final detail the squeamish Arsenault cared to note, clutched 

a variety of smaller serpents, creating the lurid suggestion 
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of a satanic underworld creature eating its own kind. 

"We leave them pinned to the bodies," Carmody said 

graphically, "of the targets we terminate so the other cadre 

will understand that they are vulnerable too." The Phoenix 

team commander fully expected some reaction to this 

disclosure, but hardly the one he received. 

"I guess I already knew about the card," Arsenault 

said, sheepishly admitting to the possession of a much more 

intimate knowledge of the Phoenix program's secrets than his 

commander had suspected. "The old man has one of the nine

fifty-five's cards in a silver frame on his desk back in the 

Pentagon." 

"Oh," Carmody said, wondering aloud how one of the 

team's unique cards might have filtered back to the states. 

"Colonel Kortan probably sent it," Arsenault offered. 

"The colonel has never seen one." 

"Well, if you didn't send him one," Arsenault said, 

hurriedly dismissing the manner of the death card's 

stateside transit as trivial detail, "someone else did." 

Carmody frowned unhappily. The lieutenant suddenly asked, 

"The idea of the death card originated with you, right?" 

Carmody nodded. "With Raffy and me." 

"I know you can't draw a lick, Brian," Arsenault said. 

" So, unless that sergeant of yours can, I figure a local 

Vi etnamese artist concocted that crazy bird for you, right?" 
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Carmody nodded. "And then," Arsenault continued, struggling 

mightily to stifle a guffaw, "you had the cards printed up 

locally, right?" Carmody nodded again. 

"Why?" he asked. 

"The General doesn't just have a copy of your team's 

death card," Arsenault hooted, bursting forth with raucous 

laughter, "the bastard is taking credit for designing it." 

"What?" Carmody reacted. "I don't believe it." 

Arsenault rose from his chair in imitation. "Mr. 

President, Gentlemen of the Congress, Ladies and Whores in 

Waiting" he emoted broadly, mimicking his father's whiskied 

formal speaking voice, "I chose the name and developed the 

design myself. The road runner is a large bird with long 

legs that have two toes at the front and two toes in the 

back. The name refers to the bird's excellent habit of 

racing down the road in front of its prey. The roadrunner, 

which is called by some the ground cuckoo or snake killer, 

devours every kind of unwanted vermin from insects and mice 

to lizards, snails, and snakes." 

"You're kidding," Carmody opined. 

"I chose the code name Chaparral Cock for our five-team 

p ilot project in the Phoenix program because of its macho 

suggestiveness. ," Arsenault continued in character. 

"You really heard him say all this?" 

" . and because of the bird's bold personality, 
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swiftness of foot, and nearly exclusive diet of burrowing 

vermin." 

"You're bullshitting me." 

"I swear," Arsenault said, his body shaking with 

laughter as he collapsed in a heap back in his chair. "What 

I don't understand," Arsenault said, partially regaining his 

composure, "is where the bit about the nine-fifty-five 

designation comes in." 

"Your father fancies himself a student of twentieth

century French Indochinese military history," Carmody began 

circuitously, "and, as I've just been reminded by his son, 

the General does rather enjoy taking subtle verbal jibes at 

the expense of his enemies. our publicized designation of 

Detachment 955, he told me, is an inversion of the number 

559 which was associated with a prominent Vietminh formation 

during the final battle of the French-Indochinese War. To 

your father, the inversion symbolizes his expectation that 

the same reversal of fortunes, which was suffered by the 

French in 1954 at the battle Dien Bien Phu, will be visited 

on the fighting descendants of the Vietminh in 1968 by his 

own creation, the Phoenix program." 

"He's a bit over the edge on this Phoenix thing," 

Arsenault ventured cautiously, "isn't he?" 

"A s ·econd star, I suspect, " Carmody said, "maybe even 

his whole military career, is on line." 
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The rumble of broken gravel grinding heavily against 

itself halted Carmody in mid-thought. He cocked an 

expectant ear to the air. An electric horn sounded two 

discordant blasts. He shifted his attention back to the 

newcomer. "Sister Phuong," he said without further 

explanation. "When you get to Can Tho, Lieutenant, your 

guys will expect you to understand the score," he concluded 

stiffly. The two officers rose together from their seats. 

"You'll be my second-in-command while you're here." The 

mingled squeals of many high-pitched, foreign voices clearly 

signaled the end of Arsenault's on-the-job training. 

Carmody led his guest back out through the villa's briefing 

and recreation room to the veranda door. "It's rest and 

relaxation time," he said. Carmody's blue eyes twinkled in 

anticipation. A spreading grin transformed his face. "The 

rest of your lessons can wait until tonight," he added. 

"Right now, let's join in the fun." 

Four incurious indigenous soldiers relaxed idly on the 

veranda. A uniformed pair of Vietnamese rangers, chatting 

idly about native matters in their own language, leaned 

disinterestedly against the rotted wooden newels of the 

porch railing. A third, intermittently snoring soldier, 

stripped to red undershorts in deference to the building 

heat of day, sprawled comfortably under the shaded porch 

overhang. A fourth, inebriated member of the Phoenix team's 
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ranger contingent lolled contentedly atop the veranda's 

uppermost concrete step, draining a bottle of warm ba mti6i 

ba beer. The two eager Americans pushed past the 

indifferent native constabulary into the front courtyard. 

Immediately, a look of bemused curiosity came over 

Arsenault's face. He asked inquisitively, "What in God's 

world is that?" 

Carmody deliberately followed Arsenault's line of 

sight. "I suppose by the euphemism 'that,'" Carmody began 

with interminable seriousness, "you mean the sixth 

reincarnation of a four-previous-owner, 1954-vintage Ward 

school bus, and in particular, the one that was customized 

only two weeks ago by our own Corporal Niehaus in a classic 

Chinese red over powder blue paint scheme." Carmody paused 

only to gasp for air. "With the striking canary yellow 

driver's cab and engine cover," he continued ad nauseam, 

"each side of which has been decorated with three bold, 

f l aring red stripes to symbolize the national flag of our 

host country." 

Arsenault took up the description. "The one whose 

sides are swathed with garish depictions of a radiantly 

ar i sen Christ speaking on the mount, a conquering Allah 

l eading his heavenly legions, and a squatting Buddha 

s erenely contemplating his navel in the lotus position." 

"Exactly," Carmody chimed in. 
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"Not at all, Captain," Arsenault said with a sly smile. 

"I'm referring merely to that four-foot high whirling 

dervish of a creature dressed in flowing black and white 

robes standing next to that wheeled abomination." 

"Oh, that," Carmody responded, sounding for the moment 

quite deflated. "That's Sister Phuong." 

The psychedelic school bus disgorged its hoards of 

amber-hued children in mid-circle. Issuing last minute 

admonitions in three languages, the frenetic Sister Phuong 

swayed to-and-fro beside the vehicle's open back door, 

helping each of her tiny charges to the ground. As soon as 

his or her bare feet touched ground, each fragile child ran 

screaming to the back of the compound. An American blocking 

force awaited the puerile onslaught close by the swimming 

pool. Rooney and Niehaus avidly rounded up each 

overstimulated youngster, playfully tossing the boldest boys 

directly into the pool, cautiously tempting the shyest girls 

to the water's edge. With the joy of surrogate fatherhood 

beating in their breasts, the two American enlisted men 

momentarily forgot the war and competed to help each party

goer to the bottomless cups of sweetened pink lemonade and 

generous helpings of a yellow-frosted cake. 

Carmody said, "Come on, Bob, I'll introduce you." 

Rarely one to be taken off guard, the garrulous sister 

spoke first. "Captain Carmody," the Cao Dai nun trilled, 
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gracefully holding out a delicate brown hand. "How the 

children do enjoy these afternoons with your men? I can't 

tell you what a difference it makes in their lives." 

Carmody bent his shoulders forward, bowing slightly to 

reduce the marked difference in their statures. "Ours, 

too," he said warmly. He extended a hand toward hers, being 

careful not to allow his massive fingers to grip the 

spiraled nails of her three smallest fingers. 

Retrieving her hand with a wry smile, she turned 

quickly aside. "And you, Monsieur Arsenault," she said 

knowingly, using her best French accent, "must be our great 

benefactor's friend." Arsenault stepped forward, his brow 

knitting ever so slightly in surprise. "The one who arrived 

late this morning," Sister Phuong added mischievously, "with 

the other, older American on the Air America spy plane." 

She proffered her strikingly delicate hand again. 

Arsenault grasped the nun's exquisite hand, pumping it 

vigorously with both of his. "The pleasure's all mine, 

madam, but how • . • • " 

"Do I know your name?" In a deftly managed strategic 

retreat, Sister Phuong liberated her finger nails. "There 

are thousands of watchful eyes in Vietnam, Monsieur 

Arsenault, and on most market days very nearly as many 

wagging tongues. Our small orphanage," she said, waving her 

open palm toward the flaking, hand-painted Vietnamese script 
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on the side of the bus, "is but one of a hundred places in 

Tay Ninh City where valuable information is exchanged." 

"But, surely, my name. ," Arsenault protested. 

"Oh, that?" The diminutive sister's sienna eyes 

sparkled with devilish highlights. "Do not be alarmed. My 

daughter Co Thanh ran to meet our bus as it was coming up 

the lane." Arsenault momentarily lowered his eyes. "She 

was full of news about you." 

"Thank God," he blurted in relief. 

"Yes," Sister Phuong said, rescuing the moment, "Let us 

give thanks to your Christ for this party." Again, she 

smiled mischievously, "and to my children's Buddha and 

Allah, too, for the many wonderful gifts that Captain 

Carmody and his men give us." 

"How are the c-rations holding out?" Carmody asked, 

rushing into the opening the sister had provided. 

"I don't know how you managed to get us so much," she 

beamed. "They children fight over them." The clear-eyed 

nun tittered at their private joke. "Especially," she 

smiled sagaciously, "the tins of green beans and ham." 

What an odd war this is, Carmody thought before 

replying, when a combat ration like 'beans and 

mutherfuckers' could become a treasure in a starving 

orphan's eyes. "Khong co gi," Carmody said casually, 

deflecting the nun's sincere compliment. 
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Sister Phuong shook her head in continued disagreement. 

The half pallet of C-rations, though the sister had no way 

of knowing it, had cost Carmody's team nothing more than a 

little ingenuity and late night effort. Sergeant Ortiz had 

simply swapped two of the team's extra P.R.C.-25 company 

level radios for the rations. The team had requisitioned 

its surplus 'trading goods' two weeks earlier in a brazen 

nighttime raid on a green American 105-millimeter howitzer 

battery that had temporarily established itself on the air 

strip near the old French fort. "You are much too modest," 

the grateful Vietnamese sister, who quite often knew far 

more than Carmody or any other American in Tay Ninh might 

have imagined, said, steadfastly adhering to her view. 

"I think it's time we proceeded with the 

presentations," Carmody suggested, tactfully diverting the 

conversation. "Will you do the honors for us?" he urged, 

guiding the diminutive sister by the arm to a small raised 

rectangular platform near the swimming pool. 

"I would be delighted," Sister Phuong smiled at him. 

Arsenault, who had followed them, momentarily hung back. 

"Would you be so kind, Monsieur Arsenault, as to assist me." 

Arsenault initially declined. Carmody prodded him. She 

argued persuasively, "The children of this county must learn 

not to be frightened of you." 

sister Phuong stage-managed the American soldiers 
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presentation of gifts with solicitous care. At her 

insistent beckoning, urgent prodding, and repeated 

prompting, one by one, like lilliputian mannequins taking 

their first nervous steps onto a footlit runway, the Cao Dai 

orphans solemnly paraded before their hosts. Each tiny 

individual, in turn, with almond-shaped, dark eyes blinking 

warily, stepped reluctantly astride the rough-hewn wooden 

dais. One by one, they inched somberly forward, faced the 

tall foreign officer, and bowed before him. In a stilted, 

ungainly simulation of eastern courtesy, Arsenault tilted 

forward from the shoulders. From his outstretched hands, 

each child received a bright yellow cotton shirt boldly 

emblazoned with three horizontal one-inch wide red stripes. 

To his surprise, with one singular exception, each of 

the robotic orphans accepted the team's modest politically

tinged gift in total silence. "Viet Nam Cong Hao." The 

brittle, bird-like utterance, like the unexpected mating 

call of a solitary jungle creature, claimed Arsenault's 

emotions by surprise. Even by Vietnamese standards, the 

precocious, wide-eyed youngster was delicately built. In a 

reversal of the behavior of the other children, the proud 

youth energetically donned bis new shirt. "Viet Nam Cong 

Hao," he proclaimed a second time. Though passingly fluent 

in French, Arsenault spoke no Vietnamese. Despite this 

liability, he well understood the slender boy desperately 
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wanted his approval. The sticking point was that Arsenault 

had absolutely no idea how to offer it. 

In the difficult circumstance Sister Phuong came to his 

aid. "Little Thanh wants you to know, Monsieur Arsenault," 

she said, giving an eloquent adult voice to the child's 

plaintive demand for attention, "that, though he is slight 

of stature and all alone in the world, he is a Vietnamese 

patriot to death." In a hurriedly whispered aside, she 

explained to Arsenault that Thanh's father, a respected 

village elder, had been murdered two years earlier for his 

refusal to allow Vietcong guerrillas to store arms in the 

family's village. The five-year-old Thanh, his pregnant 

mother, and two older sisters had been forced to watch the 

father's ritual disembowelment and subsequent public 

beheading in the village square. Before leaving the hamlet, 

the Vietcong guerrillas had raped and left the three women 

f or dead. "The boy," she said, "alone, was spared." 

"Thank God for that, at least," Arsenault exhaled. 

Her tightly drawn lips, almost touching his ear, 

s t i rred purposefully. "I'm afraid God's intervention," she 

whispered, "had very little to do with the boy's salvation. 

The Vietcong allowed him to live as a reminder to the other 

vil lagers of the price to be paid for misplaced loyalties." 

"Oh, I see," Arsenault said inadequately. The 

independent-minded youngster chirped the name of his country 
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yet a third time. This time the officer made a great show 

of unfolding and swirling aloft one of the yellow, flag-like 

tee-shirts. "Viet Nam Cong Hao," he loudly approximated. 

The slender Vietnamese boy broadly beamed his sticky-cheeked 

endorsement of Arsenault's impetuous action. The emboldened 

youth boldly saluted the talisman and repeatedly cried his 

native county's name for all to hear. "Viet Nam Cong Hao." 

"Viet Nam Cong Hao." 

Despite the tall American's best efforts, however, one 

particularly shy, dusky-hued child repeatedly stepped away 

from the presentation platform and adamantly maintained his 

refusal of the Phoenix team's gift. "Please forgive 

Norodom," Sister Phuong said, stepping forward at last to 

beg a reprieve for the boy. She enveloped the shy, dun

skinned youth in the protective black and white folds of her 

inventively religious ao dai. "He's Cambodian," she 

hastened to explain. "The flag you wish to give Norodom," 

she began, meaning the red-striped yellow shirt Arsenault 

had repeatedly thrust upon him, "is not his." The veteran 

Phoenix team commander muttered a bitter oath under his 

breath. The newly-arrived American officer's vacant eyes 

stared emptily at her. "Racial antipathies," the Vietnamese 

nun solemnly advised, "are not the exclusive province of the 

American south." A furtive brown face, its neck craning 

like a wary prairie dog searching its horizons for enemies, 
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surfaced momentarily from the contrasting welter of flowing 

black and white silks. "If Norodom accepted your gift, 

Monsieur Arsenault, the other children would tease him 

unmercifully about it." 

"Toi an han," Carmody said, expressing his sorrow. 

"Some things are beyond change," she replied in 

Vietnamese. 

Touched by the Vietnamese nun's explanation, Arsenault 

extended his own hand in friendship. The tall American 

officer did so without thinking, and he was greatly 

surprised when, reacting instinctively, the startled youth 

disappeared once more, like a terrorized animal, into the 

convenient silken lair. 

"I will give him an American chocolate bar when we 

return to the orphanage," Sister Phuong said, easing the 

sting of Arsenault's latest rejection. "I shall tell him 

that the American candy is a special gift from the tall 

American officer for him alone." Arsenault shuffled 

uncomfortably on the exposed podium. Without further 

incident, he presented the team's gift to the final two 

children in line. 

"Now who's for second helpings and more swimming?" 

Corporal Rooney hollered loudly as the last child shyly 

received her present. "The last one in is a rotten ong," he 

yelled, sprinting for the pool himself and diving in. At 
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the shouted signal, the Cao Dai orphans greedily rushed back 

to the party. Like emancipated slaves, the pell-melling 

orphans gaily tossed aside the yellow symbols of their 

former bondage. Like a mongol horde loosed upon the 

outposts of western civilization, the rampaging orphans dove 

headlong into the Phoenix team's salvaged swimming pool, 

plundered its tables richly laden with frosted yellow cakes, 

and before the afternoon was ended completely emptied the 

team's only seemingly bottomless cups of pink lemonade. 

In the midst of this glorious children's uprising, the 

Phoenix team's borrowed M-151 pulled into the compound. 

"Looks like the party has started without us," Ortiz piped 

merrily. He deftly pulled the jeep to a halt behind the 

mission bus. The sour-faced colonel eyed the elaborately 

hand-painted transport and the youthful gathering by the 

pool with equal suspicion. The senior officer's quizzical, 

clearly disapproving, look demanded a further explanation 

from him. "Orphans, sir," Ortiz added, "from the Cao Dai 

orphanage." The grunted response was unintelligible. "We 

get Sister Phuong to bring them over every thirty days or 

so." The Colonel seemed singularly unimpressed. "The guys 

on the team really enjoy it, Colonel," Ortiz added 

hopefully, "and it's a regular gas for the kids." 

His passenger huffed stuffily. "Needless security 

risk!" 
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A group of three Vietnamese boys suddenly left the 

crowd at the pool and excitedly scampered toward the grey 

jeep. The bold youngsters spotted Carmody, who had been 

expecting Kortan's momentary arrival, walking toward the 

open vehicle. "Dai-uy," the most brazen of the scruffy 

tatterdemalions shouted at him, "You tell Sergeant. Give 

ride!" Followed closely by his two mates, the leader 

bounded into the jeep's unoccupied back seat. "Okay, G.I. 

Joe?" 

"Scat," Kortan bellowed, swiping backhanded at the 

vocal youth. 

Gleefully dodging Kortan's flailing blows and mistaking 

the comically-dressed Kortan for a scion of one of the 

province's anachronistic French planter families, the agile 

boy shouted back, "You number ten fat colon heo." 

"No okay now," Carmody said seriously, chiding the 

leader for his impertinence in his native tongue. He 

patiently lifted the disappointed upstarts from the grey 

jeep. "Di di mau," he said, hurrying the three oriental 

ragamuffins back to the party. 

"Later Joe," the leader confidently chimed. 

"Later Tranh," the smiling Carmody assured him. 

The youthful Vietnamese patriot beamed his 

appreciation. He shouted, "Dai uy number one." 

"Damn strange way to prosecute the war," Kortan said 
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peevishly, brushing a smear of yellow icing from his linen 

sleeve. "I can't say I approve of your methods." 

"Hearts and minds, Colonel, hearts and minds." Carmody 

sarcastically iterated the sacred mantra of the American 

pacification effort in Vietnam. Kortan frowned visibly. 

"Balloons for the children," Carmody observed 

caustically. "Bullets for the parents." He plied Ortiz for 

vocal support. "Seems like a fairly evenhanded approach to 

me. What your view, Sergeant?" 

"My view, sir?" Ortiz said, deftly sliding from behind 

the wheel of the jeep. "My view is that good sergeants, 

like good children, should be seen infrequently and heard 

from rarely." The colonel regarded the wily sergeant with a 

certain appreciation. "If you officers can manage the 

affairs of state without me," Ortiz added casually, as he 

drifted away from the jeep, "I believe it's time that I join 

my young peers in a swig of lemonade, a bite of cake, and a 

quick dip in the old swimming hole." 

"Good soldier," Carmody remarked kindly of his friend. 

"Knows his place," Kortan harrumphed. The colonel 

adjusted the flexible band on his wrist to better judge the 

t i me. "This war's been a boon to his kind." 

Something equivocal in the colonel's phrasing offended 

his subordinate's ear. Carmody pointedly inquired, "His 

kind, sir?" 
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"Guns and butter," Kortan quipped in reply. The 

colonel's oblique reference failed to enlighten him. The 

older man snapped, "Washington has its slogans, too." His 

superior forced a thin smile at his own joke. "The Vietnam 

war means jobs, Captain, thousands of them. Good jobs. In 

Vietnam. Stateside, too. Thousands of high paying 

manufacturing jobs for America's teeming underclasses." 

"I'm afraid that kind of politics is way over my head." 

"When this war ends," Kortan continued, "and eventually 

it will end, minority unemployment will skyrocket at home." 

The colonel tapped unexpectedly on his subordinate's chest 

for emphasis. "Mark my words." 

The colonel's outrageous hypothesis struck Carmody as 

offensive, but something else entirely captured his 

attention. The colonel was flagrantly squandering time. 

Something Kortan rarely did without purpose. Carmody 

wondered, with some trepidation, what his calculating 

superior's reasons were in this instance. 

"The liberal establishment doesn't understand the 

economic dynamics of modern warfare." As if a crowd of 

voters had gathered, Kortan ascended to the stump. "The 

liberals at home, who continually complain about the 

disproportionately large numbers of black and brown 

Americans serving in Vietnam, are missing the big picture, 

too. The Great Society is bringing food, schooling, and 
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voting rights to the families of these people. For two 

hundred years, they've known nothing but hunger, ignorance, 

and discrimination." Carmody wondered what Kortan's point 

was. The older man edgily spun the academy ring that graced 

his right hand. "The war in Vietnam is the tab the nation 

is picking up," Kortan averred, "for world peace, universal 

civil rights, and full employment in our own backyard." 

Both of them knew that a distasteful task had to be 

faced soon. Carmody saw the colonel steal a fitful sideways 

glance at the timepiece on his wrist. "We'll miss these 

times, by God," Kortan opined, "and even the fighting 

itself, when the Vietnam era is behind us." The denouement 

of the master puppeteer's morality play, Carmody correctly 

deduced, was very near. "All too few of us realize," the 

Colonel said, "this is the America's heyday." As the 

General's conductor pontificated, Carmody imagined his milky 

eyes misting with emotion. "For some of us, Captain, the 

Vietnam war will be as good as it ever gets." 

"I hope not, sir," the dubious Carmody voiced in reply. 

"It's time," the dour-faced colonel said, suggesting 

that he was ready finally to explain his presence. 

"Someplace private, preferably." 

Carmody suggested, "My radio room?" The Colonel, still 

twirling the emblematic golden ring, signaled his accord. 

Leading the way, the suddenly enervated Carmody labored 
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up the short flight of stairs to the villa entrance, like a 

toilsome mule plowing a steeply-angled hard scrabble field. 

on the top step, Carmody paused for breath. He waited 

impatiently in the doorway for his superior to catch up. 

The older officer, following him at some distance, strode 

purposefully up the stairs. The two men entered the 

bungalow together and proceeded directly into the radio 

room. out of habit Carmody settled next to the radio. The 

Colonel chose to stand for their conclave. Before 

beginning, Kortan closely inspected the adjoining rooms. 

"Are we alone?" he asked, begging the obvious. 

"Nhu's men can't hear us from the porch," Carmody 

assured him. "Everyone else is at the party." Still Kortan 

delayed. He sauntered to the radio table, picked up a 

message pad, and began doodling on it. "I guess this is 

when you tell me the real reason for Bob Arsenault being 

here," Carmody ventured, breaking the claustrophobic silence 

that had settled over the small room. 

"Very prescient, Captain." The Colonel wasted no more 

time. "The reason is simple enough." He ripped the 

scribbled top page from the pad. He handed it over to him. 

"You know, of course, what that is." The nine-fifty-five's 

commander examined the crudely scrawled drawing. He 

swallowed hard without making a reply. "The boy is here to 

win the Medal of Honor," Kortan said without ceremony, 
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moving matters forward as bluntly as possible. 

"What?" Carmody gulped incredulously. He bolted 

upright in his chair. He stared blankly, in turn, first at 

the colonel and then at the paper in his hand. Try as he 

might, Carmody could not bring himself to accept the 

evidence that his eyes and ears presented him. 

The military necromancer forced a pinched smile to his 

lips, like a legendary rat trapper testing the reed of his 

enchanted snare. "It's quite straightforward, really," he 

said, sounding an innocent initial note. "The General wants 

a hero for a son." The colonel laid out his mesmerizing 

rationales for Carmody with the supreme confidence of a 

piper fluting his melodies before a children's procession. 

"Not just any kind of hero, mind you. Only a Medal of Honor 

winner will do." The piper's chimeric notes quivered in the 

air. "The General is determined to accept nothing less." 

"You can't order up the Medal of Honor like Chinese 

takeout," Carmody sputtered in utter disbelief of what he 

was hearing. "Half the people who do earn that medal are 

dead and buried when the damn thing arrives." 

"It will be your job, of course, to see that young 

Arsenault falls into the right half," the marching puppeteer 

replied, statistically charming away Carmody's angry protest 

with a single bar. 

"You can't possibly be serious," Carmody exclaimed. 
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"The job must be done as quickly as possible," Kortan 

added, purposefully ignoring his subordinate's resistant 

attitude. "Arsenault is going to win the Medal of Honor." 

The colonel's emphasis was impossible for Carmody to miss. 

"Indeed, under your expert guidance, Captain Carmody, he 

ought to be able to do it easily in the next three weeks." 

"You're fucking crazy." Carmody could contain his fury 

no longer. "General Arsenault is crazy," he spluttered 

mindlessly. "The whole fucking idea is so bizarre that it's 

ridiculous." Carmody rose impulsively from his chair. He 

had heard enough. He was prepared to leave. 

With a simple wave of his hand, like a band leader 

preparing his first trumpet for the next marching song, 

Kortan motioned for his subordinate to sit. At that moment, 

perhaps, a different band musician might have altered his 

fate. "Please, Captain," the white-jacketed conductor 

trilled softly, "hear me out." By simply walking out of the 

radio room, Carmody might have saved himself. He decided to 

listen. By choice and effort, Carmody had made himself a 

soldier. The thought of disobeying any order, even so 

casual a one, simply never occurred to him. He slowly sat 

back down. It was this idiosyncrasy of his character, and 

not the slick persuasiveness of Kortan's subsequent musical 

ploys, that made the crucial difference in his life. 

"You're the best at hat you do," Kortan vamped, 
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improvising a jazzy counterpoint to his recurring theme. 

"The nine-fifty-five has the pilot Phoenix program's best 

record in the field." Individual achievements meant little 

to his subordinate. "Do you want to take responsibility, 

Captain, for putting your old friend's life on the line with 

one of the less experienced teams?" Personal accountability 

was something else again. The General's musically gifted 

puppeteer knew Carmody's Achilles' heel, and he used it 

successfully against him now. 

"That's hardly the point, Colonel." 

"It damn sure is," Kortan shot back. "This calvary 

charge is going to happen, Captain, whether you're in the 

saddle or not." His insistent, melodic voice, steadily 

climbed in pitch. "But young Arsenault has a better chance 

of coming out alive," he said, his argument reaching its 

first crescendo, "if his best friend is riding into the fray 

beside him." 

The commander of Tay Ninh Phoenix team swallowed hard 

and looked straight ahead. Like a novice tightrope walker 

venturing his first, tremulous step upon the razor-edged 

high wire of military politics, he reluctantly asked, "How 

is this miracle of military legerdemain to come about?" 

"I want you to make Lieutenant Arsenault your second in 

command," Kortan said, instantly recognizing that the tide 

in their battle of wills had turned. 
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"I already have," Carmody said, confirming for the 

first time a partial willingness to comply, "but Lieutenant 

Ngu's ego could be a problem for us." The colonel did not 

immediately reply. Instead, he outlined the General's 

overall plan to Carmody hurriedly, firing off his points in 

staccato bursts. The colonel pushed aggressively forward 

through each preliminary element of the plan, turning aside 

each of his subordinate's objections, like a soldier under 

orders to execute wounded enemy soldiers to speed the 

clearing of an important objective. 

But before the aggressive Kortan could push the plan 

over the top, like a sniper rising from his hole, Carmody 

broke in. "Ngu won't like it," Carmody persisted. "I've 

told him he'll be taking command of the team next month." 

His reiterated concern, like each of his other 

protests, failed to persuade. "Arsenault's rank, his family 

connections, and your longstanding friendship with him," the 

colonel proposed, "should suffice to explain the change." 

"He'll think that we're planning to double cross him," 

Carmody said, belaboring his point. "He'll definitely try 

to make trouble." 

"If Ngu objects," Kortan said sharply, "fix it. Tell 

him the loss of face is only temporary. Bribe him, Captain, 

if necessary." A look of worry flashed across the Colonel 

face. "We can't afford to have any of your Vietnamese 
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irregulars playing the traitor with us." 

"They're Vietnamese rangers, sir," Carmody objected 

angrily. "And, Ngu's personal loyalty is beyond question." 

"I'm sure it is," Kortan said, placating his 

subordinate. "Do whatever you feel is needed." Though 

still in choler, Carmody accepted the older man's off-handed 

offer of truce. "I don't want any break in the pace of your 

team's operations," Kortan said, appending an undiscussed 

addendum to their agreement. "If anything," he urged, "I 

want to see the nine-fifty-five become more active." 

"It takes time to cross-check sources." Carmody 

adamantly made his point. "If anything, we need to slow 

down. We're already running out of confirmed targets." 

"Time is one commodity you don't have." 

"I don't want us taking out some harmless village 

elder, just because the poor bastard happened to sleep with 

some other local's wife or because his family owes the 

district chief a few hundred piasters in back taxes." 

"Just get that fellow Khac •.• ," Kortan hesitated, 

making a show of interrupting himself. "He still 

coordinates your targeting and conformation, doesn't he?" 

"Yes, sir." 

"I thought so, " Kortan continued. ''Just get him to 

pick up the pace." 

"It's not that easy." 
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"If he's the hotshot double agent Special Forces 

command makes him out to be, it shouldn't be a problem for 

him. We pay him enough, God knows, make him earn it." 

Carmody nodded glumly, accepting the colonel's latest 

directive without enthusiasm. "And, send young Arsenault 

out on every mission." 

"He's not prepared to handle what might come up," 

Carmody protested vehemently. 

"He doesn't have to be," Kortan said. A growing 

overtone of irritation colored his voice. "I expect that 

you, or Sergeant Ortiz, will always be with him." 

"Where does that get us?" Carmody asked, unknowingly 

venturing a second step upon the wire. "In three weeks' 

time, even with extra missions laid on, and even with the 

best baby sitting in 'Nam, the General's kid can't earn more 

than his C.I.B. and a green weanie." 

"You lack the General's political vision," Kortan fired 

back, poking a little mean-spirited fun at his subordinate's 

enduring naivete in such matters. "Quite to the contrary, 

three weeks in Tay Ninh is more than enough time to get the 

'General's kid,' as you so aptly characterize the boy, his 

nation's highest award for military valor, the Medal of 

Honor." 

"Huh," Carmody grunted. 

"Because on one of those missions," Kortan explained 
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menacingly, "the nine-fifty-five is going to run into some 

trouble." 

"Trouble?" Carmody posited warily. 

"I'll let you know when and where," Kortan said 

preemptively. The colonel ignored the pained disbelief 

spreading across his stunned subordinate's face. "On that 

particular mission Lieutenant Arsenault will be placed in 

charge of the team's reaction force. When the team's 

assault element encounters its difficulty," Kortan 

hesitated, artificially clearing his throat. He interjected 

reflexively, "Some minor, unexpected resistance. Nothing to 

worry about, Captain, I can assure you." In a paroxysm of 

outrage, Carmody found himself momentarily without voice. 

His face reddened, swelling by the second with impacted 

fury. The Colonel hurriedly concluded, "Arsenault's 

reaction force will respond to your men's urgent call for 

assistance and, as the saying goes, the General's kid will 

arrive just in the nick of time to pull your assault team's 

chestnuts out of the fire." 

"What are you telling me, Colonel?" Carmody exploded, 

his visceral sense of outrage rising like magma in the belly 

of a sleeping volcano. "You're going to stage-manage both 

sides of a battle." Carmody raved. He ranted. He cursed. 

He expected an explosion from the colonel in return. None 

came. So he raved, ranted, and cursed more. And still, the 
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sympathetic detonation he was programmed to expect did not 

come. 

"What we are looking for," Kortan said calmly, after 

the ardor had burned out of his subordinate, "is a 

fortuitous pretext." His subordinate, listening 

resentfully, still seethed within. "General Arsenault is 

not expecting a replay of Patton's relief of Bastogne at the 

Battle of the Bulge. Just put the boy into a favorable 

position to do his job. He'll do the right thing at the 

right time." 

"And what happens if he doesn't?" Carmody fumed 

disconsolately. "Has the General given even one moment's 

thought to that possibility?" His anger steamed vainly to 

the surface. "Who takes the fall," he rumbled from within, 

"if what the General actually gets for his gamble is 

something more resembling Reno's late arrival at the Little 

Big Horn?" Carmody marshaled his remaining strength. He 

made one final, desperate plea for military sanity. "This 

i sn't a war game being played on some sand table at the 

command and general staff college," he argued, choosing his 

f i nal words with care. "This is Vietnam, for godsakes. 

Sh i t happens here. People die." 

The General's messenger met Carmody's pleading eyes 

wi th a good soldier's look. I am merely the harbinger, the 

r evel ator's sad, stabbing, milky grey eyes seemed to say. 
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Indeed, he was little more than a well-paid, well-protected 

courier for a higher power. By his own choices in the 

matter, perhaps, the messenger had made himself culpable and 

vile. But for all that, Kortan was only the Pentagon 

potentate's herald. The American Allah had commanded his 

prophet to go forth. The prophet was under obligation to 

whisper the revealed word to the disciple. Of necessity, it 

must be so. And certainly, the war had become a kind of 

religion for him. For Carmody, as for fundamentalist 

believers of all faiths, acceptance of the revealed word, 

whether one agreed with all of its precepts or not, was 

simply the way it had to be. 

"The enemy situation will be controlled," the white

jacketed prophet pronounced. "The boy will be fine." 

"Sure," Carmody said, still resisting the evangelic's 

laying on of hands. Kortan had to understand that no 

situation could be controlled in Vietnam. "We are winning 

the war, aren't we?" The bitter vetch of heresy climbed 

higher in his throat. "The enemy is losing, aren't they?" 

Arguing this way with Colonel Kortan, Carmody realized, was 

a futile act, like disputing the infallibility of the Pope's 

word with a conservative cardinal of Rome. Yet, like the 

reluctant, impotent son of some minor military god, Carmody 

could not stay his sterile cries that this particular cross 

should pass from him. "And, I suppose," he added with 
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moronic finality, "the war in Vietnam will be over in 1968 

and all the troops will be home by next Christmas." 

"Whatever actually happens, Captain, you will write it 

up," Kortan ordered, ignoring his reluctant acolyte's heady 

sarcasm. "Whatever needs to be embellished, Captain, you 

will embellish. Whatever witnesses need to come forward, 

Captain, you will make sure that they do come forward." 

"Every requirement anticipated," Carmody interjected. 

"You will forward your recommendation to me," the 

colonel continued, "and I will see that the paper work gets 

processed though the right channels." 

"Everything neatly planned." 

"You and I are off the hook at that point," Kortan said 

quite pointedly. "Whether or not the boy actually gets the 

Medal of Honor is not our concern. our responsibility in 

this matter is merely to create the opportunity for him to 

win it." Carmody imagined Pontius Pilate washing his hands. 

"Your particular task is to draft his recommendation for the 

Medal of Honor, so that young Arsenault has as good a chance 

as the next soldier to win it." 

"The General, I presume, will take it from there." 

"I'm glad you've finally worked out the big picture." 

"And this Medal of Honor won't get downgraded." 

"My goodness, Captain," Kortan remarked cynically. 

"All of the lights really have gone on for you." 
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"It reeks to heaven, Colonel, and you know it." 

"One more thing, Captain," Kortan said, issuing his 

final revelation. "Get young Arsenault out of the field the 

very minute this action is over. Send him back to me in 

Saigon. I'll get him back to the States from there." 

"I don't suppose it would do either of our careers much 

good," Carmody said cynically, "to have the General's 

valuable merchandise damaged after the fact." 

"Army policy," Kortan quoted, as if he were casually 

citing the sixth commandment. "A grateful country does not 

expose its Medal of Honor winners to needless additional 

combat. In this war, God knows, America needs all of the 

heroes it can get." 

"I won't do it," Carmody said. He drew himself erect 

before the colonel, like a holy martyr preparing himself for 

the stake. 

"Yes, you will," Kortan replied firmly. "Because, 

Captain, you simply don't have any choice." 

"I won't do it," Carmody said less firmly. 

"Young Arsenault is going to win the Medal of Honor in 

less than three weeks time." The white-frocked herald re

proclaimed his General's prophesy in a religious tout's 

cadenced, Gregorian voice. "It's a done deal, Captain. You 

can make book on it." 

"Then you'll have to write up the goddamned citation, 
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sir," Carmody vouched, fully believing he was throwing his 

military career away, "because I won't play any part in this 

sham." 

The colonel looked at him like a venerable priest might 

look at an altar boy with whom he'd just had enjoyed oral 

sex. "You are already part of it," Kortan roared, like a 

perverted Moses venting his righteous anger. "Why the hell 

do you think General Arsenault picked you to lead the nine

fifty-five?" Carmody's brow knitted in consternation. 

"That's right, son, you think long and hard about that one." 

The colonel gave his subordinate plenty of time to ruminate. 

"This particular Medal of Honor has been sitting on General 

Arsenault's desk in the Pentagon for months. He's only 

waiting for your paper goddamned work to catch up with his 

exalted view of reality. You can write his recommendation 

up. I can write it up for you. It simply doesn't matter. 

Believe me, Captain, the General's kid will win the Medal of 

Honor for his military service in Vietnam, regardless of 

what either one of us chooses to do." 

"Then, Colonel," Carmody said, seizing the one, minute 

opening the colonel had left him, "you'll have to write his 

recommendation up. I'll show him the ropes. I'll get him 

the missions. I'll watch over him, by God, and I'll get him 

back safely to you in Saigon. But, that's it. That's the 

limit of what I'll do." 
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The colonel smiled expansively and clapped two fatherly 

hands on the younger man's broad shoulders. "That's all 

General Arsenault ever expected you to do." His mission 

miraculously accomplished, the musical mesmerizer suddenly 

prepared to leave. "One more trivial thing, Captain, this 

conversation didn't take place." 

"You don't have to tell me that." 

"Breathe a word, just one, about this deal to young 

Arsenault, to Sergeant Ortiz, or to any of your men, anyone 

ever ... ," Kortan whispered, letting the sound of his 

menacing voice drain to nothingness. He paced the room, 

circling the seated, emotionally prostrate officer like a 

prowling beast in the coliseum. "It would be foolish of me 

to threaten you physically," Kortan purred confidently, 

smiling like a grand inquisitor in his lair, "especially, 

since you already know how deeply the General feels about 

both of his sons." 

"Is any of this really necessary?" 

"Just do your part," Kortan said harshly, issuing a 

penultimate warning to his subordinate. "Whatever happens, 

whenever it happens, Captain, keep the boy alive." 

"Any other instructions, sir?" Carmody said, 

momentarily despairing of the future. In the wake of his 

agreement with the devil's advocate, he felt, like a mortal 

sinner, bereft of hope and dead to grace. 
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"Yes," the ever observant Kortan said. "Put a 

goddamned smile on your face, Captain, and go back to your 

party as if nothing had happened." The colonel waved his 

hand in dismissal. "And you can send young Arsenault to me 

now." In his hellish state of mind, Carmody failed to 

comprehend the order. "I'm ready to return to Saigon," 

Kortan explained impatiently, "he can drive me to the air 

field." 

In a state of penitent confusion, as ordered, Carmody 

drifted aimlessly out of the bungalow. Sergeant Ortiz, who 

had been hovering near the veranda poured steps, was waiting 

for him. The two men ambled slowly toward the party's 

noise. When Carmody volunteered nothing, Ortiz anxiously 

asked, "Anything up? With Kortan, I mean?" 

"Seems like he was," Carmody said, lying for his faith, 

j ust delivering a V.I.P. to us. our orders are to keep the 

Lieutenant alive, get him a Combat Infantryman's Badge, and 

route him back to Saigon, more or less in one piece, in 

three weeks time." 

"So he can be shipped safely back to the States." 

"That's about the size of it." 

Carmody suddenly caught sight of Arsenault near the 

pool . "Bob," he shouted loudly twice. The long-limbed 

Amer i can held a boldly kicking orphan, whom Carmody readily 

recogni zed, poised desperately above the water. At 
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Carmody's second shout, the lieutenant turned his head. 

"Take this," Carmody yelled, playfully tossing Arsenault a 

key to the jeep. With one hand, Arsenault gracefully 

propelled the ecstatic boy into the pool. With the other, 

he caught the key in midair. "Kortan's inside," Carmody 

bellowed. "He wants you to take him to the air strip." 

"Okay," he said dutifully. 

The boy, who had already climbed from the pool, grabbed 

the lieutenant about the legs. "Again, Trung-uy. More." 

"You know the way?" 

"I learn quickly." He gathered the wriggling 

Vietnamese boy in his arms, raised the willing victim high 

above his head, and grinned in pleasure at the body-filled 

pool. "Hell of a way to wage war," he huzzahed, arching his 

delighted quarry high into the air. 

Ortiz waited until the newcomer was out of ear shot. 

"What did Lieutenant Arsenault really mean earlier" Ortiz 

asked nervously, "about finally getting a Medal of Honor in 

the family?" 

"Just a bit of inside humor," Carmody said disarmingly. 

"General Arsenault was put up for the Medal of Honor once. 

Bob told me about it when we were together in the Corps." 

The award's mention brought a renewed look of distress to 

the sergeant's face. "For some hush-hush work he handled in 

South America," Carmody said, attempting to ease the 
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situation, "after Korea had wound down and before this part 

of the world heated up. Bob claimed the General, a first 

lieutenant himself at the time, was involved in some real 

John Wayne stuff." 

"So what happened?" 

"The award got hung up in the usual red tape." The 

American government's fanatical need for secrecy, they both 

knew, had killed more than one deserving hero's award. 

"Eventually, I suppose, the General's award got downgraded 

to the Legion of Merit, or something lesser, with a nebulous 

citation for efficient performance of staff duties." 

Carmody shrugged his shoulders sadly. "General Arsenault's 

heroism never became a matter of public record. Officially, 

it never happened." 

"That must surely have pissed him off," Ortiz 

speculated vacantly. 

"It's possibly the only thing," Carmody said, risking 

his pledge to Colonel Kortan and veering dangerously close 

the truth, "that he ever desperately wanted that he couldn't 

buy, steal, or lie to get." The captain confirmed the 

sergeant's earlier opinion with his own candid assessment. 

"I'd have to say," he added with some vehemence, "it 

mightily pissed him off." 

"That's a bit scary," Ortiz ventured, overreacting to 

the force of his companion's words. "Do you think the 
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Lieutenant can possibly be serious?" 

"No way! The Lieutenant is ambitious and wealthy," 

Carmody responded, "but he's not like his old man in other 

ways." He addressed his second-in-command forthrightly, 

deceptively allaying his friend's fears, burying the more 

monstrous truth in a serendipitous distortion. "After his 

active duty commitment is finished, Bob Arsenault will go 

back to Texas, marry extremely well, use his family's wealth 

to make even more millions, attend church every Sunday with 

his family, and donate heavily to the party in power and all 

the right charities." 

"Sounds like a boring life, companero." 

"It's written in the stars," he said, taking subtle 

delight in his own humor. Then, remembering the colonel's 

words to him, he added wryly, "You can make book on it." 

"I never bet against the house," Ortiz said sagely. 

Carmody had an important question of his own. "Where 

d i d Kortan go when he left the compound?" 

"I dropped him off at the province chief's compound," 

Ortiz began dryly, "but he didn't stay long. He came out 

fi fteen minutes later. And, guess who he was with?" 

Carmody mutely declined a speculation. "Khac Thai Chuyen." 

"What?" carmody's face flushed red with surprise. He 

spluttered, "I had reason to believe Kortan had ever met 

him ." 



"Well, he has now," Ortiz said. "All three of them 

left the villa in the Tay Ninh province chief's old black 

Citroen," he added, "with our little yellow informant 

playing chauffeur for the other two." 

"Two?" 

"Colonel Kortan and Quang Si Lam." 

"That much, anyway, makes sense." 

"A commander with a suspicious mind," Ortiz said, 

"might find cause to worry about any trip those three 

privateers would make together." 

"Where did they go?" 

"I lost them when they headed west out of the city." 

Ortiz apologized. 

"Why do you figure they went that way?" 
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"The only friendlies out that way are the Tropic 

Lightening Division's base camp opposite Hoc Mon village and 

the PhilCAG refugee center out beyond the abandoned rubber 

plantation. It's all Charlie country from there on. They 

surely didn't have time to drive to Phuoc Ninh and still 

make it back to the province chief's compound by pick up 

time." 

"Did you see the Citroen turn off?" 

"I had to fall back on that long straight stretch 

between the ruff-puff outpost at the city's edge and Hoc Mon 

village. I lost sight of them there. There's just no way 
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of knowing, Captain, which way they turned, where they were 

headed, who they might have seen, or why they were traveling 

together." 

"Care to speculate?" Carmody said. 

"Beat's me," Ortiz replied. "Khac has his nose in 

everyone's business. That's what makes him valuable to us." 

"How long did they stay gone?" 

"I have no idea," Ortiz said. "All I know is that 

Colonel Kortan walked out of the Province Chief's compound 

precisely at the time he said he would meet me." 

"The colonel didn't say a word to you about any side 

trip?" An enlisted man's silent smirk served as reply 

enough. For a time, the Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander 

held his own tongue. Finally he said, "I don't like it, 

Robin." 

"Holy Cow, Batman, I didn't really think you would." 

Becoming serious, the team's second-in-command posed a 

question. "I don't suppose Kortan volunteered anything to 

you about his tour of the western provinces?" 

"Not a word," Carmody said. 

"He just briefed you on Arsenault's stay," Ortiz said, 

rechecking his facts. "We're just supposed to baby sit the 

General's pride and joy for three weeks." The sergeant 

shook his head in disbelief. "It's hard to believe that's 

all there is to it." 
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"That's the game plan, pure and simple," Carmody lied. 

"That stuff about him taking over the Can Tho Phoenix 

team?" Ortiz theorized. "That's bullshit. In six-weeks, 

tops, he'll be stateside." 

"Brilliant. How'd you guess?" 

"He's General Arsenault's son. 

"Bingo." 

A little more than two hours later Sister Phuong's 

exhausted orphans crawled out of the pool and gathered up 

their individual treasures. After the last Cao Dai orphan 

had left, Carmody assembled the Tay Ninh Phoenix team in the 

briefing room. After the obligatory introduction of 

Arsenault to Lieutenant Ngu and his ranger contingent, 

Carmody briefed his men on the coming night's mission. 

"I think everyone knows we have a snatch mission laid 

on." Carmody quickly summarized the assignment for them. 

He described the approach to the target perfunctorily, 

knowing that each man, save one, knew his role. "We'll use 

standard target identification procedures once we're inside 

the village," he said cryptically. "Lieutenant Ngu." 

"Yes, Dai-uy. 11 

"I would like to meet individually with you, as soon as 

we break up here. 11 Carmody chose his words with care. 

"With your permission, I'll observe your own subsequent 

briefing of the Vietnamese rangers." 
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"Douc," said Ngu, indicating casual agreement. 

"Rooney, there's one change for you." At the call of 

his name, the black corporal glowered from the back row. "I 

want Lieutenant Arsenault to go into the village tonight 

with the assault element. He'll be your responsibility." 

The corporal predictably rose to offer sullen protest. 

"He's brand new," Rooney objected unhappily. 

"All the more reason for him to get a good feel for 

what happens at your end. You'll retain command of things 

inside the hootch. The lieutenant's only an observer on 

this one." Somewhat mollified by his commander's 

stipulations, the proud black corporal eased back into his 

seat. 

"It's nineteen hundred hours." Carmody recited the 

rest of his instructions from rote. "All of you get 

s omething to eat. Find something quiet to do. Get as much 

sleep as you can. The sergeant will see that everyone is 

awakened at zero-one-hundred hours. I want all of you 

rigged out in your combat gear and ready to roll thirty 

mi nutes later." 

At exactly the hour Carmody had ordered, the 

f ourteen-member Tay Ninh Phoenix team, enlarged by one, 

assembled in front of the villa. In a concession to Ngu, 

who had reacted very reasonably to Arsenault's temporary 

elevati on over him, Carmody allowed his counterpart to 
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execute a ritualistic final check of the men's web gear and 

weapons. When the demanding Vietnamese warrior was finally 

satisfied, the team members quickly loaded into the waiting 

vehicles. From the P.R.U. compound, the Phoenix team 

proceeded in a blacked-out convoy, consisting of the 

borrowed jeep and the P.R.U.'s deuce-and-a-half truck 
I 

directly to the Tay Ninh air strip. As the two rumbling 

vehicles rolled onto the tarmac, a flight of three 

helicopters, a smaller Cayuse and two larger Huey Iroquois, 

appeared overhead flying in trail. While the ovate OV-6A 

circled warily overhead for cover, the two darkened UH-1D 

troop-carriers darted quickly down to pick up the waiting 

team. Within two minutes all fifteen members of Carmody's 

team were aboard, except for the two Vietnamese rangers who 

been designated to drive the empty vehicles back to the 

c ompound. At the upward motion of Carmody's raised thumb, 

the two helicopters that composed Blackjack flight regained 

lift, canted their swirling tails upward, and swept forward 

i nto the darkness. Circling like metallic swallows in the 

night, the three armed helicopters spiraled upward into the 

sky. When the lowest aircraft reached a height of three 

t housand feet, all three helicopters leveled off, flicked on 

the i r running lights, and headed north in trail formation. 

The three olive drab slicks skirted Nui Ba Den to the 

east and headed deep into the hostile night sky. The trio 
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of helicopters cruised steadily northeast at medium speed. 

After twenty minutes the lead pilot turned to his principal 

passenger, pointed to his right, and yelled over the noise 

of the beating rotor. "The two fire fly gunships are 

joining up now." Out the gaping rectangular portal, Carmody 

spotted two sets of rendezvousing running lights drawing 

astride their position. Carmody nodded his understanding to 

the UH-1D pilot. "Tell the Cayuse fire fly pilot thanks for 

the escort." 

For two minutes, as their pilots coordinated their next 

maneuvers, the five aircraft flew in echelon formation. At 

the Blackjack one's radioed command, "Breaking left now," 

the two helicopters carrying the Phoenix team doused lights, 

poured on power, and peeled back and downward to the south. 

According to plan, the fire fly team's two gunships joined 

on its light observation helicopter and, with their running 

lights remaining ablaze for five more minutes, veered 

westward on their regular nightly search and destroy 

mission. 

After another twenty minutes of twisting, turning, 

ground-hugging flight, which included two hair-raising false 

l andings enroute, the two blacked-out UH-lDs carrying 

Carmody's men touched down seven hundred meters from the 

sleepi ng village that sheltered the team's cadre target for 

the night. Alighting swiftly and silently from the huffing 
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helicopters, Sergeant Tranh and five other Vietnamese 

rangers, operating in two practiced three-man teams, 

sprinted outward from the hovering slicks to establish 

perimeter security on each flank of the natural clearing. 

With their aerial transport safely evacuated from the cold 

LZ, the two American officers, Corporal Rooney, Lieutenant 

Ngu, and four Vietnamese rangers started cautiously for the 

village. As the assault team departed, Sergeant Ortiz, with 

Private Niehaus nearby manning the team's multi-channel base 

radio, assumed command of the landing zone. Sergeant Tranh 

and two more Vietnamese rangers, each armed with an M-79 

grenade launcher, also remained behind as an emergency 

reaction force and to keep watch over the landing zone. The 

assault column, after moving three hundred meters in open 

f ormation through the mixed hardwood and banana tree forest 

that bordered the landing zone on all sides, discovered and 

slipped down into the shallow defile that was the column's 

i nitial objective. Carved annually by heavy seasonal rains, 

the bamboo-rimmed wash afforded the raiders the double 

advantage of protection from visual discovery as the team 

moved through the broad rice paddies that immediately 

s u r rounded their primary objective and a more-or-less 

f ool proof nighttime route directly into the target. Over 

the next ten minutes, moving by twos in short, silent rushes 

along the edges of the scalloped depression, the eight 
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tiger-suited soldiers who formed the assault team picked 

their way through the knee-high brush, razor-edged reeds, 

dead-man snags, and other twisted effluvium that had grown 

up or collected over the years in the intermittently flowing 

stream. The outlying settlement that housed their sleeping 

one man prey consisted of a single, large, tin-roofed 

communal hootch, where most of the inhabitant's cooking was 

done and where frequent public discussions were held, and 

seven smaller thatched-roof residential hootches arranged 

about the larger structure in a sweeping semicircular 

pattern. In the small hamlet's central open area, a large, 

raised concrete pad had been poured and leveled by hand to 

provide a clean working surface and solid footing for the 

village's women to dry and glean the mounds of rice that for 

untold hundreds of years had sustained the hardy, peaceful, 

rural inhabitants of this village through uncounted cycles 

of invasion, occupation, and natural disaster. As his 

prowling raiders skulked silently into the sleeping hamlet, 

Carmody ordered Lieutenant Ngu to site his close-in reaction 

force around this area. On taking their individual 

positions, each member of the three-man element alertly 

began quartering his assigned third of the horizon, thereby 

providing a bare modicum of perimeter security as the five 

other members of the assault team stole deeper into the 

dangerous interior of the objective. Carmody, whose main 
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job at this juncture was maintenance of the team's vital 

radio link to the outside world, took up a crouching 

position against an outside wall of the central hootch. The 

other American officer, with Corporal Rooney and the two 

remaining Vietnamese rangers out front, proceeded cautiously 

into the village. The three experienced Phoenix team 

members, with the uncertain Arsenault in tow, crept silently 

inside the selected hootch. The muffled cacophony of an 

unequal struggle, accompanied by several muted masculine 

cries of pain, a woman's stifled scream for help, and the 

sniveling sobs of two higher pitched voices, emanated almost 

imperceptibly from inside it. Somewhere a sleeping mongrel, 

disturbed by these unlikely sounds and the strange, new, 

foreign scents abroad in the village, awoke. The alerted 

dog loped toward the offending hootch, baying an uneasy 

warning to the sleeping villagers. Uncertain of his next 

move, Carmody leveled his M-16 at the oncoming animal and 

prepared to fire. The sounds of a renewed struggle, more 

violent than before, issued unexpectedly from inside the 

hootch. Suddenly two booming explosions split the night. 

Instinctively, Carmody fired a single shot of his own. The 

animal's spare-ribbed body jerked sideways. Without another 

sound, the dog fell dead in its tracks. Another two blasts 

issued from Rooney's twelve gauge pump shotgun, and these 

were quickly followed by several brief busts of M-2 carbine 
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fire from the weapons carried by the Vietnamese soldiers 

inside the hootch. 

"Roadrunner five," Carmody shouted into the handset of 

the PRC-25 that he had carried into the village. There was 

no immediate response. He re-thumbed the mike. "Roadrunner 

five, this is six. We have an incident." The night had 

been deadly still before the firing had erupted; and though 

he was the better part of a klick away, Sergeant Ortiz 

should have been able to hear. He thumbed the mike button 

again, "Roadrunner five, sitrep follows." 

The radio beside Carmody finally crackled to life. 

"Roger, six, understand incident." The sergeant's voice was 

calm. "Roadrunner five, standing by." 

Carmody twirled the lighted dial switching frequencies. 

"Blackjack one, this is Roadrunner six." 

The radio crackled back instantly. "This is Blackjack 

one. Go six." 

"We've had a shooting incident." Although he had yet 

to move from his position, Carmody was breathing heavily 

now. "Stand by for immediate pickup." He fought without 

success to control the rush of adrenalin that was flooding 

into his veins. "We have no hostile fire at this time." 

"Roger," the flight leader calmly said. "Estimate ETA 

over your cold LZ in seven minutes. Confirm." 

"We'l l be there." 
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"Roger, six." 

Before Carmody could change frequencies, the PRC-25's 

handset crackled to life again. "Blackjack two here." The 

new electronic voice was deeper, different in tone, more 

eager in its offer of assistance. "Do you require a village 

hose down at this time?" 

Before Carmody could answer, he heard Ngu's ancient 

Thompson chug out three rounds. "No firing, goddamn it," he 

ordered loudly. "We still got friendlies in the hootches." 

He turned his attention back to the radio. "Negative, 

Blackjack two," Carmody transmitted, "I've still got 

friendlies on the ground." Carmody repeated the warning. 

Shouts of alarm from numerous high-pitched voices raised 

cries of terror and confusion from throughout the village. 

"Hold your fire," Carmody yelled to his men again. "No 

firing." 

Four tiger-striped men emerged from the small hootch 

and scrambled swiftly across the hamlet's open common in 

running crouches. Carmody recognized the leader as he 

bolted past. He grabbed the corporal roughly by the webbing 

and pulled the black soldier to the ground beside him. The 

two Vietnamese rangers and Arsenault instinctively flattened 

to the ground and faced outward around the two men. Carmody 

demanded, "What happened in there?" 

Rooney spat out the broken excuses. "The mamrnasan lost 
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it," he said, between gasped breaths. "I don't even think 

we had the right guy." His chest heaved with excitement. 

"It just all fell apart in there." 

"Forget it," Carmody ruthlessly cut him off. 

"Then that goddamned dog started yapping." 

"Forget it, I said." The bloody pieces could be sorted 

out later. "Any casualties?" Carmody asked anxiously. 

"Anybody get hit?" 

"We're all right," Rooney said, rapidly regaining his 

composure. 

"What about •.. ?," Carmody asked diffidently, 

leaving the partial question open-ended. 

"The fucking slopes?" The hardened corporal had a 

ready answer. "We chopped them, boss. Five dinks. K.I.A." 

The black veteran's teeth shim.mered white in the darkness. 

"I guess," he said grinning, "they're vc cadres for sure 

now." 

"We'll worry about that later," Carmody said harshly. 

"Right now, we need to di di mau the fuck out of here." 

"Bet roi," the black corporal readily agreed. 

In terse bursts, Carmody issued his instructions. He 

started Arsenault, Rooney, and the two Vietnamese soldiers 

who had entered the hootch back along the creek bed. Then 

he scrambled back to Lieutenant Ngu's position. 

"We royally screwed this one up, Trung-uy," Carmody 
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said, knowing he could rely on the good judgment of the wily 

Vietnamese veteran. "The guy we were after wasn't even in 

the hootch that Khac fingered for us. We sure as hell got 

some bad advice from him on this one." The veteran 

Vietnamese opted to say nothing in reply. Out of long habit 

he rubbed a dry thumb across the front sight of the 

impossibly heavy, slow-firing, forty-five caliber submachine 

gun. The immediate problem Ngu faced was providing cover 

for the entire team to get safely back to the landing zone. 

"I've got five civilian KIAs on my hands," Carmody added, 

thinking of his own problem, "and no fucking idea who the 

poor bastards I've just killed are." 

"This is Vietnam, Dai-uy," the native warrior said. 

"Shit happens here." 

"Give us some rear guard protection," Carmody directed 

compulsively. The order to the Vietnamese officer, Carmody 

knew, was superfluous. A decorated veteran of the French 

Garde Indigene, Ngu understood his job even better than his 

American commander; and he had been at it decades longer. 

"Don't fire unless you're fired upon," Carmody added 

anxiously, "I don't want any more innocents killed." Ngu 

nodded skeptically. "Give me a two minute head start. Then 

move your yellow butts back to the LZ fast." 

"No sweat," Ngu said immodestly. Each man knew, 

instinctively, that his trust in the other was well placed. 
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"Just have those slicks warmed up and ready to go," Ngu 

added in a holler at the back of the disappearing American 

officer, "when my men and I get there." 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander, already scrambling 

for the dubious safety of the dry gully, waved one arm in 

assurance and yelled back, "Don't get nicked." 

"Luck of the Irish," Ngu called after him softly. He 

moistened his right thumb with spittle and drew it once 

across the Thompson's raised front sight. The rectangular 

bead atop the muzzle, polished over its lifetime of killing 

by hundreds of such loving touches, glistened in the night. 

In a dead run Carmody stumbled headlong into the creek 

bed. At that exact instant, he heard the first angry bark 

of a chattering AK47 open up far behind him. The enemy 

carbine sounded oddly distant, as if the undoubtedly Chinese 

copy of the Russian assault rifle were being fired on the 

opposite side of the village and away from the direction his 

team's retreat. The enemy appeared initially confused. For 

the present, luck seemed to be on his god's side. Ngu's 

men, as ordered, withheld their fire. As he loped along the 

stream bed, Carmody heard two more AK47s open up from new 

directions. The intermittent, staccato barking of the three 

AK47s was accompanied now by the occasional, echoing thwack 

of jacketed rounds striking high up in the foliage along 

both sides of the bank. The local Vietcong militia had 
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fairly quickly, it now seemed apparent to him, discovered 

the Phoenix team's base direction of withdrawal. As the 

searching bullets sheared the foliage above him, Carmody 

took scant solace in knowing that the problem of the five 

innocent Vietnamese civilian deaths had neatly resolved 

itself in his favor. Ignoring the rounds flying over his 

head, Carmody clambered noisily out of the stream bed. He 

plunged headlong into the darkened hardwood forest, ignoring 

the possibility of booby traps, listening intently to the 

developing one-sided battle behind him. A total of seven 

enemy AK47s were being fired randomly, if not quite wildly, 

by what Carmody now estimated was a trailing squad of 

Vietcong soldiers. A burst of concentrated fire from Ngu's 

old Thompson and the two Vietnamese soldiers' M-2 carbines 

told him that the enemy had finally made contact with his 

retreating rear guard. Carmody drove himself forward at an 

ever increasing pace, smashing wildly through the heavy 

tropical undergrowth, knowing that the safety of the team's 

landing zone was less than two hundred meters ahead. The 

undisciplined fire of the enemy squad's hasty pursuit was 

being regularly answered now by the heavy drumming of Ngu's 

well-seasoned Thompson coordinated with the lighter 

chattering of the vintage light carbines carried by his men. 

In similar previous running battles, Ngu's trusted rangers 

had proven to be expert at this kind of cat and mouse 
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action. They would use whatever cover was available to keep 

out of the enemy's line of sight. Carmody's three-man rear 

guard would withdraw in stages, moving back in echelon, with 

each man protecting the other as he moved. They would 

withdraw before the onrushing enemy with a tantalizing lack 

of urgency, always keeping just out of his sight and just 

beyond the deadly reach of his superior weapons. The local 

guerrillas would want revenge, and they would be operating 

on familiar ground. But, in the running battle's initial 

stages, they would be operating at one significant 

disadvantage. The enemy commander would have had precious 

little time to organize his pursuit. Their impulsive 

pursuers would be acting individually and not according to a 

carefully prepared plan of reaction. The wily Vietnamese 

lieutenant was using the rear guard's fire to lure the blood 

thirsty enemy soldiers into a trap, and if his luck held 

long enough, he and his men would live to spring it without 

warning on his pursuers. 

Carmody slowed to a cautious trot as he reached the 

edge of the landing zone. Flicking the radio which he had 

strapped onto his back, he barked hoarsely, "Blackjack one, 

this is Roadrunner six. Do you copy?" Carmody spotted the 

crouching Ortiz in the center of the landing zone and 

sprinted to his side. "How many men did you count in?" 

"Everybody's here." The sergeant spoke hurriedly, but 
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without any noticeable edge in his voice. "I got Niehaus, 

Sergeant Thanh, and his two men holding the fort on the 

right. The four guys from the village are spread out on the 

left." 

"Anything I need to worry about?" 

"Arsenault is pretty shook up." 

"He'll be okay. Anything else?" 

"Just the guys chasing Ngu, but he'll take care of 

them." Ortiz pulled a flare signaler from his waist. 

"Unless Charlie is playing possum on us, compaiiero, this 

damn LZ is as secure as it's gonna be." 

Carmody nodded and repeated his earlier hail. 

"Blackjack, this is Roadrunner six. Come in." 

"Roger, six," the reassuring reply came. "This is 

Blackjack one. Go." 

"Bring your birds down now," Carmody succinctly 

directed. "The LZ is cold, I say again, ice cold." He 

grabbed a handful of grasses and tossed them into the air. 

"Ground wind is south by south west, Blackjack one. We'll 

be ready to board when you get here. Over." 

"Copy, six. South by southwest." The reassuring 

electronic voice crackled with bursts of static. "I've got 

sporadic firing in a woods three hundred meters east of your 

position. Estimate several Victor Charlies heading toward 

you. Recommend we make an initial firing pass to neutralize 
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them before we come in. Confirm. Over." 

"Negative. Negative." Carmody's tone left no room for 

debate. "I have three friendlies in the area. Just get 

your damn birds down here." 

"Roger, six." The helicopter pilot's voice was 

deliberately calm, but his choice of words showed less 

restraint. "We're coming down, Roadrunner six, but if those 

Charlies keep coming, we ain't staying on the ground long." 

"Roger, Blackjack one. Will pop flares and smoke on 

your command. Roadrunner six, out." 

Carmody now could make out the sound of upwards of nine 

separate enemy weapons firing. The hotly pursuing Vietcong 

soldiers had Ngu's scent and, using the classic guerrilla 

tactic of holding onto the enemy's belt buckle, they 

steadily were driving inward for the kill. The hard-pressed 

Vietnamese ranger commander and his desperate men were 

moving more and firing less often now. The enemy, sensing 

the immediate prospect of a kill, would be pressing closely 

on their heels. 

Without any warning, the Vietnamese night was shattered 

by the sudden roar of a claymore mine exploding. "Christ," 

Ortiz exclaimed. The sharp screams of wounded and dying men 

reached the landing zone as a second claymore exploded just 

over seventy-five meters away. "The little yellow bugger 

cuts it closer every time." 
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A deadly stillness fell over the landing zone. No more 

firing issued from the woods. The only sounds reaching the 

four Americans and six Vietnamese gathered in the landing 

zone were the eerie groans of the few, shocked Vietcong 

soldiers fortunate enough to still be alive. A few seconds 

later Lieutenant Ngu and his two men burst from the 

undergrowth and sprinted plainly into view. "There he is," 

Ortiz said in relief. 

Ngu's heaving chest and darting eyes revealed a strain 

his high-pitched words belied. The panting Vietnamese 

thumped his chest with obvious pride. "Ngu still number 

one, eh, Dai-uy!" he bragged loudly, forcing a thin, 

desperate smile to his painfully dry lips. 

"How many?" Carmody asked bluntly. 

"Five, maybe, six down." Ngu gave Carmody the details 

of his spare report. "There are probably a few others still 

out there," he said, wrapping up quickly, "but they won't 

trouble us for a while." 

"Casualties?" Carmody barked. 

"Nobody's even scratched." 

"Luck of the Irish," Carmody said mischievously. The 

grinning Vietnamese lieutenant returned his smile. "Now, 

where the hell are those slicks?" Carmody turned to see 

Ortiz, who had been rejoined by Niehaus, and was manning the 

team radio. 
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"Coming in from the north right now," Ortiz said 

calmly, pointing to the two looming sperm-shapes growing 

steadily in size atop the nearby tree line. 

"Roadrunner six, this is Blackjack one. Over." 

Ortiz replied. "This is five, Blackjack one. Go." 

"We have LZ in sight. Pop yellow now." 

"Popping yellow," Niehaus yelled, flinging the spewing 

smoke canister a few meters downwind from the four men's 

position. Ortiz fired a double crimson star shell into the 

air. Almost immediately, the PRC-25 radio beside Niehaus's 

feet crackled to life. 

"Confirm yellow. Flare red," the reassuring electronic 

voice said. 

"Confirm red," Ortiz shouted into the handset. "Bring 

'em in now." 

"Count the men in," Carmody shouted to the three men 

beside him. "Ngu, take the first slick. Ortiz, the 

second." The two UH-1O helicopters clattered into the 

landing zone with their door gunners on full alert. As the 

swaying slicks settled uncomfortably into a low hover only a 

few inches above the ground, Ngu and Ortiz hurriedly counted 

the two groups of raiders into the impatiently waiting troop 

carriers. 

Carmody crouched next to second slick scanning the edge 

of landing zone for danger. "Let's go," the Blackjack two 
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pilot yelled at him. 

"Verify the count," he shouted to the pilot. 

"I've got six, counting you," the pilot shouted back a 

few seconds later. "Blackjack one has seven. Is that 

everybody?" 

Carmody offered the pilot an exaggerated nod and 

scrambled onto the helicopter's runner as the laboring ship 

began to lift itself up. The sperm-shaped slicks surged 

forward in tandem, their hard metallic tails rising in the 

air. The heavily-laden aircraft, like a pair of sassy banty 

roosters, clawed skyward past the onrushing tree line, 

scurrying for the safety of their home roost. 

Carmody settled himself into a vacant space on the 

aluminum bench next to the left-hand door gunner. For the 

first time since the firing had begun in the village, 

Carmody allowed himself to relax. "Clear weapons," he 

commanded. His voice sounded hollow and tired before its 

time. "No sense getting shot by one another on the way back 

home." He ejected a chambered round from his own weapon and 

watched idly as the copper jacketed two-twenty-three round 

bounced harmlessly across the aluminum floor into the void 

of space. He eased the M-16's bolt forward over the emptied 

chamber, moved the weapon's selector to safe, and pulled the 

nearly full twenty-round magazine from its gate. In a dull, 

adrenalin-deficit stupor, Carmody settled heavily against 
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the unyielding aluminum back rest. It was some time later, 

when Arsenault first managed to speak, that he noticed the 

identities of the equally drained men who sat next and 

across from him. 

"There was no need to kill them." The quavering voice 

belonged to Arsenault, who was seated on the metal bench 

opposite Carmody. The lieutenant was directing his 

vituperative comments at the black corporal seated across 

from him. "You just killed them for no reason at all." 

"Put a lid on it," Carmody ordered tiredly. 

The intensely agitated lieutenant refused to be silent. 

"Five innocent people dead," he said, shouting angrily above 

the deafening roar of the helicopter's turbine engine and 

the terrible din of the beating rotors. Arsenault pulled 

himself upright with the aid of an overhead strap and leaned 

toward the black corporal across the narrow, rectangular 

troop compartment. "Two old rice farmers," he screamed at 

the top of his lungs, spitting each accusatory word directly 

into Rooney's face, "a pregnant woman, and two harmless 

kids." 

"Back home in Texas, Lieutenant, did you ever kill a 

cockroach?" Rooney asked, grabbing the lieutenant 

unexpectedly by the shoulder webbing and pulling his 

trembling white face down. "You know, Lieutenant, crush one 

of the big, black, flying ones," he drawled viciously, 
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extending the grotesque image to the limits of his 

imagination, "and listen to its goddamned, fucking shell 

crack beneath the weight of your boot." 

Reflexively, Arsenault knocked the black man's hands 

loose from his uniform. "What? A cockroach? I don't 

understand?" 

"That's enough," Carmody himself yelled above the din. 

But the wrongly accused Rooney would not be stayed from his 

revenge. "That's right, Lieutenant, you don't understand!" 

He spat the words contemptuously into Arsenault's face, 

belittling the green officer for his ignorance. "This whole 

goddamned country is infested with cockroaches. Tonight, in 

that stinking little gook village, Lieutenant, we just 

squashed a few cockroaches -- two big black ones, an old 

brown one, and two baby roaches." The self-satisfied black 

corporal settled comfortably back into his seat. "That's 

all." 

"This is not the time," Carmody said firmly. 

"Cockroaches, my ass," the irrepressible Arsenault 

retorted. "They were people. People, damn it, just like 

you and me." 

"Lieutenant!" Carmody called sharply. 

The overwrought Arsenault's righteous anger would not 

be stemmed. "Dead, and for what?" He turned to Carmody for 

support. "You tell me, Captain, what the hell did we 
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accomplish tonight?" 

Carmody spoke reluctantly, like a worn-out family 

courts magistrate rendering the familiar, patently unfair 

verdict that was required by the law. "It's like Rooney 

says. We just squashed a few cockroaches." 

At Carmody's words, Arsenault's abandoned figure 

slouched forlornly against the helicopter's hard metal 

bench. "They were just kids," he muttered softly. "How can 

you people not care?" But, for the rest of the flight back 

to Tay Ninh and well into the next day, the nine-fifty

five's other members ignored the shaken lieutenant. To a 

man, they neither offered to comfort him nor agreed or 

disagreed with his views. In those desperate hours 

following his first mission, each individual focused 

exclusively on his own need for healing, and whether that 

meant hours of drinking, whoring, or simply being alone, 

each apart from the others secretly squashed down his own 

fears of dying. And because of this, or perhaps because of 

what each man had experienced already in the war, as 

Arsenault so bitterly complained, no longer did any one of 

them truly care. 



Chapter IV 

BAD NEWS ON THE DOOR STEP 

In the first scarlet light of day, Khac Thai Chuyen 

awoke from his damp palm leaf bed on the narrow drainage 

canal bank with an all too familiar deep ache in his left 

rib cage. The nagging injury had its origin six months 

earlier, when also returning from the Vietnamese border 

village of Xuan Loe, two of his ribs had been cracked by 

staffing machine gun fire from a roving American gunship. 

On that particular day, the normally cautious Khac had 

elected to walk along a series of rectangularly intersecting 

dikes in a large open area of abandoned rice paddies. In a 

hurry to return to his lodgings in Phouc Ninh, Khac had 

strayed into a newly designated free fire zone. Like any 

native creature inhabiting these geometrical boxes drawn 

only in red lines on American maps, or daring to transit 

them in broad daylight, Khac had become casual sport, in 

this instance, for a passing gunship's bored door gunners. 

The olive drab helicopter began its first firing run 

from well behind the point where the foolishly black pajama

clad Khac was hurrying along an exposed dike. Almost too 

late, the heavy beat of the rapidly approaching Huey Hog's 

flapping rotors finally alerted him to his danger. Reacting 
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in abject panic, like the frightened muntjac when the 

diminutive, now rarely seen, white-flecked, native red deer 

first sensed the presence of foreign huntsmen, Khac 

initially increased his speed across the dike tops, veering 

first one way and then another, in an unpredictable series 

of wholly futile changes of direction. At the last possible 

moment, and just as the helicopter's right-hand M60 machine 

gunner's trailing rounds began kicking up mud at his heels, 

the desperate Vietnamese agent dove headlong into the 

nearest paddy. His instinctive plunge into the shallow, 

stagnant waters of the long fallow paddy undoubtedly saved 

his life, but the brushy reeds growing against the abandoned 

dike would provide him scant protection from the gunship's 

next firing pass. The slashing wound in his left side was 

extremely painful, but Khac decided, not so incapacitating 

as to prevent a scrambling effort to save his life. 

The distinctive wart-snouted Huey Hog, Khac well knew, 

was a formidable adversary. The stubby, unattractive 

gunship mounted a rapid firing forty-millimeter grenade 

launcher in its nose. The heavy-hitting UH-lC also was 

usually armed with twin, forward-firing M60 machine guns and 

dual M200A-l rocket pods fitted to mounts on each side. For 

the next thirty minutes, however, only the helicopter's 

right and left door gunners, like seven-point-six-two 
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millimeter pin ball wizards competing for the highest score, 

made lethal sport of his plight. In the end, he realized, 

the enemy crew would have to kill him, for it was their 

clear duty to do so. Ironically, Khac was every bit as much 

an American hireling as his doggedly puerile pursuers were. 

In the immediate situation, however, his fellow travelers in 

this war appeared remarkably uninterested in verifying any 

bona fides that he might be able to produce. For the 

moment, the enemy gamesmen seemed most content to rack up 

points by driving him from one hiding spot to another across 

the vast game board they had formulated in their minds from 

the crisscrossing levee system. For the next half hour, the 

deadly game continued. Finally, nearing exhaustion and 

suffering increasingly from the loss of blood from his 

wound, Khac managed to locate one of the half-buried, cast

iron sluice gates that were embedded at intervals along each 

main dike. With a sense of relief, Khac squeezed himself 

into the fetid sanctuary. The frustrated crewmen of the 

enemy gunship flew for some time in low, lazy circles over 

the place where Khac lay hidden. He had managed to tilt the 

game board ever so slightly, and despite the original high 

odds against him, the uneven contest finally had become 

stalemated in his favor. The Vietnamese agent was unarmed, 

and from observing him closely, the enemy flight crew most 

certainly would have realized this. The enemy crew, 
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although outnumbering him four to one, however, were trained 

not to land in such a situation. The enemy helicopter, Khac 

correctly assessed, would make a single last firing pass 

before returning to its base. In apparent frustration at 

the loss of his quarry, and at the risk of damage to his own 

aircraft from the simultaneous firing of so many powerful 

weapons, the enemy pilot loosed his entire massive arsenal 

in one last, ear splitting, earth shattering, entirely 

futile, though perhaps viscerally satisfying, firing pass 

over the crumbling dike. 

on that day a half year earlier Khac had chosen to 

return in daylight from Xuan Loe Barn hamlet after completing 

an urgent secret mission for one of his American handlers in 

Tay Ninh City. The extreme irony of his deadly predicament 

had not escaped him. The village of Xuan Loe was situated a 

few hundred meters to the east of the long, looping American 

free fire zone that paralleled the entire Cambodian border 

in this region. The village had been spared destruction 

only because the Tay Ninh Province Chief, acting to protect 

an important source of his own income, had persuaded the 

Americans to sculpt a salient in this particular free fire 

zone, and it was in this cartographic enclave that the 

determinedly neutral farmers, merchants, and black marketers 

of Xuan Loc's four tiny hamlets eked out their politically 

precarious existence. 
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For hundreds of years Xuan Loe' thriving economy had 

been based on rice, fishing, and illicit cross-border trade 

with neighboring Cambodian villages. The smallest of the 

four hamlets, Xuan Loe Baro, sat astride a narrow tributary 

of the snaking border river that separated the two 

countries. In the exigencies of the present conflagration, 

Xuan Loe Barn had become a convenient point of entry and 

egress for small Vietcong units crossing the border and a 

minor terminus of the many-fingered Ho Chi Minh re-supply 

trail. 

The government in Saigon exercised nominal control over 

Xuan Loe during the day. Wisely, that same government 

refused to permanently garrison regional troops in the 

village, for these forces certainly could not have defended 

it successfully by night. The closest organized body of 

loyal troops, a reenforced platoon of ruff-puff soldiers, 

was stationed in nearby Phouc Ninh, a modestly fortified but 

still highly vulnerable district town located seven 

kilometers to the east of the border village. 

The Vietnamese double agent had concluded his present 

assignment in Xuan Loe some eight hours earlier. His local 

Special Forces handler, an earnest young intelligence 

lieutenant serving with B-32, the Green Beret's command and 

control team in Tay Ninh City, had conspired at Khac's 

insistence to have him secretly flown by helicopter to the 
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Xuan Loe area. While this means of exclusive conveyance 

involved a certain risk to the cunning agent provocateur, 

who enthusiastically pursued the diverse interests of an 

ever-changing multiplicity of masters, Khac believed the 

arduous, seven kilometers trek back to Phouc Ninh in the 

hours of darkness constituted by far the more dangerous part 

of his journey. 

The vigilant Khac had been mindful to leave Xuan Loe 

before ten o'clock on the prior evening. This departure 

time was well before the nightly patrols of Vietnamese 

freedom fighters re-infiltrated the village's four hamlets. 

While his personal safety was not at issue with them, his 

own present purposes would have been ill-served by having 

inadvertent contact with members of the local people's 

militia. In the eerie greyness of an opalescent Vietnamese 

night, he had swiftly made his way through the maze of 

abandoned rice paddies, intersecting tree lines, small 

patches of single-tier hardwood forest, and broad expanses 

of grassy reed plains that covered the flat, virtually 

depopulated tract between the border village of Xuan Loe and 

the district town of Phouc Ninh. 

The Vietnamese agent was intimately familiar with the 

entire area. His passage across the near-featureless region 

at night was made no less hazardous by this fact. The 

countryside was traversed virtually each night by small 
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bands of transiting Vietcong guerrillas. For this reason, 

the same area was overflown regularly by roving American 

gunships flying out of the 25th Infantry Division's base 

camp at the outskirts of Tay Ninh City. Other less obvious, 

though no less deadly, dangers awaited the unschooled 

traveler. The enemy, whose troops rarely ventured into this 

desolate no man's land, when they did so, invariably chose 

the least arduous routes from their landing zones to their 

objectives. In consequence, the local patriotic defense 

forces had established many explosive trip-wire booby traps, 

often concocted from unexploded American ordinance, and 

camouflaged punji-stake pits along the easiest walking 

paths. 

Despite the ever-present dangers, Khac's early morning 

overland trek to the outskirts of the district capital had 

proved uneventful. On several occasions, the three craft 

flights of hunting helicopters had overflown him at a 

distance, but only twice had the fire fly mission's flood 

light equipped low ship closely surveyed the ground in his 

vicinity. On those two occasions, to Khac's great relief, 

the enemy air crew's suspicions had not been aroused 

sufficiently to cause them to flick on their immensely 

powerful searchlights. 

In the gathering morning light, Khac assembled the few 

possessions he had brought with him from Xuan Loe village, a 
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small netted ball of sticky rice, now half-eaten; his small 

print reading glasses; and a bamboo walking stick. As 

always, Khac made certain to carry no papers with him. Any 

message prepared in the phonetic Vietnamese alphabet, or 

quoc nhu, whether innocent in its nature or not, if 

uncovered by an enemy soldier, was likely to earn its bearer 

an immediate death sentence. For this reason, Khac had 

burned the entire packet of unit orders, agent instructions, 

and general briefing papers that he had received from the 

c.o.s.V.N. courier. The waterproof glassine envelope that 

the Cambodian-based Truong Uong Cuc agent had handed him 

held seven type written, single-page onionskin documents. 

Each communication detailed various missions that Communist 

Central Office of South Vietnam wished accomplished in the 

next few weeks. Working by candle light in the relative 

safety of an underground infirmary bunker beneath Xuan Loe 

Baro, Khac had studied each message carefully in turn, 

rereading each text several times, meticulously committing 

the particulars of each to his nearly photographic mind. 

While traveling overland during the previous night, he had 

wiled away the idle moments, reviewing each memorized 

detail, until every one was firmly fixed in his 

recollection, and no possible nuance of intended meaning was 

left to chance. 

For the past nine months, the Vietnamese agent had 
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maintained comfortable lodgings in a private home in Phouc 

Ninh. Nevertheless, Khac had chosen to interrupt his 

journey a few hundred meters west of the outskirts of the 

district town. A man of habit and superstition, Khac knew 

the layover spot well, and he had sheltered safely within 

its cramped confines on several previous occasions. 

Arriving at three o'clock in the morning, Khac had made a 

peasant's bed of palm fronds and water reeds in a hidden 

dugout in the left bank of the canal. He had fallen asleep 

almost immediately. For almost three hours after that, Khac 

slept soundly in the bosom of his native soil, knowing that 

the most vigilant adversaries might pass within a few feet 

of his resting place, and neither see nor hear anything to 

rouse suspicion. 

With his few things gathered, Khac stretched to ease 

the aching morning stiffness in his side. When the pain 

became almost bearable, he gingerly set off for the nearby 

district town. A stiff breeze was blowing from the north, 

and partially to shelter from it Khac kept to the cover of 

the angling canal for a short distance. Out of sight of the 

nearby mud fort by a small grove of trees, Khac left the 

canal where it intersected with the single-track oxcart 

track that arrowed from district town of Phouc Ninh straight 

across the vast Vietnamese wasteland to Xuan Loe village and 

the Cambodian border. Stepping boldly onto the dusty 
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track's rutted surface, Khac hailed the soldiers manning the 

military checkpoint at the edge of the town. He approached 

the two hunkering ruff-puff privates directly, grinning 

stupidly all the while, like an Asian version of the bucolic 

swain, caught red-handed with straw protruding from a fly 

carelessly left unsnapped. 

"Look," the burly senior sentry said in rustic Anamese, 

rising to his feet, "the fattened boar has returned from 

another nightly visit to the sty of his peasant mistress." 

"She has a face that only a pig like Khac could love." 

The slightly-built regional forces soldier, convulsively 

laughing at his own joke, ejaculated a mixture of half-eaten 

rice cake, stale beer, and spittle from his mouth. The 

dark, grainy melange splattered harmlessly to the ground 

near the other's black booted foot. 

"Aiyee," the burly trooper yelled. "You are the pig," 

he said, roughly staggering the smaller man backward. "Take 

care, Nguyen, or I'll beat the life out of you." 

The sleep-sodden sentries had been hunkering out of the 

wind beside a small camp table near the sandbagged entrance 

to their mud-walled bastion. As he drew nearer to the two 

conscripts, Khac heard the sentries vie with one another to 

make the rudest joke at his expense. 

"She is fat and ancient," the aggressive one said, 

hurling the first insult at him. "A filthy Cambodian 
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whore." 

"Her pleasure chamber must be massive, like a water 

buffalo's ass," the runty one said, escalating the other's 

insult. 

"She must take many lovers at once," the first speaker 

said, not willing to be outdone by his subordinate, "because 

the needle-dicked Khac could not fill so great a void by 

himself." 

Khac Thai Chuyen suffered their course peasant taunts 

in silence. He actually felt considerable sympathy for 

them. These rustic provincials were not soldiers at all. 

They were simply expendable human flares. The stronghold 

they defended was little more than a trip wire itself. When 

the two so,ldiers lives were consumed in flames, and Khac 

knew that it was not a question of if but when, the district 

authorities would simply rebuild the ramshackled rampart and 

screw two other human signaling mechanisms into place. 

Indeed, their boisterous demeaning of his manhood 

served its purposes for all parties. It meant, for Khac, 

safe passage. It constituted, for the regional forces 

soldiers, a requisite, desperately needed diversion from the 

terrible boredom of endless, sweltering days and the stark 

terror of lonely, cold nights spent screening the western 

approach to the town. 

Even a fool might reason that Khac could not possibly 
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spend even part of the night in the arms of his imaginary 

Xuan Loe lover and still manage to arrive upon the outskirts 

of Phouc Ninh at so early an hour. But in the cold boredom 

of another lonely morning's dawn, the hollow ruse sufficed. 

He endured their harsh castigations in silence, and for his 

own purposes, he pandered to their venal appetites and 

abetted their foolish behavior. 

"What news?" Khac said, walking up to the dominant 

soldier. The hour was not yet seven o'clock in the morning. 

The burly soldier's skin emitted the aroma of opium and his 

breath broadcast the stale bouquet of soured beer. 

"It was quiet here last night, 6ng." The soldier 

extended a half-consumed bottle of ba moui ba toward him. 

"We heard the firefly helicopter teams hunting to the 

northwest," he said, "and there was some random artillery 

firing during the night." Khac politely declined the 

soldier's offer of warm beer. "I think the Vietcong may 

have been probing one of the A-team camps." 

"Perhaps," the other soldier derided, "it was just an 

American helicopter firing at phantoms in the night." 

"I have seen it myself," the thickset conscript said, 

volunteering his support. "The American soldiers sometimes 

fire their weapons to scare ma qui from themselves, he 

added, referring to the invisible spirits that provincial 

Vietnamese believe inhabit people, animals and natural 
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things. 

"The American helicopters do more than fire at shadows 

in the night," Khac snapped indignantly. A lingering ache 

beset his ribs from sleeping in the cramped dugout. "I 

asked you for men's news, not old women's gossip," he said, 

meaning to shame the soldiers. "The Americans always fly 

their helicopters and fire their artillery at night." The 

Vietnamese agent shifted his inquiring gaze to the second 

soldier. "I have been in Xuan Loe for more than four days," 

he lied gratuitously. "Perhaps a true patriot and an 

honored warrior," he embellished obsequiously, noticing the 

small, faded service medal the man proudly wore on his 

threadbare fatigue blouse, "can tell me what important 

happenings have occurred in this country's war since I've 

been away, and what office holder currently holds sway in 

the beloved nation's seat of power." 

The second soldier laughed heartily at Khac's inane 

hyperbole. ''Tay Ninh Province is as far from the nation's 

seat of power," he scoffed, "as you are from bedding a three 

thousand piaster whore." The soldier contemptuously eyed 

their immediate surroundings. "We are humble soldiers. Did 

you mistake us for mandarin magistrates?" 

"Phouc Ninh is a miserable district town in the middle 

of nowhere," the other said, adding his agreement. "So 

l ittle happens in Phouc Ninh district that a man would be a 
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great fool to ask for news after being gone only four days." 

"Well," Khac retorted, "I am known widely as a foolish 

man." The simple soldiers simpered in affirmation. "So, I 

dare to ask." 

The brawny one, moving to reassert his authority over 

the other, murmured conspiratorially. "The Province Chief 

is very irritated with Le Due Tong." 

"What has the Phouc Ninh district chief done that the 

noble Quang Si Lam should be offended?'' Khac immediately 

asked, his darting eyes narrowing at the unfortunate mention 

of his local protector. 

"It is whispered in certain quarters that Quang last 

week ordered Le Due Tong to come to Tay Ninh City for a 

dressing down," the soldier confided. "But Le Due Tong, 

making various excuses, has not gone." 

"What reason is whispered in these quarters for his 

reluctance?" Khac discreetly probed. 

"Our district chief's own family is land poor," he 

expounded. "Before Quang named him to this post and he 

married well, Le Due Tong was a simple soldier. But now, 

our district chief keeps a beautiful concubine, as well as 

Le Thanh Trung, his wife, and her large family, and like any 

other important man he has many other expenses." 

"All of this is women's gossip," Khac mocked, prodding 

his informer to reveal more. 
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"Le Due Tong has not been generous with Quang in the 

division of spoils from his public office," the self

important soldier asserted. "The district chief complains 

that the village chiefs are holding back tribute. He says 

the village chiefs excuse their own failures by blaming the 

Vietcong tax collectors. Le Due Tong has told the province 

chief that he must have more men and money to protect the 

villages better, if Quang expects Le Due Tong to restore the 

flow of tribute to him." 

"It is an unworthy argument that circles back upon 

itself," Khac philosophized. The soldier's gossip could be 

valuable to him, if true, but Khac remained dubious. "How 

can you, a simple soldier guarding a humble outpost," he 

challenged, "speak so authoritatively of such matters?" 

The proud soldier proclaimed self-importantly, "My 

brother is a clerk-typist in the district headquarters." 

The unassuming assertion, by itself, failed to allay the 

skepticism of his listener. But before Khac could inquire 

further, the soldier explained, affirming his own importance 

by association, "He typed the very letter by which Le Due 

Tong made his excuses to the Tay Ninh province chief." 

"But Phouc Ninh is a poor district," the second soldier 

interjected, propounding the obvious truth as he knew it. 

"The nha que of Phouc Ninh, because of the hardships imposed 

on them by the war, are barely able to feed, clothe, and 
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house themselves." 

The first soldier looked contemptuously at his 

companion. "You are as much a fool as he is, he said 

derisively, flicking an accusing eye toward his inquisitor. 

"Those who deal in information, livestock, and the other 

things that cross the border into Vietnam are rarely poor." 

He offered a threat to the offending soldier with the back 

of his hand. "I do not think our District Chief has heard 

the last word from Quang in this matter." Turning his 

attention back to Khac, the burly soldier said, "Even a 

foolish 6ng, like you, would agree." He readied his forearm 

to deliver a blow. "Would he not?" 

Backing away like an actor playing a role, Khac 

flattered the rustic narcissist with an affected smile. "Is 

there any other important news," he fawned, "that a foolish 

man might garner from a wise one?" 

In response, the soldier briefly fondled his crotch. 

"A wise man would seek his earthly pleasures in more loyal 

surroundings for the next week or so." 

"More loyal," Khac mused idly. "There are many 

loyalties abroad in this country." 

"Less dangerous then," the burly soldier reworded his 

warning. "There are many harlots in the city who, for a 

price, would not find even you repulsive." The two soldiers 

laughed raucously at his feigned discomfort. 



"A major operation is planned for this regi on," Khac 

avariciously speculated. "A military sweep of the border 

regions by district troops, perhaps," he suggested 

additionally, "supported by American gunships and armored 

forces from the base." 
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"It would be very foolish, indeed," the dominant one 

declared, "for you to believe that a humble sentry such as I 

would have foreknowledge of such a grand scheme." 

"The humble are sometimes the best informed." 

"That is not for us to say," the assertive soldier 

said, suddenly dismissing him. "I grow tired of your 

philosopher ways." Khac held his ground. The information 

interested him. "Now move along," the soldier challenged, 

raising the back of his hand, "before I beat you. Whatever 

business you have in Phouc Ninh this morning, it has nothing 

to do with us.'' Bowing respectfully toward the two 

soldiers, Khac turned to leave. "You are forgetting the 

courtesy of the moment." 

"I was only distracted," Khac said obsequiously, "by 

the suddenness of my dismissal." He handed the assertive 

soldier three hundred piaster notes. "It is enough?" he 

asked, shamming a fool's embarrassment. "I left," he said, 

stammering a concocted explanation, "the rest of my 

traveling money in Xuan Loe." 

The two soldiers laughed heartily at his feigned 
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discomfiture. The bribe was considerably more than either 

sentry had expected to receive. "It is too little," the 

dominant soldier said, handing one of the bills to his 

companion, "for us to remember even seeing you." 

"Ah indeed," Khac commented, "then it is enough." 

On this morning as all others that Khac could remember, 

old Madame Thuc paid scant attention to his arrival some 

fifteen minutes later at her home, or to the polite morning 

greeting that he offered her. The shriveled Vietnamese 

matron, who from vanity effected a hearing loss, had grown 

congenially senile in her dotage. The elegant old crone 

also was the only completely apolitical individual that Khac 

chanced to know. Pausing at the curtained entry to his 

rooms, Khac read in her withered face the ruination of an 

entire nation. Looking at her now in her widow's weeds, he 

wondered whether, if for one brief season of her life, she 

had ever been as beautiful as the coveted Trung Nhi, her 

strikingly handsome daughter. 

Madame Thuc had lost her husband, her only brother, and 

her two sons in the war. The husband, a furniture maker, 

had been the first to die. He was assassinated by the 

Vietcong for refusing to pay a ten piaster transit tax at a 

roadside checkpoint. Always before, at these randomly 

situated collection points, her husband had swallowed his 

craftsman's pride and paid the token duty. But, on this 
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particular day, for reasons neither Madame Thuc had ever 

fathomed, he had refused to pay. For this offense, her 

husband was executed on the spot. 

Madame Thuc's brothe,r, a strong-limbed but foolhardy 

man, had worked in the triple-canopied forests of northern 

Tay Ninh Province. He earned a dangerous living there, 

working as a woodsman and log-hauler, to provide cordage to 

the province's flourishing hard wood saw mill industry. His 

decomposing body, along with the bloated carcasses of his 

oxen team and his destroyed logging wagon, was discovered 

riddled with bullet holes. The South Vietnamese government 

and American officials initially denied any culpability. 

But, after much wrangling, a nominal restitution was made to 

her for the destruction of the wagon and the killing of the 

team. The family received no payment in the brother's 

death, since the South Vietnamese authorities and their 

allies believed, not entirely without reason, that any 

Vietnamese who traveled freely in the north was their enemy. 

The old crone's sons, one a private serving with a 

local regional forces self-defense unit, and the other a 

dedicated freedom fighter, had apparently died on the same 

night fighting each other. The eldest son was killed by the 

blast of a RPG-7 rocket by an attacking Vietcong sapper 

during a raid on his post. The youngest boy was discovered 

the next morning, in front of the farmer's blasted position, 
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entangled in the defensive wire that protected the battered, 

mud-walled citadel. 

The shock of these twin deaths had driven the woman to 

the edge. Though she no longer cared to live, like the 

wounded land itself, she could not bring herself to die. 

She was well looked after, in trivial ways by Khac when he 

was there, and in a more liberal and continuous manner by 

her daughter, the sole surviving member of her family. On 

the death of her older brothers, Thuc Trung Nhi had opted to 

become the concubine of Le Due Tho, the Phouc Ninh district 

chief, a man more than twenty years her senior. The pock

faced district chief was not a physically attractive man, 

but he was generous to a fault in pursuit of his many vices, 

and the greatest of these was his longstanding hunger for 

the exquisitely youthful body of Trung Nhi. Thus it was 

that old Madame Thuc, who no longer had thoughts for either 

the affairs of state or affairs of the heart, was able to 

live out her final years in relative ease, by the happy co

joining of both. 

For the Vietnamese agent old Madame Thuc's commodious 

family villa was a place of perfect sanctuary. The old 

woman and her daughter, on the rare nights the latter spent 

there, paid little mind to his irregular comings and goings. 

The district chief, however, did pay Khac a substantial sum 

to keep a careful eye on the daughter's visitors, since the 
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homely Le Due Tho could not bear the thought of sharing his 

hard-won prize with any other man. Thus, Khac worried very 

little about the security of his living arrangements, for he 

considered both himself and the residence to be under the 

coincident protection of three all-powerful Vietnamese 

spirits, these deities being, the household gods of apathy, 

cupidity, and jealously. Had the double agent cared to 

conceal a secret cache within the confines of his second 

floor room, he might have hidden a hoard of black market 

cash, unit orders for the Vietcong's Tet offensive, or the 

American force's plans for the defense of Khe Sahn, and 

never feared the trove's discovery by an unwelcome party. 

Khac Thai Chuyen neither owned nor carried a gun of any 

kind. Amazingly, for a man whose natural habitat was the 

ragged fringe of a genocidal war, he was extremely ill at 

ease around them. So uncomfortable was Khac, in fact, that 

he had immediately given away, to an American associate, the 

only pistol he had ever been forced to use in anger. The 

frugal Khac maintained few personal items in his room. He 

stored his only real possession, a bilious two-cycle, lime

hued Vespa motor scooter, in the small interior courtyard of 

the villa. 

On his arrival at the villa Khac fixed himself a meager 

breakfast of coconut milk and cold sticky rice. The 

solitary Khac ate in his room, as he laid out his clothes 
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for a planned full day of activities. For his daylight 

meetings, he selected a light green sport shirt, plain khaki 

pants, white tube socks, and estern-style sneakers. For 

his evening meeting, he chose the traditional black tunic, 

draw string pants, and rubber-soled thongs of the Vietnamese 

peasant. In the courtyard later, Khac drew two dissimilar

sized buckets of water from the villa's well. Without 

removing his boxer shorts, Khac lathered his loins with soap 

and water from the first pail. Then, after scrubbing 

himself red with a loofa, he drained a portion of the water 

from the larger container over the washed sections of his 

body. As he repeated the bathing process, moving first to 

his chest and arms, and then to his legs, and finally to his 

hair, old Madame Thuc drifted aimlessly into the courtyard. 

At first, without overtly looking at him, she busied herself 

sweeping debris along the ground. Then, abandoning all 

pretense of work, she hunkered down to watch him bathe and 

towel his body off. His ritual ablution completed, and 

without a word having passed between them, Khac returned to 

his room to dress for the day. The old crone lingered in 

the courtyard long after he was gone, squatting motionlessly 

beside the well, softly fingering the empty pails, seeking 

perhaps in the simple morning cleansing of an interloper in 

her life some faint glimmer of the cherished phantoms of her 

tortured past. 
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After dressing hurriedly, Khac returned to the villa's 

courtyard and wrestled the Italian-made Vespa into the 

street. He swung one leg across the sun-dulled, black 

saddle pad, leaned the motorbike to the right, and kicked 

sharply downward on the starter treadle with the ball of his 

left foot. The sputtering, snail-shaped lime-green two

wheeler, issuing intermittent puffs of hazy, blue smoke from 

a single exhaust, clanged reluctantly to life. The 

Vietnamese agent adjusted the handlebar choke and 

immediately the underpowered two-cycle engine roared with 

surprising vigor. Anticipating the long day that was ahead 

of him, Khac took an additional moment to settle his 

haunches comfortably on the bike. He had several important 

appointments to keep, and he knew that the sun would set and 

rise again before he could rest, eat, or bathe in safety 

again. 

Setting off leisurely through Phouc Ninh's frequently 

tree-shaded, caliche-surfaced side streets, Khac discretely 

circled the main square where the district chief's 

headquarters was located. There he observed no unusual 

signs of preparatory military buildup, and none of the half 

dozen soldiers who lingered idly outside the district's 

military command center paid him any heed. 

The new Vietnamese day was already bright, hot, and 

humid. Leaving the partially shaded lanes of the town 
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behind him, Khac headed the Vespa east along the narrow 

macadam highway that ran in a flat, nearly straight line to 

Tay Ninh City. Because of the war most of the area's 

farmers and artisans had moved into the province's larger 

villages. Except for the fortuitously situated Moc Ninh, no 

populated settlements of any size survived between district 

town of Phouc Ninh and the province capital. With the 

exception of an occasional passing A.R.V.N. military vehicle 

or the even rarer passage of a lone civilian bicyclist, Khac 

found himself virtually alone on this section of the road. 

As the hour of ten o'clock neared, Khac anxiously 

turned his Vespa onto an even lesser used hardpan road that 

led off to the south toward the sprawling Philippine Civic 

Action Group refugee camp. The American's Philippine allies 

did not engage in offensive combat operations. More than 

two hundred Philippine soldiers, social workers, and nurses 

did contribute significantly to the allied war effort, 

however, by looking after the welfare of the burgeoning 

population of Vietnamese refugees in central Tay Ninh 

province. It was Khac's midmorning appointment with Major 

Pascal Acquinaldo, the business-minded PhilCAG commander, 

that brought the Vietnamese agent in this direction. Khac 

passed without difficulty through the Filipino military 

contingent's lightly-manned sentry posts and motored into 

the center of the complex. As Khac neared the camp 
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headquarters, Major Acquinaldo stepped onto the veranda of 

his headquarters to meet him. The thirty-eight year old 

Major, a robust career bureaucrat and avid black marketeer, 

whose personal fetish was other people's timeliness, was 

eagerly anticipating Khac's arrival. "Bon champs, Monsieur 

Chuyen," the Filipino major welcomed, mixing his own stiff 

over-politeness with an inappropriate use of his limited 

knowledge of both the French and Vietnamese languages. "You 

are precisely on time. My good friend, I marvel at your 

unfailing dependability in this unpredictable country." 

"Your preoccupation with punctuality is a western 

vice," Khac replied, "but one an oriental man like me can 

endure for profit." The Vietnamese agent dismounted 

awkwardly, rubbed the stiffness out of his left side, and 

rocked the Vespa back on its stand. 

Acquinaldo prized the moments of verbal thrust and 

parry with Khac almost as much as he did the mutual profits 

that arose from their frequent dealings together. "I have 

always maintained that punctuality," he rejoined, "is much 

too little appreciated by the yellow races." 

"When a profit is at hand," Khac said, surrendering to 

Acquinaldo's two handed embrace, "I suppose I can afford to 

be on time." 

The two men enjoyed the verbal sparring equally, and 

each laughed heartily at the exchange. "Yes, yes," the 
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Major agreed, "we must never forget the most important 

reason for making the best use of one's time." 

Major Acquinaldo's rambling one-story headquarters was 

constructed of native brick, accented by imported mahogany 

trims, and topped by a red tile roof. The expansive villa 

was constructed on concrete pillars and set three feet off 

the ground to facilitate natural air circulation. The 

public areas building were distinguished by many large 

unglazed windows, which opened under thatched awnings to the 

outside, and provided access to fresh breezes for the 

numerous aides and other supernumeries who worked there. 

The private quarters into which Major Acquinaldo led Khac 

were richly paneled, elegantly appointed, and, in striking 

contrast to the rest of the building, was fully enclosed. 

An air conditioner hummed in one window, pumping a steady 

stream of cool air into the office. An overhead fan also 

helped to circulate air in the room. A small refrigerator 

purred away in a corner. 

The Major mopped his furrowing brow with a stubby

fingered brown hand. Although he had left the confines of 

his office for only a few moments, dark moist circles 

already rimmed the underarms of his neatly pressed white 

uniform short. 

"Would you can for a bottle of San Miguel," Acquinaldo 

politely asked, "or would an iced glass of lime juice be 
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more suitable to your tastes at this morning hour?" 

"Lime," said Khac, who rarely consumed alcoholic drink. 

"So what is the news?" The Vietnamese agent's opening 

gambit almost never varied. "I have been away in Saigon for 

several days. Tell me what's been happening locally with 

your American allies." 

"I understand that the Americans plan on rotating the 

battalion that currently mans their Tay Ninh base." 

"The Golden Dragons are leaving?" Khac said, referring 

to the First Battalion, Fourteenth Infantry, which had come 

to Vietnam with the 25th Infantry Division. 

The Major unbuttoned his shirt as he talked. "A 

battalion belonging to the 4th American Division is rumored 

to be replacing it." 

"The Americans have so many military resources," Khac 

opined, "that they seemingly can afford to move their 

tactical units for pure sport." 

"Yes," the Major agreed, "I find that very strange 

too." He tossed the soiled uniform shirt into a wicker 

hamper. "As soon as an American commander and his men 

become accustomed to their mission and surroundings," he 

added, procuring a fresh white shirt from an armoire that 

held a dozen more like it, "someone in Washington rotates 

them out of the country, or moves them to a different 

locale." 
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"I suppose it hardly matters," Khac observed 

sardonically. "The American military command's favored 

tactics of search and destroy, attack and depart to the next 

battle field, offers very little threat to their enemies, 

the Vietcong, who make a fetish of battlefield preparation." 

"Each dawn brings the Americans a new day," the Major 

agreed glumly. "But little new appreciation of the 

strengths and vulnerabilities of their enemy. The 

persistent American inability to effectively deal with the 

Communists, whether the Vietcong cadre in South Vietnam's 

rural villages or the Vietcong guerrillas on the 

battlefields, worries many in my government." 

"Their enemy," Khac explored archly. "Are the 

Communists not your enemies, too?" 

"The Philippine nation is not at war," Major Acquinaldo 

pointed out. "We are here on a humanitarian mission, as 

advisers, merchants, traders, and friends of the Vietnamese 

people." 

"I think General Westmoreland would be uncomfortable to 

hear you frame your country's role in that way." 

"Can you think of any possible way," Acquinaldo 

verbally parried, "that my words might reach the American 

commanding general's ears?" 

"No," Khac said, "no possible way at all." 

"Have you any news for me?" the Major inquired 
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obliquely. 

"I can think of none," Khac replied in an equally 

roundabout fashion. "The Philippine peopl,e are widely 

respected for their reasonable attitudes. As long as your 

soldiers are not foolish in which places they go and at what 

hours they travel, I can foresee no harm that would come to 

them." 

"That is most welcome news," the Major acknowledged. 

"You will, of course, let me know if circumstances change." 

"Whatever I know, my friend, is yours for the asking." 

"For the asking," Acquinaldo countered, "and for a 

price." 

''Yes," Khac smiled, "There is always a price." 

At that moment, as if on cue, a beautiful Vietnamese 

nha que entered carrying a salver. She carefully settled 

the tray, which bore a brimming pitcher and two tall 

glasses, on a low table. She hurried to gather ice from the 

refrigerator, arranged the crystals in the two glasses, and 

respectfully handed a poured glass of lime juice to each 

man. 

"Is there anything else, 6ng nguoi chu," she 

submissively asked. 

In half an hour perhaps," Major Acquinaldo said, 

quietly dismissing her. The girl backed and bowed her way 

out of the room. 
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"She is a delightful child," Khac said, complimenting 

his host's taste. 

"She is quite beautiful now," he sighed, "but in a 

year's time." The Philippine major allowed his thought to 

perish in the air. 

"The women of Vietnam bear far too much," Khac 

observed, perhaps finishing the major's thought for him, "to 

remain beautiful for very long." 

"That is why the gods allow man to pile up riches on 

earth." The momentarily philosophic Major sipped idly at 

his watered lime. "Great wealth must be amassed for the 

times in life when women are no longer available or even 

pleasing to us." 

"We are to set a price today," Khac said, forestalling 

any further delay, "in the matter that we have been 

discussing." 

"Yes," the Major said simply. 

"The commercial merchandise that Quang Si Lam desires 

has been assembled in the quantities that had been demanded 

of us," Acquinaldo said informatively, "and the province 

chief is still ready to take delivery of the merchandise in 

two days time." The last was a question. 

"Yes," Khac replied, "as I said, the last time we met." 

"The method of payment Quang Si Lam offers is of little 

value to us. We do not wish to deal in South Vietnamese 
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piasters. If gold were substituted, of course, the price 

previously agreed upon would be satisfactory to us." 

"Or arms?" 

The wily Filipino had expected just such an offer. 

"Yes," he answered, "a combination of the two would be 

satisfactory." The Philippine army major smiled innocently 

at the Vietnamese agent. "We would expect you, of course, 

to dispose of the arms for us. The Filipino people are 

noncombatants, and as a consequence, we have little use for 

American military rifles or large quantities of ammunition." 

Khac replied, "There are parties on both sides of the 

border, known to me, who do buy such things." 

Acquinaldo struck like an Asian cobra. "Would these 

parties be able to pay in American dollars?" 

"In Vietnam, many things are possible." 

"In that case," the Major said, extending his hand in 

agreement, "I believe our business with the province chief 

can be concluded." 

"His excellency, Quang Si Lam, will be pleased." 

"As will all parties involved, I presume." 

"Quite so." A serious-faced Khac leaned forward on his 

elbows. "I will require a few days to arrange for the 

transfer of the contraband American weapons." 

"For a few days," the Major said, likewise dropping all 

hint of pretense, "I can conceal them at the center." Khac 
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readily accepted the arrangement. "It would be dangerous 

for all parties," the Philippine army major cautioned, "to 

do so for any extended period of time. The Americans are 

foolish, but they are sometimes curious, too." He smiled 

disarmingly at his guest, adding, "They do not always 

respect the independent nature of our efforts on behalf of 

the Vietnamese people." 

The major busied himself pouring another each of them 

another lime water. "You will, of course, receive your 

usual fee." He handed the freshened glass to his guest. 

"From all sides, I have no doubt." 

"A pittance," Khac remarked, "for the risks I take for 

my friends." 

The Major found the Vietnamese agent's remark rich in 

humor. "You have many acquaintances, Khac," he laughed, 

"but I doubt that you have even one friend in Vietnam." He 

raised his glass in a toast. "Unless," he added, "it would 

be I." The Vietnamese laughed in reply. The two black 

marketeers busied themselves with meaningless pleasantries 

for a few minutes longer. Then the Major said, "My friend, 

it has been an agreeable and a profitable morning." 

"But," said Khac, "you have other duties." 

"I have other obligations," Major Acquinaldo corrected 

him. 

"To the native population, I presume." The Philippine 
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major ignored the impertinence. The Vietnamese smiled 

knowingly and bowed to the major. "I must leave you to 

them," Khac offered more politely. As he motored away from 

the Philippine commander's bungalow, through one of its open 

windows Khac glimpsed the Vietnamese metis hurrying toward 

the major's private quarters. The PhilCAG commander's 

midmorning obligation to his beautiful native charge, Khac 

felt certain, would soon be discharged. 

He retraced his former route back to the main highway. 

At the intersection with the district road he turned right 

and headed for his next rendezvous. The time was late 

morning and traffic on the macadam turnpike was heavier now 

in both directions. on his way to his meeting in the 

village of Moc Ninh Khac passed several heavily laden two

wheelers. The mixed assortment of impressed vehicles was 

bound for the Tay Ninh marketplace. The laboring, green 

vespas, whose wedged riders balanced invisibly among the 

eclectic output of a cottage industry economy, were stacked 

precariously with all manners of animals, products, and 

produce for sale in the market. The groaning, seatless 

bicycles, whose wiry owners slogged at an angle beside them, 

sagged under the three hundred pound weights of rice sacks 

that their owners had placed on them. In addition to the 

lumbering commercial traffic abroad in the midday, an 

occasional motorcycle rider, invariably an off-duty 
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Vietnamese soldier with a girl friend riding behind him, 

sped swiftly past him in both directions. Trudging 

dutifully behind yoked pairs of oxen, a few farmers, 

uniformly clad in black pajamas and conical straw hats, 

headed away from Tay Ninh City to work the few roadside 

paddies that remained productive in the vast, contested 

wasteland that separated the bustling commercial center of 

the province from the sleepy district town that ostensibly 

oversaw the protection of its western ramparts. 

The district road in this region was bordered on the 

right by the remains of a colonial rubber plantation and on 

the left by a grassy plain of reeds that extended to the 

northern horizon. The parcel of land selected by the French 

agricultural surveyors in 1918, which unknown to them for 

centuries had been prone to infrequent but severe seasonal 

flooding, proved itself inhospitable to the commercial 

production of rubber in the postwar years. The ill

conceived project was abandoned by its French managers 

before a single drop of latex could be drawn from the 

immature rubber trees. The young saplings themselves had 

not suffered from the demise of the nascent plantation. 

Indeed, the two thousand rubber trees planted by the French 

had seemed to flourish upon the departure of their foreign 

progenitors. Some fifty years later the dark, green 

grandeur of the impeccably spaced columns and rows of mature 
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trees provided a secretive, sometimes dangerous habitat for 

all sorts of solitary native creatures. 

As Khac neared the Moc Ninh village intersection, a 

mixed column of armored and soft-sided military vehicles 

hove into view. The small column was led by a camouflaged 

American quarter-ton truck. The lead vehicle was followed 

closely by rumbling M-48 tank with Vietnamese unit markings 

and four similarly designated slab-sided, aluminum-hulled 

M-113 armored personnel carriers. The column's advance 

element was followed by five open ARVN deuce-and-a-half 

trucks each carrying a motley complement of Vietnamese 

soldiers. Even at a distance, Khac recognized the troops in 

the trucks as members of the 161st Regional Forces Company. 

The American lieutenant, flanked by his silent 

Vietnamese driver, smiled vacuously in the passenger seat of 

the lead truck. As the American military advisor neared 

Khac, who had wisely pulled his vespa to the side of the 

road, he waived a casual greeting. "Chao 6ng," he shouted 

at Khac in mangled Vietnamese. As the vehicle passed the 

American lieutenant looked back and, menacingly leaning out 

of the truck's cab, deliberately formed his right hand into 

a looming pistol-shape. He pointed the ersatz weapon at the 

unoffending Vietnamese, took careful aim, and loosed a 

single shot. The lieutenants right hand jerked backward 

convulsively as the imaginary bullet coursed its unerring 
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way toward the roadside bystander. As the mock round struck 

home, the exuberant officer whooped, "Whooweee! Kill Cong ! 

Yeah!" Turning back around the exultant American pumped his 

right hand twice in the air and still loudly proclaiming his 

kill disappeared from Khac's sight in a boiling cloud of 

diesel smoke, choking dust, and road debris. 

The Vietnamese agent paid the American officer little 

heed. The ignorance and arrogance of American soldiers and 

civilians of all ranks had long since ceased to offend or to 

amuse him. The inexperienced American officer was likely to 

be dead within the fortnight, and even if he managed to 

live, the man would be gone from Khac's homeland within a 

year. 

As the dust settled in the wake of the convoy's passage 

the imperturbable Khac resumed his journey to Moc Ninh 

village and the turnoff that led to the American military's 

main base in Tay Ninh province. The sprawling American 

base, it had always seemed to Khac, was built principally to 

keep the American soldiers in and the Vietnamese freedom 

fighters out. Its design succeeded admirably in the former 

function but not nearly so well in the later. The base was 

constructed so that when the Americans did choose to move 

their forces on the ground there was only one road for 

egress. The Americans relied heavily on helicopters to 

transport their troops, but like their rumbling, road-bound 
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armored columns, these machines too, were limited to often 

predictable, always noisy, and readily observable forays 

when they departed the American bastion. For surprise, the 

large flights of raiding helicopters relied on aerial 

feints, and often flew in the wrong direction for a period 

of time, before engaging in last minute changes of 

directio,ns, multiple false landings, and other schemes 

designed to confuse their native foes. The only military 

power that the Americans could bring to bear with complete 

surprise was their large caliber artillery and the 

overwhelming firepower of their air force. Only the 

American's unseen but highly feared B-52 heavy bombers, 

however, could strike without any tactical warning, and for 

the most part, even the massive destructiveness of these 

terroristic weapons was ameliorated because the Americans 

chose to employ them only infrequently and only in the vast, 

unpopulated northern expanses of the province. 

On the other hand, the local Vietcong frequently lobbed 

harassing mortar fire into the American base from various 

points around its nearly three kilometer perimeter. Small 

teams of Vietcong sappers also regularly launched surprise 

probes against the base's perimeter defenses. Their mission 

was always twofold: to harass the American troops stationed 

there and to establish a careful record of American 

reactions and the status of the physical defenses of the 
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base. When real damage was meant to be inflicted on the 

Americans, the Vietcong used the interlocking network of 

tunnels that ran underground to penetrate the very heart of 

the American defensive system. A special sapper unit was 

kept permanently busy maintaining and extending this vital 

network. Only one section at a time was used so that the 

Americans would not discover the full extent of the 

Vietcong's infiltration of their defenses. But even when 

the Vietcong's best saboteurs were sent through the tunnels 

to attack the Americans from inside the base, larger probing 

attacks were launched to divert the enemy's attention from 

the freedom fighters' real means of entry into the base. 

The Americans responded predictably to these sallies with 

massive firepower directed outward from their perimeter. 

Invariably, a few patriots from the diversionary force were 

slaughtered assaulting the elaborate defensive works that 

surrounded the camp. After each battle, the Americans 

collected these bodies, reputedly magnifying their number in 

proportion to the actual damage inflicted on the base, and 

routinely reported further significant attrition of local 

Vietcong forces and another successful defense of the 

American 25th Infantry Division's Tay Ninh base camp. 

As handler of the Special Forces B-32 command and 

control team's Vietnamese agents Khac was routinely admitted 

onto the base. Khac's bona fides entitled him to virtual 
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free reign of the base's administrative, supply, and 

maintenance areas. once inside, however, Khac kept his 

distance from the sandbagged bunkers that laced the base's 

perimeter defence, the long flight line where rows of armed 

helicopters were neatly queued up, the motor pool where the 

armored fighting vehicles were serviced, and the enlisted 

servicemen's recreation and billeting areas. The young 

draftees and alcoholic sergeants who worked or killed time 

in these areas were ., in Khac's opinion, a thoroughly 

dangerous, even psychotic lot. The ethnophobes among them 

would think nothing of shooting him on sight. His murder 

could easily be explained by them, either as an unfortunate 

accident of war, or as was more likely, a heroic feat of 

arms. Without any pangs of conscious, his murders might 

even write themselves up for a bronze star. Such was nature 

of life in Vietnam in these times. The killing of a 

Vietnamese civilian invariably cost the offending American 

command very little. Since .Khac did not have a family that 

anyone knew about, there would not even be the usual token 

monetary reparation to pay. 

With these personal thoughts troubling his mind, Khac 

motored past the turn off to the American base camp. This 

day's business did not expose him to such obvious or simple 

dangers. Instead, he pulled his lime-green Vespa to a stop 

midway along a ramshackled string of native hootches that 
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housed a western witch's brew of ba mu6i ba bars, brothels, 

barbers, tailors, souvenir sellers, and black marketers. 

The ancient hamlet of Moc Ninh, which for hundreds of years 

had sheltered only a handful of rice farming families, had 

changed dramatically with the construction of the American 

base. As a Vietnamese interpretation of an American strip 

shopping center, the modern day village had bubbled itself 

into existence like a festering puss sore on the epidermis 

of the land. Like the narrow, neutral grounds in old New 

Orleans, the slender, shadowy realm of Moc Ninh was a place 

where impossible liaisons, improbable deals, and strange 

bedfellows were common fare. Here American G.I.s of all 

ranks and shades, white, black, and brown, could drink, 

joke, and whore in relative safety with the native 

population. The only serious form of combat that ever took 

place in Moc Ninh occurred between black and other American 

soldiers when a dispute over a woman arose. These disputes 

were usually settled quickly, however, either by means of 

pulling rank, an exchange of gratuities, or simply by taking 

turns with the willing prostitutes. Direct confrontations 

over racial matters were less easily resolved and usually 

resulted in the arrival of the American military police. If 

enough blood had been spilt by the American soldiers, the 

offending Vietnamese establishment would be punished by 

being closed up for a few days. The consequence to the 
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conduct of war and commerce was sufficiently inconvenient to 

all parties to insure that the local Vietcong, the province 

officials, the merchants, the whores, and the soldiers 

behaved themselves when they were transacting business in 

the village. 

After securing his vespa with a chain to a handy tree, 

Khac entered the Mow-Town Lounge and took a seat at a back 

table. The dimly-lit bar's comically distorted name had 

been concocted by the Mow-Town's ostensible proprietor with 

the aim of attracting the American base's many black 

enlisted men. The Mow-Town instead had become the favored 

hangout of base's less numerous, freer spending, better 

informed noncommissioned officers. 

For obvious reasons Vietnamese clientele rarely sought 

service in the Mow-Town, but Khac's influential reputation 

was known to the proprietor and because of his crafted 

deference toward American servicemen he usually encountered 

no problems in the lounge. "You want drink ba moui ba, 

ong," the unusually tall metis with the dirty apron curtly 

asked? "Two dollar." The careful Vietnamese agent studied 

the insolent woman's face. "American," the saucy bar girl 

added, playfully slurring the last word's single "r" sound. 

The signal was prearranged between them. If she repeated 

it, they could meet in safety. If not, he would leave. 

Since her arrival five months ago, the ample-breasted, blue-
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eyed mixed race whore had become the Mow-Town's main 

attraction. She brushed a bare knee against his thigh. 

"You got two dollars, American," she said derisively, 

playing shamelessly to the establishment's as yet sparse 

crowd. 

Khac nodded his understanding. "Beer Thirty Three," 

the Vietnamese agent said meekly, nervously handing the 

native vixen two dollars in American military script. This 

morning Khac would have preferred not to drink at all, or 

since he must, to have sampled one of the many black market 

labels that the bar managed so successfully to stock. The 

Mow-Town's regular patrons, however, would certainly have 

taken affront had a Vietnamese ordered San Miguel, the 

popular Philippine beer, or one of the many American labels 

that were readily available to them. 

A white American warrant officer, a helicopter crewman 

by his insignia, sitting two tables away appeared well into 

his third bottle. "Hey, mutherfucker," he called in the 

Vietnamese's direction. Khac fixed his eyes on the metis' 

face and pretended not to hear. "Hey, slope-head," the 

American soldier yelled. "You hear me now, mutherfucker." 

Reluctantly, Khac turned in the soldier's direction. He was 

relieved to see that, today, there was no fight left in him. 

The American only wanted a few moment's sport with him. 

"You come here," he said in a beer-besotted grumble, 
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"to go boom-boom with our ladies.'' Khac wisely made no 

reply. "Come over here, mutherfucker," the increasingly 

agitated man demanded. The metis hurried to his table 

hoping to head off trouble. "I just want to buy this slope

head a beer, Co Thi, an American beer," he simpered 

drunkenly, in an attempt to explain himself to her. "Bring 

my little yellow buddy here a Carling's Black Label," he 

said, laughing openly at the subtle aspersion. Carling's 

Black Label was the one American brand that was always in 

oversupply in the black market. A pallet of it in exchange 

might not fetch a handful of souvenir red-stock rifles. 

"You forget about number ten Vietnamese boy," Co Thi 

ordered, pulling herself erect next to the soldier's chair. 

The buxom metis grabbed the warrant officer's face in both 

hands and brazenly pulled it downward into the loose folds 

of the soiled apron she wore. "He too small for me," she 

said in calculated pidgin. Guiding the soldier's head in a 

circular motion, Co Thi rhythmically thrust her abdomen 

against his face. 11 1 need number one American G •. I. now," 

she whispered hungrily, sounding every bit like an Oriental 

Mae West. Taking the stained apron into his mouth, the 

American growled licentiously. Then the soldier, like a 

submissive dog, buried his contorted face in the befouled 

linen vale that screened the meeting point of her legs from 

view. 
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The metis suddenly pushed the overeager soldier away. 

"No freebies," she protested in mock anger, "pay first." 

The drunken soldier frowned noticeably at the demand. The 

sudden commercialism of the moment made him reconsider his 

ardor. For a single moment, the transaction remained in 

doubt. "I need you big right now," Co Thi added 

coquettishly. The soldier, who was a regular at the bar and 

knew her price to the piaster, began to fumble for his 

wallet. Co Thi turned on her heels and walked slowly away 

from him, heading for the Mow-Town Lounge's infamous back 

door. The deal was sealed. Co Thi would not haggle with 

the warrant officer over price. If he had attempted to do 

so, she would have instantly refused to have him. The 

drunken warrant officer fumbled clumsily in his wallet for 

the piasters. When he had found the requisite amount of 

Vietnamese currency, the soldier meekly followed her. At 

the archway, where she had stopped to wait for him, he 

handed her a crushed wad of colorful, undersized bills, and 

together the temporary lovers slipped silently through the 

jeweled partition into a nether world of the back door 

cribs. 

The portal through which the metis dutifully led her 

fifteen minute paramours was known to every soldier 

stationed at the Tay Ninh base camp as "Heaven's Gate." The 

bar's Chinese proprietor had chanced to overhear a soldier 
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call it that one day. That very evening a large, black, 

lacquered sign appeared above the door proclaiming the Mow

Town Lounge's new rallying cry in hand-lettered, six-inch 

high, gold-trimmed red letters. 

The physically striking metis herself was the product 

of an illicit nineteen-fifties affair between a German-born 

foreign legionnaire and the daughter of prominent mandarin 

family. In her appearance, personality, and behavior, she 

was entirely unlike the bar's other whores, not just more 

hirsute and westernized in her stature and looks, but 

entirely different in the rapacious way she dealt with the 

needs of men. She charged a flat price, one far less than 

what the market would have born, but in return she 

shortchanged her patrons in love. No foreign soldier was 

ever allowed a lengthy stay in her arms. She assailed each 

man's body in turn, coercing his instant arousal, driving 

him to a frenzy of passion, all to force his sudden, 

unwanted release, and instant dismissal from her bed. Yet, 

among her faithful acolytes, love's phantom illusion held. 

As to an enchantress' embrace, each day by passing day, each 

quarter hour by passing quarter hour, the desperately 

lonely, inexplicably hopeful American soldiers came, 

repeatedly, and always without lasting satisfaction to her 

bed. 

The Vietnamese agent sipped disinterestedly at his 
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beer. In small numbers, for it was very early in the day, 

off duty American soldiers slipped quietly into the lounge. 

One by one the soldiers were casually approached, binding 

agreements were made, and services were performed by the 

girls on duty. The copulation ritual was always the same. 

First came the greeting, then the sale of beer, followed 

quickly by suggestive teasing, an exchange of money, a 

surreptitious move to the rear door, and a quick exit 

through the beaded screen to heaven. 

In the late evenings and throughout the day on weekends 

the bar did a much headier business. In the fading hours of 

the bar's business day, the Mow-Town's other whores would 

sometimes take a favorite customer to their own sleeping 

quarters. In the small, ramshackled hootches that lay 

scattered beneath the trees behind the Mow-Town's own crib 

row, for a few thousand extra piasters, the young American 

soldiers could share their fantasies, fears, and foibles in 

words, tears, and silence with a willing native girl who 

would deliver fully on her promise to make him believe that 

she cared. With the coming of morning, the soldier would 

have been rendered the services he required, and he would 

return thoughtfully to his post believing that he had 

learned something vital about the Vietnamese people, the 

land and its customs, and why he found himself in this 

strange country at all. 
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The Vietnamese agent glanced knowingly at his watch. A 

little more than six minutes had passed. The mixed-blood 

whore would not wish to waste his time. A sudden, angry 

thrusting aside of the tawdry portiere that curtained 

heaven's gate proved him correct. The disheveled American 

soldier, his green fatigue pants unbelted and his pasty, 

beer-blotched face burning with flaccid shame, hurried 

silently by Khac on his way out. The Vietnamese agent 

waited for the American to clear the table area and then 

followed him outside. Khac walked to the vespa and hunkered 

down near the chained two-wheeler. He watched the slowly 

sobering soldier catch a ride back to the base. A half

empty pack of cigarettes appeared from his shirt pocket. 

Khac did not smoke. He lit one anyway, took a couple of 

uninterested puffs as he scanned the area, and eventually 

let the stub burn idly in his hand. For five more minutes, 

as if he had all the time in the world, Khac idled time away 

in front of the lounge. When he had satisfied himself that 

no one was watching the Mow-Town lounge, or paying any 

attention to him, he flicked the cigarette stub to the 

ground, crushed it passionately, and reentered the bar. He 

crossed the lounge floor quickly and slipped unnoticed 

through the beaded gate. 

As he entered Co Thi's private sleeping quarters her 

naked back was to him. She was washing with water from the 
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bowl that sat on the empty ammunition packing case that 

stood next to her bed. "The American was a pig," she 

announced, spitting the words at the image in her mirror. 

She sponged soapy water over the tops of her shoulders. The 

milk-grey fluid channeled down her chest, branched over her 

breasts, and dribbled noisily to the floor. "He wanted me 

to suck his cock," she added angrily, eyeing the reflected 

image of Khac who was avidly watching her in the mirror, 

"but he was too filthy." She toweled off slowly without 

turning to face him. "I made the American lie under me," 

she continued, buttoning a sleeveless silk blouse over her 

bare breasts, "but he was too drunk to perform." Turning 

around at last, she walked over to Khac, holding out her 

bare arms like a petitioner, her palms facing outward toward 

him. "He hit me." Khac did not move. "He took the money 

back." She unexpectedly turned away from him and viewed 

herself in the small mirror. "I still reek of his odor." 

She spun back to face the Vietnamese. "See this eye," she 

complained bitterly. Khac had never seen her behave so 

emotionally. She might have cried, Khac imagined, had the 

metis been capable of tears. But he knew Co Thi was not. 

"I am very sorry for you," he said. In the moment 

before she had almost embraced him. Something had kept him 

from responding to her need, and now for both of them the 

moment had passed. 
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"I will not be able to work for two days." 

"Poor manners and brutality are not strangers to the 

Vietnamese people. 

"Yes, I know." Her voice was sadder now and bereft of 

its former ardor. "It is always the same with you, Khac, 

isn't it?" She reached for a small makeup case and began 

making repairs to her face. "You do not thank me. You 

allow yourself to enjoy my nakedness and pretend to care for 

my injury, but all you really want from me is news." 

"It is my stock and trade," Khac answered honestly. 

"It is the only commodity with which I can be entrusted." 

"I am surprised anyone trusts you," she replied. "I 

certainly do not trust you. I would not give you news, or 

sleep with you, if I did not fear you so much." 

"I have never asked you to sleep with me." 

"You will in time. All men do." 

"I am not all men," Khac temporized. "I have other 

interests besides sex," he added, "the give and take of 

politics, the clash of armies in the field, the battle of 

individual wills in historic times." 

"You pretend to be a philosopher, Khac, but you are 

little more than a spy." 

"You wish me to deny it?" 

"And a man who would lay with me if I would let him," 

she said petulantly, "like any other I have met." The metis 
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stared defiantly at him. "Deny both accusations, if you 

will!" 

"You may believe what you want," Khac replied without 

rancor. "I look at life as it is. I do not speculate on 

what it may be." He reached a slim yellow hand out to the 

metis and gently touched the swelling mound beneath her left 

eye. "But was I ever to allow myself that luxury," he added 

in a timbre that reverberated midway between compassion and 

cupidity, "I could imagine that one day you might even pay 

to sleep with me." 

"Ha!" Co Thi exclaimed. "Where would be the profit in 

that?" 

The Vietnamese agent eyed the girl licentiously. "The 

profit would be the same," he quipped weakly. "Only the 

buyer and seller would change." She was right. He did want 

her. The self-revelation troubled him. She stared fixedly 

at him. She knew. Despite the careful crafting of his 

public persona, in her presence, he was not unlike other 

men. No single loyalty held sway over him. Neither friend 

nor foe could fathom his purpose. But, in her presence, he 

was vulnerable. The calculating Vietnamese agent allowed 

his eyes to wander slowly over the metis' willowy body one 

last time. "The need never ceases," he observed 

thoughtfully, "regardless of the price to be paid." 

"I am tired of your savant's games," she complained 
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impatiently. "I am losing money." She stood before the 

mirror, pouting and blaming him. She touched a pair of 

fingers to her cheek bone. "My eye will be swollen shut in 

a few hours." The damaged eye did not matter. The highly 

prized metis would still reap thousands of piasters before 

the sun went down. Both of them knew it. "You asked for 

news," she said. "I have some." 

The recomposed agent shrugged his shoulders, as if to 

imply that the delay to this point was not of his making. 

"I have been patiently waiting to hear." 

"The Tay Ninh battalion is moving out in four days. 

Another will follow, of course, but there will be a period 

of confusion. The new soldiers will be unfamiliar with 

their new surroundings. The new troops will be reluctant to 

leave the safety of the base." She advised him urgently. 

"It is a perfect time to strike." 

"I had not heard this news," Khac claimed, lying with 

easy fluency. 

"I gathered many particulars from the other whores. 

The departing soldiers are very talkative." She pressed a 

scribbled sheet of paper into his hand. "I have written it 

all down for you." 

"I see," he said, feigning reluctance. "But, what has 

this matter to do with me." 

"See that my information reaches those whose eyes may 
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wish to see it," she said, matching her reply to his own 

abstruseness. 

"Everyone in Tay Ninh knows the Americans employ me," 

Khac observed. "You should not be so trusting. I might 

turn this document over to one of my contacts. They would 

surely pass along word of your sympathies to other Americans 

who would certainly share this news with the South 

Vietnamese secret service." 

"Yes," she said. 

"It would go very hard on you." 

Her blue eyes narrowed in palpable fear. "You would 

really do such a thing." A small gasp escaped her lips. 

"The white mice would beat and rape me." Her silk blouse 

tightened ever so slightly over her breasts. "I would tell 

them a little," she continued, "but not enough to save my 

life." She swallowed dryly. "My body would eventually find 

its way into the Varn Co Dong." She looked numbly at her 

persecutor. "That would be the end of it." 

Khac had temporarily recouped his power over her, and 

he could not resist reveling in the small victory. "What 

would you have me do?" he asked, sinisterly playing upon the 

moment. "Betray the Americans' trust in me." 

"I do not fear what you will do in this matter," she 

replied defiantly. "If I am killed another will take my 

place. The soldiers will still come. And whoever takes my 
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place will still tell you whatever she knows, and you will 

still pass it on to whomever you chose." 

Khac grabbed her impulsively by the wrists. "There 

could be a profit in handing you over." 

"I do not care what you do," she shouted at him. "I do 

not care what happens to me." She wrestled free of his 

hold. "I am nothing at all. You are a despicable spy, 

Khac, with no loyalties to anyone. But, at least, you are 

Vietnamese. That is something I can never be." In pain she 

turned away from him and looked at herself in the mirror. 

"No one can kill me, because I am already dead." 

The Vietnamese agent decided to let matters stand as 

they were. "What other news do you have," he asked, as if 

nothing remarkable had transpired between them. 

"The province chief is expecting you. 

"That is not something that I would have expected you 

to know." A slight uneasiness entered his voice. "My 

comings and goings are not something that I should like 

known," he added somewhat gratuitously, "even by a whore." 

"You need not fear me," she replied matter-of-factly. 

"I only know because the Chinese is behind in his payments. 

The province chief sent word that, should you drop in, the 

delinquency should be sent with you. A packet containing 

six thousand dollars is in the owner's safe. I am to give 

it to you." 
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"The proprietor trusts you with the combination?" 

"He is Chinese," she said, regaining her composure. 

"There will be nothing else in the safe, and the Chinese 

will change the combination when he returns tonight." 

The Vietnamese agent's business with the metis was 

concluded a few minutes later with Khac's reluctant 

acceptance of a thick manilla envelope. Such risk was 

anathema to him. Anyone carrying so large an amount of 

currency would be presumed to be a Vietcong courier. If he 

were stopped by American troops, and somehow avoided being 

shot on the spot, he might eventually scheme his way out. 

If he were stopped by the South Vietnamese police, it would 

certainly go much worse for him. The province chief could 

not be implicated. Any man who would dare to do so was 

almost certainly signing his own death warrant. In any 

event, Quang Si Lam would simply deny all knowledge of the 

payoff. The province chief would suffer no monetary loss in 

doing so, and might even double his eventual take, for he 

would immediately demand payment from the bar again. Since 

none of the businesses in Moc Ninh could stay open without 

his protection, a replacement bribe would be paid. For a 

few weeks, the soldiers might pay a little more for their 

beer and the girls might receive a little less for selling 

their bodies, but little else would change. As for his and 

metis' ultimate fate, the whore already had imagined it. In 
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the final analysis, he would have told his captors very 

little, but more than enough to forfeit their lives. Their 

weighted bodies would never be found, not in some shallow 

loop of the Vam Co Dong or anywhere else. 

In actuality, the overly cautious Khac had little need 

for worry, for in the environs of the province capital, 

nothing was less remarkable on a warm weekday afternoon than 

a solitary citizen entering the town by some form of two

wheeled conveyance. The string-wrapped manilla envelope 

that he had so carefully secreted beneath the vespa's seat 

was so minuscule in comparison to the eclectic loads carried 

by the city's other two-wheeling riders that, as he wended 

his way through the central marketplace, he was privately 

embarrassed that he had fretted about the matter at all. 

The Vietnamese agent crossed the Vam Co Dong bridge and 

motored slowly up the long rise leading to the old French 

fort. Just before he reached its thick yellow battlements, 

Khac turned right into the ceremonial main gate of the 

sprawling provincial administration compound. He slowed the 

sputtering vespa momentarily for the standing sentry's 

perfunctory challenge, and without further difficulty drove 

toward the remaining short distance to the province chief's 

headquarters. The buildings that dated from the days of the 

French occupation were sturdily constructed of stuccoed 

brick. The sometimes two-story, always rambling original 
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buildings were uniformly painted the color of pale saffron 

and ornately tiled with red clay roofs. In keeping with 

their mission civilisatrice, the French colonial architects 

had carefully arrayed these structures around open, grassy 

quadrangles and included many park-like vistas in their 

design. Their grand vision of administrative life in 

Indochina had not survived the growing American involvement 

in the Vietnam war. By the late nineteen-sixties dozens of 

haphazardly painted structures of more recent vintage, 

including native-built wooden hootches, prefabricated 

American quonset huts, and canvas-sided temporary buildings, 

had been erected and crammed into virtually every corner of 

the low walled compound. 

The Vietnamese agent brought the vespa to a stop next 

to a malapropos boxwood sapling that had sprung up on the 

margin of the compound's lone remaining green space at a 

point directly opposite the province chief's official 

residence and office. Making sure he was unobserved, Khac 

opened the small storage compartment beneath the lime-green 

vespa's seat and removed the string-wrapped manilla 

envelope, a small combination padlock, and a short length of 

tempered chain. There were few specific locales in Tay Ninh 

province where the circumspect Vietnamese agent felt 

compelled to make special provisions against roving thieves. 

The small courtyard in front of the province chief's villa 
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was certainly one of these and the others were virtually 

anywhere in the vicinity of Moc Ninh village and its modern 

raison d'etre, the American's sprawling Tay Ninh base camp. 

The small arboreal quadrangle in contraposition to the 

two-story, cream-colored villa was too densely planted to 

have ever witnessed the parading of troops. The compound's 

French designers had evidently planned the space as a formal 

garden. While little semblance of this colonial 

extravagance remained, Khac was thankful for the cooling 

shade of the courtyard's many mature boxwood trees and the 

modest cover provided by its low hedges as he made his way 

toward the province chief's office. 

Once inside the villa's formal antechamber, Khac was 

required to announce himself to a pretentious and hopelessly 

ineffectual Vietnamese army lieutenant, who fortunately for 

himself was a distant relative of the province chief. The 

supercilious junior officer would reluctantly write down 

each mendicant's name and the nominal purpose of his visit 

and for several minutes after that continue with the 

redundant paper work at which he excelled. Eventually, 

because he had no authority to do otherwise, the Vietnamese 

lieutenant would refer the supplicant's request for an 

audience to the province chief's aide-de-camp. This higher 

level functionary's job, indeed, was to screen each 

petitioner to the province chief, and he too would pick his 
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own time to tell Quang Si Lam that a visitor was waiting in 

the foyer. The whole ceremonial affair might take as little 

as a half hour, or even several days in some instances, 

during which time those who were dependent on the province 

chief's largess would be expected to wait subserviently in 

the villa's outer rooms and show proper deference to the 

lesser representatives of provincial authority. 

Fortunately for the Vietnamese agent one possible 

avenue of escape from this tedium was available to him. If 

Quang Si Lam happened to remember the approximate time of 

his meeting with his emissary, the lengthy process of the 

province chief's subordinates saving face might be 

foreshortened. Twenty minutes elapsed. The uniformed 

soldier sifted redundantly through the numerous reports on 

his desk. Another five minutes slowly passed. When the 

phone on the lieutenant's desk finally did ring, the young 

officer looked carefully at Khac, as if he were matching a 

post office wall description. The lieutenant listened in 

silence, became grim-faced, nodded hurriedly twice, and 

promptly hung up. With a suddenly discovered measure of 

respect for the patiently waiting man who sat opposite him, 

he said politely and efficiently, "His excellency, the 

Province Chief, will see you in his office now." 

Within his sphere of influence, the nearly six-foot 

tall, barrel-chested, deeply thoughtful Quang Si Lam cut an 
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unmistakable figure. The chief of Tay Ninh province for the 

past five years possessed the physical stature of a typical 

American sergeant, the burly strength of a rawboned Chinese 

peasant, and the facile mind of a lifelong Vietnamese 

soldier and bureaucrat. His palpably ugly face was marred 

by dark serpiginous patches and pockmarked by a lifelong 

affliction with acne so that it looked like the shell

blasted ruins of a burnt-out village. His physique could be 

called neither sinewy nor fragile; his visage could be 

described as neither delicate nor refined. Indeed, nothing 

about him, save an unerring ability to survive the 

vicissitudes of war and life in southeast Asia, was 

typically Vietnamese. 

Like all of South Vietnam's petty regional potentates, 

Quang Si Lam was a man to be feared implicitly by the 

populace, as well as for Khac, a master to be served 

efficiently. With these verities in mind, the Vietnamese 

agent insured that his primary business with the province 

chief was concluded without delay. As the province chief 

counted the money from the manilla envelop, Khac informed 

him of the status of their successful negotiations with the 

Philippine black marketeers. When these dealings were 

concluded to each man's satisfaction, the province chief 

slipped the manilla envelope into a drawer in his desk and 

asked Khac, "What other news do you have for me?" 



"Your excellency has eyes and ears everywhere," Khac 

postured fatuously. "Of what possible value to the 

honorable Quang Si Lam are my poor gleanings." 
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"I am the Tay Ninh province chief," the other replied 

good-naturedly. "Anything that is whispered, anything that 

happens, anything that is thought within the boundaries of 

this province, Khac, is of interest to me." The wily 

Vietnamese agent began with a report of the American force's 

battalion rotations at the Tay Ninh base camp. "Do not 

waste my time with such things," Quang said, angrily 

interrupting him. "I have no time for foolish games. You 

are quite valuable to me, Khac, but do not try my patience." 

"There might be a problem in Xuan Loe village," Khac 

said, shifting directions and venturing a calculated lure. 

At the naming of this particular village the province 

chief, as Khac had counted on him doing, evidenced visible 

concern. "The Americans have assured me the unfortunate 

incident will not be repeated," he said quickly. "The 

attack by the Cobra gunship was an aberration, Quang 

continued, "an inexperienced crew, flying in an area they 

were not familiar with. Reparations will be paid." 

The Vietnamese agent pretended to knowledge of the 

incident. "I did not mean that," he said. "There is a 

problem looming with the village chief." He watched the 

other's face for a reaction. "It concerns me, because I 
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know that the Xuan Loe trade is important," he added with 

great tact, "to the province 1 s economic well-being." 

"Yes," Quang said simply. The province chief skimmed 

up to thirty thousand piasters a month from the village's 

black market trade. Quang's impassive face seemed to reveal 

nothing, but Khac's bait had worked well and he could not 

resist adding, "What sort of problem?" 

"I fear the village chief, old Phan Ai Quoc, is losing 

his nerve." 

"That is not believable." As Khac had expected, the 

province chief rose instantly to the defence of his former 

Viet Minh comrade-in-arms. "The Patriot," Quang said, 

familiarly using the sobriquet accorded to the village chief 

in his youth, "was one of the fiercest fighters for the 

cause." His eyes flashed with pride at the memories of 

bygone days. "Phan Due Thieu, "Ai Quoc," he emphasized, 

"killed many Frenchmen, not simply from ambush or with a 

rifle from afar, but in hand-to-hand combat with the foreign 

devils. I know because I fought beside the Patriot, Ai 

Quoc, in a dozen such battles." 

''Yes," Khac demurred, "but Phan Due Thieu is getting 

old." The Vietnamese agent tactfully advanced his 

arguments. "He was young man, then, and he was fighting to 

unite the nation. His responsibilities are more complex. 

now, his burdens heavier than when he was a simple freedom 
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fighter." 

In the face of Khac's persistence, Quang grew more 

agitated. "Phan and I were both young in those days," he 

retorted. "What can you possibly know of those times?" 

"Only the war stories of my elders," Khac answered 

respectfully. "But in the present," he observed dryly, "I 

am paid to know much." 

"You have set a trap for me, Khac, and I am fallen into 

it." The province chief, his normally swarthy face 

brilliantly flushing with rosacea, moved menacingly toward 

the chair that stood behind his large teak office desk. The 

normally assured Vietnamese agent wondered if he had 

misplayed his hand. The pondering despot slowly settled his 

large frame into the cathedra. From the security of his 

ornately carved, brocade-cushioned, high-backed chair of 

office, like a deliberating medieval prelate, Quang weighed 

his unfaithful courtesan's immediate fate. "Tell me what it 

is you wish me to know," the cuckold finally said, opting 

for gratification of his larcenous leanings, "and be done 

with it." 

"One of his sons is a soldier in the regional forces," 

the relieved agent began, "and the other is a member of the 

people's militia. The former is stationed in Phouc Ninh. 

He is part of the puppet garrison that guards the district 

capital. The later is a path finder for the cause. He 
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meets regular North Vietnamese Army forces and local defense 

forces on one side of the border and escorts them safely to 

the other." 

"There are many Vietnamese family's whose sons have 

chosen different paths to serve the nation," the province 

chief said indifferently. "Surely, what worries you is not 

this foible." 

"No, your excellency," Khac replied with firmness, "the 

problem is the man himself. He has spoken with the other 

village elders of neutralizing the village." The Vietnamese 

agent placed both hands on the desk. "Not a place where 

each side comes and goes in safety," Khac whispered 

conspiratorially, "but a place that both sides must avoid." 

He leaned confidently forward across the desk. "An enclave. 

A separate peace. That is what Phan Ai Quoc seeks." 

The avaricious province chief shifted uncomfortably in 

his seat. "Very little business could be done in such a 

place," he observed dourly. 

"That is what I mean." Sensing nascent success, the 

clever native intelligencer pressed his argument. "The 

Vietcong would not stand for closure of Xuan Loe to their 

troops." Quang worriedly nodded. "They might even send the 

son," the emboldened Khac speculated, "to kill the father." 

"That would solve the problem." The self-satisfied 

province chief rocked back in his seat. "If as you say," 
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Q,uang ruminated, "the Vietcong can solve matters themselves, 

why should I be concerned." The Vietnamese agent smiled 

knowingly, but he did not immediately provide an answer. 

His reluctance to do so moved the smug Quang to reconsider 

the issue. "I still cannot see that our interests are 

jeopardized," he said after several minutes thought, "by an 

old man's futile desire to make a private peace." 

"What would happen, your excellency," Khac asked, "if 

Xuan Lac's village chief was assassinated." 

The province chief answered without hesitation. "I 

would pick a more compliant man for the job." The seated 

official retrieved the manilla envelop from his desk, 

withdrew a meaty fistful of bills, and waived the loose cash 

in the air. "I can persuade the Phouc Ninh district chief," 

he confided confidently, tossing some of the bills across 

the desk in the direction of his confederate, "to appoint my 

choice of a successor in the dead village chief's place." 

"Everything would continue as before." 

"Of course." 

The Vietnamese agent retrieved the strewn currency. 

"What if the Americans," Khac ventured softly, making a 

melodramatic show of returning the scattered bills to the 

envelope, "do not see the situation in Xuan Loe so simply?" 

"What do you mean?" 

"Perhaps the American forces stationed at the Tay Ninh 
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base camp would step up operations in the Xuan Loe area," 

Khac replied trenchantly, "or seek to change the boundaries 

of their free fire zone to encompass Xuan Loe village and 

its four hamlets." 

The province chief's ample brow wrinkled in annoyance. 

"I would, as before," he said, unconsciously fingering the 

flap of the re-fattened envelope, "talk them out of it." 

"The American battalion commander will be different 

this time." The coldly designing agent had begun his report 

to the province chief with Co Thi's information for just 

this reason. "A new American officer is always eager to 

establish a fighting reputation for his troops." Khac 

paused. He made sure that Quang was watching his eyes. The 

agent glanced deliberately at the manilla envelope resting 

beneath the other's fingers. "There remains a possibility," 

he said, "that the new officer cannot be persuaded by you." 

The province chief's reply was adamant. "The free fire 

zone's borders are not going to change." 

"Because Saigon is involved." 

The province chief slammed a ham-handed fist on the 

desk. "Because bargains have been struck and monies paid." 

The younger conspiratorialist ignored the older man's 

banal show of force. "Other considerations," he asserted 

snidely, "may prove more persuasive this time." 

The province chief's hubristic voice rose several 
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decibels and his tone grew palpably harsh. "Beware Khac," 

Quang warned him, "you venture too far." 

The fateful moment of denouement toward which Khac had 

been steadily building had arrived, and the determined 

conspirator would not be deterred from his purpose. "I 

refer, of course," he brazened with calculated abandon, "to 

considerations of military duty and personal honor." 

The object of Khac's seemingly reckless abuse tensed in 

his seat like a lion readying his spring. "I will not 

tolerate this." 

"There are certain Americans in Tay Ninh province," the 

Vietnamese agent boldly persevered in his own cause, "who 

would seize any pretext to raze the village to the ground, 

to eliminate Xuan Loe and its four hamlets forever, to wipe 

all traces of it off the map." 

"At last, Khac, my exasperating friend," the province 

chief proclaimed, excitedly clapping one hand to a meaty 

thigh, "this is the news you have for me." 

The Vietnamese agent grinned broadly in victory. "The 

Special Forces B-32 command and control team commander, has 

become determined to eliminate the Xuan Loe salient in the 

free fire zone. The newly-arrived Phoenix team leader has 

convinced him that, if the Xuan Loe nha que are relocated, 

the flow of Vietcong soldiers and supplies into Tay Ninh 

province will be greatly reduced." 
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"They are right, of course." 

"The combination of the two men is powerful," Khac 

warned. "If together they should persuade ...• 0 

The ruminating panjandrum, who did not often need 

pictures drawn for him, waived a hand dismissively. "Your 

news is important." 

"I was confident," Khac avouched, "that Quang Si Lam 

would appreciate the intricacy of the dilemma that I fear is 

facing the province." 

"Certainly, I understand it," the province chief 

replied. "The problem of the moment is that I cannot see 

what there is for me to do." 

"Visit with the American commanders about their 

concerns," Khac patiently instructed him. "The American 

officers are naive. If they believe that Tay Ninh's 

province chief is addressing the Xuan Loe situation as a 

Vietnamese matter, it is possible that they will not see the 

need to handle it as an American one." 

"Your suggestion is reasonable." 

"You would lose nothing in the bargain." 

"I will consider you strategy, and make my own 

decision." 

"Of course," Khac bowed. 

"Now be off with you," the province chief said, 

summarily dismissing his misbegotten emissary. "You have 
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taken up too much valuable time with your idle women's 

gossip." 

The Vietnamese agent left province chief's compound 

satisfied that he had achieved his own ends. Khac retrieved 

the lime-green vespa, and, after caching the Moc Ninh 

whore's incriminating note in a convenient dead drop, drove 

the remaining distance to the nearby P.R.U. compound. Once 

inside the smaller compound he briefly visited with the 

Phoenix team's commander and was introduced by him to a 

second, newly in-country officer. The two American officers 

prodded Khac urgently for new information about confirmed 

members of the cadre. To placate the Phoenix team 

commander, who also was one of his ostensible employers, the 

Vietnamese agent speculated idly first about one and then 

another possible cadre target. 

"Do you have any confirmed targets for us now?" Carmody 

demanded. 

"There is one person," the enigmatic Khac began 

hesitatingly, "but nothing is sure." 

"Who?" Carmody asked. 

"The village chief at Xuan Loe," Khac volunteered. 

"Does he have a name?" The question sarcastic in tone, 

and not unexpectedly it originated with the second American 

officer. 

"That's all I wish to say, Lieutenant Arsenault," Khac 
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replied coldly. "The man is being invest i gated now. If 

it's ultimately proven that he's a Vietcong sympathizer, I 

assure you, he will have a name." 

"I'd like to know a little more right now," Carmody 

interjected forcefully, betraying more than passing interest 

in the suspect. "Why is this man being investigated?" In 

words and appearance Khac manifestly conveyed his reluctance 

to reveal anything more, and so by his calculated diffidence 

rendered the two American officers all the more curious. 

"Go ahead, Khac," Carmody firmly ordered him, "tell us 

what you know now." The equally determined Vietnamese 

agent, although he apologized too profusely, adamantly 

refused the clear directive. "Some Americans worry about 

their Vietnamese friends," Carmody threatened obliquely, 

"when these friends hold things back." 

"The man is old. He has a family," Khac said, 

momentarily maintaining his refusal to say more. "I would 

not want harm to come unnecessarily to him." 

A third voice peevishly demanded to be heard. "Didn't 

you understand the Captain's order?" 

The Vietnamese agent's face colored at the junior 

officer's impertinent remark, but otherwise Khac remained in 

full control of the situation and his own emotions. The 

senior American officer moved quickly to rescue the 

situation. "Quit stalling, Khac," Carmody said gently, "it 
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makes the new men nervous." 

The Phoenix team commander's ploy allowed the offended 

Vietnamese agent to save face. "Phan Ai Quoc is the name he 

uses," Khac willingly announced. "He is called 'the 

Patriot' by the old ones." 

"The old ones?" Carmody mused aloud. 

"His comrades-in-arms from the days when the Vietminh 

brought the French colonialists to defeat and shame." The 

Vietnamese agent was unstinting in his praise. "In his 

youth Phan Ai Quoc was a great warrior, a hero of the 

people's struggle to unite the nation." 

The irrepressible junior officer, who by now should 

have known better, could not resist speaking out. He 

ventured, "It's a cinch he's Vietcong today." 

"It is hardly the same thing at all." The more 

experienced American commander stepped in quickly to 

explain. "The vast majority of Vietnamese people supported 

the Vietminh in their determination to unite the nation. 

Only the mandarins and merchants as a class, and a few 

individual traitors and cowards among the people, supported 

the French in those days." 

"Thank you, Captain," the Vietnamese agent politely 

said, as he tilted his head ever so slightly in the 

speaker's direction. 

The callow officer, whose willingness to be heard on 
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this day exceeded his ability to listen, stubbornly 

persisted. "Okay, so what is he?" 

In what Khac hoped his host would take as a show of 

remarkable patience, the Vietnamese proceeded to answer the 

boorish junior officer. "By all the reports reaching me," 

Khac said affably enough, "Phan Ai Quoc is an able 

administrator, a respected elder of the village, and a loyal 

subject of the Saigon government." 

"Then why has he come under suspicion?" 

"The Xuan Loe village chief has two sons. The elder is 

a Vietcong collaborator. His opposition to the Saigon 

government is well known." 

"And the younger?" Carmody asked. 

"A sergeant in the Phouc Ninh garrison who has wheedled 

his way into the confidence of the district chief, Le Due 

Tong." 

"And the Vietnamese secret police suspect what?" 

"That the youngest son is an infiltrator." 

"All three of them," Arsenault exclaimed reactively. 

"Communists! Can you believe it?" The young lieutenant's 

apparent rush to an irrevocable judgment was offered by him 

less as a tightly reasoned conclusion and more as a 

reasonable question to be considered. "The man's whole damn 

family," he added unwittingly a moment later, when no one 

else had chosen to speak, extending his original presumption 
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of the family's guilt. The Phoenix team leader, who 

remained sorely vexed by his friend's earlier outbursts, 

opted to ignore this latest one. The Vietnamese agent, who 

instantly recognized the danger that any close examination 

of the lieutenant's shaky presumptions posed to his own 

ultimate purposes, acted quickly to lead their conversation 

down a conveniently confirming line of evidence. 

"Do you know what 'Ai Quoc' means?" Khac said, subtly 

guiding the exchange away from the vital question that the 

inexperienced officer had come perilously near formulating. 

"'The Patriot'," Carmody compliantly chimed in, 

recalling the Vietnamese agent's warmly spoken paean to the 

old warrior. 

"Your expanding knowledge of the Vietnamese language 

honors me," Khac said, continuing to ingratiate himself with 

the Phoenix team's leader. "It is a valuable asset that too 

few American officers bother to acquire." 

"Phan Ai Quoc." The Xuan Loe village chief's 

sobriquet rolled off Carmody's tongue like the familiar 

initial line of an almost remembered prayer. 

"To be called 'the Patriot' was the greatest honor that 

could befall a man. It meant that he was a true hero of the 

struggle, a spiritual brother of Ho Chi Minh, the father of 

the nation." 

The lights for Carmody suddenly went on. "Ho Chi 



Minh." 

"Yes," Khac said smiling. 

"Nguyen Ai Quoc was his nom de guerre." 

"One of many." 

"Perhaps your suspicions, Khac, are warranted." 

"It would be rash for you to think so." Having 
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successfully planted the nettle of suspicion in the American 

officers' minds, the Vietnamese agent hastened to distance 

himself from responsibility for any flowers that might 

spring from the prickly weed. "All that I have told about 

Phan Ai Quoc is speculative. Idle women's gossip. Men's 

lies." 

Carmody finished the informer's warning mantra for him. 

"Spread out of malice or for hidden possible gain." 

"I have a special warning for you this time." 

Carmody's blue eyes narrowed in anticipation. "Yes." 

"I wish you both to remember," the Vietnamese agent 

said in utter seriousness, "that everything that I have told 

you today about Phan Ai Quoc was compelled from me by your 

physical threats against me." 

"That's unwarranted, Khac," Carmody retorted heatedly. 

"For the Phoenix program to work," he added, "trust is 

required of both of us." 

The undeterred Vietnamese agent forcefully reasserted 

his accusation and repeated the warning. "You are right, of 
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forget about this man for now." 
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He acknowledged the other's concession with another 

polite bow. "I have shared a dangerous confidence with 

you," the Vietnamese said, pushing for additional 

assurances. "I trust that the name, Phan Ai Quoc, will not 

be reported to your headquarters or repeated outside of this 

compound." 

"You have our words on that," Carmody said, extending 

an open hand to the agent. "We will not target Phan Ai 

Quoc, or his sons, absent a further meeting or without the 

usual confirmations from you." 

"Good," Khac said. 

Upon leaving his meeting with the American officers, 

and after retrieving Co Thi's note, the Vietnamese agent 

motored leisurely through the bustling city's marketplace. 

Without seeming pattern in his movements or worry for the 

increasing heat of day, the ubiquitous eavesdropper paused 

briefly to exchange everyday pleasantries with each 

individual vendor whose path he deliberately crossed. Of 

each humble commodities merchant, hustling roadside 

restaurateur, and hawking stall seller, Khac asked the same 

simple question. "What news, friend, what news for me?" By 

periodically donning the fool's cap in this way, Khac 

deliberately encouraged the libelously outrageous gossip 



that circulated freely about his activities. It was an open 

secret among the ordinary citizens of Tay Ninh City that 

Khac Thai Chuyen was well paid by the American Special 

Forces to gather information about Vietcong activities 

wherever he could and to recruit native sources to spy for 

them. These normally perceptive members of the South 

Vietnamese citizenry, irrespective of their own private 

political leanings, marked Khac for what he appeared, an 

industrious exploiter of his fellow men's foibles, a shallow 

opportunist who was never to be trusted, an all too obvious 

traitor to the country of his birth, and ultimately a man 

devoid of all honor or personal merit in their eyes. They 

believed with equal fervor that Khac also ran the largest 

assembly of secret native agents that the Americans had in 

the field. In almost every corner of Tay Ninh province, 

these good citizens told themselves, someone with as little 

honor as Khac lurked, who for a folded twenty piaster note 

would tell the Americans' paid intelligencer something 

hidden about themselves; and whether the information was 

true or not, they also feared that Khac would embellish upon 

it and ultimately pass along this mixture of truth and lies 

about them to his American handlers. The wonder among these 

people was that Khac had not been assassinated long ago by 

the Vietcong, and the popular explanation concocted by them 

for this manifest aberration was that his activities were a 
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great boon to their cause. As long as the Americans relied 

on Khac's vast network of bogus informants and his steady 

stream of falsified reports, the ordinary people of Tay Ninh 

said, the Americans would never bother to create an 

effective intelligence network of their own. 

In the middle of the afternoon the Vietnamese agent 

stopped at a sidewalk cafe. Taking a table in the rear, he 

ordered a bowl of hot sticky rice and followed it with some 

cooling bits of sliced fruit. When he had finished the 

simple meal, Khac left the cafe and strolled a short 

distance up the dusty avenue to the place where a native 

barber had set up a folding chair beneath the shade of a 

sheltering boxwood tree. The ancient practitioner's regular 

patrons were usually older Vietnamese men, who haggled 

interminably over his minuscule fee, with an occasional off

duty American soldier, who typically overpaid for his 

services, thrown into the mix for leavening. The old 

barber, who had observed Khac leaving the cafe, hurriedly 

doused his latest tonsorial faineant in choking clouds of 

white talcum dust. "Come, my friend," he called out, "I'm 

almost finished with this worthless one." To the surprise 

of his Vietnamese patron, the barber accepted the former's 

first offer of payment without argument. The barber 

motioned for Khac to sit down. "I can take you now," he 

said warmly, placing half his normal fee into the makeshift 
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money box that he kept beneath the chair. 

The Vietnamese agent did not ask the man for news. A 

small grey monkey was chained to a low limb of the tree. 

With little to do, the bored male monkey played with 

himself, chattering loudly at passing Vietnamese bystanders 

who stopped periodically to stare at his vain erections. 

"Aiyee," the barber yelled, occasionally swatting at 

the monkey. 

"Give him something to eat," Khac finally suggested. 

The old man dropped a small green banana into an red 

clay pot and handed the vessel to the monkey. "This will 

keep him busy for the rest of the day." The facile animal 

immediately thrust his hand into the cavity. He grasped the 

fruit in his fist, but the urn's mouth effectively prevented 

him from extracting the treasure. 

"He will not let go until the sun sets," the laughing 

barber said, "and he cannot remove his hand until he does." 

"The Americans have the same problem in Vietnam," Khac 

observed dryly. "Like your monkey, my friend, the 

imperialists believe that an easy victory is within their 

grasp. But, until they relinquish hope of this impossible 

prize, the country will never let them go." 

The barber laughed heartily and soon finished trimming 

the Vietnamese agent's hair. Amid the usual flourish of 

talcum, Khac approved the barber's work, paid him, and left. 
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The barber separated Co Thi's handwritten note from the 

bills that Khac had handed him and placed the currency into 

the cigar money box that rested the folding chair. An 

American soldier, a black private, stood closely by watching 

the monkey. "Come, my friend," the old man called out, 

casually burying Thi's note in a shirt pocket. "I can take 

you now." 

In somewhat of a press for time, Khac rapidly sped out 

of Tay Ninh City retracing his earlier route. According to 

the instructions that he had received by courier the prior 

evening in Xuan Loe, the Vietnamese agent had barely enough 

time to keep his next to last appointment, and still manage 

to arrive back in the district capital at the appointed hour 

of his final rendezvous. Along the straight stretch from 

Tay Ninh City to Phouc Ninh the road bent only once. As he 

neared this appointed spot, Khac eased the lime-green vespa 

to a halt. Alighting to the ground alongside a large patch 

of water reeds, he removed the vespa's motor cowling and 

pulled a spark plug wire loose. Several minutes passed as 

Khac haphazardly busied himself with the engine. A young 

stranger in a mollusk-shaped hat and black pajamas rose 

silently from his hiding place in the reeds beside the road. 

"Can I help you fix something," the stranger said. 

"In the shadow of Nui Ba Den," Khac said 

philosophically, "the lone traveler is at risk." 
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"The sacred mountain protects those who travel with 

comrades," the unknown man replied appropriately. 

Together for ten minutes the two Vietnamese men talked 

quietly while appearing to work on the motor. When their 

dialogue reached its natural end, the stranger reconnected 

the spark plug wire. 

"There," he said, "I believe your problem has fixed 

itself." 

On his arrival in Phouc Ninh, Khac drove directly to 

the district military headquarters in the main square of the 

town. The Vietnamese sergeant, Phan Due Choi, was waiting 

for him. The two unlikely companions quickly stored Khac's 

two-wheeler inside the building, borrowed a jeep from the 

district motor pool, and drove rapidly out of town. The two 

on-duty regional forces' sentries at the western edge of 

Phuoc Ninh waived a casual greeting at the jeep as the oddly 

matched couple motored past their mud outpost. 

"I see Khac has taken our advice," the burly sentry 

remarked to his smaller companion. 

"How's that?" 

"When the villain takes his Cambodian whore to bed 

tonight," the first sentry commented crudely, "he'll have 

the sergeant with him." 

"Yes, yes, for protection!" 

"More likely, for procreation." 
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"No. I mean Khac's ego is immense." 

"I don't follow you." 
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"I mean the villain will try to fuck both of them." 

Although more than an hour remained before sunset, the 

highly agitated Phan Due Choi drove the jeep rapidly, his 

brown eyes scouring the rutted dirt road ahead for makeshift 

barriers or telltale patches recently turned earth. The 

youthful sergeant clutched the jeep's steering wheel in a 

death grip, and he struggled to keep the madly gyrating 

vehicle to the exact center of the two-wheel track. 

"Slow down," Khac complained to him frequently. "I've 

got good feelings about this trip." 

The oxcart track between Phouc Ninh and the village of 

Xuan Loe was controlled by the Vietcong at night and swept 

for mines only once a week. The worried sergeant was 

determined to cover the seven kilometers of ground between 

the two places in the least time possible. "If I must die 

making this foolish trip, Khac, I intend to make the 

Vietcong work for their success." 

The incompatible pair completed the trip without 

incident. When the time-consuming formalities of Khac's 

official greeting and a subsequent ceremonial meal with the 

village chief's family were over, Phan Due Thieu bade his 

wife and his two smallest children leave. The young boy, 
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who looked to Khac about fifteen, and the girl, who appeared 

five years younger, were the gifts of the village chief's 

old age, and he doted on them beyond reasonable measure. 

When the two children stubbornly resisted leaving his 

presence, the old Vietminh fighter found it equally 

impossible to resist their pleas for attention. He humbly 

begged Khac's indulgence and entertained the two children 

for a few minutes more. Then reluctantly admonishing the 

young man to behave with the maturity of his years and 

giving the smaller girl a split piece of sweet cane to suck, 

he sent his two youngest children off with their mother to 

sleep in safety elsewhere in the village. 

"When you visited our village last, Khac Thai Chuyen," 

the village chief took it upon himself to begin, "you stated 

that certain important matters existed that you wished only 

to discuss with me in the presence of my two eldest sons. 

You are an important man in Tay Ninh province, so even if 

ordinary courtesy had not demanded that I comply with your 

request, the caution that has always attended my decisions 

in difficult matters would have argued that I do so." 

"I am not offended, Phan Ai Quoc," Khac politely 

interjected, "by the uneasiness that you feel." 

"The request itself," the village chief continued 

undeterred, "I found most strange. A rash man might have 

interpreted your request," he said, adding the interjection, 
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"I suppose I dare not call it a demand, as an insult to his 

authority .••. " 

"I meant no such insult." 

"Or," the determined village chief pressed onward with 

his thought, "an intrusion into the private domain of an old 

man's family." 

"I am neither, as you are, Phan Ai Quoc, a father nor a 

leader of men." The habitually polite old warrior 

acknowledged Khac's compliment with a bow. "I am only a 

humble servant," the agent for emphasis, "who dutifully 

attempts to follow the instructions he is given." 

"So surely, Khac Thai Chuyen," the village chief said, 

seizing upon Khac's words and deftly changing terms himself, 

"since your master's demand is so unusual, I must believe 

his reasons are important ones." 

"That is for you to decide, Phan Ai Quoc," the 

Vietnamese agent replied noncommittally, "but only when you 

hear them." 

"You required of me that my two eldest sons be present 

when we met. My second-born son, Phan Due Choi, is here." 

"That is so." 

"My firstborn son, Phan Due Kim, is not." 

"That also is so." 

"I have made a father's request of him," the village 

chief said. "I can give you no assurance, Khac Thai Chuyen, 
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that my son will comply with my request that he meet ton ight 

with us." 

The sympathetic Vietnamese agent, pleading his own 

willingness to wait for Phan Due Kim's arrival and the 

absolute prohibition he faced against proceeding in the 

son's absence, patiently reassured the old Vietminh warrior, 

"I am confident that the eldest son of Phan Ai Quoc will 

honor his noble father's request." 

The stymied village chief summoned a messenger into the 

hootch and sent the man away with new instructions for his 

wife. When the aged crone returned to darkened hootch, she 

bore a white, fired-clay pipe with her. The old woman knelt 

respectfully before her husband and with practiced hands 

kneaded a small globule of material in the bowl. When all 

her preparations were in readiness, the ancient wife 

efficiently lit the opium pipe, formally handed it over to 

her husband, and silently withdrew from three men's 

presence. 

The old Vietnamese warrior held the pipe and drew the 

aromatic smoke into his lungs. Then he offered the 

luxuriantly fuming bowl to his quest who obligingly took it 

from him. The Vietnamese agent, who did not include opium 

smoking among his vices, inhaled a shallow draft of scent

laden smoke. The waiting men passed several hours in this 

manner, periodically refilling and passing the clay pipe 
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back and forth among themselves. As the cooling night 

drifted slowly toward morning, the three unlikely companions 

shared the melodious living cacophony of the Vietnamese 

evening, the mesmerizing drumbeat of their own slow 

breathing, and the mindscaping pleasures of the opiate 

pustule as they patiently awaited the appearance of the 

village chief 1 s missing son. 

Of the three Khac Thai Chuyen alone, declining the pipe 

more often than he accepted it, carefully noted the passage 

of time. In the early hours of the morning, at the time 

Khac had always expected his appearance, Phan Due Choi 

dutifully emerged on the scene. "I did not know if you 

would come," Phan Ai Quoc remarked, rising stiffly to greet 

his eldest son, "but I am pleased that you have chosen to 

honor your father." 

"Sit down," he directed, "and share the pleasures of 

the pipe with us." 

"I will not," the son said insolently. 

"Your rudeness dishonors you." 

"I came as I was directed," he replied stridently. The 

village chief 1 s eldest son wore an infantry soldier's 

webbing over his black pajamas. In his folded arms, he 

loosely cradled a fully loaded AK-47 automatic rifle. "Why 

does my father require me," continued insolently, "to meet 

with these two traitors?" 
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Hoping to diffuse the building difficulty of their 

situation, the village chief melodramatically reseated 

himself between the Vietnamese agent and his second-born 

son. "It is a wise man who learns to take time for life's 

smaller pleasures," he said without rancor, "and a wiser one 

still who learns to listen to the opinions of others before 

he renders own his judgments." 

"The avarice of this American lackey is well known," 

the uncowed eldest son replied. "So, too," he added, 

casting a menacing glower in his younger brother's 

direction, "is the traitorous allegiance of this one." 

"I have not come to argue politics with you, Phan Due 

Choi." The Vietnamese agent importuned the soldier to seat 

himself. "I have come to warn your father of great danger. 

The Vietnamese agent's measured voice rose in pitch. "I 

have come to entreat with Phan Ai Quoc's son's to urge their 

father to act with circumspection." With manufactured 

impatience, Khac angrily motioned again for the prodigal son 

to seat himself. "Your harsh words and belligerent attitude 

serve neither your own political ends nor your father's 

welfare," the Vietnamese agent concluded, "and your 

obstinate tardiness has endangered us all." 

"What is this danger?" Phan Ai Quoc asked calmly. 

"Yes, spy, tell us." The pajama-clad freedom fighter 

set his weapon on the ground within easy reach of his left 
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hand and lowered himself into a cross-legged seated position 

on the opposite side of the hootch from the other three men. 

The sergeant sleepily weighed in. "Yes, at last, tell 

us .. 

"You have grown too cautious in your old age," Khac 

said, beginning his warning with an impudently-phrased 

accusation. "It is your timidity, old man, that endangers 

you." 

"This is a riddle," the village chief said. 

"You are not the patriot you once were," Khac continued 

imperiously. "You think too much about the few years of 

life that remain to you. You worry too much about the 

impact of the war on your village, and what will become your 

family when you are no longer alive to protect them." 

"These are every old man's cares." 

"I hear these accusations from many mouths." 

"What else do my accusers tell you." 

The Vietnamese agent chose his next words carefully. 

"The Vietcong will never allow the council of village elders 

allow you to limit their access to this village." 

"The council of village elders," Phan Ai Quoc replied 

narrowly, "has made no such decision." 

"But you, Phan Ai Quoc," the Vietnamese intelligencer 

said, crooking an accusing finger at him, "have twice 

strongly urged such a decision before the council." The old 
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Vietminh warrior lowered his eyes to the opium pipe that he 

still held in his hands, and he made no denial of the 

accusation. 

Your second-born son, Phan Due Kim," Khac said harshly, 

temporarily shifting the aim of his attack, "importunes Le 

Due Tong daily to garrison the village." 

"Traitor," the eldest son cried out .. 

The Vietnamese sergeant weakly defended himself. "I 

have spoken with the district chief several times, yes, but 

always in private, father, and always with Le Due Tang's 

strictest promise of confidence." 

"Fool," the eldest muttered. 

"What Phan Due Kim says is true," Khac continued, "and 

Le Due Tong has been true to his word." 

"You waste our time with needless riddles, spy," Phan 

Due Choi complained. "Reveal what you know now," he added 

angrily, "or, I swear, I will kill you where you sit." 

"Le Due Tong is a greedy man with expensive habits. 

For several months running, the Phouc Ninh district chief 

has withheld ever greater amounts of tribute from his 

master. To hide his own quilt, he has reported to Quang Si 

Lam that the border villages in his district are holding 

back monies from him." 

"He is a liar," Phan Ai Quoc erupted. "We have sent 

the full amount each month." 
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"That hardly matters," Khac explained. "Le Due Tho is 

under extreme pressure to increase the flow of revenues in 

his district, and worse still for all of us, he foolishly 

has asked the province chief to garrison troops in Xuan Loe 

and several other border villages in his district." The 

Vietnamese agent turned accusingly toward the village 

chief's second-born son. "Is that not so, Phan Due Kim?" 

"Such a letter did go out last week," Phan Due Kim 

admitted, under the piercing gaze of his father and eldest 

brother. "The clerk who typed it for Le Due Tong was 

foolish enough to show it to me." 

The Vietnamese agent directed his next question to the 

village chief's eldest son. "How would the people's militia 

react to the introduction of puppet troops into Xuan Loe, or 

into the other important border villages in Phuoc Ninh 

district?" 

"We would follow orders." 

"Do not trifle with me," Khac snapped. "What would 

those orders be?" 

"We would be ordered to attacked the puppet troops." 

"And, what else," Khac demanded viciously. 

"To make examples of those responsible," he admitted. 

"You know what that means, Phan Ai Quoc, don't you?" 

But as if he didn't, the Vietnamese agent viciously spelled 

out the threat. "Public disembowelment and beheading for 
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you; your wife, sons, and small children made to watch your 

agony; the rape of your wife and little daughter before your 

eyes; and life of poverty and dishonor for any member of 

your family who survives." 

"You exceed yourself, Khac Thai Chuyen," the old 

Vietminh warrior said, "mind well whose roof you are under." 

"Such things have happened before, Phan Ai Quoc, and 

they will again." The unrepentant Vietnamese agent turned 

again to the eldest son. "If they happened in Xuan Loe, 

Phan Due Choi, what would the American advisors do?" 

"They would respond in their usual ways." 

"And what are their usual ways?" 

"Special Forces advisors would be sent to Xuan Loe," he 

theorized. "The Americans would reinforce the village's 

garrison, strengthen its fortifications, and patrol its 

approaches." 

"Exactly so," Khac said. As before a council of 

elders, the Vietnamese agent rose and stood before them. 

"At this moment in history, Phan Ai Quoc, Xuan loc is very 

important to many people. It is important to the Vietcong 

because it lies at the head of a human highway that leads 

from Tay Ninh through Hau Nghia straight into the heart of 

Saigon. It is important to the Tay Ninh province and Phouc 

Ninh district chiefs because Xuan Loe is the richest and 

most important source of their personal fortunes. It is 
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even important to the Americans, if only because as a 

nominally pacified area they can mark it in blue on the 

maps." 

"I understand all this." 

"I do not think you do," Khac retorted. "The village 

of Xuan Loe cannot afford the luxury of being one thing or 

another. As its chief, Phan Ai Quoc must insure that Xuan 

Loe remains a netherworld where all parties pass unfettered 

and in relative safety from one another." 

"I have always done so." 

"Your talk of change has upset the status quo," Khac 

asserted. "It cannot continue any longer without dire 

consequences." 

"I will not be threatened by you." 

"Phan Ai Quoc's sons can afford blind loyalties because 

they are naive young men and their responsibilities are few. 

You are no longer young, Phan Ai Quoc, and you cannot 

continue to be irresponsible. Your deeds and words must 

assure the Vietcong, as well as representatives of the 

Saigon government and their foreign allies, that you are 

still the patriot you once were. You must be an ally, a 

servant, and a betrayer of both at once." 

"How am I to follow your advice?" the old Vietminh 

warrior said, without offering the Vietnamese agent an 

immediate reply. "I am met tonight in the presence of my 
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two sons, whose loyalties to me and to their separate causes 

I know," he said, after several minutes of thought, "and a 

stranger, a man of no little importance and great many 

faces, but a man of whose real loyalties I know l ittle." 

Each of my sons is loyal to the land of his birth, but for 

all that, their individual choices have made them mortal 

enemies." 

"My loyalties are not the issue," the agent 

interjected. 

"It was easy in my youth to believe we could defeat the 

Colonialists," Phan Ai Quoc continued without pause. "The 

French were despised by all the Vietnamese people, even by 

those who collaborated with them, during the two hundred 

years they ruled and despoiled the nation. But the 

Americans are a different matter. They are even more 

overbearing than the French, but they come as allies of an 

independent government of South Vietnam. They are immensely 

more powerful militarily and more wealthy than the French 

ever hoped to be." The old man turned to his eldest son and 

said sadly, "I do not think that you will defeat them. The 

American army, like the French before them, must be defeated 

in some great battle, but I do not think that will happen in 

my lifetime." 

"Father, no!" Phan Due Choi exclaimed. 

"Yes, at last!" his brother exalted. 
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"I cannot follow your advice, Khac," Phan Ai Quoc said. 

"I can no longer have the stomach to play one side off 

against the other." 

"Father, you must not," Choi pleaded. 

"Yes, you must," Kim countered 

"The fateful day has come, my sons, when Xuan Loe must 

choose its fate." The old Vietminh warrior rose to his feet 

and embraced each of his sons in turn. "I will make my 

recommendations to Xuan Lac's elders, and the council of 

elders will make whatever decision it feels must be made." 

"It's your choice," Khac said simply, "and your fate." 



Chapter V 

I SAW SATAN LAUGHING WITH DELIGHT 

The American officer lolled indolently on his sagging, 

sweat-soaked canvas bunk in the steaming hot sauna that 

passed for the commanding officer's quarters in the 

sweltering P.R.U. villa. It was noonday pot time in Tay 

Ninh City, that drowsy segment of the Asian afternoon 

between midday and three o'clock when the serene Vietnamese 

countryside and the savage warfare that ravaged it, slowed 

noticeably from their luxuriant, bustling paces. In his own 

initial trying weeks in-country, as a similarly eager young 

officer Carmody like Arsenault now had waged many sharp wars 

of words with his Vietnamese counterparts over the seemingly 

dissolute practice. The idling Special Forces officer had 

changed his mind about a lot of things in the past three 

years. Not the least of these alterations was the current 

high regard in which he held the established native custom 

of pot time. The practice, which all of his rigorous 

stateside training contradicted and which as a green 

American infantry lieutenant he once had condemned out of 

hand, now seemed an eminently reasonable, thoroughly 

civilized, and entirely necessary response to the insane 

turmoil of war in the Asian outback. 

360 
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Twenty days had elapsed since Lieutenant Arsenault had 

been dropped summarily on his doorstep in Tay Ninh province. 

The daily changes in his friend had grown more palpable with 

each sweltering day's tedium and each humid night's deadly 

foray into the sleeping village heartlands of the enemy. 

After the first violent shock of his initial mission, the 

only son of Jack Arsenault had pulled himself together and 

thrown himself, body and soul, into the barbarous, bloody 

work of the assassination team. In his brief three-week 

stint in-country, the eager, young lieutenant, like an altar 

taper that mistakenly had been made to smolder at two ends, 

had become an avid student, not just of the bestial arts of 

counterinsurgency warfare, but also of the ancient land 

itself, the unexpectedly warm natives of Vietnam, and their 

invariably strange, non-Occidental ways of coping with war 

and everyday life in equal measure. There was still much 

about Vietnam that the young heir-to-be to one Texas' 

budding fortunes could not begin to fathom, but to carmody's 

surprise and pleasure the son of Jack Arsenault was learning 

more quickly than any newly in-country soldier that Carmody 

had ever tutored. so far, however, the industrious, 

virtually hyperactive Arsenault had resisted succumbing to 

the Asian custom of a midday break in all human endeavors. 

On this particular day, as he had on one other day, the 
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young lieutenant had asked Carmody's permission to take the 

team's new jeep for a solo ride out to the Cao Dai temple. 

Over the past three weeks the young lieutenant had become 

especially friendly with the diminutive Sister Phuong; and 

in consequence, he inevitably had adopted her irresistible 

horde of almond-eyed, Asian orphans as his personal 

reclamation project in the war. The Special Forces captain 

felt sure personally that the accidental murders of the two 

youthful village bystanders in the course of Arsenault's 

first mission lay behind his current interest in the 

orphans. While Arsenault bore no guilt in that earlier 

needless loss of life, Carmody was equally sure that the 

lieutenant's awareness of his own innocence in the matter 

had not prevented him from taking a portion of it on 

himself. Indecent incidents often happened in war, without 

it particularly being any single person's fault, and 

completely innocent people often lost their lives because of 

them. The trick each soldier had to master for himself was 

to learn to put these things out of his mind and go on the 

next mission. His childhood friend and former college 

roommate, like a pubescent teenage daughter who, believing 

she has been sent abroad by her father to study, finds to 

her horror that she has been sold into a lifelong servitude 

of white slavery, had found within his character the courage 

to go on with the mission; but, in Carmody's opinion, he had 
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not been able to put the violent, wholly unconscionable 

deaths of the two innocent children aside. If it made the 

young lieutenant feel better to lavish attention and 

generosity on Sister Phuong's surrogate waifs, Carmody 

daydreamed, it was a harmless therapeutic diversion, and a 

far better one than he had adopted for himself. 

It seemed inconceivable based on his quarrelsome run-in 

with Rudy Kortan that the entirety of Bob Arsenault's short 

stay with Carmody's Tay Ninh Phoenix team could have passed 

without any further communication from his superior. But, 

strangely, that was precisely what had transpired, and 

Carmody, who knew enough to leave such sleeping dragons lie, 

without asking permission of his superior had scheduled the 

visiting lieutenant to leave for Saigon the next day's 

midmorning courier flight. 

A selection of currently popular music from a slowly 

revolving open reel TEAC tape deck wafted gently into 

carmody's room from the separate cubical, slightly apart 

from the radio room they each monitored, where Ortiz was 

dutifully writing his daily letter to his fiancee. The 

young woman lived in Austin and the pair was to be married 

when Ortiz's current tour ended and he returned on leave to 

the states. The constant overlay of popular music and news 

imported by the U.S. Armed Forces Radio from back in the 

world, together with the more selective, individual choices 
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of taped albums by the popular rock-and-roll artists of the 

day, arising from a half dozen separate electronic sources 

in the P.R.U. villa, filled his men's tedious off-duty 

hours. The blaring music reminded them of the world they 

had left behind and temporarily drowned out the world they 

were in. The haunting music of his distant homeland was 

every American soldier's way of escaping the 'Nam. The 

frugal commander of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team steadfastly 

resisted the urge to splurge on an expensive stereo system, 

however, preferring instead to accept the musical leavings 

of others, while he compulsively hoarded his own 

discretionary monies for a lost purpose and an occasion that 

no longer held significance in his life. The irreverent, 

counter-cultural ballads of the era, that were as diverting 

among the American soldiers in Vietnam as they were popular 

with the war's protesters back in the world, made it easier 

for the troubled officer to rest without ever actually 

running the risk of falling asleep. The blatant antiwar 

songs of the era's major artists, like Dillon and Donovan, 

possibly because he knew they were Susan Arsenault's 

favorites, and certainly because he felt disloyal for liking 

their work so much himself, however, were painful to him in 

a way that even his recurring dream and the real war in 

Vietnam were not. The condemnatory lyrics of the two 

singers' protest songs, like the jagged spike in the palm of 
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the savior's hand, served his purposes well. In a musical 

turn of phrase the Irish balladeer had asserted flatly that 

Carmody and his ilk were the war's cause; and the heightened 

sense of responsibility that this particular Universal 

Soldier brought to each examination of his own choices, in 

turn, had compelled the officer to feel a special sense of 

guilt, a culpability r ,eserved for beings of rare sensibility 

who, like the fallen angels, knowing the more conventional 

path available to them choose the less because they believe 

a higher duty to country and honor compels them to do so; 

and for the sensitive young officer, blessedly, this self

destructive train of thoughts, almost invariably, kept him 

from falling asleep. The indelible experience of being 

buried alive inside the limestone bowels of Nui Da Ben, 

which grew in horror with each nightmarish reliving of the 

event, still haunted his every dreaming hour. His obsessive 

fear of the recurring nightmare had grown palpable. Indeed, 

he dreaded the onset of the terrifying dream more than death 

itself; and, if he had but allowed himself the choice, he 

would have surely opted for the latter. Only Carmody's 

overweening sense of responsibility for the fourteen 

American and Vietnamese soldiers under his command and his 

private belief that a human life, even one as tortured and 

lost as he perceived his own to be, was a thing of infinite 

value, kept him from the kind of passive suicide that is so 
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easy for a soldier in combat to undertake. In consequence, 

incessant insomnia had become his palliative and the combat 

stimulants that were readily available to Special Forces 

troops his drug of choice. But even extreme measures, like 

wars between nations, do not prevail forever. The 

thoroughly exhausted officer, who by psychological and 

chemical means had in the most recent instance managed to 

keep himself awake for over seventy-two hours, had finally 

succumbed to the inevitable and lapsed into a deep, troubled 

sleep when the massive, grey-painted transceiver in the 

radio room next door crackled to life. In a groggy, music

induced haze of indecision, the sleep-tortured commander of 

the Tay Ninh Phoenix team cracked open a single, wary eye. 

out of long habit, more from a sense of duty than will, he 

forced himself to cock an ear to the intruding, faintly 

familiar, scratchy-throated voice that seemed to call his 

name. The strain on his mind was only Dillon, he imagined 

at first, demanding again where all the flowers had gone. 

It was curious, the slowly wakening officer mused gratefully 

a moment later, shifting his leaden weight to one shoulder 

and rising partially on the complaining canvas cot, how two 

things as diverse as the self-appointed musical conscience 

of the nation and the nagging, electric sputter of the 

Phoenix team's two-way radio link with its headquarters in 

Saigon could offer him parallel sanctuaries when a thing he 
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had come to dread even more than another mission alert or 

death in war itself threatened his sanity. 

"Nine-fifty-five. Do you copy?" The irritating 

stimulus of the intruding voice of his superior competed in 

his mind with the steadier airborne dissonance of Dillon's 

driving, harmonica-laced lyrics. In his tortured recesses 

of his mind Carmody imagined that he had been transported 

back to the limestone cavern, with Corporal Beckman and his 

father, with Susan and another woman in black, whose face he 

could not see, who seemed to be pregnant with him, and with 

still another man whom he had never seen in the cavern 

before. The interloper, who yet seemed somehow familiar to 

him, did not appear to see the other apparitions in the 

cave. The oddly-dressed man insistently pointed to a series 

of strange numeric symbols that he was carving into the 

cavern's limestone walls. "This is Six-sixty-six. Come 

in." The groggy-eyed officer stared fixedly at the 

stranger's numeric handiwork. "Nine-fifty-five, goddammit, 

do you read? Over." The numeric symbols moved, shimmered 

in the air above the stranger's head, and resolved 

themselves into a well-known face. When the stranger's face 

became a voice, the other occupants of the cave left. 

"Carmody!" Kortan's electronically reproduced voice 

screamed. "Goddammit, somebody up there better answer me." 

The compliant officer, realizing finally the source of his 
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latest salvation, stumbled clumsily from his creaking bunk 

and lurched, amid the melodious cacophony of snoring 

soldiers and gently played melodies, into the darkened, 

windowless grotto that served as the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's 

command net radio room. 

The sleep-sodden officer picked up the black 

transceiver that hung by its cradle on the face of large 

grey high frequency radio and thumbed the unit's face

mounted rocker switch to transmit. "Six-sixty-six," he 

enunciated belatedly, this is Nine-fifty-five." 

"Goddammit, Carmody," Kortan screamed in a voice loud 

enough to have carried from Saigon without electronic 

assistance, "keep somebody on the fucking radio!" 

"Sorry, sir," Carmody replied contritely. 

"It's two in the afternoon!" 

"The regular contact, sir," he protested weakly, 

fumbling for an acceptable excuse, "is scheduled for four." 

"Horseshit," Kortan shot back instantly, "everybody in 

your goddamned shop was asleep. I don't think it's a 

productive policy, Captain, to adapt to the Oriental's way 

of fighting this war. The South Vietnamese need to learn 

from us. The other way around simply won't do." 

"Your command has established a set routine for 

contacts from your headquarters," Carmody said, persisting 

in his hasty defence on the narrow procedural grounds. "We 
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man the command radio at each of those times. If you order 

me to man the radio full time," Carmody said, rubbing the 

fog of weariness from his eyes, "I'll be happy to see that 

your orders are carried out to the letter." 

"Don't be impertinent," Kortan angrily shot back. "You 

don't do it well." Then Kortan did something entirely out 

of character. He apologized to a subordinate. ''Sorry I 

snapped at you." 

"Sir?" Carmody thumbed in stunned reply. 

"The pressure of this damn job must be getting to me." 

"Sir," Carmody replied, recovering his senses somewhat, 

"shouldn't we switch to a scrambled channel?" 

"Nothing I'm going to say to you today will do the 

Vietcong any good," Kortan answered back. "I think C.I.A. 

makes us overdo this scrambled transmission business a bit 

anyway. If the enemy really wants information about our 

strategic intentions or tactical strength, he's more likely 

to send a hootch maid to sleep with you or have her listen 

outside your door." 

"Yes, sir," Carmody replied perfunctorily. 

Then Kortan did something else that was entirely out of 

character. He cracked a joke with a subordinate. "You 

weren't sleeping with anyone just now, were you?" 

"No, sir," Carmody came back chuckling softly. "And no 

one, not even Sergeant Ortiz," he added instinctively, "is 
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listening outside my door." He released the spring-loaded 

rocker switch and in the exchange of carrier waves with the 

Saigon transmitter picked up the dying rattles of his 

superior's laughter. The coordinator of the CIA's nascent 

Phoenix program in Vietnam's III Corps area, indeed, Carmody 

realized belatedly, was in the rarest of his many moods. 

"I'm just calling to verify," the Colonel said 

explaining himself, "that young Arsenault will return to 

Saigon by air tomorrow morning." 

"That's affirmative." 

"Where is the boy now?" 

"He should be arriving," Carmody said, glancing quickly 

at his watch, "at the Cao Dai temple about now. He drove 

out to visit Sister Phuong and to spend a few of his last 

hours in Tay Ninh with the temple orphans." 

"Isn't that somewhat of an unnecessary risk?" 

"The Vietcong aren't likely to try anything in that 

area in daylight. It's his second trip out that way. I had 

Corporal Rooney ride shotgun with him the first time. I 

wouldn't worry. The boy has learned enough to handle 

himself in the boonies, Colonel, and he's smart enough to 

stay away from any serious trouble." 

"Couldn't be avoided I suppose?" Kortan groused softly. 

"I couldn't tell a man whose risked his life in the 

bush nearly every night for the past three weeks," Carmody 
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said, buttressing his decision, "that I think it's too 

dangerous for him to make a short trip over well-traveled 

roads to the Cao Dai orphanage in daylight." 

"Young Arsenault's done well, then, has he?" 

"He's come farther as a soldier in three weeks, 

Colonel, than either you or I, or even his father, would 

have ever considered possible." 

"It's too damn bad then," Kortan volunteered 

unexpectedly, "that you can't keep him there." 

"The way's things worked out, Colonel," Carmody said 

agreeably, "I think you picked the right man for the open 

Phoenix slot in Long An province. I never expected that I'd 

ever be saying so, sir, but young Arsenault is ready right 

now for his own command, and I'm sure he'll do the agency a 

fine job there." 

"Breeding tells," Kortan opined non-committally. 

"Any chance at all of my keeping him here?" 

"Just have him at the airstrip tomorrow morning." 

"About that," Carmody said, venturing an alternate 

suggestion. "I'd like an excuse to send Sergeant Ortiz down 

to Saigon to pick up the new night vision equipment. If 

Arsenault goes along for the ride, Colonel, we could kill 

two birds at once. You get Arsenault back pretty much on 

schedule, and we get to pick up the two Starlight scopes 

that you've been holding for us." 
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"I don't want to risk him traveling the open roads," 

Kortan clucked, sounding very much to Carmody like an 

overprotective mother hen. "You can send Ortiz another 

time," he suggested unconvincingly, "or I can try to manage 

another flight up your way. I can't spare the time 

personally convey the scopes to your man now. Too much of 

value disappears too damned easily in this country." 

"We could really use them, sir." 

"I'm personally signed out for those experimental 

scopes," the replied, possibly anticipating where his 

subordinate was heading, "and I am just not comfortable 

entrusting them to any third party on a courier plane." 

"How about putting them on the Air America plane that's 

coming for Lieutenant Arsenault tomorrow," Carmody said, 

making to him what seemed a highly reasonable suggestion. 

"Particularly not the C.I.A.'s courier," Kortan 

answered emphatically. 

"We'd like to have them as soon as possible," Carmody 

entreated, like a prostrate supplicant begging before an 

idol. The Colonel had resorted to excessive caution in the 

matter of transferring the experimental night vision 

equipment to Carmody's unit, or so it seemed to the officer, 

but this was his habit whenever he perceived the remotest 

risk to himself. So long as the colonel, who like the 
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Ammonite lord, Moloch, often demanded a blood sacrifice from 

his faithful followers, remained resolutely uncooperative, 

his subordinate could do nothing to remedy the delay. "I'd 

prefer to switch to the secure channel now," Carmody finally 

said, abandoning for the moment any further attempt to 

secure a night-fighting edge for his team. He twisted the 

black encoding knob on the grey radio without waiting for 

confirmation, clicked in the electronic scrambler mechanism, 

and waited for the voice of his self-possessed director of 

operations to make his second coming known. 

"What's the problem, Captain?" 

"You haven't provided me with any additional details," 

he began with conspiratorial vagueness, "concerning the 

pending matter we discussed in detail the last time you 

visited Tay Ninh City." 

"Oh, that," Kortan said almost too casually. "The 

whole matter has taken an entirely different direction." 

Then, to Carmody's utter shock and disbelief of his own 

hearing, Kortan extended the most remarkable peace offering 

of the day. The imperious coordinator of III Corps' Phoenix 

program acknowledged, with absolutely no hesitation, that he 

had decided to his subordinate's advice. "I thought more 

about your objections," he confessed plainly, in the only 

instance that Carmody could remember of so remarkable a 

reversal happening, "and I decided that you had a few points 
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in your favor." 

"I deeply appreciate being taken off the hook," Carmody 

said, heaving an immense sigh of relief that surely was 

heard by his superior in Saigon and, if emancipation of 

human emotion could but power a radio wave, would as surely 

have reverberated in the Pentagon building's secret 

corridors of power more than half a world away in 

Washington, D.C. 

"While were on the secure channel, however," the 

Colonel said, as if he were relaying nothing more 

significant than backyard gossip, "I do have some news to 

pass along to you. I have a set of sealed Top Secret -

Eyes Only orders coming up to you. They'll be arriving on 

tomorrow's courier plane." 

"Can you give me a hint now, sir?" 

"Since we're using the secure channel," the almost too 

agreeable Colonel said, "I suppose it wouldn't be too big of 

a breach of security to discuss it briefly with you." 

"What's the nature of the target, sir?" 

"I've received positive confirmation through C.I.A. 

back channels of the Xuan Loe target's cadre status. I'm 

ordering your Tay Ninh Phoenix team to conduct a priority 

one mission to prosecute this target at the earliest 

possible date. As soon as you have your orders in hand, 

captain, I want you to meet with your Vietnamese-side 
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intelligence coordinator ••. ," Kortan said, hesitating i n 

mid-transmission, as if he were searching his memory for a 

name. 

"Khac Thai Chuyen," Carmody transmitted helpfully. 

"Yes, that's it, he's the one," the Colonel continued 

without additional pause, "and lay on a mission to do the 

job as quickly as you can." 

"Who or what are we after specifically, sir?" 

"Saigon wants the present Xuan Loe village chief," the 

coldly detached voice coming through the speaker said, 

"eliminated permanently from the picture." 

"Shouldn't we at least try," Carmody suggested, paying 

nominal respect to the Phoenix program's standing tactical 

orders, "to bring the target out alive?" 

"Absolutely not," Kortan said emphatically. "I don't 

want you to risk the team any more than is absolutely 

required by this mission. Your task will be difficult 

enough, because of Xuan Loe village's proximity to the 

Cambodian border." 

"At the least, Colonel," he said, pleading his case as 

deferentially as he could, "may I have the on-the-ground 

commander's usual option to try." 

"Just follow your orders, Captain," the Colonel said 

firmly, "and terminate the target." The Tay Ninh Phoenix 

team commander thumbed the transceiver switch indecisively, 
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intending to make a last desperate plea. ''The border area 

around Xuan Loe is lousy with Vietcong," the Colonel 

continued apace, effectively preempting his subordinate's 

unarticulated objection, "and I don't want the team taking 

unnecessary risks." 

"Yes, sir," Carmody said. 

"The decision has already been made," the Colonel said, 

going farther in his explanation than his subordinate could 

demand or ever might have expected. "It's out of either one 

of our hands. I'm not going to explain the reasons behind 

it. This man's loyalties lie with the enemy. The C.I.A. 

isn't interested in talking to him. The Saigon government 

isn't interested in capturing him. They're both interested, 

for reasons you don't need to know about, in eliminating 

him. That's all I can tell you, Captain, and it's a damn 

sight more than you need to know to do the job you've been 

ordered to do." 

"That's good enough for me," Carmody said matter-of

factly. "The mission in Xuan Loe will be carried out as 

ordered, sir, at the earliest possible opportunity." 

"I never had any doubts that it would." 

"Sir," Carmody said suddenly, running with the emerging 

germ of a plan to force Kortan to send the night vision 

scopes on next morning's courier, "Khac alerted me to the 

possibility of a target in this area some weeks ago. A 
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quick glance at the map confirmed exactly what you've just 

said, Colonel, that any mission to Xuan Loe would present my 

team with some unusual difficulties. I've overflown the 

area personally at night thre-e times. In addition, three of 

Lieutenant Ngu's P.R.U. boys reconnoitered the area on the 

ground about a week ago. My bottom line, sir, is this. 

I've got Khac coming to the P.R.U. villa for a meeting this 

very afternoon, and we're far enough along with our basic 

mission planning and the coordination of aerial support 

requirements and diversionary tactics that without much 

trouble I could lay a mission to Xuan Loe for tonight." 

"Would Lieutenant Arsenault be going on the mission?" 

"I hadn't thought about it." 

"Any particular reason why this mission would be any 

more hazardous to the boy's health than any of the previous 

ones he's gone on." 

"The obvious one," Carmody answered back, fully 

anticipating a flat turndown. "The village sits astride the 

Cambodian border." The Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander was 

amazed, considering his superior's reaction to Arsenault's 

daytime excursion to the relatively nearby Cao Dai 

orphanage, that the matter of his going on a final dangerous 

mission was even under discussion. "It's Charlie's 

backyard," Carmody stated flatly, "and if he decides to hold 

a barbecue, a few of us could get seriously roasted." 

. 
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"I'll leave the decision with you," Kortan said, as if 

his own preference didn't matter or was out of his hands. 

"I don't think you can actually get the mission organized 

for tonight," the military governor of America's modern day 

Judea added, washing his hands of all responsibility in the 

matter. "But if you do manage it, and the Arsenault boy 

insists on going .. tr 

"He'll want to go, sir," Carmody thumbed his gut 

reaction. 

" . . . then, by all means," the Colonel said agreeably, 

"let him." For several seconds Carmody's superior awaited a 

reply. His thoroughly flabbergasted subordinate, however, 

was unable to manage one. "Anything else?" Kortan asked 

pleasantly, ending the awkward delay. 

"Nothing on my end," the shocked commander of the Tay 

Ninh Phoenix team said without thinking, completely 

forgetting his original intention to raise the issue of the 

night vision scopes as means of postponing the mission to 

Xuan Loe for forty-eight hours and using the heightened 

danger that the team would face in the border area as a 

lever to finally pry the secret starlight scopes loose from 

his superior's grip. 

"Sixty-sixty-six out," Kortan radioed with finality. 

"Shit," Carmody said, cursing his blatant error. 

The young American lieutenant's angular countenance was 
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beaming from ear-to-ear some thirty minutes later when, 

hailing the waiting Carmody who had been standing sentinel 

duty on the villa porch, he returned from the Cao Dai 

orphanage. "Do you remember the little guy?" Arsenault 

called out gaily. The tall officer eagerly swung his long 

legs out of the jeep. "I'll swear," Arsenault boasted, his 

spirits soaring like a glider riding a superheated updraft, 

"he's grown four inches since he was here." Carmody 

grimaced in the face of Arsenault's boundless joy, like a 

favorite uncle who possessed news of a terminal illness in 

his unsuspecting nephew's family, and for the moment held 

his own less sanguine news in abeyance. "Well, maybe not, a 

full four inches," Arsenault continued, backing off his 

original exaggeration, "but the little guy has got spirit of 

a giant." For next five minutes the effusive lieutenant 

regaled his mentor with stories of Sister Phuong's 

eccentricities and the comic antics of her wards. His own 

spirits leveled off when Carmody finally mentioned the 

possibility of the mission some time later. "I've been 

looking forward to taking my night off," Arsenault said, at 

first reacting to the news without enthusiasm. "Do you 

think it's really possible to lay on the mission with so 

short a fuse?" 

"I don't know," Carmody replied honestly. "It depends 

entirely on Khac Thai Chuyen, or at least, on whether Khac 
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has been able to develop the kind of hard information that 

will let us make a final 'go-no-go' decision." 

"When you meet with Khac," Arsenault asked, adding " I ' d 

like to sit in." 

"Sure," Carmody said. "Any particular reason?'' 

"Just a bad feeling." 

"About Khac," Carmody asked, "or the mission?" 

"About Kortan, actually," the young lieutenant said. 

"I'm not so sure anymore that, when I do get to Saigon 

tomorrow, he's really going to follow through with assigning 

me to the Phoenix team leader position in Long An province." 

"Why do you say that?" 

"Has he talked any more," Arsenault probed, "to you 

about it?" 

"No. " 

"Well," Arsenault worried, "he hasn't said 'boo' to me 

either. He was full of information about anything I needed 

or wanted to know on the plane. And on the ride back to the 

airstrip, because of your comments on the long history of 

Vietcong influence in the region, I asked him to send me 

some background intelligence on the Long An area." 

"The C.I.A. got tons of it." 

"That's what I figured," Arsenault said. "So, it just 

seems a little strange to me, in retrospect, that I haven't 

received any briefing materials at all, or even heard 
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"I wouldn't worry," Carmody said, electing not 

complicate the present situation by confirming his own 

tentative accord with his longtime friend's intuitive 

reading of the tea leaves. 
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"I wouldn't ordinarily," the genuinely puzzled officer 

said. "But I'm a general's son, his boss's son as a matter 

of fact," Arsenault complained, as he continued to stew over 

what he regarded as a failing that lodged midway between an 

outright dereliction of duty and a lack of proper military 

courtesy, "and it just seems a little strange, that's all." 

In the face of his friend's obvious concern, the Tay Ninh 

Phoenix team commander, who knew of no way that he could 

ameliorate the situation, maintained his discrete silence. 

When Khac arrived at the P.R.U. villa, the Vietnamese 

agent, who was uncharacteristically attired in a peasant's 

traditional black pajamas, asked to shift the place of 

meeting with the two American officers, which Carmody had 

planned for inside the villa, to a table in the villa's rear 

courtyard underneath the trees near the reclaimed swimming 

pool. "Capital idea," Arsenault said with the remembered 

enthusiasm of his first day's introduction to Sister 

Phuong's orphan entourage. "It's much cooler outside the 

villa in the shade of the boxwood trees." 

"Yes," Khac said with officious politeness. "The 
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afternoon breeze is quite refreshing, Lieutenant Arsenault, 

but my present motivation is quite different f rom what you 

imagine." A smiling Khac, arranging himself in one of the 

chairs by the table like a Russell's viper coiling in a low 

limb of a tree, patiently explained himself. "It's easier 

to be seen sitting in the open, "he noted for Arsenault's 

education, "but it is much harder for someone to come near 

enough to overhear you." The black over saffron vision that 

Khac presented to the American officers leaned forward to 

give emphasis to his words. "The Vietcong know what you 

do," he, hissed conspiratorially. The Vietnamese agent's 

flashing tongue licked the air as he spoke. "They know that 

I work for you. His hooded brown eyes held the American 

officers in thrall. ''They are watching the three of us even 

now." The two American officers glanced instinctively at 

the visible portions of the razor wire-topped, five-foot 

high perimeter walls that completely enclosed the P.R.U. 

compound. "A thief who is expected by night may safely 

steal by day," the evangelical Vietnamese agent laughed, 

confidently speaking in tongues. The Asian mystic testified 

to his beliefs like a man possessed by the spirit of 

intrigue. "I play the fool to stay alive," he said, in near 

palindromic fashion, "and by fooling everyone I stay alive." 

"Does any of what he's saying make any sense to you," 

the increasingly irritated Arsenault, who had learned enough 
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about the Vietnamese to recognize when he was being mocked 

by one, suddenly asked his mentor, "because it sure as hell 

doesn't to me?" 

"By meeting in so extravagantly a public way, 

Lieutenant Arsenault," Khac answered before Carmody could 

intervene, "I assure myself that the enemy agents who may be 

watching this villa will report that, indeed, Khac Thai 

Chuyen is the complete fool and thoroughgoing fraud the 

local Vietcong hierarchy presumes me to be, and that their 

c.o.s.V.N. superiors in Cambodia need have no worries that 

any of the idle women's gossip that I am presumably passing 

along to the American's Phoenix team in Tay Ninh would in 

any way harm their cause or be of significant value to you." 

Out of the corner of one eye the Tay Ninh Phoenix team 

commander, who had arranged previously for the team's 

servant girl to bring the three men a cooling drink, noticed 

the flowing Asian tableau beginning her slow glide across 

the P.R.U. courtyard in their direction. "I asked Co Thanh 

to prepare a refreshment for us," he said with relief, happy 

for the excuse to divert the attention of his personally 

combative co-conspirators away from their so far one-sided 

discussion of the affairs of state. 

The Vietnamese agent politely accepted the first 

tumbler of iced lime juice. Khac sipped negligently from 

the bracing green vessel while his host and employer and the 
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American lieutenant were served. 

"Does Dai-uy wish anything more?" 

"Just leave us the pitcher on the table," Carmody said 

sympathetically. "And thank you, Co Thanh," he said 

warmly, adding without much notice from his two companions 

the assurance that her job with the team would be safe in 

her absence, "We'll manage the kitchen by ourselves until 

you can come back." The appreciative young Vietnamese girl 

backed a step away from the table. She bowed respectfully, 

beginning with her employer, to each of the seated men; and 

then, amid flowing rustle of contrasting silks, she darted 

away like an agile miniature red deer scurrying across the 

open rice paddies to reach the safety of her hideaway home 

in the lush undergrowth at the deeper jungle's edge. 

"Damn!" Arsenault exclaimed. "I've never seen Co Thanh 

dressed in the traditional way before." The young 

lieutenant watched enviously as the black corporal's hootch 

girl disappeared silently into the villa. "When you finally 

get her away from the heat of the kitchen and out of those 

awful black trousers she wears, well," he waxed admiringly, 

"she's an exquisitely beautiful young woman, isn't she?" 

"Her beauty is a chimera," the Vietnamese agent opined 

somewhat disdainfully. "If you truly wish to understand the 

people of Vietnam, Lieutenant Arsenault, you must learn to 

react to us as realistically as we respond to you." 
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"The ao dai isn't meant for us," Carmody quickly 

shared. "Her uncle's funeral is tomorrow. She'll be 

catching the bus for Go Da Ha in the hour." 

"I'm sorry, I didn't know," Arsenault said reddening 

slightly. 

"Did the Vietcong kill him?" Khac asked, like a house 

spider weaving its hidden web in a forgotten corner of a 

native habitation. 

"Can you believe it?" Carmody informed him. "Her uncle 

actually died a natural death in his sleep. The old nong 

dan lived to be eighty-four years old. Imagine that, Khac! 

Tam muoi bon! I didn't think anybody outside of a mandarin 

family, and certainly not an ordinary rice farmer, lived 

that long in Vietnam." 

"Or died that easily," Arsenault quipped ironically. 

"The girl is actually quite ordinary looking," the 

self-possessed Vietnamese agent coolly observed in a pointed 

afterthought meant for ears of the lieutenant. "The reason 

her uncle lived so long," Khac said, shifting his point of 

aim to the senior American officer, "was that in the war 

against the French he was a Vietminh sapper. He fought 

quite gallantly, I am told, in many actions against the 

colonial garrison in Go Da Ha." The suddenly anxious 

Phoenix team commander glanced with renewed interest at the 

P.R.U. villa into which the diminutive figure of the girl 
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had so recently disappeared. "She was very close to her 

uncle," Khac said, playing on Carmody's emerging concern 

like a dentist probing an abscessed tooth with a drill bit. 

"It's entirely possible," he said, driving the rotating bit 

of the drill into his employer's exposed nerve, "that the 

Vietcong may have recruited the niece to infiltrate your 

team." 

"The White Mice cleared her," Carmody rejoined 

perfunctorily. 

"And no doubt, Captain, Khac observed with biting 

scorn, "the Vietnamese secret police, a third of whom 

secretly support your country's enemies and another third of 

whom would swear to any lie for the appropriate gratuity, 

cleared the girl to your complete satisfaction." 

"I don't have time for your games today," Carmody said 

angrily, sharply rebuking the speaker. His irritation with 

the Vietnamese agent's endless penchant for perverse mind 

games reached its all-time high water mark. "Do I have an 

internal security problem, Khac, or don't I?" 

"No, Captain," the obviously offended Vietnamese 

revealed grudgingly, "you do not." Sipping delicately at 

his drink, Khac elaborated his explanation. "Co Thanh spent 

her youth in the Cao Dai orphanage. The little information 

I actually possess about her family comes from there. The 

girl is as dead to her people's cause as a fallen leaf is to 
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the branch that nurtured it. She is a white man's servant 

and a black man's whore. She is insignificant, Captain, and 

no threat to you." 

"Then why bring it up," Carmody demanded. 

"To educate your friend," Khac began, like a college 

administrator scolding the parent of a precocious child who 

had advanced in his studies beyond his ability to handle the 

social aspects of university life. "My intent was merely 

instructional," the agent said, making a plausible enough 

excuse for his actions. "I meant only to illustrate that in 

Vietnam all is not what it seems." 

"It was a mistake!" Carmody barked, making one himself. 

"I gave you unnecessary alarm," a chastened Khac said. 

"I apologize." The miffed American officer barely 

acknowledged his reluctant acceptance. "Forget it, Khac," 

Carmody said rudely, compounding the loss of face the 

Vietnamese agent already perceived himself to have suffer, 

"just get on with business." 

The Vietnamese agent began making his report in a 

lifeless monotone. "The current suspects list of Vietcong 

cadre numbers fourteen male persons and three female 

persons," the Khac said without enthusiasm. For the next 

fifteen minutes the normally animated agent mechanically 

briefed the two officers in elaborate but meaningless detail 

on the status of each of his target acquisition and 
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verification assignments. The strained tenor of the agent's 

presentation, when coupled with the meager amount of new 

information presented, satisfied neither the maker of the 

report nor the man who had commissioned it. When the 

deliberately long-winded agent finally concluded, Carmody 

was quick to carp, "All you've said Khac, using a hell of a 

lot more words than I will, is that you're so-called sources 

are no further along in locating these people or confirming 

their cadre status than you were a week ago." 

"You have insisted from our first meeting, Dai-uy, that 

I verify the Communist affiliations of your team's 

prospective targets with a minimum of two independent 

sources. I also am required to ascertain the precise 

whereabouts of these individuals, for whom secrecy and guile 

are a way of life; and I must propose a time and place where 

it might be possible for each of these individuals to be 

taken unawares." 

"I know what your job is." 

"That is so, Dai-uy, but perhaps in your personal 

obsession with killing my countrymen you no longer 

appreciate how difficult a job it is." The Vietnamese agent 

moistened his lips with several quick flicks of his tongue. 

"I am prepared to give you my personal assurance as a 

patriot that each individual on your list of suspects is, 

indeed, a dangerous cadre." The affronted and Vietnamese 
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agent, emboldened by what he perceived as the American 

officer's incivilities toward him, directly challenged the 

Phoenix team commander. "If you wish to assassinate all 

fourteen of your enemies tonight, providing that you could 

find them without my aid, Dai-uy," Khac said bitterly, 

revealing traces of his early tutelage in the academies the 

French had once provided for the son's of compliant 

Vietnamese bureaucrats, "I would shout at the top of my 

lungs 'cry havoc and loose the gods of war.'" 

"That's not the point." 

"I can as easily," he continued undeterred, "with equal 

personal certainty, give you the names of twenty-five other 

important individuals in Tay Ninh Province, beginning with 

the Province Chief, who swear unswerving loyalty to 

President Thieu's government, who pretend to help Saigon's 

allies, and who, if fact, routinely collaborate with the Lao 

Dong cadre. If you will promise me that you will eradicate 

these parasites tonight, Dai-uy, the traitors' names and the 

places that each can be found asleep with his whore are 

yours for the asking." The Vietnamese agent extracted a 

small notebook and pen from his tunic pocket. "Do you wish 

to ask for those names?" 

"You know that's not how the game is played." 

"Then do not berate me, Dai-uy, for my slow progress. 

Your partners are not nearly so fastidious," Khac stormed 
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defiantly. "The Vietnamese secret police need little more 

than a personal slight or a lingering animosity to act in 

these matters; whereas you, my over-fastidious American 

friend, require, at least, the suspicion of disloyalty to 

the regime." 

"I don't want us killing innocent people." 

"It is an admirable goal in peacetime, Dai-uy," the 

Vietnamese agent smirked, "but one that does not necessarily 

secure victory in war." 

From several experiences, Carmody realized that he had 

allowed himself to become entangled in a pyrrhic battle of 

wits, wills, and words. Since the Vietnamese agent would 

not yield to him, and Carmody equally could not accept a 

loss of face, the only out for either one of them was a 

mutually agreeable change of subject, an honorable verbal 

peace, that left both men in possession of their vaunted 

reputations and that postponed any final resolution of the 

issue of dominance to another time. "Tell us about Xuan Loe 

again," Carmody said abruptly, simultaneously shifting the 

emphasis of their conversation away from his own person and 

refocusing it in the area of his primary interest. 

"What can I say that I have not already said?" the 

perceptive Vietnamese agent replied agreeably. "The 

Province Chief is unhappy with Phan Due Thieu because his 

village is not providing the expected amount of tribute." 
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"That proves he's Vietcong?" Arsenault interjected. 

"It proves nothing," Khac said scornfully. "It's only 

an allegation against him by the Phouc Ninh district chief, 

who almost certainly is syphoning away the majority of the 

missing tribute for himself." 

"Christ!" Arsenault exclaimed in disgust. 

"You must learn to be patient in forming judgments, 

Tui-uy," Khac said, slipping momentarily back into his 

tutoring roll, "for the most obvious answer is not always 

the true one." 

"We can't afford to be patient this time." 

"I'll know more in two days, Dai-uy," Khac said, 

offering a hint of new information to come. 

"Why in two days," Carmody asked with interest. 

"The Xuan Loe village chief is holding important 

negotiations tonight with an emissary of the Vietcong 

regional command structure." 

"How do you know something like that?" Arsenault asked 

suspiciously. 

"I trade in information," Khac retorted arrogantly. 

"It's my business to know such things." 

"Do you know who, specifically, will be present," 

Carmody probed? 

"The village chief and his two sons," Khac said matter

of-factly, "and perhaps a few of the village elders. The 
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meeting was demanded by a c.o.s.v.N. agent who is putting 

pressure on the village, which traditionally has prospered 

by accommodating the combatants of both sides, to align 

itself completely with the Vietcong." 

"I don't suppose you would happen to know," Carmody 

ventured, "the name of the c.o.s.V.N. agent or the exact 

time when this meeting is supposed to take place?" 

"I cannot tell you the name of the agent," Khac said 

innocently enough. 

"And the meeting?" 

"Around three," Khac said, "tomorrow morning." 

"Somebody would think you set up the meeting," 

Arsenault said belligerently, "you profess to know so much 

about it." 

"The second son of the Xuan Loe village chief is a 

soldier in the Phouc Ninh garrison," Khac grudgingly 

explained, like a Nobel prizewinning professor of physics 

who finds himself compelled to instruct an important 

contributor's son in the basic multiplication tables. "He 

is the source of my knowledge of this meeting." The 

Vietnamese agent's penetrating eyes, like those of a coiling 

black and yellow viper, flickered angrily from behind hooded 

lids. "I deeply resent, Lieutenant Arsenault, your 

suspicion of me. The uncoiling agent reared upward in his 

seat and started to leave without the courtesy of a farewell 
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or even bothering to ask his employer for permission. 

"Believe me, Lieutenant," the Vietnamese agent said, as if 

he were spitting venom, "I place as little trust in your 

naivete as you do in my experience." 

The tall American officer bolted to his feet. "You 

conceited yellow bastard," Arsenault began heatedly. The 

shorter Vietnamese agent, shifting his ground around the 

table like a serpent seeking an advantageous opening to 

strike, determinedly held his ground in the face of his 

agile adversary. 

If the American lieutenant had expected the support of 

his commander in the sudden face-off of supposed allies, he 

was quickly disappointed. "Bob," Carmody barked in a loud 

voice that allowed no leeway for debate or delay, "sit 

down." The gloating Vietnamese agent punctuated his 

perceived victory with a boastful smirk. "I trust your 

captain with my information," Khac gloated gleefully, as the 

chastened American lieutenant obediently backed off, 

"because he understands that the Americans depend more on me 

for information than I do on them for money." 

"That's enough, Khac, 11 Carmody ordered in a tone that 

was every bit as uncompromising as that he had used a moment 

earlier with his longtime friend. "Sit down and shut up," 

Carmody added angrily, as if he were a parent separating two 

scuffling playmates, "right now, both of you." 
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When both the Vietnamese agent and the American officer 

had seated themselves, Carmody asked earnestly, "Are you 

certain, Khac, of the date and the time." 

"The date of the meeting is firmly fixed. As for the 

time when the Xuan Loe village chief actually will meet the 

c.o.s.v.N. representative," Khac admitted, "I can only offer 

you an educated guess." 

"As early as one in the morning," Carmody speculated 

wearily, "and no later than three." 

"From one to three o'clock in the morning is the quiet 

time of night," Khac waxed agreeably, "when your helicopter 

crews begin to tire of their endless searches, when your 

soldiers on long range patrols begin to relax their 

vigilance. This is always the safest time of the night for 

representatives of the Vietcong to meet with the villagers 

of any hamlet." 

"And the most opportune time," Carmody added from 

experience, "for the Vietcong to launch their surprise 

attacks against our forces." 

"As you say, Dai-uy," Khac opined, "the hour of a man's 

destiny cuts both ways." 

The Vietnamese agent left by a back gate a few minutes 

later. After he was out of earshot, Carmody asked, "What do 

you think?" 

"I don't like him," Arsenault said, "and maybe that's 
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why I don't trust him." 

"He irritates the hell out of me," Carmody readily 

acknowledged, "and if I had anybody else that could do his 

job, I would have been only too happy just now to let you 

give the little bastard his comeuppance." 

"I was wondering whose side your were on." 

"We need the little bastard," Carmody said, "and 

unfortunately he knows we do." 

"He sure likes to rub our noses in it." 

"Without somebody like him," Carmody continued, "every 

Phoenix team we have in Vietnam would be deaf, dumb, and 

blind. We can't go where he goes; and, even if we could go 

into those places, the people wouldn't talk to us." 

"And if they did," Arsenault added, "we wouldn't know 

whether they were lying or not." The American officer 

poured himself another glass of sweetened lime water. "For 

that matter, how do we know Khac isn't lying to us?" 

"We got to trust somebody in damned war." 

"Do you trust Khac?" 

"I've been ordered to trust him," Carmody replied, 

taking himself off the hook. "I guess the real answer to 

your question is that I will choose to trust him until he 

does something to prove otherwise to me." 

"It may be too late when that happens." 

"That's why the newspapers call it a senseless war." 
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"You want my recommendation," Arsenault said, as both 

men stopped beating around the bush, "as to whether you 

should lay on the mission for tonight?" 

"That's what I want." 

"Khac said he'd know for sure in two days. Maybe my 

opinion is biased," Arsenault said, speaking forthrightly 

with a feeling of great conviction, "but why should you rush 

the team into something when you don't have to?" 

"Because Kortan gave me a te,ntative green light this 

morning," Carmody said bluntly. "He's confirmed the primary 

target is a Vietcong sympathizer through his C.I.A. sources 

in Saigon." 

"Isn't that a bit topsy-turvy?" Arsenault questioned. 

"I thought Phoenix program targets were always supposed to 

be confirmed from the bottom up." 

"Normally, that's how it would be done," Carmody said, 

ignoring the subtle warning bells going off in his head. 

"But, if Khac is right about c.o.s.v.N.'s renewed interest 

in the Xuan Loe corridor," Carmody rationalized, "it's not 

only possible, but even highly likely, that Kortan's C.I.A. 

sources, which undoubtedly include highly placed Vietnamese 

double agents, could hear about the Xuan Loe meeting even 

before Khac could get wind of anything at a local level." 

"But Khac hasn't confirmed where the man stands," 

Arsenault protested. "So far as anybody knows, he's still 
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loyal to the Saigon regime. The Xuan Loe village chief and 

his sons may be planning to tell the bastard from c.o.s.v.N. 

agent to take a flying leap. We can't kill three men just 

because we think they might say 'yes.'" 

"It doesn't matter what they say," Carmody acknowledged 

to himself for the first time. "The old boy and his two 

sons could be planning to blow the bastard from c.o.s .. v.N. 

completely away and arranged for Khac to send L.B.J. his 

head by C.I.A.'s next courier plane. 11 

"The mission is a go, regardless, isn't it," Arsenault 

acknowledged to himself for the first time. "The poor dumb 

bastard could be the second coming of Jesus Christ, and we'd 

still sneak our way into the village and kill him, wouldn't 

we?" 

"We'd follow our orders," Carmody said, emending his 

longtime friend's sentiments, "and we'd deal with our 

feelings, whatever they were, later." 

"I don't like it." 

"Whether the Phoenix program is justified in targeting 

the Xuan Loe village chief and two sons," Carmody said, "is 

a moral question that no longer concerns either of us. The 

only choice that's mine to make is whether to rush things up 

and hit Xuan Loe tonight, knowing that the team runs a 

greater risk because of the limited time we have to set the 

mission up, or to more carefully orchestrate the mission for 
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three days hence when, presumably, I'll have the local 

confirmation from Khac that, in fact, I no longer need." 

"If the team hits Xuan Loe tonight," Arsenault 

reasoned, like a man going into partnership with German 

alchemist and magician, "we might bag the chief, his two 

sons, and the c.o.s.v.N. agent to boot. If the c.o.s.v.N. 

guy happens to be s .omebody important, or if he's just a 

nobody carrying important papers," Arsenault continued, 

further rationalizing his conversion to heretical beliefs, 

"it could be a major coup for the team." 

"It's your last night in Dodge," Carmody observed, 

confirming that the command decision they had been debating 

was made. "Do you want to go along for the ride?" 

"I don't see why not." 

"Let Sergeant Ortiz and Lieutenant Nhu know what we've 

decided," Carmody said decisively. "We'll schedule a 

preliminary mission briefing for the entire team at 

nineteen-hundred hours. We'll keep things simple. Just 

advise them to follow our normal mission preparation 

routines." 

"Affirmative, sir." 

"I'll get our air and artillery support laid on. 

"Can you handle ground transportation and air lift 

arrangements for me?" 

Arsenault nodded confidently. 
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"I'll take the full team in." 

"Two transportation slicks," Arsenault suggested, "plus 

a third light helicopter for airborne command and control." 

"Get the Tay Ninh base camp air-boss's commitment to a 

third slick, preferably a UH-lC Hog, if you can break one 

loose. I'd like to have little extra firepower handy on 

this one, and a bit of reserve lift capacity in case things 

get out of control and we have to leave the area in a hurry. 

"Done." 

"You probably won't get much sleep," Carmody said, 

"before you fly out of here in the morning." 

"I can sleep on the plane," Arsenault said glumly. "In 

fact, I've got a sick feeling that I'll be able to sleep on 

one plane or another all the way back to the States." 

"I don't follow you." 

"It's just this uneasy feeling I have about the 

future," Arsenault explained. "I always known that I had to 

live up to Dad's expectations for me. I've never really had 

the chance to do anything completely on my own. He was 

always around somewhere, lurking in the background, pulling 

the strings, undercutting my sense of accomplishment in 

anything I tried, until now." 

"He's just doing what any father would do." 

"It's more than that," Arsenault disagreed. "He has 

plans for me." 
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"That's to be expected." 

"I suppose you're right," Arsenault conceded without 

enthusiasm, "but I need to tell you something else. These 

past three weeks, working with the team, have been the best 

time in my life. I mean I really like it here. I like the 

sense that life has been going on here forever, and that it 

will continue to go on, long after this war and Khac, and 

you, and I are not even memories." Carmody looked at him 

askance .. "For the first time in my life," Arsenault 

explained, I've really been on my own. It's like I'm 

connected in some unique manner, in a way my father can't 

influence, with two thousand years of Vietnamese history; 

and that what I am doing here in this war, for better or 

worse, enmeshes me in that history and makes me, well, as 

much a part of Vietnam as Khac Thai Chuyen, or Phan Ai Quoc 

and his sons, or Co Thanh and her uncle. 

"Not too many of us feel that way about the 'Nam." 

"I don't mean the killing, Brian," he said, using 

Carmody's Christian name, "not what we do." The American 

lieutenant's eyes turned watery and he looked down at the 

table. "I never intend to tell anyone what I did in the 

war. But the danger I am facing, that we all are facing, in 

Vietnam is real. I could get killed or captured on this 

very mission, or anytime during my year in Long An province, 

and nothing that my father might try to do could alter my 
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"Don't even start thinking that way," Carmody 

interjected reflexively. 
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"What I want you to know is that it would be okay, 

Brian, because the decisions I've made as your exec amounted 

to something. When things have gone right, I could take 

part of the credit for it. When things have gone wrong, I 

been expected to find a way to fix them. I suppose it's 

always been that way for you. But I've always known that 

I'd never be allowed to suffer for anything that I did that 

happened to turn out wrong. Daddy or Uncle Robert were 

always there, watching in the wings, ready to rescue me. To 

be perfectly honest with you, Brian, my life, before 

Vietnam, was an unreal existence. Somehow this terrible 

war, in this strange country that seems more like home to me 

than anywhere I've ever lived, with all of the horror and 

craziness of what we've been ordered to do in carrying out 

the Phoenix mission, makes more sense than anything I ever 

experienced back in the world." 

In the awkward silence that followed Arsenault's 

personal confession, Carmody did not say anything and could 

not imagine what, as Phoenix team commander, father 

confessor, or best friend, he could possible say to his 

supplicant. "Am I embarrassing you," Arsenault said, 

breaking the silence, "going on about Vietnam, my family, 
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and the war like I am?" 

"It's not that, Bob," Carmody said, struggling as much 

with his own demons as with the words he wanted to say to 

his friend," it's just that I don't want you to romanticize 

the Vietnamese people or what we're doing over here." 

"That's not what I'm doing." 

"What I'm trying to tell you is that the people you 

depend on, the events beyond your control, and even your own 

choices and feelings have a way of turning upside down in 

Vietnam," Carmody finally said. "What seems to make sense 

in this country, when you look at it one day, doesn't always 

make sense, when you examine it again the next day." 

"I don't like the war, Brian, I don't want you to think 

that I do." 

"I know." 

"I hate the kind of killing we do," Arsenault continued 

compulsively, like a good man confessing in open court to a 

crime that he only suspected that he had committed. "I hate 

the fact that even after we've killed a suspected cadre we 

can never know for sure whether he was really was our 

enemy." 

"We all hate that part of what we do," Carmody said. 

"I'm more like Susan than Dad, she, or you have ever 

realized," Arsenault said, continuing to spill secrets that 

were they Carmody's would have remained unshared. "It's 
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just that, for the first time in my life, I'm beginning to 

respect myself and dream about the things I could do with 

the rest life. I don't know why the change had to happen 

over here, but it makes me feel differently than the other 

guys in the unit about this place. They hate being over in 

Vietnam, and I do too, Brian, but I love it also. Can that 

make sense? Can feeling good about yourself because you're 

part of something awful be right?" 

"No, • • . yes," Carmody stammered inconclusively. 

"Hell, Bob, I don't know." 

"But isn't it important," Arsenault floundered, unsure 

himself what he was asking or who he was asking it of, "I 

mean, don't you want to know for yourself?" 

"Know what?" 

"Whether there's some purpose to what we're doing over 

here?," Arsenault finally said. "Whether America will be 

better or worse as a country when the war is finally over? 

Whether we'll be better or worse as individuals, or more 

successful or less in later life, for what we did over 

here?" 

""I don't want to know," Carmody said without a trace 

of stammer in his voice. "Maybe you and Susan are too much 

alike .. You both seem to know what the questions should be. 

Maybe someday you'll each find the answers. For each of 

your sakes, I hope you do, but right now I can't afford the 
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luxury of either one. I'm just a company grade officer with 

a mission to accomplish and fourteen soldiers to keep alive. 

I deal in orders, the ones I take as well as the ones I 

give. I don't have the right to ask questions, and I don't 

have the authority to look for answers." 

"I respectfully disagree, sir." 

"I'm glad you do." 

"Why do you say that?" 

"Because that way," Carmody said with a crooked, 

knowing smile, "when this war is finally over, about twenty 

years from now, at least one of us will have been on the 

winning side." 

The nine Vietnamese and five American members of the 

Tay Ninh Phoenix team assembled in the central room of the 

P.R.U. villa at nineteen-hundred hours. "We will be taking 

the full team in tonight," Carmody began the meeting like a 

pastor rallying his congregation for a building drive. 

Lieutenant Nhu," the commanding officer said, giving his 

orders in a way to show confidence in his men, "I want you 

to arrange for a couple of extra drivers to handle 

transportation to the airstrip. I want everybody on the 

mission tonight." The competent Vietnamese nodded quietly. 

"We're going after a target in the fourth hamlet of a border 

village in Phouc Ninh district." 

"Xuan Loe," Nhu said knowingly. 
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"This is a particularly dangerous area," Carmody 

continued, "so we will be taking some extra precautions." 

The officer pulled out detailed military map of the area and 

taped it to the wall. "I took the opportunity to fly over 

the Xuan Loe area last week. The main village consists of 

four hamlets. The one our team will be entering," he said, 

pointing out a loose cluster of black squares sitting in a 

patch of green beside a meandering blue line, "Xuan Loe Barn, 

lies closest to the river. If Xuan Loe is Charlie's 

backyard," Carmody said pointedly, "then Xuan Loe Baro is his 

back porch. If Saigon's intelligence is right, the Xuan Loe 

village chief and two other Vietcong collaborators will be 

meeting an important c.o.s.v.N. courier there tomorrow 

morning sometime around zero-three-hundred hours. And that, 

gentlemen, is why we've been ordered in. By striking 

tonight, when and where the enemy least expects our 

presence, we can eliminate three highly-placed enemy 

cadres." 

"Just how do I get onto Charlie's back porch, Dai-uy," 

Corporal Rooney said, sarcastically addressing Carmody by 

his Vietnamese rank equivalent, "without getting my young, 

black ass shot off?" 

"I'm glad you asked," Carmody said, refusing to be 

baited by the nervous short-timer. "To avoid early 

detection by the enemy, we will fly north into Tay Ninh 
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Province and then swing back toward the village in a wide 

westward-swinging arc. Our flight path will carry us 

several kilometers eastward into Cambodian air space." 

"Ain't it against the rules of this war," Corporal 

Niehaus chimed in, "for anybody but Charlie to cross into or 

out of Cambodian territory?" 

"I'm making a personal exception to those rules," 

Carmody retorted laughingly. "If Charlie objects to my 

bending the rules, well, I guess he'll just have to complain 

to Henry B. Gonzales." 

"Who the hell's that?" 

"The only Texas Congressman I know." 

"You better hope, Captain," the high school dropout 

jibed good-naturedly, "that he don't tell that bitch Jane 

Fonda about it." 

The joking exchange between the two men, who may have 

differed greatly in rank and education but barely at all in 

their down-to-earth approach to their duties in the war, 

served naturally to ease the buildup of tension in the room. 

"On the eastward flight back into Vietnamese air space," 

Carmody continued, shifting the briefing back to a more 

serious track, "we'll be inserted into a small, natural 

clearing that lies about two kilometers south of the 

village. All the area around the village of Xuan Loe is 

Charlie country, and except for the village itself, the land 
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on both sides of the river has been designated a free fire 

zone." 

"Oh, my aching black ass," the irrepressible Rooney 

rudely burst out a second time. "Tell me we ain't going to 

be Spooky bait again." 

"Our presence in the Xuan Loe free fire zone will be 

fully coordinated with M.A.C.V. headquarters in Saigon," 

Carmody explained. "I know a few of you had a close call a 

couple of nights ago," he said, downplaying the near 

disaster that had befallen the team when one of the highly 

modified Dakota's mistakenly targeted its withdrawing 

assault element with five terrifying seconds of multi

barreled mini-gun fire, "but I assure you there won't be any 

mistakes this time." 

"There better fuckin' not be," Rooney groused 

boastfully. "Cause next time, I'll blast those pussy-assed 

flyboy bastards right out of the sky." 

Sergeant Ortiz, whose concern with the same issue 

arose from a more restrained perspective, asked pertinently, 

"Will we have dedicated Spooky support for this mission?" 

"We'll have first call on Spooky from approximately 

zero-three hundred to zero-five-hundred hours," Carmody said 

authoritatively. "The III Corps Dakota will be maintaining a 

patrol orbit a few klicks away from our position." 

"What other support can we count on, sir?" Niehaus 
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interjected, asking the obvious follow-up question. 

"A series of Army fire fly teams will be operating a 

few kilometers up and down the river from the village of 

Xuan Loe throughout the night. In addition to shooting up 

any nighttime river traffic they uncover, the fire fly teams 

will randomly reconnoiter the vicinities of our two planned 

landing areas with harassing fires. Their activities should 

occupy Charlie's attention well enough for our three 

elements to land undetected and for the assault element to 

move safely to the target. An OV-lC Mohawk equipped with 

infrared sensors also will make several passes over the 

entire Xuan Loe area during the two hours before we are 

scheduled to be inserted. If there are any indications from 

the fire fly teams that our landing zones are likely to be 

hot, or if we get infrared hot spots suggesting that big 

groups of unfriendlies are moving through the area, the 

mission will be scrubbed." 

"We ain't never aborted, Captain," Rooney bellowed 

boastfully. "No reason for us to get itchy feet now." 

Corporal Niehaus quickly appended his own sarcastic two 

cents. "Anyone as short as you are, nigger, ought to have 

more sense." 

"I heard that!" his black bunkmate laughed in reply. 

The leader of the informal council of war quietly noted 

for future reference his irrepressible parishioners 
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typically transparent ways of handling the natural fear that 

came with meeting the enemy on his own ground. "We will 

land our Alpha Force approximately here," Carmody informed 

them, pointing out the cartographic representation of a 

clearing at the foot of a rounded knoll that abutted an 

isolated bend in the river. IIA lightly-timbered, minor 

prominence here," he said, shifting his finger slightly to 

the northwest, "separates Xuan Loe Barn from the clearing 

where Alpha Force will be inserted. The hill should muffle 

our helicopter noise and prevent direct observation of the 

assault team's insertion from the village." 

"Not if Charlie has posted an alert sentry," the 

outspoken black corporal interrupted without ceremony. "If 

it was my fucking village, Captain, that's where I'd post my 

best lookout." 

"I certainly would, too, if our team were garrisoning 

the village," the unflappable Carmody said, responding 

tolerantly to the impertinent interruption, "because I'd be 

worried about Charlie using the river to launch an assault 

on our rear." The war-enervated officer fixed his hollow 

blue orbs, like the rheumy eyes of a careworn Irish cleric, 

on his perpetually recalcitrant black parishioner. "But you 

see, Corporal Rooney," Carmody gently scolded, "our friend, 

Charles, doesn't worry much about traffic on the river. 

Because, unlike you and I, he holds permanent title to the 
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Varn Co Dong river and every muddy tributary that flows into 

it, right down to the last single, stinking, brown ripple." 

"I just thought . • . " 

"That dropping a few rounds of American-manufactured 

high explosive," Carmody offered inventively, rerouting the 

predictable black corporal's protesting train of thought, 

"on that hill would be an excellent idea." 

"Well, yeah," Rooney drawled, accepting his commander's 

proffered solution as his own. "That's exactly my idea." 

"And it's a fine one, too," his smiling priest offered 

confessionally, in the manner of a flagellant who could 

always find a way to grant the absolution to others that he 

would out of habit deny himself. "As an extra precaution, 

boys, I've asked the artillery honcho at the American's Tay 

Ninh base camp to arrange for heavier than normal harassment 

and interdicting fire. The artillerymen at Fire Base Custer 

on the western edge of Phouc Ninh," he added, doing 

everything he could to allay their building fears, 

"routinely fire a few dozen rounds into the area every 

night. They'll time their fires tonight to throw a little 

heavier barrage into the vicinity of the village at about 

the time we're scheduled to hit the LZs." 

The black corporal readied himself to speak out anew. 

"And yes, Corporal," Carmody patiently said, sensing his 

parishioner's continued need for reassurance, "The artillery 
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commander at Fire Base Custer will make sure that a couple 

of his one-fifty-five rounds fall smack dab on top of that 

goddammed hill you're so worried about." 

As he scanned the attentive assembly of Roadrunner 

faithful that had gathered once more to hear him preach, the 

field evangelist of death discerned the rising tide of 

concern for personal safety that revealed itself in the 

tightening faces of the four American advisors and ten 

Vietnamese foot soldiers who formed his fanatically loyal 

flock of believers. The entire burden of their physical 

well-being, if not the fate of their immortal souls, rested 

heavily on his tiring shoulders. "I'll make each of you a 

promise," the bellicose fisher of enemy souls declared, as 

if by his apostolic malediction alone he could cast a all

protecting net over each individual in the room. The 

religious showman in him let a calculated minute pass as his 

penetrating gaze ranged profoundly from angular face to 

round, from saffron flesh to ocher, from enlisted soldier to 

officer, offering to each man in turn the personal benison 

of his military patriarch's most caring smile. "The village 

of Xuan Loe and associated its free fire zone," he said in 

fateful benediction, "at zero three hundred hours tomorrow 

morning will be an unhealthy place for Charlie, or anyone 

else close to him, to be." 

"Every man back alive," Sergeant Ortiz instantly 
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intoned. Like the shouted "amen" of a well-rehearsed church 

elder, his cry punctuated his minister's sermon at just the 

right moment. "Every man," Lieutenant Arsenault echoed in a 

clipped warlike voice, his urgent desire to lead the profane 

congregation's prayerful hosannas betraying his recent 

familiarity with their ritual. "No one," he cried aloud. 

"No one dies." 

With practiced unison they rose, as one trumpeting 

force, like a conquering Israelite army astride the fallen 

walls of Jericho, the assembled faithful took up the combat 

soldier's hopeful mantra. "Every man back alive," fourteen 

disparate voices intoned as one. "No one dies." 

IINo one dies," their pope declared ex cathedra. 

"Except .•. goddamnit to hell ... for Charlie," 

Corporal Rooney yelled, unexpectedly, as if suddenly moved 

by some incoherent spirit to make two professions of faith 

as one. The assembly's lone black parishioner, 

unintelligibly speaking in tongues, bolted from his pew. 

"Mutherfucking dirty little sonnavabitch." The wildly 

testifying parishioner pirouetted in howling circlets, like 

a Moorish dervish in a trance and repeatedly stomped his 

canvass jungle boots upon the floor. The sharp sound of the 

steel sole inserts striking the raised wooden floor atop the 

hollowed out crawl space beneath the Phoenix team's bungalow 

headquarters echoed through the confined sanctuary like the 
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staccato thwack of an AK47 spewing its jacketed lead spittle 

through the enveloping jungle foliage. 

"What the fuck," Carmody yelled in autonomic reaction. 

All twenty-eight eyes in the small military chapel focused 

intensely on the black corporal. 

Rooney slammed the sole of jungle boot against the 

bungalow floor, thrice more, in what sounded like a final, 

well-aimed burst of fire. "Gotcha at last, mutherfucker!" 

"Explain yourself?" Carmody angrily demanded. 

"A goddamned cockroach," the chagrined black said, 

confessing the reason for his sacrilegious behavior after 

several moments of embarrassed silence. "I'm awful sorry, 

Captain," he continued the explanation, "but I just can't 

help myself." With a fierce twist of his left heel, Rooney 

administered a crushing coup de gras. "The house I grew up 

in was lousy with them." 

"It's all right," Carmody said softly. 

"We couldn't kill them all." A single look from the 

black soldier silenced the murmur of nascent laughter that 

was beginning in the room. 

"I ain't afraid of no man, Captain, you know that." 

The muscular Rooney's baritone voice seemed to plead for his 

fellow parishioner's approbation as he settled back into his 

customary pew. "I just can't have no cockroaches crawling 

around me." 
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"The ones we got here," Rooney muttered in a revealing 

closing repentance, "remind me of when I was boy. I'd wake 

up in the night to find hundreds of the little black 

bastards crawling the walls over my bed. And mama wasn't 

always home, because she had to work late some nights." 

"It's all right, Corporal," Carmody said distractedly, 

dwelling more on his own demented present and past bete 

noires than did his black subordinate's legitimately 

justified childhood terror. "I can't stand the little black 

bastards either." 

"I was just too little to kill them all, Captain, and 

too frightened to go back to sleep." 

"Forget it, Rooney. It never happened." 

"You're a good man, Captain," the black corporal said 

for no reason Carmody could fathom. 

Stiffening his demeanor slightly as a signal to his 

distracted congregation, Carmody, who had never been 

comfortable with another man's compliment, deftly shifted 

his congregation's attention back to the business at hand. 

"Lieutenant Arsenault," he declared abruptly, "will brief us 

on certain specifics of tonight's mission?" 

"The assault element will hit the primary LZ," the 

self-conscious lieutenant began elaborating, after the 
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exchange of positions at the pulpit with his latitudinarian 

leader, "at precisely zero-two-fifteen hours. The team will 

employ three maneuver elements to invest the village. Alpha 

Force will immediately move forward to set up for the attack 

on the target. Bravo Force will land in the secondary 

landing zone at zero-two-twenty-five, or approximately ten 

minutes later. The mission of Bravo Force is to secure the 

secondary LZ, which will be used to egress the reassembled 

team from the area. Bravo Force will hold this LZ until all 

evading or blocking elements have safely assembled there to 

evacuate the area. The team's mobile reserve, Charlie 

Force, also will be set down there. The reserve element 

will provide additional security for the secondary LZ and 

stand ready to assist Alpha Force should a relieving attack 

be necessary for the attacking element to break off contact 

with pursuing enemy soldiers. Any questions so far?" 

As usual the team's meticulous radioman had an 

important one. "Have you designated an emergency reassembly 

point?" 

"Right about here," Arsenault indicated, pointing to 

the posted topographic map generally with his finger. "I'll 

get the exact coordinates to you when the team gets back 

together later for our detailed coordinations." 

"The call signs and LZ designations, sir?" 

"Alpha Force's call sign tonight will be Easy Maiden," 
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Arsenault said without a moment's hesitation, "in honor of 

Corporal Rooney's hootch girl. The assault element's LZ," 

he added, casting a sly eye toward his rival for reaction, 

"is designated Native Breast." 

"Very cute, Trung-uy," the black corporal responded 

with what for him was an abnormal degree of restraint. 

"I'll make you pay hard, Aggie, for that little joke at my 

expense." 

"It will be worth it, Rooney, whatever it is," the 

young officer retorted, relishing his momentary ascendancy 

over the irascible black corporal. "The secondary LZ is 

Home Base," Arsenault added quickly, returning to the 

serious work of the lord. "And for luck, as usual," he 

said, offering a sideways acknowledgement to their leader, 

who had instituted the cabalistic talisman before his own 

arrival on the scene, "we're calling our emergency 

reassembly point Heaven's Gate." 

A ripple of gentle laughter and knowing looks 

circulated among the lolling, largely disinterested 

Vietnamese rangers. Their own leader, Ngo Quoc Nhu, who had 

known Carmody longer than any man in the room except 

Sergeant Ortiz, quieted them with a stare. "I told Dai-uy a 

dozen times," he said, impishly winking at the black 

corporal sitting beside him, "American officer no have good 

luck go boom-boom with blue-eyed G.I. Joe whore." 
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In a fleeting instant of relie from the building 

tension the chapel of mixed-nationality believers came alive 

with earthy laughter of fighting men. Amid the raucous 

uproar so dearly purchased at the expense of their leader, 

the team's focused radioman raised a hand. "Any other 

alterations, sir," the persistent Niehaus patiently quizzed 

Arsenault, "in normal team call signs and frequencies?" 

"None," the mortified young officer answered, welcoming 

the opportunity to ease his mentor out of the claustrophobic 

cul-de-sac of carnal innuendo into which, however 

inadvertent the turn, the lieutenant had dragged them both. 

"All elements must be in place for the attack on Xuan Loe," 

he said, forcefully overriding the good humor temporarily 

present in the room, "no later than zero-two-fifty hours. 

The attacking element will prosecute the target, if 

possible, at exactly zero-two-fifty five hours. Because 

Alpha Force will be camped out on Charlie's back stoop, 

Captain Carmody has decided to cut the team's attack window 

back to ten minutes. If Alpha Force cannot positively 

identify the targeted Vietcong cadre and position itself to 

eliminate them without significant risk to itself in this 

time frame, the mission will be aborted." 

"Can we give the men a bit more detail on the actual 

targets," the tactful team sergeant prodded gently. 

"Yeah," the recovering black corporal chimed in. "You 
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know, Lieutenant Arsenault, stuff like the names, sexes, and 

next of kin of the soon-to-be deceased slopeheads." Unsure 

of how much of what he knew he could be safely revealed to 

the assembly in open conclave, the deacon in training turned 

to his archpriest for assistance. 

"We have confirmed intelligence that a meeting between 

the Xuan Loe village chief and an important agent of 

c.o.s.V.N. will be taking place in Xuan Loe Bam, the 

smallest and nearest of the four hamlets to the river, 

sometime in the early morning hours of tomorrow," Carmody 

said, rising to his feet amid the congregation and 

deliberately allowing his titular monsignor to continue in 

the pulpit. "Because of this agent's reputed high profile, 

we should anticipate that Charlie's defensive assets will in 

a high state of readiness. That's the main reason why I am 

limiting Alpha Force's exposure in the target area to the 

bare minimum of time necessary to conduct the mission." 

"Will my soldiers be expected to relocate either the 

village chief or the c.o.s.v.N. target?" the Vietnamese 

lieutenant inquired with delicate indirectness. 

"I would prefer to capture the C.O.S.V.N. agent alive,'' 

Carmody replied, obfuscating his discretion in the matter. 

"In all likelihood, however, Alpha Force personnel will not 

be presented with the opportunity to capture any of the four 

prosecutable targets identified in our orders." Having 
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given his executive officer what he believed should have 

been sufficient additional guidance, Carmody resumed his 

seat with a nod to Lieutenant Arsenault to resume his own 

briefing of the men. 

"Our orders specifically authorize the elimination of 

four Vietcong cadres," the team's minister-in-training 

declared, expectantly interpreting for the assembled 

congregation what their father confessor expected that the 

team's profane kerygma would proclaim when Colonel Kortan's 

written orders were received the next afternoon. "The Xuan 

Loe village chief, Phan Due Thieu," he added, "who is 

sometimes called Phan Ai Quoc, is designated the priority 

target for tonight's mission." 

"Phan 'the Patriot'," Lieutenant Ngu interjected, 

expelling a whistle of surprise. "I know the man's 

reputation well." The commander of the Tay Ninh Phoenix 

team, readily giving his blessing for the Vietnamese Ranger 

commander's intercommunion with the team's American 

contingent, signaled the native rhetorician to continue. 

"In the days of his youth," Ngu said, rising to give his 

personal witness, "old Phan was a ferocious Vietminh 

fighter." The highly competent, French-schooled Vietnamese 

lieutenant, who tactfully alternated languages to insure 

both groups of soldiers understood his testimony, continued, 

"His given name, as Lieutenant Arsenault says, is Phan Due 
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Thieu. The old ones say that he was a fearless tiger in 

battle. In the war against those some called French 

imperialists," he said, he said, intending to imply by his 

characterization of the French that a Vietnamese did not 

have to be a Communist to be a patriot, "he often used 'Ai 

Quoc' as a nom de guerre." The wiry lieutenant, who was an 

experienced Vietnamese fighter in his own right, settled 

back into his seat. "I have not heard old Phan called by 

that name, Lieutenant Arsenault, for many, many seasons." 

Then turning his body slightly to address his last remark 

specifically to Carmody, he added speaking Vietnamese, "If 

Phan Due Thieu is calling himself 'Ai Quoc' again, indeed, 

Dai-uy, then he must have thrown his lot in with the 

Vietcong." 

"Our orders direct us to prosecute the Xuan Loe village 

chief on the spot," Carmody said, "whatever nom de guerre he 

may be using these days." The normally waggish black 

corporal, who was deceptively perspicacious in matters 

directly relating to his role, directed a concerned glance 

at Carmody but for the moment held his tongue. "Our local 

intelligence suggests," he said, discretely supplanting the 

American lieutenant at the head of the congregation, "that 

Phan Ai Quoc's two eldest sons, Phan Due Kim and Phan Due 

Choi, also will be meeting with the C.O.S.V.N agent. The 

eldest son, Kim, is a Vietcong guerrilla. That's confirmed. 
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'The younger son, Choi, who is a Popular Forces soldier, is a 

suspected Vietcong spy. Saigon has designated Phan Ai 

Quoc 's eldest sons as secondary targets ,of opportunity. If 

Phan Due Choi attends the meeting, he should be prosecuted 

on the spot along with his father and elder brother." 

"How we will identify them, sir?" Rooney asked warily. 

"What I believe the Captain is saying, 11 Ortiz formed 

the phrase carefully from his appointed place in the front 

pew, "if I am interpreting correctly, is that tonight's 

mission is not a 'snatch and grab' cadre interdiction and 

intelligence gathering assignment." 

"You understanding of our orders is precise," Carmody 

affirmed. "Tonight's task is nothing more, and certainly 

nothing less," Carmody added, "than a directive to carry out 

a high-risk, potentially high-reward, assassination of 

selected Vietnamese nationals." 

"I want all of you to be sure on this point," the 

team's American sergeant said, taking it upon himself to 

stress the central point of contrast amid the stir of 

whispered tete-a-tetes that ripped through the multilingual 

congregation like rumors of infidelity in a nunnery, "We 

will be operating under direct orders from headquarters in 

Saigon not to take any prisoners." 

"I am authorizing Alpha Force to terminate Phan Ai 

Quoc, his two sons, and any other collateral Vietnamese 
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nationals who are discovered ith them," Carmody confirmed 

sternly. "This is a one-shot mission, gentlemen, a quick, 

hit hard, and run like hell raid. The priority is our 

getting out alive. When the flag goes up, Alpha Force 

people," Carmody emphasized, as if he were lecturing Lot and 

his wife, "inflict as much damage as you can and then get 

out as quickly as you can. Don't anybody stop to take a 

body count. Don't anybody bother to look back. Just fire, 

forget, run for your lives." 

"You know I ain't going to do that," the black corporal 

averred defiantly. "If I'm going to risk my ass to kick in 

Charlie's back door, captain, I'm sure as hell going to make 

sure those three slope bastards are dead. And, if there's 

anyway we can manage it, me and Nhu's boys are going to get 

some identification and whatever documents we can off them 

dink bodies." 

"The orders are different this time." 

"Fuck the orders, sir!" 

"Corporal!" 

"I know my job, sir," Rooney said defiantly. "I 1 ll 

kill those people for you, Captain, but I ain't no man's 

fucking assassin. I'm an American fighting soldier, sir, 

and you can't order me to forget my conscience." 

"Rooney," Arsenault chimed in, "you 1 re out of line!" 

"The man has got to cut me some slack." 



"It's for your own safety," Carmody argued. 

"Please, sir, just let us check the bodies." 

"You'll do it anyway, Rooney, won't you?" 

"Yes, sir, but I'd prefer to have your okay." 

"You're too short, nigger, for shit like this." 
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The black corporal, who did not take serious umbrage 

because Niehaus was his best friend and he happened to be 

speaking the truth in a way no one else could to him, 

replied, "Just handle the radio, redneck, and let a real man 

do his job." 

"What am I to do with you, Rooney? 

"Us corporals got our jobs, sir," the spirited black 

enlisted man replied with spare elegance. "You officers got 

yours. That's just the way it is." 

"When you do check the bodies for identification, 

Corporal Rooney," Carmody sighed, like a priest who was 

obligated to offer absolution for the same repeated 

transgressions as often as the wayward sinner returned to 

the confessional, "don't waste a lot of time looking around 

for silly souvenirs." 

"Hey, Captain, I know my job." 

"If you do find any important-looking papers," Carmody 

said, seeking to instill some specificity into the forced 

revision of his orders for Alpha Force, "or, if you manage 

to take the c.o.s.v.N agent alive, and you think you can get 
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the papers or your prisoner back to the evacuation zone 

without unnecessarily endangering yourselves or the rest of 

the team, Corporal Rooney, you and your Vietnamese rangers 

may attempt to do so." 

"What about other wounded Vietcong?" Rooney asked. 

"There will be no other prisoners," Carmody said 

bluntly. "Do I make myself clear on that point?" 

"Yes, sir," several voices replied in unison. 

"Any other overall questions?" Carmody asked. 

"Sir," Ortiz said, venturing a last minute suggestion, 

"how about breaking out the AK47s tonight? Since we'll be 

smack in the middle of Charlie's backyard, it might add to 

the confusion if we sound exactly like he does when the 

shooting starts." 

"That's a good idea," Carmody said without bothering to 

think the matter through. "Get it done." 

"If you don't mind," Lieutenant Nhu protested 

respectfully, "I'd feel more comfortable taking the Thompson 

along with me." 

"It's entirely your choice, Trung-uy," Carmody said 

agreeably. "Outfit your other troops as you see fit." 

"The Kalashnikovs will be a big hit with my men." 

"If we're not worried about taking prisoners," 

Arsenault asked, "what about Alpha Force packing a couple of 

LAWs into the village?" 
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"Sounds like a good idea," Carmody agreed easily. "Any 

more ideas or questions?" The commander of the Tay Ninh 

Phoenix team searched each of the men's faces without 

response. "If not," he said, slipping easily into the 

heartfelt paean to his departing that he would not have 

imagined offering three weeks earlier, 'I've got just one 

more bit of information to share with you. This will be 

Lieutenant Arsenault's final mission with us. He's met the 

test of life in Vietnam, proved himself to us under fire, 

and become a trusted comrade of one and all. He's flying 

out tomorrow for Saigon. From there he'll head to Long An 

where he'll head up the Phoenix team that's being formed 

there." 

"Right on, Lieutenant Arsenault," the distinctive dusky 

voice of the black corporal bellowed. 

Several of Carmody's other parishioners loudly 

proclaimed their own challenging approvals in boisterous 

salute. 

"Kill Cong!" 

"Yeah." 

91Trung-uy number one!" 

"This is going to cost you some beers," Ortiz opined to 

the red-faced lieutenant with a grin. 

"The cherry buys tonight!" Niehaus taunted. 

"He ain't a fucking cherry no more!" a scowling Rooney 
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cautioned his overreaching bunkmate. 

As the ardent cheers and raucous jeers of the fourteen 

battle-toughened, supremely skeptical combat veterans who 

against their own expectations had come to accept the 

gangling American officer as one of their own continued to 

rattle the rafters of the P.R.U. cottage's crowded communal 

room, Arsenault sheepishly accepted a firm handshake from 

the earnest black corporal whose fierce glare had assured 

that no one would compete with him for the honor of being 

the first to offer congratulations. With a variety of 

meaning-filled looks, shoulder touches, and quiet words the 

embarrassed young lieutenant acknowledged each of the 

individual tributes offered him by the tight-knit group of 

veteran American and Vietnamese soldiers who a mere twenty 

days earlier would have guffawed openly at the announcement 

his assignment to command another group of stone-hearted 

warriors such as they considered themselves. 

"If we can put off the celebration for a while," 

Carmody reasserted himself, after allowing several minutes 

of uninhibited glad-handing and insistent demands that 

Arsenault stand good for several rounds of drinks before he 

left, "let's break up now into our individual groups. "I 

like Lieutenant Ngu to work with Corporal Rooney," Carmody 

said, assigning specific responsibilities to his principal 

lieutenants, "to coordinate Alpha Force's detailed planning. 
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Lieutenant Arsenault and Sergeant Ortiz," he called, "you're 

Charlie Force this time. I'll command Bravo Force myself 

and handle overall communications. Corporal Niehaus, you'l l 

need to get with me. We'll form back up here, gentlemen," 

Carmody said, dismissing the bulk of his flock as he 

reminded the church elders of their own required attendance 

at evening vespers, "at twenty-one hundred hours to 

coordinate individual element's tactical plans." 

The afternoon church service broke up as most do with 

the various parties going their own separate ways. The 

departing lieutenant who had the least preparation to do in 

connection with the coming night's mission busied himself 

with packing his gear. The American sergeant, along with a 

pair of Vietnamese rangers detailed to him by Lieutenant 

Ngu, fieldstripped, cleaned, oiled, and test fired each of 

the fourteen original Soviet version AK47s that the unit 

planned to use for the first time in combat. At one point 

in the long process the detail readying the weapons was 

visited by the black corporal. He was particularly 

superstitious, indeed, almost as much so as the Vietnamese 

ranger lieutenant, about the weapons he took into combat. 

After hefting and test firing several of the Soviet 

offerings for himself, Rooney finally settled on a suitable 

one. In a concession to his own demons, however, he advised 

the Ortiz that he intended to double up on the mission and 
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carry his twelve gauge shotgun too. 

When the captured weapons were ready, Sergeant Ortiz 

carefully recorded the serial numbers of the nine assaul t 

rifles that he would be issuing to the team's Vietnamese 

ranger contingent. As he had been directed to do by the 

Phoenix team's American commander, Ortiz also delivered an 

additional three of the brokered enemy weapons, whose serial 

numbers were not placed on any list, to the Vietnamese 

ranger commander even though Lieutenant Ngu had elected on 

this night to carry his old Thompson submachine gun. The 

additional Kalashnikovs, for which Ngu understood he would 

not be held accountable, were, in part, the Trung-uy's 

reward for cooperating with his American counterpart's 

decision to rearm the team with the captured weapons and, in 

another respect, a culturally acceptable means by which his 

American allies could effectively supplement the meager, 

often late-in-coming income the Vietnamese junior officer 

received from his government. Only when Sergeant Ortiz had 

delivered the particular AK47 assault rifles that he had 

personally selected for each of the three remaining American 

advisors was he finally able to retire to his room to attend 

to the daily letter he ritualistically wrote to his intended 

back in Texas. 

On Sergeant Ortiz's way to his room he encountered 

Rooney and Niehaus who were passing time in heated games of 
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cribbage. The black corporal had only recently learned the 

game from the white private, who in turn had only just been 

introduced to it by the departing American lieutenant. To 

Niehaus' chagrin, the braggadocios corporal was already 

beating him regularly. 

The afternoon's most difficult decision confronted the 

Vietnamese ranger commander. Lieutenant Ngu knew that 

military prudence argued for him to restrict his rangers to 

the P.R.U. compound, but he elected instead to give as many 

of them as possible a few hours to visit home. Ngu trusted 

his men not to reveal the night's target. He also judged 

that the existence of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team was no 

secret and that its regular treks to the Tay Ninh airstrip 

were regularly reported to the enemy. 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team's leader, who no longer had a 

loved one back in Texas awaiting his letters, nor any men to 

whom to grant furloughs to visit their wives and children 

before facing death, and no interest in the kind of effete 

games of strategy he had left behind in his innocent college 

days, spent the long, tense, hot afternoon hours alone in 

extended thought about his mission. Each of the team's 

missions were fraught with danger, but the mission to Xuan 

Loe one was clearly more so. He had elected to exceed his 

authority, or more accurately to precede his authority, by 

laying on the mission before the actual receipt of his 
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written orders. To himself Carmody had justified this 

paperwork risk by weighing it against the opportunity to 

catch the renegade village chief in flagrante delicto. If 

the Tay Ninh team was successful in achieving its objective 

neither Colonel Kortan nor any of his superior's in 

Washington would ever issue one official word of complaint. 

The one thing that made the Xuan Loe mission different from 

all the others his team had conducted was that Carmody had 

never before issued -- for the simple reason that he'd never 

before verbally received -- specific orders from Kortan to 

kill an unarmed, non-uniformed, outwardly loyal Vietnamese 

civilian. It was not that Saigon was particularly squeamish 

about the high percentage of suspected Vietnamese cadre who 

managed to get themselves killed rather than captured in the 

execution of Phoenix missions. Rather the rub was that the 

official stance in Washington was that the killings happened 

inadvertently in the normal course of carrying out an 

officially benign mission. The truth in the field was, as 

it always would be, that a dead Vietnamese was a confirmed 

Vietcong. Only an Inspector General's inquiry into a 

shooting incident or a pain-in-the-ass journalistic 

investigation could prove otherwise, and neither one of 

these eventualities was very likely to befall a Phoenix 

team's secretive operations. Thus the aspect of his orders 

that troubled Carmody that for the first time in his memory 
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he, personally, had ordered one of his men to kill unarmed 

civilians without the benefit of either a check of 

identification or the shadow of military legitimacy 

conferred by their normal "capture, repatriate, and 

interrogate, if possible" mission imperative. 

The sole vexing solution to the dilemma that presented 

itself to Carmody's sorely taxed mind that afternoon 

required that he violate one of his longest standing, 

personal principles of leadership in war, that a successful 

field commander must always preserve his ability to command 

the entire fight and never become personally enmeshed in the 

execution of any single part of it. 

Though he bargained back and forth throughout the 

afternoon with his carping conscience, like an American 

serviceman haggling with a wily street vendor in the Tay 

Ninh City market, he finally yielded to the guilt-driven 

impulse to make an alteration in his previous assignments 

for the raid on Xuan Loe. At the scheduled twenty-one 

hundred hours meeting with his element commanders the Tay 

Ninh Phoenix team commander privately pulled the black 

corporal aside. "I'll be going in with Alpha Force myself 

tonight," he said in a hush, adding before Rooney could make 

his predictable objection, "and while I don't expect you to 

like it, the truth is that I have an even more sensitive 

mission for you." The highly skeptical black corporal 
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frowned in suspicion. "I want you to stick with Lieutenant 

Arsenault like glue," Carmody whispered. "His personal 

safety, Rooney, is your prime responsibility toni ght." 

"He's a general's son, right," Rooney observed 

astutely, "and Charlie Force having one more man won't 

really make a difference, Captain, so why let him go at 

all?" 

"Some things you can't change." 

"I guess being the General's son," Rooney said, seeming 

to take carmody's meaning amiss, "makes him a little more 

valuable than the rest of us." 

"That's not it," Carmody protested, attempting to hide 

his true motive from the man he actually felt honor bound to 

protect. "Well, maybe, it's some of it," Carmody said, 

trying mightily to finesse his way past the Tay Ninh Phoenix 

team's best cribbage player. "But Bob Arsenault was my 

friend long before I ever understood what his being General 

Arsenault's son meant to either one of us. What I asking of 

you, Rooney, isn't for the General's benefit. It's not even 

for Bob's benefit either. It's mine, Rooney, I'm trusting 

his life to you." 

"I want you to know its okay, Captain," the black 

corporal retorted as judiciously as his blunt nature would 

allow, "you lying to me this way about your real reasons for 

whatever it is you've got in mind, because I know the 
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lieutenant really is a good friend, and because I'm sure, as 

much as you could, you really meant all those bullshit 

reasons you just gave me." 

"I just can't order you to do something I wouldn't do 

in your place," Carmody confessed, like a false-swearing 

prelate giving his imprimatur to the accuracy of the black 

parishioner's insight. "But its more than that, Corporal, 

because I know that when the shit hits the fan tonight 

you'll do your damnest, as usual, to capture that c.o.s.v.N. 

agent alive and that, if I don't prevent it, you're likely 

to get yourself killed along with a couple of Ngu's people. 

I'm just not prepared," Carmody said, lying and not lying to 

the black corporal at the same time, "to let that happen." 

"You don't have to explain anymore," Rooney said 

softly. "If anybody can get the young lieutenant's ass 

safely on that plane tomorrow, sir, this black Irishman 

can." 

"There's one other thing," Carmody said. "You're to 

get on the plane with him." 

"I don't take your meaning, sir." 

"It's like your buddy, Niehaus, says," Carmody quipped 

lightly, "you're too fucking short for this shit. This is 

your last mission, Corporal, I'm sending you home." The 

strapping black corporal's eyes involuntarily welled shut 

with tears, and for a brief moment he could find no words to 
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express his relief. "Don't bother thanking me," Carmody 

said, dismissing his own efforts in arranging the drop. 

"We've got just a few more missions left before we turn the 

entire field operation over to the Vietnamese. There's just 

no sense in you hanging around for them." 

"Ngu's boys are damn good soldiers, Captain, and better 

suited for this work than we are," the black corporal said 

thoughtfully. "I know the people back at home don't give 

the Vietnamese any credit for the job they do in fighting 

their own war. But guys like Lieutenant Ngu and his rangers 

will still be in the field, fighting for their country, when 

all the rest of us are long dead and gone." 

"I agree with your sentiments, Corporal Rooney," the 

Phoenix team commander said, bestowing an ironic smile, a 

passing chuckle, and a hearty slap on the back on the black 

subordinate, "but I'm forced to admit that I'm less than 

comfortable with your figurative comparison." 

"It's really my turn tomorrow?" Rooney reiterated his 

good fortune in the form of a question, as if he could not 

bring himself to truly believe it. 

"It's true, and I'm happy for you." 

"It'll be your turn one day." 

"My turn has come, and gone, a couple of times." 

"No way, Captain, everybody's war ends sometime." 

"People around these parts say this one's been going on 
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for two thousand years," Carmody said good-naturedly, "and 

as far as I can see it's still going strong." 

"That's why us G.I.s got a one-year rotation system." 

"I suppose you're right," Carmody agreed laughing. 

"Damn straight, I am," the black soldier declared. 

"Why my dead mama once told me that a white man's eyes could 

go all slanty on him," the black corporal said with the fire 

of impish Black Irish impertinence burning in his own eyes, 

"and that his albino skin could turn all yellowy, if he got 

stuck fighting the same damn war forever." 

"She said that, did she?" 

"Something like it happened before." 

"Okay, I'll bite, Rooney. When did it happen?" 

"The American Civil War, sir." 

"Now see, Rooney, that's where your mama went wrong," 

the Phoenix team commander said, thinking for a moment that 

he might have gotten the best of his friendly black 

adversary at last. "Damn few native Texans got slanty eyes 

and yellow skin, but some of them still drive around with 

stickers on their pickup truck bumpers of that fat little 

Rebel colonel waving his flag and saying 'Forget, hell!'" 

"Nope," the black corporal grinned, as Carmody walked 

downhill straight into his trap, "my mama wasn't wrong. She 

was just helping me understand, Captain, why the South still 

has so many rednecks in it." 



Chapter VI 

THE DAY THE MUSIC DIED 

At twenty-three hundred hours the fourteen soldiers of 

Detachment 955 began to gather in the same room where a few 

hours earlier they had received their first briefing on the 

upcoming mission. In a tribute to his departing American 

counterpart Lieutenant Ngu insisted that Arsenault perform 

the ritualistic final check of the men's web gear and 

weapons. In addition to the normal complement of arms, 

ammunition, and grenades, three of the men in each element 

carried a throw-away type M72 light antitank weapon slung 

over their shoulder. When the two American and one 

Vietnamese officer were satisfied with the individual 

soldier's readiness, the team loaded into the waiting 

vehicles. As they had so many times before the fourteen 

regular team members, augmented for the last time by Bob 

Arsenault, proceeded in a blacked out convoy to the Tay Ninh 

airstrip. At precisely 0030 hours a flight of three 

helicopters, the Hughes OV-6A cayuse and two larger Bell 

Iroquois aircraft appeared overhead flaying in trail. But 

in contrast to the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's normal procedure, 

this time the smaller Allison-powered scout helicopter led 

the larger UH-1D troop carrier and its smaller mate, the 
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UH-lC Huey Hog gunship, down to a landing to pick up the 

waiting team. Perplexed by this alteration in normal 

routine, Carmody sprinted over to the pilot's side of 

teardrop-shaped reconnaissance helicopter. In a shouted 

exchange above the whine of the smaller craft's 317-

horsepower turboshaft engine Carmody learned that the fire 

fly team that normally provided cover diversionary cover for 

their insertions had been designated to provide the team's 

primary transportation into and out of the target area. 

With this new information in hand, the commander of 

Detachment 955 hurriedly directed the two Vietnamese rangers 

in Alpha Force to situate themselves in the cramped aft 

passenger compartment of the Cayuse. Then Carmody sprinted 

back down the line to the first of the two Iroquois 

variants. "I'm sending Rooney with you," Carmody gestured, 

shouting in American lieutenant's ear to be heard above the 

din of the 1,400-horsepower Lycoming turboshaft engine that 

powered the medium lift troop carrier. "I've decided to 

send him out tomorrow with you. 11 

"If you'd sent him packing a week ago," Arsenault 

hollered back in joking reply, "I'd have gotten a shot at 

his girl friend. Now I'll have to listen while he tells me 

about the girl he's leaving behind all the way to Ton Son 

Nhut." 
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"Stick with him, Bob," Carmody insisted, hunching his 

shoulders in the minimal downdraft of the helicopter's 

idling 24-foot radius main rotor blade. "I counting on each 

of you to cover the other's ass out their tonight." As 

Arsenault hiked himself through the gaping rectangular side 

door, Carmody leaned into the UH-1D's passenger compartment 

and yelled out a directive for the left-hand door gunner. 

In turn the portside gunner tapped Rooney on the shoulder 

and passed the message to hand out the M72 LAW that the 

team's leader now required for himself. 

The commander of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team then 

sprinted back to the last helicopter where Lieutenant Ngu 

and Sergeant Ortiz were waiting beside the stubbier UH-lC's 

landing skid for a final word. All of the other members of 

the team, including Lieutenant Arsenault, Corporal Rooney, 

Sergeant Tranh, and the three Vietnamese rangers assigned to 

the UH-1D troop carrier and Private Niehaus and the three 

remaining rangers who would be riding in the Fire Fly team's 

more heavily armed gunship escort, were already mounted in 

the helicopters. 

Anticipating stringent objections from both his 

subordinates, Carmody purposely had delayed telling his two 

most trusted lieutenants of his decision to take Rooney's 

regular place in the assault element. The unexpected 

addition of a third helicopter to the team's insertion 
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assets now provided him with precisely the last minute 

opportunity for which he had been waiting. Ever mindful of 

protocol Carmody spoke to Lieutenant Ngu first. "I'm going 

with Alpha Force," he said, with a manufactured urgency that 

provided the skeptical Vietnamese no opportunity for 

dissent. "I'm putting Arsenault in nominal command of the 

extraction zone." The Vietnamese first lieutenant frowned 

in obvious displeasure. He did not understand the meaning 

of the word "nominal." To Trung-uy Ngu command could mean 

only one thing: final, absolute responsibility. His 

American counterpart sensed the reason for the Vietnamese 

officer's concern and set about to better explain his 

intent. "You'll be in charge of Charlie Force," Carmody 

said, patting the diminutive warrior familiarly on the back, 

"but, if the shit really does hit the fan, Trung-uy, I'll be 

looking primarily to you to get our bacon out of the fire." 

With Ngu's ego massaged, Carmody turned to specifically 

include the eavesdropping American sergeant in what he 

planned to say next. "I decided on the way out here," he 

added, inventing the harmless lie to ease his conscience, 

"that this is going to be Rooney's last mission too." His 

subordinates, expecting no shading of the truth from him, 

each smiled their acceptance. Then in the swirling 

downdraft to the Iroquois' revving two-bladed rotor Carmody 

said what he meant most of all. 'Both Arsenault and Rooney 
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must get back to Tay Ninh City safely. Whatever else 

happens out there tonight, Sergeant Ortiz, that's your 

absolute priority. Understand?" 

"No problem, sir," Ortiz said, rendering the standard 

military reply of the day. 

"Then let's mount up," Carmody said, pumping his right

angled arm several times in signal to the waiting pilots. 

As the two soldiers hastily hoisted themselves into rear 

compartment of the poised Huey Hog, their commander, with 

the collapsed M72 LAW tube jiggling against his back, 

sprinted up the line. He again hunched his shoulders as he 

sped beneath the huffing rotor of the UH-1D transport 

heading in the direction of the darkened silhouette of scout 

helicopter. At a point just behind the idling Cayuse 

Carmody skirted the spinning tail rotor located opposite the 

upward-angled, right-hand tail stabilizer and crossed to the 

co-pilot's side where he clambered aboard the helicopter 

though the tight squeeze of the wedge-shaped passenger 

compartment door. "Go, go," the Phoenix team commander 

shouted, clapping the Leach's co-pilot on the back of his 

shoulder, as he gave the final thumbs up signal to start the 

Xuan Loe mission skyward. 

The tapered tail booms of the three helicopters, like 

engorging male organs, lifted in a swelling unison to the 

roaring shriek of over 3,100 combined horsepower of lift. 
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In a precise aerial ballet the three forward-tilting men of 

war swept ahead gaining forward momentum over the weed-grown 

macadam runway and then began to climb laboriously in warm, 

moist tropical night air. Circling like mismatched metallic 

peregrines in the swirling drafts blowing off of Nui Ba Den, 

the three distinctively different but related species of 

armed helicopters spiralled upward seeking the total safety 

that existed in South Vietnam only above 3,500 feet in the 

air. 

The formation of trailing helicopters followed the 

varying flight path that Carmody had outlined in the team's 

first briefing. Then, as the flight neared the target area, 

the three aircraft formation spit into two separate 

elements. The OV-6A scout helicopter, which carried only 

Carmody and the two Vietnamese rangers that formed the 

spearhead element, veered southward in a wide sweeping arc 

that would bring the 150-mile-per-hour top speed aircraft to 

the base of the hill on the southwest side of the village. 

The UH-1D carrying the six-man element under Lieutenant 

Arsenault's command and the 40-millimeter grenade and 

2. 75-inch rocket launcher equipped UH-lC carrying th,e rest 

of the team veered in an even wider arc to the northwest so 

that the marginally slower craft could come at the village 

from a direction nearly one hundred and eighty degrees 

opposite to that taken by the scout helicopter. 
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The presence of the three helicopters presented Carmody 

with a distinct tactical advantage over the complement of 

two UH-1D slicks which usually provided the team's lift. 

Being smaller, quieter, and faster, the four-bladed OV-6A 

Cayuse was a superior insertion vehicle for the assault 

element. And, if serious trouble did arise, the sting of 

its portside-mounted XM-27 minigun system was sufficient to 

discourage anything less than a full-throated effort on the 

part of a roving guerrilla patrol. The use of a third 

helicopter also made it easier for the other two Iroquois 

helicopters to make a series of false landings enroute to 

their true destination, the evacuation element ·' s LZ. 

Moreover, the two Hueys longer route and slower cruising 

speed allowed the insertion of Alpha Force to take place 

earlier, and if disaster did strike, provided a window of 

safety in which to abort any additional landings. The basic 

composition of the Fire Fly team also was an advantage. 

This accrued because the second aircraft was the UH-lC Huey 

Hog which was capable of acting as aerial artillery in the 

event of major trouble. It's augmented firepower was 

greatly superior to the norm.al complement of two davit

mounted 7.62 millimeter M60 machine guns typically carried 

by the UH-1D troop carrier which the UH 1c was now 

escorting. 

Even in the cloud-shrouded light provided by the new 
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moon the curving, slate grey entrails of the Varn Co Dong 

river stood out clearly, and it was this distinctive 

landmark that provided Carmody's pilot with a perfect fix on 

the assault element's landing zone. As the landing skids of 

the OV-6A Cayuse momentarily skittered across the grassy, 

sloping flat at the southern base of the hill, Carmody and 

the two Vietnamese rangers clumsily alighted to the ground 

from Loach's the cramped rear passenger area. Making his 

go-no go decision on the run, Carmody again issued the 

universally applicable thumbs up signal. The Cayuse pilot 

twisted his throttle control to provide more power, pulled 

the collective lever back to gain lift, and angled the 

cyclic control stick to produce a sweeping, rising climb-out 

away from the hill. By a pre-arrangement achieved during 

the flight the Cayuse pilot would re-link up with the other 

two helicopters in the flight and work up and down the river 

well to the north of the village. The general flatness of 

the terrain would make communication with the flight 

possible even if the aircraft happened to become engaged at 

some distance away. Their presence was primarily 

diversionary, however, and the Fire Fly team's pilots would 

be under strict orders to avoid engaging in any intensive 

firefights on their own. 

Alighting swiftly and spreading silently outward the 

three man assault element moved quickly to clear the 
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forceful downdraft of the blacked-out scout helicopter. In 

an instant of what seemed to the three men being left behind 

in dark overpowering noise the agile OV-6A had regained its 

forward momentum, lifted its skids clear of the low-hanging 

brush bordering the landing zone, and scurried away in a 

curving scimitar to the northwest. The two Vietnamese 

rangers, who needed few commands in this phase of the 

mission, faced outward with their newly-issued AK47 assault 

rifles set for semi-automatic fire and held at the ready. 

When no enemy moved to challenge them, Carmody positioned 

the two rangers to move together, while he formed a separate 

one-man maneuvering unit. Moving stealthy up-slope through 

the low, rounded tropical bush and around the small, 

intermittent stands of native hardwood trees, Carmody and 

the two rangers steadily made their way up the two hundred 

meter elevation. The gradually rising gradient, which was 

carpeted generally with razor-edged, knee-high grasses 

offered ample cover for Carmody and his men but likewise 

provided an infinite number of potential hiding places for 

their enemies. 

As Carmody and the two rangers with him had moved up 

the hill, they had not been entirely alone. In the 

reflected silver-grey luminescence of new moon the night 

came alive with the sounds of the stiff, tropical breeze 

f i ltering through the leaves on the high limbs of trees, the 
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rub and rustle of leaves and fronds growing nearer the 

ground as small mammals foraged for food and reptiles hunted 

for prey, and the reassuring chirping of even smaller animal 

and insect life. In the distance Carmody could heard the 

periodic crack-crash-kabooms of heavy caliber artillery 

rounds as they randomly erupted amid the lush tropical 

flora. He had also listened for the whapping sound of 

helicopters rotors disturbing the equilibrium of the heavy 

night air, and he was pleased that no such telltale sound 

had reached his ears. A principal reason for this good 

fortune and his own, which perhaps indicated his near

legendary luck would hold for one more mission, was that a 

steady breeze was blowing eastward from the Cambodian side 

of the Varn co Dong river. Any sounds of Alpha Force's 

insertion would have been carried eastward by the strong 

breeze and away from the ears of any sentries posted in the 

vicinity of the village. 

When the three sweating men had reached a point only 

slightly below the rounded crest of the saddle-backed hill, 

Carmody ordered a temporary halt while he attempted to make 

radio contact with the rest of his team. Without awaiting 

his orders the two accompanying rangers took cover, 

flattened themselves to the ground, and provided lateral 

security for their leader. If the mission was on schedule 

the multi-channel ANPRC-25, to which Carmody normally would 
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have had access, should have arrived with Lieutenant 

Arsenault and Private Niehaus, the team's radioman, and the 

other ten men of Detachment 955 at the evacuation LZ five 

minutes earlier. Hoping for a friendly reply on his first 

attempt, Carmody nervously adjusted the squelch on the 

ANPRC-6 transceiver he carried with him now. He thumbed the 

rubber-encased rocker switch of the shorter-range, hand-held 

walkie-talkie style radio, placed it against his cheek, and 

called out, "Roadrunner Five, six here." He repeated the 

whispered call a second time. "How do you read? Come in." 

In growing state of agitation, which he dutifully sought to 

mask in his voice, the officer repeated the message a third 

time. "Roadrunner five, I say again. Do you read?" When 

no answer came, despite several additional whispered 

entreaties, Carmody cursed beneath his breath. The team's 

standard field operating procedures, which Carmody had 

implemented to avoid the accidental giveaway of the presence 

of the assault element to enemy, put the responsibility for 

first contact squarely on the shoulders of the spearhead 

force. Under this SOP neither the landing zone security 

element nor the reaction force was permitted to break radio 

silence until contacted by the assault element. The sole 

exception was a firefight involving an attack on the assault 

element. 

The temporarily stymied American commander turned down 
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the squelch knob but as a precaution left the radio on. 

Using more hand signals Carmody directed the two Vietnamese 

to reconnoiter farther up along the crest of the hill. 

Knowing the enemy was much nearer now, the two crouching men 

moved with care, hunkering to shorten their unnatural 

silhouettes as they crept atop the rounded apex of the hill. 

Without any warning at all the ranger moving up the hill on 

Carmody's right suddenly disappeared from his view. Only a 

muffled whoop of expelled breath, combined with a stifled 

series of imaginative curses in Vietnamese, marked the site 

of his descent. The remaining ranger and Carmody each 

sprinted to their comrade's side. Expecting the worst, 

Carmody was relieved to see the shaken, somewhat 

embarrassed, but otherwise uninjured Vietnamese soldier 

sitting on his butt at the bottom of a recently sculpted 

American one-fifty-five shell crater. The still cursing 

soldier rose shakily to his feet and brushed the red soil 

from his tiger-striped fatigues. "VC di di mau het roi, 

Dai-uy," Quoc said defiantly, using his own unenviable 

predicament to make his point. "For sure. You bet." 

"I bet Quoc right," his crooked-smiling companion added 

with more bluster than common sense. "No VC this hill 

tonight." The American officer, who had managed to keep the 

legend of his luck a1·ve in part by never underestimating 

the courage and tenacity of his Vietnamese adversaries, 
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nodded only a half-hearted concurrence. 

The three soldiers had reached the top of the rounded 

promontory but they were still shielded from any view of the 

village. Looking carefully around him, Carmody counted five 

more fresh shell craters, indicating the impact of a couple 

of salvos from the three tubes firing from Fire Base Custer. 

As the three men moved across the top of the hill Carmody 

had to admit to himself agree that only a very determined 

adversary would have remained on top of the hill or returned 

to it since the six rounds had impacted. Before the assault 

element attempted to move down the hill into the proximity 

of Xuan Loe Bam, Carmody posted the two Vietnamese rangers 

to provide flanking security and attempted for a second time 

to contact his reserve forces. Kneeling in the shadow of a 

large bush, he adjusted the gain on the squelch, extended 

hand-held transceiver's flexible spring steel antenna, and 

thumbed the compact ANPRC-6 to life again. This time the 

awaited reply came back immediately. "Roadrunner six," 

Arsenault's taut field voice said, "this is five. Negative 

contact. Bravo Force LZ is secure. Charlie Force is moving 

to a forward position now. over." 

"Alpha Force has reached the forward edge of the hill," 

the team's more relaxed commander radioed back. "I am 

preparing to move on Xuan Loe Bam at this time. Clarify 

reaction force situation. over." 
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"Roadrunner four," Arsenault replied, referring to the 

team's Charlie Force leader, "got that itchy feeling he 

sometimes gets almost as soon as we hit the ground. He's 

taken four of his rangers a couple of hundred meters forward 

of our position to set up listening posts between ourselves 

and the village." 

"Any sign of trouble?" Carmody queried warily. 

"Ngu sure is expecting some." 

"He's definitely got a sixth sense," Carmody rejoined. 

"Let's hope he's wrong this time." 

"I'm moving on Xuan Loe Barn now." 

"We're slick for now, six," Arsenault radioed his 

consent. "Do what you got to do." 

As soon as Carmody had secured the ANPRC-6 for travel, 

the Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader and the two Vietnamese 

soldiers started down the hill. They proceeded toward the 

fourth hamlet in short, mutually supported rushes, but they 

moved faster now that a sense of the kill was upon them and 

the steepening gradient of the hill was in their favor. 

Carmody knew this was the time of the assault element's 

greatest exposure. At some point the descending trek down 

the more thinly overgrown forward slope would present 

Carmody and his two companions to direct observation from 

the village. In the harsh light of day the three skulking 

men could not have traveled even twenty meters down the 
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leading slope without instant fear of discovery. But in the 

faint silvery-yellow glow of the horned new moon, they might 

yet make it down and back up again. The need for stealth 

and, paradoxically, speed was now at its zenith. If the 

infiltrators were discovered now on th-e face of the forward 

slope, there would almost no chance of their retreating 

safely back up the hill. In the rush of adrenalin that came 

in anticipation of a fight, silly mistakes were often made, 

and it was exactly this kind of mental lapse that each of 

the on-rushing soldiers sought to avoid as he picked his way 

down the hill toward visual contact with the enemy. 

The general arrangement of village allowed Carmody and 

the two Vietnamese rangers to move warily down the hill 

toward the northe,ast as the approached Xuan Loe Barn which 

was the southernmost of the four hamlets that together made 

up the riverside village. Had the meeting they had been 

sent to disrupt been held in the centrally located main 

hamlet no possible avenue of approach would have existed for 

the Phoenix team's assault element to have approached it. 

In his peripheral vision Carmody saw Quoc, who was the 

Vietnamese soldier who had been advancing on his right, grow 

rigid as if he had suddenly become one with the spreading 

tropical bush that only a second before he happened to be 

trotting along side. The American infantry officer likewise 

instantly froze in mid-step. In the near distance and just 
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down-slope of him Carmody could dimly make out the outline 

of what appeared at first sight to be a single, pajama-clad 

sentry. The veteran officer instinctively swept his eyes 

across the horizon, avoiding holding focus for any length of 

time on the enemy soldier's silhouette, so as to better 

differentiate the details of the menacing shape that loomed 

before him. 

The aspect of his enemy's behavior that puzzled him 

most was why the sentry, who surely could see the three 

approaching men as readily as they had been able to spot 

him, had not already reacted to their presence and raised 

the alarm. The Vietnamese ranger on carmody's right had 

arrested himself barely fifteen paces short of the sentry's 

position. Some thirty seconds passed and still there was no 

indication of any awareness of their presence from the 

sentry. But when the sentry finally did move a minute 

later, shifting the weight of AI<47 he cradled in one arm, 

Carmody at last comprehended the inane reason for their good 

fortune. The sentry had been relieving himself in the 

night. As in a mirror darkly, the three men coming down the 

hill had seen the soldier's outline in reverse. The reason 

that the sentry had not seen them, beyond the simple 

pleasure of relieving the pressure on his bladder, was that 

he was looking at something important that was underway in 

the opposite direction. In silence and with complete 
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confidence in the skill of his men, Carmody decreed the 

man's death with a chopping hand signal. The Vietnamese 

ranger who was called "fat Quoc" but possessed the ability 

to move and kill like a tigress, began a catlike approach 

toward their unsuspecting prey, while Carmody and the other 

ranger sighted the enemy with their AK47s from behind cover. 

The sentry's gurgling death throes came and went without so 

much as a telltale scuffle to mark his passing as the 

deadly-efficient ranger struck with his fighting knife from 

behind. As Quoc eased the sentry's slumping body to the 

soft earth, Carmody and the second ranger rushed forward to 

his side. The first ranger, whose only reaction to his 

enemy's death was to hunker in place and wipe the blood from 

the dual-edged blade on his victim's black tunic, pointed to 

a gathering of enemy troops in the distance. Spread out 

before him in grouping of small native huts surrounding a 

large central hootch, as in the reflecting silver emulsion 

of a black and white negative, Carmody at last had come 

face-to-face with the moonlit panorama of Xuan Loe Barn. The 

enemy sentry had been standing atop a five meter earthen 

rise carved out from the side of the hill by some record 

flood or ancient channel change. The unknown act of nature 

in consequence had afforded their victim an upper tier seat, 

as at an outdoor pavilion, to the scene of the secret 

meeting that was clearly now underway in the large hootch 
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situated below their position in the central clearing of the 

village's fourth hamlet. Acting with deliberate haste and 

ever mindful of the need for silence, Carmody instructed the 

two soldiers to reconnoiter left and right along the earthen 

escarpment. Carmody was certain that other sentries had 

been posted, and he wanted to know where the nearest had 

taken up their positions. In less than two minutes the 

soldiers returned from opposite directions with the 

confirmations he had expected. The sentries that threatened 

their security most were posted less than sixty meters to 

either side of their current position. In a hushed mixture 

pidgin Vietnamese and English Carmody issued his new 

instructions. With periodic nods of understanding and 

without a single voiced objection, the two rangers 

acknowledged their orders and moved to their precarious 

positions on either flank of him. 

Carmody's plan entailed an exceptionally high level of 

risk to everyone involved, because he had no way to recall 

or communicate altered instructions to his vastly outnumber 

troops. If something went wrong before he initiated the 

hastily improvised attack plan, the three men had no way to 

warn one another other than by a shot or raised cry of alarm 

that would alert their enemies too. 

But firing the largest of his small arsenal of weapons 

was exactly what Carmody intended to do. The Tay Ninh 
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Phoenix team leader carefully adjusted the squelch on the 

sturdy portable transceiver and prepared to alert the forces 

held in reserve at the team's evacuation LZ. "Roadrunner 

five," he intoned in a breathless whisper, "this is six. 

Corne back." 

"This is Ortiz," the non-standard reply came. 

"Where's Arsenault," Carmody asked edgily. 

"The Lieutenant, Sergeant Tranh, and Corporal Rooney 

are s ,etting up some close-in claymores on the perimeter." 

"Trouble?" 

"Ngu says we got mucho VC moving into the area." 

"Strength estimate?" 

"Unknown," Ortiz radioed back, "but more than any of us 

wants to tangle with." 

"Recommendation?" 

"Ngu thinks we should scoot now." 

"Get Blackjack flight leader on the horn, 11 Carmody 

transmitted. "Tell him to get his birds into position for 

pick up and support of your position in ten minutes." 

"Are we aborting?" 

"Negative," Carmody radioed firmly. In a few broadly 

drawn brush strokes the Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader 

outlined his plan. "I'm going to take my shot," Carmody 

explained, "because there's not much else for us to do. 

When we hit the hamlet, four, I'm betting the woods around 
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us are going to come alive. With the number of VC that look 

to be on the prowl here and Vietcong patrols taking up 

positions between your location and our, we'd never make 

Home Plate trying to skirt the village to the northeast." 

"What are you going to do?" 

"We'll beat a path to Heaven's Gate," Carmody said 

calmly, "and try for a cold LZ there." 

"Roger, six," Ortiz replied dutifully. "We'll handle 

our part." 

"Never doubted it. 11 

"Are you sure you want to light this rocket off?" 

"It's all laid out in front of me," Carmody said, 

suggesting to Ortiz more confidence that he felt, "like a 

plate of barbecued chicken thighs and potato salad at a 

Fourth of July picnic." 

"Watch out for the native ants, amigo," Ortiz said, 

offering minimal encouragement. "The little red ones, I 

hear, can sting like hell." 

"Rooney's scared to death of local cockroaches," 

Carmody said, preparing to sign off, "and I've got fire ants 

mounded up all around me. Never an Orkin man around when 

you need one. That's this man's war for sure .. " 

"Buena suerte, amigo." 

"I jus.t might need some. Roadrunner six, out." 

Carmody turned down the squelch completely, stowed the 
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ANPRC-6's flexible antenna, and switched the cigarette 

carton-sized transceiver off. He had ordered the two 

Vietnamese rangers to open fire on his mark. The signal to 

commence the attack would be the firing of his LAW into the 

large, communal meeting hootch that was center of activity 

and concern among the dozen or more guerrillas gathered 

around it. The American officer removed and discarded the 

end covers of 66-millimeter HEAT rocket and pulled the 

weapon's overlapping tubes apart until he felt the sharp 

click locking the inner aluminum tube in its launching 

position. Then he steadied the tubular weapon of his right 

shoulder with his left hand and encircled the PVC-encased 

pressel-switch trigger with the cupped fingers of his right 

hand. 

Carmody had no way of ascertaining who was inside the 

hootch but he felt confident that the centrally located 

structure was providing shelter for the rumored important 

meeting of the Xuan Loe village chief with the C.O.S.V.N. 

agent. A large number of Vietcong guerrillas, some standing 

at the ready with their weapons and others conversing 

casually in several small groups were situated in an 

informal perimeter around the large native structure. There 

was no way for Carmody to know how many other sentries might 

have been posted farther out or what other forces the enemy 

might have in reserve. Without further delay Carmody pushed 
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the weapon's safety handle forward to the 'arm' position. 

He sighted over the pop-up sights, elevated the fully

extended tube slightly, and aimed for a point midway of the 

hootch's roof just above the line of the eave. He mashed 

down on the trigger with the middle fingers of his right 

hand and felt the fin-stabilized warhead leap from the tube. 

The approximately five-pound explosive projectile arched 

brightly through the night covering the no more than eighty 

meters to the target in split seconds. The hurtling whoosh

shoosh sound of the bunker-busting rocket's firing instantly 

alerted several of the guards. As he lowered and discarded 

the empty tube Carmody caught a glimpse of one or two who 

looked up but there was no time for considered reaction. 

The American officer, considering the LAW's 300-meter 

effective reach, had fired from near point blank range. The 

sturdy native structure, which was constructed of bamboo 

supports, woven sides, and a covered with a thatched roof 

exploded in a brilliant flash of orange which, except for 

streamers of inflamed reeds and smoldering thatch bundles, 

instantly extinguished itself in the Vietnamese night. The 

hand-fabricated cellulose exterior of the native structure, 

which could withstand a decade of nature's onslaughts, and 

its fleshy interior furnishings, as Carmody had anticipated, 

had proved a poor match for the technological violence of 

the American-designed antitank warhead that could defeat 
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twelve inches of armor plate. 

On either side of him Carmody heard the nearly 

simultaneous sharp bark of two .AK47s being fired in 

automatic mode in short, controlled bursts. He had counted 

on the two rangers being in position to take out the 

flanking sentries at the instant the LAW impacted its target 

and the reassuring screams of mortally wounded men told him 

that his hastily formulated strategy initially was working 

well. He retrieved the original design Soviet AK47 from its 

resting place on the ground beside him. Several of the 

armed guards nearest the devastated hootch, which was 

beginning to burn fiercely in several locations, had been 

knocked to the ground by the explosion or wounded by flying 

shards of bamboo and other fragmentary debris. The American 

officer ignored those individuals among the disoriented 

guards who appeared to be permanently incapacitated and 

began targeting the individuals among the survivors who 

seemed most capable of eventually returning fire. He 

centered one of the guards in the dark oval of his stepped 

front sight and fired a single, well-aimed burst. The first 

and second rounds caught the stunned Vietnamese youth full 

in the chest and sent him stumbling backward. The third 

round, pulled up and off line by the natural climb of the 

discharging assault rifle, sailed harmlessly over the 

guerrilla's head into the lengthening shadows. His degraded 
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night vision, which had been temporarily impaired by the 

sudden eruption of explosive light, now came into play 

because Carmody could hear but not actually see a gathering 

body of men who stood just outside the flickering halo cast 

by nascent fire that was building steadily in the upright 

remains of the hootch. The American officer was on the 

verge of cursing his luck in not having the promised night 

vision aids when he heard the unmistakable whoosh of a 

second LAW being fired by Quoc who had taken up a position 

on his right flank. Almost simultaneously a third 

unmistakable displacement of heavy night air, like the sound 

of a night flying dragon-bird inhaling its breath, shattered 

the night from his left. The two fin-stabilized, 66-

millimeter squash warheads travelled in converging arcs 

toward the clearing, exploding by plan amidst the scattered 

groups of now thoroughly disoriented guerrillas who had been 

standing in the open outside tbe hootch and who were 

struggling, so far without a clue, to come to grips with 

their predicament. Not a single shot had been fired in 

reply up to this point in the battle but Carmody knew the 

assault element's facade of faux invulnerability could not 

last. 

Several figures, some with their skin and clothes 

afire, began to emerge from the now more furiously burning 

meeting hootch. Two figures of the scrambling figures 
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immediately drew Carmody's attention. A pajama-clad 

guerrilla, with his smoldering conical hat still hanging by 

a cord across his back, and an older, long-bearded 

Vietnamese grandfather worked desperately to drag the body 

of a third man, who appeared to be wearing the plain olive 

drab uniform of an A.R.V.N garrison soldier, from the 

burning remains of the inward crumbling hootch. As Carmody 

watched the two men struggle with their burden, evaluating 

their possible identities in light of his mission, the trio 

of Vietnamese was taken under fire by the A.R.V.N. ranger on 

his right. The officer heard the deadly accurate ranger's 

AK47 fire and watched the Vietcong soldier sag heavily to 

one knee. He regained his feet, refusing to relinquish his 

precious burden to the sole care of the weaker, older man, 

who likewise ignored his own welfare in the cause of aiding 

their fellow Vietnamese. The shouted rallying cry, "The 

traitor, Khac, has betrayed us," twice issued from the 

younger man's lips. The American infantry officer brought 

his own weapon to bear on the older man and fired two 

slashing bursts. The first grouping struck the bewhiskered 

village chief in the lower back and buttocks. The second 

murderous burst blew gaping holes in slumping man's upper 

back and shoulder blade areas. Almost simultaneously 

another controlled burst of fire from Quoc's AK47 popped 

holes in the prostrate form of the A.R.V.N. regional forces 
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soldier. In a show of defiant will and seemingly superhuman 

strength, the wounded Vietcong guerrilla drew himself 

upright and vainly struggled against the combined 250-pound 

dead weight of the expiring older man and the mortally 

wounded A.R.V.N. trooper. The American officer aimed 

carefully again. He placed the dim disc of the Vietcong 

soldier's head atop the bead in the center of his front 

sight, then smoothly squeezed and momentarily held the 

trigger of his assault rifle. The first of the five rounds 

he loosed exploded the youthful Vietcong's cranium like an 

un-punctured egg in the heat of a microwave oven. The four 

trailing ones sliced through the human goo that remained 

like tiny fleshette test rounds ripping through gelatin 

blocks on a firing range. 

The shot-blasted Vietcong's accusation of damnable 

betrayal by a fellow Vietnamese and the flame-lit tableau of 

his doomed effort to drag his dying kinsmen to safety, at 

last, galvanized the surviving guerrillas to action. 

Victimized by the ordinarily reassuring bark of AK47s being 

discharged into their midst from at least three directions, 

and perhaps imagining in light of the guerrilla hero 1 s 

spontaneous accusation, that they were beset on all sides by 

traitors, several of the functional guards immediately began 

firing randomly-aimed bursts in virtually every direction. 

Frenetic calls to arms and shouts of alarm, cries of 
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inadvertently wounded villagers, and urgent guerrilla leader 

commands to cease all firing filled the air. The village's 

mounting call to arms arose in high-pitched choruses, not 

only from the Vietcong soldiers trapped, like circling 

moths, in lethal arc of thermal radiation that emanated from 

the smoke and flame-ravaged meeting house, but from numerous 

other native voices, innumerable directions, and untold 

distances throughout the length and breadth of the 

meandering, river-bordered village complex. 

From the surrounding fringe of sheltering darkness 

physically able soldiers spurted now and again to the aid of 

their wounded brethren who lay writhing in constant pain in 

the flickering circle of hellish luminescence projected by 

the engulfed native structure. From long experience the 

American infantry officer ignored the succoring soldiers 

vulnerability, knowing that every answer to a wounded 

enemy's cries for assistance abetted the assault element's 

escape. In the math of military victory every wounded 

guerrilla whose physical distress drew a compatriot to his 

side reduced by one the number of the enemy soldiers who 

could be marshalled in pursuit of his tiny Alpha Force as it 

made its way back up the exposed hill and along the planned 

escape route to the evacuation LZ. 

But the two Vietnamese rangers with him, for reasons of 

revenge that after more than three years of combat he fully 
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understood and in moderation even condoned, were not nearly 

so disposed to enlightened mercy toward their internecine 

foes. With no ability to impose his own will on their 

actions the American officer could only listen with mounting 

distress as efficient, economical bursts of automatic 

weapons' fire from his flanks scythed repeatedly through the 

night air. He could only watch with increasing trepidation 

and mounting revulsion as the deadly, disciplined vollies 

loosed by his men slashed and cut away at the exposed flesh 

of the wounded guerrillas who lay everywhere. He could only 

grimace with germinating shame as his remorseless companions 

felled repeatedly the gallant individuals among their mutual 

enemies who chose to dare their own deaths for the chance of 

saving the life of one of their comrades. He wanted 

desperately to shout, "No, my God, no more," but the desire 

to command his men to cease fire and withdraw died aborning 

in his throat. The helpless, dying men trapped in the 

circle of light cast by the burning hootch were sworn 

enemies to the country that had given him birth. The 

merciless, infuriatingly cruel men executing his nation's 

enemies with such cold, calculating fury were his 

politically designated comrades-in-arms and by exchange of 

mutual trust and shared trials in the course of the war had 

become his boon companions. He had no practical way of 

stopping the slaughter, he reminded his nagging his 
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conscience, and perhaps no moral authority to do so. In 

deference to his advisory role in the Saigon government's 

vendetta against the Vietcong insurgency Carmody held his 

own values in check. Ignoring the repeated instances of 

personal vengeance his rangers felt duty bound to extract 

for their own past losses in battle, Carmody closed his eyes 

and mind to the gratuitous slaughter. As if wearing a 

condom for protection from the scene of such outrageous 

human defoliation, he confined himself to quartering the 

darkened perimeter of the flame-lit clearing. With clinical 

precision and an alert sentry's attention to detail he 

evaluated each new threat as it revealed its presence in the 

shadows. In an act of military hairsplitting as much as 

personal conscience Carmody religiously refrained from 

invoking his own reprisals against those among the fallen 

enemy soldiers, as well as those of their number who acted 

only to aid their fallen comrades, whom he deemed were not 

an active danger to himself, his men, or his mission. In 

the circumstances of the moment, Carmody told himself with 

equal amounts of stuffed self-doubt and postponed 

recrimination, he was doing everything his mission orders 

demanded and far more than his conscience allowed. It was a 

decision he had made many times before, and for so long as 

he was a leader of men in combat, a decision that he 

expected to make again and again. 
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As the torch that was the hamlet's central hootch 

burned ever higher, like moths drawn to a flame, additional 

black-pajamaed figures continued to emerge to his view. The 

American officer limited his targets strictly to those 

individuals who were festooned in N.V.A.-style web gear or 

who openly brandished their weapons. The merely curious 

individuals among the melee, whose only offense was their 

arrival on scene in traditional peasant garb, were 

rigorously ignored by Carmody, although not necessarily by 

his two companions, unless the new arrivals subsequently 

acted in a way the American officer could not but deem 

threatening. 

In accordance with the assault element's normal SOP, 

the concealed attackers now fell into a coordinated, slower

paced symphony of alternating automatic weapons' fire 

combined with minor back-and-forth lateral shifts in their 

individual firing positions. This simple strategy was 

intended to mask their physical locations, true numbers, and 

the timing and route of the assault element's eventual 

withdrawal. As the two A.R.V.N. sharpshooters continued to 

add falle·n petals of flesh to the burgeoning scene of wanton 

human destruction, Carmody saw a bare-headed, elderly 

Vietnamese woman suddenly emerge in pulmonary distress from 

the smoke-filled interior of the hamlet's fire-ravaged 

communal meeting hootch. The anciient mother pressed two 
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chocking, equally stressed pubescent children to her sides. 

With the remnant issue of her productive years clinging 

tightly to her scorched ebony tunic for protection, the 

wizened matriarch picked her way across the space of 

littered ground that separated her from the original trio of 

war-blighted Vietnamese who in their individual death throes 

had fallen one atop the other in a stratified charnel pyre 

of familial flesh. The oldest of the three victims of the 

ambush, Carmody calculated, was almost certainly his team's 

primary target, the Xuan Loe village chief, and without 

question the wrinkled, dry-boned crone's dead husband. The 

younger two Vietnamese males, who had died as honorably as 

any patriotic mother might wish for her factionally divided 

sons, Carmody concluded with bolstered confidence, were 

almost as certainly the earliest fruit of the ancient 

consort's once fertile loins. 

The bereaved wife's agonized wails and the fatherless 

children's pitiful cries sundered the night as the three 

mutually supporting survivors huddled helplessly against the 

aggregated mass of serrated familial flesh. The shrieks of 

the ancient woman worked on the Vietcong soldier's hearts. 

The bawling of her children shamed their souls. In a 

hushed, spreading babble of voices raising a chorus behind 

the caterwauling trio of featured dirge singers Carmody 

heard growing calls for revenge. A dozen phantom voices 
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called in Vietnamese for his blood from somewhere beyond the 

pale. The American officer's hastily formulated plan had 

left but one thing undone. It had clearly become necessary 

to end the slaughter of innocents and evacuate the area 

rapidly to save their own lives. Unfortunately, Carmody had 

not thought to provide for a signal to withdraw. 

The ancient Anamese woman looked up in Carmody's 

general direction and uttered the tradition call to battle 

that had motivated the fighting youth of her nation since 

their first encounters with the hated French Garde Indigene. 

"Giet! Giet!" With a straightened arm she pointed to the 

precise spot on the rim of the escarpment where Carmody lay 

hidden and from whence, cowering inside the burning hootch, 

she had seen flashes when he had fired the shots that 

decapitated her eldest son. "Giet, trai Dai Viet!", she 

urged, challenging the current generation's courage by 

attribution of the honored name of the independent 

Vietnamese state that had flourished on the Indochinese 

peninsula during the period after the fall of the Tang 

dynasty in China and before the national humiliation of the 

150-year long French colonial period. "Giet! Giet!" 

"Forward to the kill, my brothers, forward to the 

kill," the woman 1 s son shouted in imitation. Like a young 

cub proudly performing for his lioness dam, the boy mimicked 

the woman by pointing out the general area of the escarpment 
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where Carmody and the two A.R.V.N. rangers, who each had 

momentarily ceased their firing, sheltered from view. 

Emboldened by the courage of his own words as much as his 

ancient mother's foolhardy show of defiance toward their 

hidden attackers, the boy added his own chilling charge. "I 

demand the blood of my father's assassins. I demand a blood 

vengeance for my mother, the beloved wife of Phan Ai Quoc." 

The American officer tentatively gathered the boy in sights. 

In Carmody's eyes the Vietnamese youth had acted with honor. 

He was being fearless, foolish, and noble in extreme 

measure. And, in that shinning public moment of youthful 

defiance of his enemies, he became everything that Carmody 

had ever dreamed for himself. "Sons of the Great Vietnamese 

People," the precocious near 15-year old youth addressed the 

soldiers of the village, recognizing even at his green age 

the mystical power inherent in the collective remembrance of 

the people's most cherished phantom, the desperately-sought 

phoenix of national unification and independence. "Revenge 

the nation, my Vietnamese brothers," he urged through a 

reflexive outpouring of tears, "revenge its sons and fathers 

who have fallen before you today." The veteran officer held 

the boy firmly in his sights and clicked the AK47's fire 

selector lever up one notch to its semi-automatic detent. 

The defiant adolescent, like a cadet still undergoing 

military training, issued the compelling challenge once 
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more. The American officer slowly increased the pressure on 

the trigger mechanism of his assault rifle, wavered for an 

instant in his decision to fire, and then let the assault 

rifle sag off line in his arms. 

"No mercy for the assassins," the boy's equally teary

eyed sister cursed, defiantly adding her own tiny weight to 

the family's anathema upon the heads of it's unseen enemies. 

She scornfully expelled her spittle on the ground. "No 

sanctuary, ever," she cried in a child's reedy screech, "for 

my father's and brothers' cowardly murderers." 

The ancient matriarch of tbe village proudly clutched 

the two surviving offspring to her sides. As if she and her 

brood had been rendered invulnerable to further hurt by 

trebled tragedy of her husband's and two eldest sons' 

deaths, the wild-haired, reed-thin woman hurled her 

sorceress' prophesy into the face of the eastward tracking 

night wind, "Today my children's hearts are become like iron 

and stone. Neither they nor I," she declared loudly, 

personalizing the rebellious verses of the nineteenth 

century Vietnamese poet, Phan Van Tri, to the cruel 

circumstances of her bereavement, "will ever tremble before 

Saigon's minions again." 

The ancient termagant, standing erect with her childre·n 

like three thin, pointing fingers of shame, basked defiantly 

in the vestigial glow of a thousand smoldering palm thatch 
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embers which rose into the superheated night air, like burnt 

funereal offerings from miniature incense sticks, among the 

billowing clouds of acrid smoke generated by the spreading, 

vegetation-fed conflagration. For all too brief a time the 

cooler-headed American infantry officer and the highly

disciplined A.R.V.N. rangers arrayed to either side of him 

resisted the visceral urge to reply in kind, either to the 

three surviving family member's verbal taunts or to the 

enemy's still ineffective defensive fires. Then, for a 

reason beyond the power of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's SOP 

for breaking off attacks, the individual soldier's long 

experience in the field, or the dictates of personal 

survival to prevent, perhaps because a spent round had 

ricocheted nearby or simply because his fighting blood was 

up, the Vietnamese ranger hunkered down on Carmody's right 

flank loosed a telltale insult of fire. A bare two meters 

in front of the skeletal beldam's rubber-sandaled feet the 

native clay erupted in half dozen tiny volcanic outpourings 

of reddish-orange earth. The A.R.V.N. ranger, who happened 

to be Sergeant Tranh's second cousin and the best shot on 

the team, had fired the six intentionally missed shots as a 

symbolic warning to the assassinated village chief's 

foolhardy wife. The ancient crone, evidencing no sign of 

fear for her own safety or care for the lives of her 

remaining children, pursed her mouth and hurled a saliva-
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laced dollop of betel nut juice to the ground. The spraying 

beet-red globules splattered at the exact spot where the 

A.R.V.N. sniper's six rounds had carved an erase line of 

notches in the hard-packed native soil. The scorned 

sharpshooter, as Carmody feared, reacted unadvisedly to the 

woman's latest taunt. The intensely proud, over-sensitive, 

heavyset ranger, who was teasingly called "fat Quoc" behind 

his back by everyone who knew him, discharged his automatic 

weapon twice more in crisp three-round bursts that 

splattered dirt on each of the woman's two surviving 

children's bare feet. The American officer saw the 

unrepentant harridan draw her startled offspring to her 

side. He looked on in amazement as the peasant mother 

smothered her children's foreheads with lingering farewell 

kisses. Then in total disbelief he heard the intractably 

defiant woman curse for life her threatened offsprings' 

covert tormentor. In reply "fat Quoc" fired his final 

warning shot. The streaking copper-jacketed missive, as 

intended, tore through the woman's singed black tunic 

without leaving a single mark on her reed-thin torso. The 

alert-eyed cron,e dropped to one knee, pulling her children 

down with her, and crouched along side the inert funeral 

pile that was the bodies of her fallen husband and eldest 

sons. The audacious harpy extended her black-draped right 

arm fully, with its elbow held rigid so that the accusing 
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limb angled upward in a rigid line. In the manner of a 

flag-waving antiaircraft fire director, the village 

matriarch proclaimed the base azimuth of the discovered 

sniper's line of fire. 

A twin-barreled KPV 14.5 millimeter Vladimirov heavy 

machine gun, as if shamed into action by the crone's 

accusing appendage, unexpectedly began raking the earthen 

escarpment with its lethal combination of high velocity HEAT 

rounds interlaced with regular ball and tracer ammunition. 

"Christ Jesus Almighty," the startled American officer 

exclaimed involuntarily, as if calling upon the aid of three 

gods at once. The Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader had simply 

never considered the possibility that the Vietcong might 

emplace antiaircraft weapons in Xuan Loe to protect the 

c.o.s.V.N. agent during his meeting with the village chief. 

The disciplined crew of the Russian-made ZPU2 antiaircraft 

machine gun, which Carmody knew from harsh experience two 

years earlier in Tonkin Gulf had an effective range in 

excess of 2,500 meters in the ground support role, 

discharged their lethal weapon in controlled ten-round 

bursts from each barrel. The exultant village chief's wife, 

who no longer seemed to assign value her own existence, 

directed the gun's employment by sign and voice, urging the 

gun's two-man crew to pump out it's defoliating fires from 

left to right across the thinly wooded rim of the earthen 
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escarpment that overlooked the hamlet. Inspired by the 

scolding harridan's epic show of courage and further 

motivated by the formidable weight of explosive shells 

issuing in long bursts from each of the ZPU2's two heavy, 

air-cooled barrels, more than a dozen opposing AK47s 

enthusiastically added their own. lighter 39 times 7. 62 

millimeter fires to the deadly earnest search for Xuan Loe 

Barn's three concealed assailants. 

In a single, fluid, wh,olly impulsive reaction to the 

ill turn in the fortunes of his minuscule force Carmody 

shouldered his own AK47 assault rifle and snapped the four

inch long, left-hand side mounted fire control lever into 

its lowest detent. He sighted carefully to avoid hitting 

the ancient woman's tender progeny, and then he poured a 

prolonged torrent of lethal retribution into the age

shriveled Anamese Baucis whose impetuous valor, at last, had 

purchased for her a death of legendary proportions along 

side her assassinated husband and slain eldest sons. 

The peasant mother's disintegrating cranium, shattering 

lower mandible, and shredding upper thoracic cavity pelted 

her two children's faces with stinging shards of fractured 

bone and sprayed their paper thin black tunics and trousers 

with blobs of viscous grey matter, slivers of jaundiced 

yellow flesh, slices of pinkish internal organs, and 

splatters of dark red arterial blood. The American infantry 
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officer, who had not taken time to evaluate the consequences 

of his instinctive reaction to the woman's threatening 

behavior, might have expected her surviving children to 

cower in abject fear beside their mother's, father's, and 

brothers' corpses, or perhaps to run away from the gruesome 

scene of their family's virtual extinction. But the 

pubescent girl, with her blasted mother lying dead at her 

feet, merely shifted her dependence for protection and 

guidance to her remaining brother. The family's sole 

remaining male heir, for his part, pursued neither of the 

two courses expected of him. In an act of jejune contempt 

for his enemies the near 15-year old boy presumed to 

undertake his toppled mother's role in the developing 

battle. Silhouetted by the inferno burning inside hootch at 

his back, the callow youth, dragging his sister uphill in 

one hand, clambered astride the saddle-backed crest of the 

miniature mountain of human flesh that had formed as the 

stratified bodies of his fallen father, mother, and two 

older siblings had tumbled inward one upon the other. The 

imitative boy boldly reiterated the lifetime curse that had 

arisen from his mother's lips. "Revenge the nation, my 

brothers," he heatedly urged, pointing with his extended arm 

to the exact spot on the escarpment from which Carmody had 

fired, "revenge its sons and daughters, its mothers and 

fathers, who have shed their blood for you today." 
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"No mercy for the assassins," his equally defiant tiny 

sister cursed, redoubling the weight of her family's 

anathema upon it's enemies. 

An further warning shot, this one originating with the 

second A.R.V.N. sniper because neither the American officer 

nor the Vietnamese marksman on his right, who were most 

immediately threatened by the steady pounding of the ZPU2 

explosive shells, had dared to fire again, inadvertently 

sundered the pre-pubescent girl's flesh as it passed through 

the impetuous nha que's gore bespattered tunic. In its 

disfiguring passage the offending projectile carved a hidden 

channel of flesh from the layer of fatty tissue beneath the 

nipple that in due course of the peasant ingenue's coming of 

age would someday crown her permanently deformed left 

breast. In the throes of her initial surprise at receiving 

a wound the injured pre-teenager gasped in pain and pressed 

her right palm to her side. Then the diminutive actress, 

perhaps remembering her lineage and place in village 

society, removed her hand and let her arms hang normally at 

her side. The girl again spat scornfully upon the 

softening, blood-drenched soil of the hamlet's communal 

meeting grounds. "No sanctuary, anywhere in the world," she 

declared coldly, "for my family's murderers." 

The American infantry officer, who had selected a 

nearly impenetrable stand of wild cane in which to conceal 
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himself, rose stiffly to one knee, leaned the split, wooden 

fore stock of the assault rifle against the strongest of 

naturally segmented cylindrical shafts, and steadied the 

shouting Vietnamese boy's silhouette atop the squared-off 

tang in the center of his stepped front sight. That the 

heady young volunteer who had assumed his mother's role 

possessed the sharp eyesight and natural aptitude for 

accurately directing the enemy's heavy machine gun fire was 

all too apparent. At the Vietnamese youth's urgent edict to 

shift fires, the two-man crew of ZPU2 directed another 20-

round probing burst of fire into the thick brush less than 

thirty meters to the right of the officer's position. The 

sound of exploding 14.5-millimeter shells, breaking limbs 

and snapping branches, and disintegrating foliage and flying 

earth carried instantly to Carmody's ears. And, mingled 

with these sounds and almost masked by them, he heard the 

muted, distinctively human utterances of a mortally wounded 

man. The Tay Ninh Phoenix team c,ommander did not doubt for 

even a moment that his best man was down. The only answer 

left from him to ascertain was how badly "fat Quoc" had been 

hit. 

Almost simultaneously an unexpected rustling in the 

bushes at Carmody's left rear sounded an emergency klaxon in 

his brain. The American officer, spinning quickly on one 

knee, raised the barrel of the AK47 to near vertical in 
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order to clear the cane and whirled to meet the new threat 

to his life. 

"No vc, Dai-uy, no VC," the second ranger screamed in 

wide-eyed shock as he found himself greeted by his leader 

staring down the smoking barrel of the leveled Soviet AK47 

assault rifle. The quickly reacting A.R.V.N. soldier, 

twisting his torso like a diver off the three-meter board, 

rolled to one side as he threw his body to the ground. The 

American officer pulled his weapon off line in the opposite 

direction, loosing three rounds in the air that were 

guaranteed to give their position away. 

"Check on 'fat Quoc,'" Carmody ordered. This was not 

the time, both men knew, for personal recriminations or 

needless apologies. "I heard him scream. I think he's 

down." The Vietnamese ranger instantly gathered his feet 

beneath him. He rose into a low, running crouch and 

sprinted to Carmody's right ignoring the dozens of veiled 

7.62 millimeter ball and visible accompanying tracer rounds 

that slashed through the foliage at a level just above the 

serpentining A.R.V.N. soldier's bobbing head. 

Delaying his decision no longer, the American officer 

sighted the boy again, aiming for center mass of the chest. 

As he attempted to ease the trigger backward, Carmody was 

made to flinch by the strike of enemy rounds against the 

particular cane shaft that he had selected to steady his 
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aim. The off line burst of fire missed but succeeded in 

driving the boy and his sister to cover behind the bodies of 

their fallen family members. "Run," Carmody shouted from 

his place of ambush, "run for your lives." But neither the 

near 15-year old boy nor his younger sister, who like a too

distant Castor and Pollux could not hear Carmody's shouted 

warning above the din of the battle, would not leave the sky 

that day. The emboldened Vietnamese boy, with his smaller 

sister steadfastly by his side, rose like an ascending 

phoenix from behind the stack of flesh. He raised and 

pointed an outstretched arm toward the stand of wild bamboo. 

The American officer sighted along a line lying below the 

angle of the boy's upraised. arm and fired again. The 

intentionally mis-aimed rounds thudded into the blood-soaked 

ground directly in front of the boy's unshod feet. But the 

brother and sister, like the strike of tempered steel on 

obsidian glass, refused to yield in the face of his gradual 

escalation of force. In mounting frustration the American 

officer fired a still longer burst, kicking up puffs of 

reddish-orange lateritic soil in a horned arc in front of 

the smaller of the defiant constellation's twinned stars. 

A sudden tug on his shoulder sent the American officer 

leaping, spinning in the air like a cat with one less life, 

but the terrible new danger he feared was only the second 

ranger returning. "'Fat Quoc' is dead," Nguyen shouted in 
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carmody's ear. "We must leave, Dai-uy. There is no more 

time for revenge." 

"Di di mau," Carmody said, literally pushing the 

soldier uphill. "I'm right behind you." The two remaining 

compatriots knew that the Vietcong would soon be upon them. 

Even now the unengaged sentries that surely had been posted 

in a river bank to river bank semi-circle around the village 

would be moving to encircle the villages unknown attackers 

and cut them off from their avenue of escape. They sentries 

would be moving cautiously, at first, because of their 

side's disproportionate losses. But they would be moving 

forward, and their intent would be to hold their tormentors 

by the belt. Behind him Carmody could hear the retreating 

A.R.V.N. soldier rapidly evading back the hill. The 

american officer snap-sighted the area where the boy and 

girl stood a final time. Firing as he turned to run, 

Carmody loosed a lingering au revoir that emptied the 

remaining rounds in the AK47's forward-curving JO-round 

banana clip. He heard paired screams and imagined the 

teenage boy and pre-pubescent girl toppling dead beside the 

pile of fleshy familial remains. 

The American officer did not turn back, like Lot's 

wife, to see the effects for himself. Instead, with only 

the need to escape and the awaiting safety of Heaven's gate 

on his mind, Carmody scrambled desperately up the hill. He 
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pressed a thumb against the assault rifle's magazine release 

and ignored the empty banana clip as it clattered to the 

ground behind him. He counted his remaining magazines in 

his belt as he ran and prayed that the second ranger had not 

been too panicked to strip Quoc's web gear of it's grenades 

and extra magazine's. 

The twin-barrelled 14.5 millimeter ZPU2 continued to 

fire its sporadic 20-round reconnaissance bursts, but now 

the heavy machine gun's firing was, like his own side's 

harassing artillery fires, randomly timed and without 

predictable pattern. The enraged blood that leads a man do 

instantly battle what he could never bring himself to do in 

quiet reflection encouraged the beast that ruled Carmody at 

such moments to believe that his final gift to Phan Ai Quoc 

had been the extinction of the last two persons capable of 

carrying village chief's seed into the next generation. 

"Fuck you, Phan the Patriot," Carmody exalted inanely as he 

scurried uphill, like a plague rat escaping the wrath of the 

walled city's citizens to whom it had brought the cholera. 

"Fuck your sons and daughters too." A ragged burst of fire 

from the ZPU2 ripped the ground. behind him. "Fuck your 

wife and your village too," the fleeing American officer 

madly babbled on. "Oh, man, howdy," Carmody whooped in 

adrenalin-driven fear of his own mortality, "did I ever fuck 

you but good." 
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As the two men raced steadily uphill, the fires from 

the ZPU2 began lagging behind the evading pair of soldiers. 

The building belief that his uncanny luck had held led 

Carmody to the profane urge to make sure his surviving 

enemies knew exactly who had killed every living soul in 

Phan Ai Quoc's family. He slowed his pace to a trot and 

fumbled in his field jacket pocket for the pack of specialty 

cards that each of his officers carried for just such 

occasions. When he had retrieved the deck of custom 

designed death cards he paused, disregarding the danger in 

delay, and turned to face back down the hill. A dull 

reddish-yellow glow lit the sky above the foliage line. He 

tore open the locally-printed; tape-sealed pack. "The one's 

for you," Carmody said, naming the village chief as he 

hurled the King of Spades hit the ground. "And this one," 

he screamed, flipping the next lower card in the deck to the 

ground beside the former, "is for your bitch of a wife." 

The busy crew of the ZPU2 was tracking its searching fires 

ever higher up the hill's forward slope and Carmody knew 

that he had an urgent need to speed things up. The American 

officer extracted four cards from the total of fifty-two 

that remained in the pack, and then he hurled all of the 

remainder high into the stiff wind that carried the smoke 

and stench of the village's destruction to his flaring 

nostrils. "And that's for all the rest," he exalted yet 
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again, standing alone amid the fluttering cascade of thin 

pasteboards that the east wind carried back into his face. 

Carmody turned to run, stuffing the Jack and Queen of 

Hearts and the deck's only two Jokers into the tunic pocket 

of tiger-stripped fatigue jacket. There was no avenue of 

escape for Nguyen and him except up the hill. All of the 

parties to running firefight now knew the score. Escape or 

be captured. Kill or be killed. That was the game of chase 

afoot now. Neither the American officer nor the A.R.V.N. 

ranger crashing through the brush ahead of him bothered to 

zigzag. The two men's sole concentration in life was to 

make the top of the hill in the shortest time. 

As they continued their two man contest for the crest 

of the hill Carmody gradually became aware of a new sound, 

or more accurately the absence of all the normal, familiar 

sounds of the rural Vietnamese countryside. For the only 

noise he could hear now, except for his panting breath and 

pounding feet, was the sound of absolute silence. The enemy 

had ceased the random firing behind him The forest animals 

and tropical insects had discontinued their night singing. 

Everything natural that was alive on the hill, except for 

Carmody and his fleeing companion, had stopped its 

activities to listen for the unnatural sounds of their 

escape. 

Carmody might hope that the enemy was licking its 
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wounds but he knew that it was far more likely that several 

of the Vietcong were now in pursuit up the hill. The enemy 

had stopped firing because the risk of hitting their own 

soldiers had grown too great. As the first place ranger 

crossed the top of the hill ahead of Carmody he faced 

backwards and flattened himself to the ground in a shallow 

defilade. The A.R.V.N. soldier raised his rifle to provide 

covering fire. "No, you'll give our position away," the 

near breathless arriving officer shouted in warning. The 

instantly obedient ranger lowered his AK47 but maintained 

his vigilant watch. In a hook slide reminiscent of a third 

base runner executing a suicide squeeze Carmody skidded to 

the ground in a heap beside the bemused Vietnamese soldier. 

"Roadrunner five," Carmody radioed tensely, as soon as the 

hand-held transceiver could be made to work, "this is six. 

come in." 

"Roadrunner six, this is four," Ortiz reassuring voice 

crackled in reply. "We heard firing, boss" he continued 

calmly. "Lots of it. What's happening?" 

"We torched the village's main hootch," the Phoenix 

team leader radioed breathlessly in reply. "One hell of a 

lot of bad guys in N.V.A. web gear and black pajamas were 

guarding the place. our two guys took out a bunch of them." 

"Casual tie,s?" 

"The goddamned slopes had a ZPU2. They got 'fat Quoc' 



with it." 

"Shit," Ortiz spat back. 

"We had to leave him." 

"That's worse." 
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"We'll go back in at first light," Carmody decided as 

he spoke. "I owe Sergeant Tranh's family that effort at 

least." 

"What about the targets?" 

"With any luck," Carmody speculated, "we got them too." 

"The c.o.s.v.N. guy?" 

"We just shot the shit out of every fucking slope we 

could see," Carmody radioed back. "Maybe we got him. Maybe 

we didn't. We couldn't get in close. The whole exercise 

turned into a bloody mess." 

"I guess we can always report him dead." 

"Why not," Carmody said, relaxing only a bit. "Who the 

hell really knows who gets killed in this war anyway?" 

"Blackjack flight's headed our way, 11 Ortiz radioed, 

neatly anticipating his leader's next question. "With any 

luck, we'll be aboard and headed your way in ten minutes." 

In the far distance Carmody could hear the wind-borne 

sound of small caliber artillery explosions. "I'm picking 

up some sixty mike-mike over your way," Carmody quizzed, 

"what's up?" 

"Charlie doesn't have our position pinpointed," Ortiz 
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said, giving his leader a quick tactical assessment. "He's 

tossing in some shit hoping one of us will tell him where to 

look. We're slick; sitting tight. Blackjack can have us 

out of here before anybody's fat hits the fire." 

"You've got Blackjack's Hog available," Carmody 

reminded him. "Use that mean little porker, if you think 

you need him. We've got one friendly K.I.A. in the bush 

already, Raffy, and I sure as hell don't want any more." 

"Rooney? Arsenault?" 

"All in one piece." 

"Make sure they stay that way!" At that moment Carmody 

spoke the leashed AK47 held by the A.R.V.N. ranger, like an 

alerted doberman pinscher, snarled its repeated warnings to 

their approaching enemies. "Goddammit, Nguyen, I'd said no 

firing." 

"Something moved in front of me, Dai-uy." From less 

than fifty meters down the rise up which they had just come 

three enemy AK47s, baying like territorial alley hounds, 

barked out their challenging replies. The hastily loosed 

but rounds whistled past on line but well over the flattened 

pair's ducking heads. The A.R.V.N. ranger beside Carmody 

immediately returned the copper-jacketed insults to his 

territorial dominance with a yapping string of well-aimed 

warnings, and this time his American master did rein in the 

native dog of war in. 



"Robin," Carmody barked into the ANPRC-6. 

"Still here, Batman." 
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"Give me three minutes to disengage the area," Carmody 

detailed hurriedly in the instinctive think-speak argot that 

came to his mouth in times of extreme battlefield duress. 

"Then I want all the one-five-fives you can muster laid on 

this hill. start midway up the forward slope. Work the 

fires up and over the top," he said, relying on the 

sergeant's expertise to fill in the coordinate gaps in his 

extemporaneous call for covering fires. "Try to get Custer 

Six's tubes to follow Nguyen and me right into Heaven's 

Gate," he added, indicating the best hope he had of evading 

the enemy's expected dogged pursuit. "Charlie's going to be 

nipping at our tails all the way." 

"Roger, six, copy your instructions," Ortiz radioed in 

the typically calm, reassuring voice that the American 

officer had come to expect and which spoke eloquently to his 

second-in-command's personal constancy and consummate 

military professionalism. "Time on target, three minutes," 

he confirmed, "I say again, three minutes." 

"Looks like you get another chance to save my butt." 

"I'll try to make sure Charlie doesn't get close enough 

to take a really big bite, out of your ass. " 

"That's affirmative. Six, out," Carmody said, abruptly 

cutting off transmission. "Let's prepare to move out," he 
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shouted to the A.R.V.N. lying soldier beside him. "I don't 

want to be on the top of this hill," he added, unhooking two 

M26 grenades from his web belt, "any longer than I have to 

be." The observant A.R.V.N. ranger tentatively retrieved 

two of the egg-shaped, American fragmentation coil grenades 

from his own webbing. The American officer nodded approval 

of Nguyen's imitative initiative and whispered his 

instructions. The two infantrymen, who had been crouching 

side-by side in a protected d,efilade just below the crest of 

the hill, shifted their positions laterally to two different 

points of concealment a few meters farther apart. Once in 

his new position each man rolled onto his back and eased the 

safety pins from the fuse assemblies of one of the smooth

bodied, center-joined, anti-personnel bomblets. On 

Carmody's barked command the two soldiers rolled and half 

rose to one side in precise unison, pirouetting first to 

their right and then, after a two second's delay to pull the 

safety link on the second grenade, back to the left, hurling 

the combined explosive weight 656 grams of Composition B 

mixed with tetryl pellets down the hill in an antisubmarine

l i ke depth pattern of diverging distances and trajectories. 

The two veterans broke from the shelter as the 

lethally-serrated wire cores of the grenades, each of whose 

cluster of one thousand fragments had a fifty percent 

probability of downing any enemy soldier unlucky enough to 
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be caught in the open, exploded in rapid, ear-rending 

succession behind them. The two soldiers shambled down the 

moderate incline in a state of controlled haste that thirty 

minutes earlier, when there had been three of them, they had 

labored to ascend so silently and warily. The American 

officer and the Vietnamese ranger, neophyte compatriots in 

the ancient battlefield game of phantom chase, moved down 

the hill and onto the plain in efficient, disciplined 

spurts. The two mutually dependent soldiers loped from 

single bush to isolated tree, from small cane stand to 

medium-size grove, checking nervously over their shoulders 

each time either man prepared himself to step over a fallen 

snag or gathered himself for a rush across an open area. 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander had heard no firing 

or other sounds of pursuit behind him since before the 

explosion of the four grenades. The Vietcong would move up 

the hill carefully now. They would have to consider the 

strong likelihood that their attackers would preserve the 

high ground. They would appreciate that the saddle-backed 

prominence above Xuan Loe Barn provided an excellent 

defensive position and the opportunity for maintaining radio 

contact with air, calvary, and artillery units that might be 

sent to support and extricate the village's attackers. They 

would also be aware that the reverse slope offered any 

number of defilade positions that could facilitate the quick 
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extraction of the small raiding party. And it was largely, 

though not exclusively, for these reasons that Carmody gave 

no thought to committing Blackjack flight's aerial armada or 

the on-call support of the Spooky gunship that surely was 

orbiting somewhere in the area to an attempt to hold out 

atop the hill until first light. In three years of fighting 

the Vietcong on the enemy's water-logged, tunnel-laced, 

triple canopy-roofed home turf Carmody had learned to 

respect the immense value of intimately knowing the ground 

you fought over. There would not be a single rubber tree, a 

line of dike, or a meandering water course between Xuan Loe 

Barn and Heaven's Gate that the enemy would not know better 

than he did. There would not be an isolated rice paddy or 

sheltering stand of trees between the hill overlooking Xuan 

Loe Barn and their destination on which the enemy's 

artillerymen had not already plotted fires for their sixty 

mike-mike mortars. There would be no hiding place on the 

rounded hill or anywhere else along their winding two 

thousand meter route of evasion and escape that the enemy's 

aggressive sappers could not smash in minutes with the 

explosive violence of their direct-firing RPG7V, Type 69 

anti-armor rocket launchers. 

But of more vital concern to the American officer were 

the dozens, perhaps even hundreds, of innocent civilian of 

all ag,es and both sexes who would be drawn by curiosity or 

,. . 

. . . 
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conscience into the armageddon that would ensue if Carmody 

attempted to stay put on the hill. No Xuan Loe villager 

could be expected to stand idly by when his loved ones, 

neighbors, and fellow citizens were being murdered before 

his eyes. As Carmody's deadly handling of the peasant 

woman's reaction to the death of her husband and sons had 

shown, such defiance of American authority would not long go 

unpunished. It was for this magnanimous reason, thus, more 

than any other rationale, that Carmody, who had visited 

himself of Xuan Loe Baro to destroy life rather than to 

preserve it, paradoxically elected to put the village well 

behind him. 

In the far distance Carmody picked up the faint sound 

of large caliber guns firing and then in the air above him 

he heard the unmistakable incoming shriek of the first of 

the one-five-five rounds that were about to pound the 

prominence behind him. He halted briefly and listened to 

the supremely satisfying crash of the first HE projectile 

exploding midway down the far side of the hill. Instantly 

two additional shells screamed overhead. The first impacted 

again on the slope facing the hamlet of Xuan Loe Barn but 

higher up on the hill so the American officer could see more 

of the blossoming flash of its explosion. The third member 

of the lethal trio of so-pound artillery projectiles landed 

directly on the top of the rounded promontory. "That should 
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give Charlie something to think about," Carmody said, 

turning to see the Vietnamese ranger opening the distance 

between them. 

The two escaping soldiers established an easy ground

covering gait across the Vietnamese countryside, moving 

forward less in fear of known dangers approaching from their 

rear but with greater concern for the unknown threats that 

lay ahead of them. They were, still, interlopers in 

Charlie's backyard, even if they had left his front porch in 

tatters behind them. 

The anticipated sanctuary of Heaven's Gate remained a 

klick and a half distant, and the evading pair could not 

expect reach it on a dead run. But neither could they 

afford the time-consuming luxury of worry about punji stick 

pits, trip wire grenades, and other nasty forms of guerrilla 

booby traps that were known to pockmark this region of the 

Cambodian border free fire zone. In consequence, the two 

equally competent but vastly different veteran soldiers, one 

of whom who had been born into his nation's latest thirty

years' civil war and the other of whom had been nurtured to 

wage a covert war within a war in the midst of the farmer's 

national rebellion, rigorously avoided the major trails. 

They similarly skirted any footpath that appeared the least 

part sandal-worn. They drove themselves forward at a steady 

pace, conserving anaerobic energy whenever possible, while 
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keeping rigorously to the more inhospitable, less frequently 

trodden features of the transitional terrain. 

At one point along their route Carmody thought he heard 

the intermittent clatter of M60 machine guns and the thump

thump-thump of a 40-millimeter grenade dispenser firing a 

long way off. The fleeing American officer interpreted the 

wind-carried sounds of distant battle to mean that the Tay 

Ninh Phoenix team's other two elements were benefitting from 

aerial covering fires as, hopefully, all twelve members of 

Bravo and Charlie forces were hustling safely into Blackjack 

flight's hovering transport helicopters. If the sounds of 

friendly firing lasted for any time, or worse, if they were 

joined by sounds of the enemy's 60-millimeter mortars and 

RPG7 rockets, it would mean that the rest of Carmody's team 

was in serious trouble. To the American officer's great 

relief, after less than three minutes, the distant firing 

ceased altogether. 

The trotting, oxygen-starved American officer allowed 

himself a wicked smirk of self-congratulations. There could 

be no replacing the Vietnamese sergeant's second cousin, 

either as the only son of Tranh's doting uncle or as the 

most deadly efficient member of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's 

spear-point element. The necessarily dangerous, even 

arguably foolhardy should it prove too costly in terms of 

friendly lives, armed foray into the enemy's heartland, 
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however, had so far cost the life of only one man. If his 

Carmody's Phoenix team, indeed, had eliminated the village 

chief and his sons from the province mix, whether or not the 

c.o.s.v.N. agent had fallen in the bargain, the Xuan Loe 

mission would be marked down by the panjandrums in Saigon 

and Washington who scored such clandestine contests as a 

marked American success. In the end, these men believed, 

the nation with the highest body count would win war. As 

the instrument of their policy, Carmody was neither in a 

position to know nor tell them any different. 

Understanding that unnatural sounds were detectable 

from great distances in the open flatland that was western 

Tay Ninh province, Carmody elected to vary their path. The 

random changes of direction were intended to lay false 

trails at frequent right angles to their base course. In 

the far distance Carmody still managed occasionally to hear 

the faint whump-crump of the enemy's sixty millimeter rounds 

searching vainly for the team's, almost assuredly, now 

airborne Bravo and Charlie elements. In the near distance 

Carmody continued to hear the louder, reassuring whoosh

crash-boom of the irregularly-spaced, rolling salvos of 155-

millimeter projectiles that were protecting his rear. 

Then in front of him, and without any warning, Carmody 

heard the equally recognizable, repeated clash of hardened 

steel against burnished wood and the feral grunts and 
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muffled curses of two straining combatants contending in 

sudden, mortal fear of their lives. The American officer 

dashed forward across a small intervening canal. He emerged 

from the thick waterside foliage to see Nguyen locked in a 

close quarters battle with a single pajama-clad foe. The 

two Vietnamese combatants, Carmody surmised, had stumbled 

into one another without benefit of a leisurely paseo. The 

chest-to-chest, rifle butt-to-rifle bayonet combat, in which 

Carmody ordinarily would have favored the wiry, battle

hardened, 30-year old ranger, appeared weighted equally 

until Carmody realized to his horror that Nguyen's smaller, 

younger adversary was armed with a Chinese Type 56 

Kalashnikov, whereas his compatriot carried the bayonet lug 

equipped Soviet variant of the ubiquitous peasant's rifle. 

This striking difference in national origin and model 

features would have mattered little if the adversaries had 

encountered one another at a distance, and it would not have 

presented Nguyen's foe a crucial advantage had he not been 

scouting with the permanently-mounted, triangular folding 

bayonet in its extended and locked position. 

The American officer instinctively sought to go to his 

compatriot's aid. He clicked the selector lever on the 

right side of his own Soviet model Kalashnikov to the single 

shot mode. Several times in succession Carmody rais,ed the 

assault rifle to his shoulder but he found that no good 
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target presented itself as the two desperate Vietnamese 

enemies circled, parried, and thrust in close proximity with 

one another. The increasingly anxious Tay Ninh Phoenix team 

leader circled first in one direction and then back in the 

opposite, seeking without success to achieve the one clear 

shot that would allow him to end the vicious mane a mano 

corrida being fought between the two enraged native bulls. 

And then, just when it seemed that the stronger, more 

experienced A.R.V.N. ranger was gaining the upper hand over 

his tiring adversary, Nguyen's left foot inexplicably caught 

on a loose bit of forest detritus and shot out from under 

him. The ranger stumbled awkwardly to one side, like an 

off-stride bull in the poor footing of a third class ring. 

With the arrogant confidence of a young matador delivering 

the fatal thrust to his first bull, the Vietcong guerrilla 

seized the opportunity awarded by fate and plunged the 

glinting triangular bayonet spine-deep into the abdomen of 

the shocked A.R.V.N. ranger. 

At last, but far too late, Carmody gained his clean 

shot. In the instant Carmody's first bullet struck him, the 

Vietcong soldier, who had been unaware of the officer's 

presence, looked up in disbelief and ironic resignation at 

his own fate. Before Carmody could fire a second, fully 

disabling shot, the pajama-clad guerrilla discharged his own 

AK47 into the belly of the mortally wounded A.R.V.N. 
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trooper. The Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader stormed forward 

peppering additional single shots into the recoiling, 

sagging body of the enemy soldier. In absolute futility 

Carmody kicked the Chinese-manufactured Type 56 AK47, which 

the Vietcong in extremis had managed to pull free of 

Nguyen's body, out of the fallen guerrilla's hands. 

Standing over the dying Vietcong soldier, Carmody shifted 

the fire selection lever on his AK47 back down to its 

automatic fire mode. He fired repeated bursts into his 

enemy's inert, disintegrating body, emptying both his utter 

frustration and the remaining contents of the 30-round 

magazine. 

The anguished officer knelt down beside the fallen 

Vietnamese ranger. "I didn't see him in time, Dai-uy, 11 

Nguyen offered in quiet apology. Without thinking about his 

actions the American officer cradled the head of the 

mortally disembowelled ranger in his arms. The better than 

foot-long, triangular bayonet had neatly punctured one or 

roore of the ranger's vital organs. The Vietcong's copper

jacketed coup de grace had ripped a second, gaping, powder

burned cavity in his belly. The American officer and his 

Vietnamese compatriot both had seen such wounds before. 

Each man realized the Nguyen could live for several minutes, 

or perhaps even hours, before the mortal wounds he had 

received finally killed him. "Please, Dai-uy," Nguyen's 
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weak voice bubbled through the frothing blood that even now 

was beginning to seep from the lower corner of his mouth. 

The Vietnamese ranger's fingers clawed impotently at the 

canvass flap that held Carmody's Belgian-manufactured 

Browning nine millimeter pistol securely in its holster. 

"No," Carmody said gently, guiding the soldier's 

weakened hand away. 

"You must, Dai-uy, you cannot stay." 

"I'll think of something," Carmody said, blocking his 

mind to the unyielding reality of the only option open to 

him. "Just hang on, Nguyen," Carmody pleaded, "hang on a 

little while longer." The American officer rocked on his 

haunches with the dying ranger, like a grieving mother 

bewailing the fortune of her crib-dead infant. "We just 

won't go all the way to Heaven's Gate," Carmody improvised 

wildly. "I'll radio Blackjack, and he can pick us up here. 

All you have to do, Nguyen," Carmody begged the dying man, 

"is trust me. Fifteen minutes, Nguyen, maybe less. Just 

keep hanging in. That's all." 

"The Vietcong will have heard the firing," the A.R.V.N. 

ranger burbled through the vermilion effervescence that 

streamed thickly from both sides of his mouth. Nguyen 

pulled Carmody's anguished face close to his own. "You 

cannot stay here with me, Dai-uy," the veteran ranger said 

fervently, like an Oriental Moses prophesying that only one 
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of them could enter the promised land, "and I cannot come 

with you to Heaven's Gate." 

"Don't, Nguyen, don't ask me," Carmody begged off, 

knowing full well the awesome portent of the A.R.V.N. 

soldier's unspeakable entreaty, "I can't do that to you." 

"Please, Dai-uy, you must." The American Phoenix team 

commander unsnapped the duck cloth retaining flap on his 

holster and slowly withdrew the nine millimeter automatic 

pistol from its protective case. In an unavailing effort to 

delay the fateful moment, Carmody depressed the magazine 

release catch with a passing flick of his gun-hand thumb. 

The ejected, 13-round capacity clip slid into the open palm 

of his free hand. Carmody painstakingly inspected the 

narrow, spring-fed magazine that both men knew perfectly 

well carried a full load of parabellum ball. "I am already 

a dead man," the ranger whispered through his pain, "and my 

ancestors grow impatient waiting to celebrate my homecoming. 

Act now for me, Dai-uy, if not for yourself," he added, 

bringing his face close enough to Carmody's own to inhale 

the latter's air as his own last breath, "because I am 

surely dead and only the living can afford the luxury of so 

much wasted time." 

The American officer, delaying his only choice no 

further, inserted the rhomboidal magazine into the Browning 

pi stol's open-ended butt and slammed it home. With his free 
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hand, Carmody pulled the upper receiver back, released it 

forward, and seated the topmost round in the chamber. The 

American officer cradled the wounded ranger's head in one 

arm, clasp it lovingly to his own chest, settled the 

pistol's cold barrel gently against Nguyen's left temple, 

and eased the weapon's hair trigger back. The sudden 

discharge of the nine millimeter parabellum ball, like a 

native archer's curare-tipped arrow stinging a jungle bird's 

fragile heart, instantly sundered the Vietnamese soldier's 

cranium. 

In making its passage through and beyond this dark 

cavity, the copper-jacketed instrument of euthanasia 

advanced to near fruition the ongoing wartime process of 

cleaving the American infantry officer's dissolving soul 

from his corruptible body. But it was not the stuffed ache 

in Carmody's soul that the young American officer 

immediately felt immediately but the searing anguish of an 

entirely too real pain near his sternum. His tiger-stripped 

tunic was splattered with bits of pinkish grey brain tissue 

and thoroughly drenched in the richly-hued arterial blood of 

the ranger. Amid all the foreign gore the American officer, 

at first, could not fathom the penetrating root of his own 

exquisite thoracic discomfort. His racing mind first hit 

upon the utterly fantastic notion that the bullet with which 

he had conferred Nguyen's coup de grace had somehow careened 
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off the hardened inner walls of the A.R.V.N. soldier's skull 

and lodged, like a pointing signpost to his own 

disintegrating luck, in the pectoral musculature of his 

chest. The terrible truth, when Carmody finally stabbed the 

end of his finger with it, was even more horrible in its 

suggestive significance. Searching below the line of his 

pectoral muscles for the suspected site of the ragged entry 

wound he imagined Carmody probing forefinger instead had 

encountered the protruding, razor-edged, needle-shaped shaft 

of a jagged splinter from the remnants of dead A.R.V.N. 

soldier's metastasized cranium. 

With the rapid passage of time now joining the ranks of 

his pursuing enemies, Carmody hastily replaced the smoking 

gun in its canvass carrier. The resourceful veteran officer 

fished the faded Texas State flag that he always carried for 

luck from its hiding place in the mid-thigh pocket of his 

tiger-stripped fatigue pants. Wrapping the knife-edged bone 

shard in the flag several times to protect his bare fingers, 

Carmody repeatedly gripped and tugged at bone fragment, 

increasing the brute force he applied in proportion to the 

maximum amount of self-inflected torture he could bear. But 

the serendipitously hewn arrow point, resisting his best 

efforts like the fluked head of a native people's bone

tipped hunting shaft, refused all of his attempts to 

dislodge it by these means. 
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In madness as much as mere frustration, Carmody jammed 

the flag back in its pocket and unsheathed his dual-edged 

fighting knife. Without halt for rational decision-making 

or philosophic contemplation, he gouged the knife's tempered 

steel blade into the fleshy musculature astride either side 

of his sternum, until he worked it's prying tip underneath 

the gristle binding the barbed tip of the buried bone 

fragment. For many excruciating minutes, like a native 

warrior voluntarily undergoing his tribe's ritual 

purification ceremony, the grief-stricken, pained-crazed 

American infantry officer gouged, levered, and savaged the 

pectoral region of his upper body. Until, in a raging 

triumph over of pain tolerance over marginal sanity, and 

completely oblivious to the chaotic scarification that, like 

the sap-draining, cross-hatched mutilation of commercially 

grown rubber trees, would hereafter brand his soldier's 

chest, Carmody at last wrenched the barbed, bloodied, 

foreign skull fragment from his wracked bosom. 

Ignoring the torture of his self-inflicted battle 

wounds, the American officer laid the A.R.V.N. ranger's body 

beneath an overhang of lush foliage in a deep, muddy cut at 

the edge of the nearby small canal. Next Carmody removed 

the neck chain holding the fallen soldier's two A.R.V.N. dog 

tags. He crammed one of the grey, rectangular metal discs 

in his thigh pocket underneath the Texas flag and levered 
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the other one into what remained of the soldier's mouth 

cavity. Then he stripped the ranger's web gear of its two 

extra 30-round, banana magazines, antipersonnel grenades, 

and aerial signaling flares. The veteran officer next 

retrieved, inspected, and brushed the clinging soil from the 

dead Vietcong's assault rifle. Finding the Chinese 

Kalashnikov to be a fairly new weapon and in good working 

order, Carmody wedged and bobby trapped his own and Nguyen's 

Soviet model assault rifles beneath his compatriot's body. 

This accomplished, and without a looking back, the Vietnam 

veteran rose swiftly to his feet. With the repossessed Type 

56 AK47 and its deadly bayonet at the ready, Carmody 

continued alone in a running crouch toward the safe haven 

that he could only hope existed just inside Heaven's Gate. 

With every additional striding step forward Carmody 

took, however, he sensed, as a hare senses a following 

hound, that unseen phantoms were covertly monitoring his 

progress, cautiously trailing him at a distance, and 

precisely charting his course to the sanctuary. An 

altogether gradually perceived change in the flora of the 

Vietnamese countryside from luxuriant expanses of waving, 

saw-toothed reeds, thriving growths of lush tropical vines 

and brushes, and isolated stands of vigorously growing 

native ha~dwoods to the classically-arranged, cemetery rows 

of long-neglected, coupe-coupe scarified rubber trees was 
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the awaited signal that he was nearing the site of his 

potential salvation. The unique locale in western Tay Ninh 

province that Carmody had designated as Heaven's Gate on the 

Phoenix team's topographical reference maps was, in fact, a 

nothing more than a weedy, brush-overgrown clearing at the 

site of what had once been a highly profitable natural latex 

collection and processing facility. The cleared expanse of 

land that opened amid the ordered rows of aging rubber trees 

was occupied principally by the blasted and burnt-out husks 

of the formerly elegant managing French colon's plantation 

house, the plantation superintendent's headquarters 

structure, and various smaller outbuildings, or cainhas, 

that had housed the activities of the thriving foreign 

investment property in its prime. 

The region's native revolutionaries in their first 

Fifties incarnation as Vietminh had led a bloody worker's 

rebellion at the plantation in 1953 that resulted in the 

torching of all the buildings, as well as the brutal deaths 

by hacking of several French colons and their wives along 

with numerous members of the hated Vietnamese cai class, who 

only too eagerly served their French masters in the combined 

rolls of foremen, policemen, and torturers of the 

plantation's native workers. As recently as two years 

earlier the province's modern day rebels, now called the 

Vietcong by America and its South Vietnamese allies, had 
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regularly used the scorched, tumbledown, deserted ruins and 

more specifically the hundreds of surrounding acres of 

abandoned rubber trees as a battalion-sized staging area for 

N.V.A. and guerrilla units moving between their Cambodian 

sanctuaries and South Vietnamese targets in the interior of 

the country. Now the local guerrillas largely avoided the 

dangerous killing zone. While local nha que lore attributed 

the enemy's altered behavior to the haunting presence of 

ma-qui, or invisible spirits that the natives believed 

inhabited people, animals, and natural things, Carmody felt 

certain that the real reason was that the plantation had 

long been designated a free fire zone. As result, the whole 

of the plantation's former extent was subject to aerial 

bombardment, strafing by tactical aircraft, and the random 

fall of harassing and interdictory artillery fires on an 

around-the-clock basis. Any living creature, whether it be 

a roving water buffalo or a red-coated native muntjac, a 

foraging feral pig or a rare, red-headed Sarus crane, a 

roving company of Vietcong guerrillas seeking shelter or a 

lone American infantryman seeking sanctuary, who ventured 

into the Saigon-kept, map-recorded, red-lined killing zone 

did so only at extreme risk of life. 

The wary American officer quickly made his way to the 

tumbledown site of an abandoned water well that nestled, 

quite ironically, in the midst of a graveyard composed of 
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more than three dozen rectangular, coffin-sized, above 

ground native grave sites. Upon reaching the side of the 

abandoned well Carmody disappeared from sight amid the 

labyrinth of protective niches that were formed, like the 

lower half of up-faced waffle grid, albeit on a gigantic 

scale befitting the expansive plantation itself, by the open 

spaces that ran at right angles to one another between the 

numerous, large, limestone blocks. Leaning back against the 

rough-hewn surface of a comfortingly prepossessing slab of 

pink native limestone, Carmody immediately raised the 

antenna on his radio. "Blackjack leader," the panting 

Vietnam veteran huffed, seeking a renewed lease on his 

salvation, "this is Roadrunner six. Come back." 

"Roadrunner six," the OV-6A Cayuse pilot's no-nonsense 

voice replied immediately, "this is Blackjack leader. 

Report your status. Over." The welcome strength of the 

Cayuse pilot's radio signal indicated to Carmody that 

Blackjack flight's flights three aircraft were safely 

airborne and flying somewhere overhead in the officer's 

general vicinity. 

"I'm inside Heaven's Gate," Carmody replied somewhat 

more colorfully, "but I'd bet you a steak dinner at the Rex 

against a can of green ham and mutherfuckers that Charlie is 

on my tail." 

0 Affirmative, Roadrunner six," the laconic pilot 
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replied. "Understand possible Victor Charlie concentrations 

in your area. Wait one." The transmission from the Cayuse 

pilot ceased for several seconds, as if the Fire Fly flight 

commander were consulting on a separate channel with his 

headquarters or the other aircraft commanders in the area. 

"It's your call, Captain," the lead pilot's reassuring voice 

continued, as the radio in carmody's crackled back into 

life .. "Tell me how we play it. Over .. 11 

"How are my men?" Carmody radioed urgently, as he began 

to assess the tactical situation and set his own priorities. 

"I've got twelve men aboard," the pilot replied, 

obviously taking merited satisfaction in the execution of 

his part of the night's work, "and your Sergeant Ortiz said 

to tell you that absolutely everybody, including your two 

special packages, is in one piece." 

"I heard firing," Carmody protested. 

"Victor Charlie was camped on your boys' doorstep," the 

pilot replied somewhat more conversationally. "A couple of 

firing passes slowed old Charlie up and made him think twice 

about keeping his head down. The extraction was routine, 

six, really, a piece of cake." 

"I'm damn glad to hear it," Carmody radioed in reply. 

"We've had our troubles getting here." 

"Now we just need to figure out how best to get you 

fellows back aboard," he added with the confident insolence 
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characteristic of all Army fixed wing aviators, "so you can 

buy me and my pilots those steak dinners in Saigon." 

"Give me an ETA," Carmody countered. He did not think 

that it was necessary, or even prudent, at the moment to 

reveal the fact that he was alone. 

"I can be overhead in five minutes." 

"Keep your birds headed this way," Carmody directed, 

"but let's make that ETA ten minutes." 

"Say again," the pilot radioed in reply. 

"I want to do some local reconnoitering on my own." 

"I don't advise that, Captain," the Cayuse pilot said 

bluntly. The American infantry officer noted with interest 

the cayuse pilot's second reference to him by rank, but he 

easily dismissed the otherwise highly professional flight 

commander's careless violation of combat radio protocol, 

which banned the mention of the actual names or ranks, as a 

curious aberration of no special consequence to task at 

hand. 

"I want to know who else," carmody explained, "and just 

what else is hanging around here." 

"Let us worry about any Charlies that might hanging 

around," Blackjack leader transmitted in reply. "We've go 

infrared resources overhead. Just hold position, Roadrunner 

six. ETA four minutes." 

"Negative, negative," the de facto overall commander 
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radioed back authoritatively. "It's got to be my call, 

Blackjack leader," Carmody briefly elaborated, "you said so 

yourself." Cutting off debate with the curt sign-off, 

''Roadrunner six, out," Carmody abruptly closed down his 

transmission. 

The American officer crawled forward on his belly 

beneath the dark, starless canopy of the overcast Vietnamese 

night sky, worming through the narrow passages formed by the 

upwelling stone monoliths like a spelunker squeezing past 

limestone stalagmites in an ancient, uplifted system of 

underground caves. Silently exiting the eerily reminiscent 

mirror image of an Arkansas limestone cavern, the Vietnam 

veteran began his cautious, methodical, personal inspection 

tour of the nearest examples of the plantation's burnt-out 

ruins. Carmody crawled within thirty meters of what had 

once been the superintendent's headquarters building and 

then moved in rapid, scurrying succession to various points 

in the weedy clearing from which he could visually inspect 

the closest processing sheds, storage barns, and worker 

sleeping huts where the impressed native laborers had been 

housed. Almost nothing remained intact that had existed 

fifteen years earlier, yet the signs of layered generations 

of Vietnamese life, including some that were fearsomely 

recent, seemed all too familiar to the three-year veteran of 

the war. The ancient well in the native graveyard had been 
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dug unknown centuries ago by long dead peasant farmers. It 

had been deepened and improved by French colonists when they 

erected the plantation and destroyed and poisoned by the 

Vietminh when they put the French planter's buildings to the 

torch. The numerous tombstones that surrounded the well in 

a spreading stain of forfeited native blood all dated from 

the period afterward when, either to prevent the hated 

French colons from reusing the well or to provide water for 

the spirits of their ancestors, the local peasants had begun 

burying their dead in the great circle of the well. It was 

that kind of country, Carmody mused, as wriggled from point 

to point in the open ground away from Heaven's Gate in his 

limited tour of the open air natural museum of Vietnamese 

culture and history. What a visitor might see in the land 

abroad was not so much what was there now, which the Vietnam 

countryside and its people kept safely hidden away from 

foreigners, but the upturned, segmented, glacial layers of 

what had been once, and what would never be again. 

After seven minutes, having formed the opinion that it 

would be recklessly dangerous to physically check inside the 

ruins of the, main plantation house or any of the scattered 

outbuildings, Carmody made his way back to the shelter of 

Heaven's Gate. Worming his way back inside the limestone 

sanctuary, Carmody reactivated the ANPRC-6 and began 

transmitting again. "Blackjack leader, six here. Do you 
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read?" 

"Roadrunner six," the comforting voice in the night sky 

replied in a strong signal. "Copy you five by five. We're 

almost on top of you now. Request you mark your position 

with smoke in approximately one minute. Over." 

"Negative, Blackjack leader, negative" Carmody replied, 

knowing well that, in light of his intended change of plans, 

an extremely solid explanation would be required of him. 

"The local Vietcong don't use this place much anymore," he 

began somewhat indirectly, "but I found major indications of 

recent, large-scale occupation everywhere I looked." 

"What kind of indications," the wary lead pilot probed. 

"Enough individual campfire remains to suggest a 

company-sized or better unit passed through here in the past 

forty-eight hours,," Carmody replied intui ti vel y, "and dozens 

of cheu hoi leaflets and free fire zone warnings used as 

toilet paper." 

"And the media back home says our Army's psychological 

warfare efforts," the Cayuse pilot quipped nervously, 

"aren't reach·ng the enemy where they can do some good." 

"I've got a very bad feeling about this place." 

"So what's your pleasure, Roadrunner six?" 

"Is 'Puff' still standing by?" Carmody asked, seeking 

to confirm the on-call status of the promised C-47 gunship 

that with its three, hand-aimed, left-side mounted 7.62 
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millimeter miniguns delivering a combined 18,000 rounds a 

minute had the capability to break up battalion-sized 

attacks in a single orbit over the enemy formation. 

"I've got an even better surprise waiting for your 

little pals," the Cayuse pilot bragged. The proprietary 

manner of the pilot's otherwise welcome communication 

instantly worried the officer hiding thirty-five hundred 

feet below in the darkened graveyard. 

"Better?", Carmody ventured warily. 

"Right now there's a big, black Spectre, tail number 

54-1626, circling at about eight thousand feet just five 

klicks northeast of us, Roadrunner six, just waiting for me 

to tell it to bite Charlie's ass big time." 

"What the hell's a Spectre," the normally well-informed 

Carmody asked tensely, burying in the back of his mind the 

nagging suspicion that the mystery pilot who commanded 

Blackjack flight had been briefed extensively by someone in 

Saigon on aspects of the Xuan Loe mission that he, its field 

commander and originator, had been kept in the dark on." 

"All you need to know, Captain," the enigmatic Cayuse 

pilot replied imaginatively, "is that Spectre is one 

rnutherfucking big raptor." 

"One what?" Carmody sputtered. "Say again." 

"A bigger, meaner bird of prey," the young pilot 

boasted with inside knowledgeability, "than any fire-
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wheezing, 40-year old 'Puff the Magic Dragon' you ever saw." 

"Wonderful," the weary Carmody replied sarcastically. 

The veteran infantry leader experienced a number of emotions 

at once but not one them was an increased sense of security 

attributable to the Cayuse pilot's bragging reassurance. 

"Then here's what I want you to do," Carmody direct, at long 

last verbalizing his tactical decision. "Take my people 

home." 

"Leave you?" the Cayuse pilot's incredulous reply 

crackled back over the low band airwaves. 

"Maybe you can hang around a while," Carmody suggested, 

hoping to offset the aggressive Army pilot's natural 

disinclination to the idea of leaving any threatened soldier 

on the ground, "and provide me with a high band link with 

the Spectre." 

"Confirm, Roadrunner six?, 0 the pilot temporized. 

"You're asking me to take my slicks to the barn?" 

"I'll just hunker down here inside Heaven's Gate and 

stay put," Carmody responded, "at least until a F.A.C. can 

get up here," he added, explaining the rudimentary, fall

back plan. "It'll be false light in another ninety 

minutes," he continued, attempting to convey a sense of 

confidence in his voice, "and by that time Charlie won't 

have much interest in hanging around here." 

"You're the ground commander," Blackjack flight leader 
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replied hesitantly, "but my pilots aren ' t used to running 

from a fight without so much as dipping a skid in the 

grass." 

"I just spent the last forty-five minutes running from 

a fight myself," Carmody replied sharply, "so the thought of 

avoiding another one doesn't bother me. Roadrunner six, 

out." 

Without waiting for a reply from the pilot the veteran 

officer set the ANPRC-6 aside and went about checking his 

stores. All together Carmody counted the Browning pistol 

with, including the spare magazine he always carried, 

twenty-five remaining rounds of ammunition; three M26 

fragmentation grenades, and one aerial signaling flare; plus 

a half-full canteen of water, six water purification 

tablets, a single bar of c-ration hard chocolate, and four 

fully-loaded, 30-round banana magazines suitable for use in 

the captured Type 56 AK47 that he had retained in preference 

to his own Soviet-style version of the weapon. This 

personal cache of weapons, ammunition, and supplies, he 

ruminated, while hardly sufficient to re-enact the Little 

Big Horn, would nonetheless be enough to keep him alive, 

provided he could remain undiscovered until false light. 

The first thing he needed to do, however, was to leave the 

immediat,e vicinity of Heaven's Gate. What he really needed 

was to find some deep cut, like the one in which he'd placed 
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Nguyen's body, along a minor water course where he could 

cover himself with red mud and hide in the green foliage. 

Suddenly the hand-held ANPRC-6 field radio, whose 

squelch knob he had neglected to turn down when he set it on 

the ground leaning against a tombstone, crackled to 

reinvigorated life. "Roadrunner six," Arsenault's 

unexpected voice announced, "this is five. Over." 

"Six here," Carmody said, quickly retrieving the radio 

and placing against one cheek. "Go." 

"We're coming down." 

"Negative, Bob, goddammit." 

"We're going to get you out, boss," Arsenault 

elaborated. "We've talked it out. It ain't debatable." 

"Negative," Carmody barked, "get everybody back to Tay 

Ninh. That's an order." 

"We've talked it over up here," Arsenault reiterated 

firmly, as if the collective decision to attempt Carmody's 

extraction now was a matter that had moved beyond the 

Phoenix team commander's power to influence, "and none of us 

is comfortable with the idea of leaving you behind." 

Sensing he would make little headway with the impetuous 

infantry lieutenant, Carmody ordered, "Put Blackjack leader 

back on the horn." 

11 1 1 ve talked with him," Arsenault said obstinately, 

"and he agrees with me." In the near distance Carmody 
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picked up the first sounds of the approaching helicopters' 

massive rotors slicing through the heavy tropical night air. 

"I absolutely forbid it." 

"That crazy black corporal you think so much of," 

Arsenault said, making an appeal Carmody's emotions, "swears 

that he'll start chucking aircrew bodies out the side door, 

if we don't at least make a try for you, boss, and I don't 

know if he's joking this time." 

"It's too damn risky. I could just be the bait." 

"Just find some overhead cover, six," Arsenault 

continued undeterred by any of combination of his leader's 

orders, pleadings, or warnings, "while Blackjack flight 

shoots the place up a bit." 

"Negative, Bob, goddammit," Carmody exploded over the 

air. "I won't let you risk the entire team for one man." 

"Bullshit," Arsenault mutinously boiled back. "If the 

positions were reversed, Brian," Arsenault fired back, 

putting his appeal on a level that left Carmody little 

ground to defend, "and it was me, Ngu, or anybody else stuck 

on the ground with our bare ass stuck out," he continued, 

growing more emotional as he spoke, "you'd never leave us, 

not in any fucking two thousand years, you wouldn't, without 

at least making one try for a pick up." 

"You have your orders," Carmody radioed tersely. "I 

don't give a shit whether you or anyone else likes them," 
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the Tay ninh Phoenix team continued in deepening black mood. 

"Just carry them out." 

As Carmody had requested ineffectively moments earlier, 

the Cayuse pilot intervened at last. "Roadrunner six, this 

is Blackjack leader." 

"Six here, go," Carmody said fuming. 

"Answer me this. You got any firing right now?" 

"Negative." 

"I don't think you're going to talk anybody up here out 

making a try," the Fire Fly flight leader began. "And, 

frankly, since you didn't report any firing, the rules of 

engagement put the decision back in my hands." 

"I'm telling you Charlie has been here in strength." 

"I don't doubt that," Blackjack leader radio back. 

"There's not a square foot of ground for twenty klicks 

around Heaven's Gate that Charlie hasn't walked on walked on 

within the past month or taken a dump on at one time or 

another." 

"I'm telling you," Carmody retorted, "Charlie is here 

now. u 

"We've had an ov-1c Mohawk over this area all night," 

the Cayuse pilot argued persuasively, yet again with more 

proprietary overtones than Carmody in the circumstances 

thought natural, "and while there have been some infrared 

indications in your vicinity, six, we haven't had near the 
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level of movement there that we've had reported around Xuan 

Loe itself. 

"Fine," Carmody carped sourly, never realizing that 

what he wished for might be made to come true. "Shoot up 

the whole fucking village then, but leave my ass right here 

until morning." 

"Now I propose to shoot up the whole area good before I 

send one of my slicks down for you," the pilot said, closing 

his mind to any further objection that Carmody might offer, 

"so I need to know exactly where you are and it needs to 

someplace safe." 

"Sergeant Ortiz knows where I'm at," the prospective 

evacuee grumped ungraciously. 

"You'll need plenty of cover." 

"Believe me, Blackjack leader," Carmody replied, 

thinking of Nguyen's fated death by the meandering 

watercourse and relishing the irony of his private joke, 

"I'll be as safe from your guns and rockets as already dead 

man can be. Six, out." The American officer wedged himself 

between two handy, catafalque-like slabs of pink limestone 

that appeared to be laid as close to one another as any two 

others he could see. Together the stone sarcophagi, which 

did not actually hold a body but marked instead the spot 

where the deceased's heirs had reunited their ancestor's 

bones with the soil of his native land, constituted the 
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protective equivalent of an aboveground slit trench. Upon 

an impulse Carmody spread out the small, bloodied Texas flag 

he carried on the upper surface of one of the stones. While 

Carmody was no means invulnerable in this roofless Buddhist 

lych-gate, only a misdirected burst of fire from an aircraft 

flying directly overhead or an extremely lucky ground level 

shot from one of two directions parallel to the axes of the 

massive stone slabs could reach him. 

The waiting American officer attempted distinguish the 

direction and height of three helicopters by their disparate 

sounds and shapes as they drew nearer to his position. 

Carmody felt confident that the light observation helicopter 

would be maintaining the control position as the highest 

flying ship in the group. The more heavily armed UH-lC Huey 

Hog, for functional reasons, would undertake the main firing 

passes. Since Carmody had no information regarding the 

distribution of his own men on the three aircraft, he had no 

way of predicting which of the three ships in Blackjack 

flight would attempt to pick him up. 

The terrible realization struck him that he had told 

neither Blackjack flight's leader nor Arsenault that he was 

now alone. Correcting the oversight, he knew, would not 

alter the Cayuse pilot's determination attempt his 

evacuation. The information might make a difference in the 

manner in which his rescue attempt was effected, however, 
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and so he quickly reactivated the walkie-talkie. "Blackjack 

leader, Roadrunner six. Come back. Urgent. over." 

"Sit tight, six," the calm Cayuse pilot radioed back. 

"I'm alone," Carmody toggled urgently. 

"I understood there would be two for breakfast." 

"One of us will be permanently late." 

"Roger, six. Sorry about that." 

"My fault, Blackjack leader." 

"Xin loi, Dai-uy," the pilot replied in the formula of 

the day. "I'm just damn sorry about your ranger," he added, 

"but it makes my job a little easier. Just keep your head 

down. The show's starting .. Blackjack leader, out." 

Before the American officer could speculate further a 

hurtling, olive drab, ugly toad of a helicopter roared in 

just above the tree tops from the southwest. The hog

snouted UH-lC made an initial low firing pass with its 

40-millimeter automatic grenade launcher lobbing shell after 

shell into a line of burnt-out cainhas. As the stubby, 

dropped-chin Iroquois gunship streaked through the darkened 

sky above Heaven's Gate Carmody could see the aircraft's two 

helmeted waist gunners leaning outboard into their 7.62 

millimeter machineguns, searching the area to either side of 

menacing gunship with glittering red arcs of trac,er fire. 

Wielding their beaded strings of leaden death like defenders 

of an ancient faith, the UH-lC's flanking gunners 
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continuously swept the molten extensions of the barrels of 

their davit-mounted M60 machine guns forward and back like 

the serrated edge of a curving scimitar. As Huey Hog 

completed its initial pass, the agile, wart-ugly, aerial 

amphibian banked left, circled above the bordering phalanx 

of rubber trees momentarily, and then came racing back down 

at attack speed across the ruined plantation grounds on a 

line that Carmody estimated had rotated by sixty degrees. 

Once more the Huey Hog's forward firing M5 automatic grenade 

launcher hurled its chugging weight of antipersonnel fires 

against the unresisting plantation ruins. As the dark, 

pudgy shape of the near-wingless, aluminum Valkyrie roared 

over Carmody's ducking head, the Vietnam veteran absorbed in 

his bones as much as heard with his ears the booming, 

successive whooshing-slashes of the UH-lC's two side-mounted 

M200A-1 rocket pods discharging wave after wave of arrowing 

2.75 inch explosive missiles. The veteran infantryman 

instinctively hugged the soil around him in empathetic fear 

and trembling as the streaking, banshee-wailing tongues of 

American techno-wrath churned the lateritic earth around the 

ruined foundation of the plantation's large main house and 

the smaller site of the razed headquarters building. As the 

modern, Bell-built equivalent of Odin's terrible handmaidens 

reached the far end of it's second firing pass, the pudgy, 

rotary-winged raptor pirouetted again in the tight, clawing 
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paradigm of its species-ordained hunting acrobatics. In a 

pivoting aerial maneuver that grew more predicable with each 

new repetition the squat, thick-cropped bird of prey set 

itself to bring its explosive-tipped talon's to bear for yet 

another swooping slice across the upturned belly of the 

unresisting plantation. The Huey gunship made two more 

quartering passes, finally slicing the circular objective 

area into eight ragged-edged wedges, like a Norse giant's 

cherry pie being hacked from above by a blunt battle-axe 

wielded from the sky. 

In the light of the obscured Vietnamese new moon which 

had hid itself in embarrassment behind a thin curtain of 

clouds as the UH-lC worked its will on the prostrate form of 

the forsaken plantation, Carmody could now distinguish the 

circling Loach, orbiting and directing the scene of its 

companion's saber-rattling passes. "Roadrunner six, 

Blackjack leader here. still in one piece down there?" 

''Affirmative," Carmody said in crackling reply. 

"I guess we can keep making firing passes until all 

three of us up here run out of ammunition," the Cayuse pilot 

announced philosophically, "or I can put my slick in right 

now to pick you up." 

"Charlies around here somewhere," Carmody heard himself 

carp for the umpteenth time. The scratchy, under- the-skin 

irritant of his too frequent warnings of unspecified, hidden 
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danger was beginning to sound, even to his own ears, like 

the predictable plastic thwack of a dull needle skipping the 

key passage in a broken record. 

"Neither you, I, nor anyone," the pilot argued, "has 

seen, heard, or sniffed a damn thing down there." 

"I suppose its now or never," Carmody temporized with 

all the conviction of a wet rag, which in fact was quite 

literally what the American officers blood and sweat-soaked 

fatigues had become. 

"Maybe Charlie didn't know where you were before, 

Roadrunner six," the Cayuse pilot hastened to point out to 

the weakening beneficiary of his aerial circus' largess, 

"but he sure as hell has a good idea where to look now." 

"I'd like another option," Carmody said, resisting his 

own evacuation to the last. 

"And I'd like to buy every man in your team a cold 

beer, Roadrunner six," the pilot angrily retorted, "but 

ain't none of us going to get one, until I can get your ass 

out of the there." 

"I guess I'm committed." 

"We all are, six," the confident pilot radio back. "As 

committed as a peasant's pot-bellied pig is to a bowl of 

pork and rice." 

"The Buddhist monks call that karma," Carmody opined, 

coming at last to the realization that the decision had been 
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taken out of his hands. 

"Chaos, karma, voodoo, hoodoo," the pressured pilot 

waxed eloquently in the moment of commitment. "It still 

comes down to a blind man's flip of a coin. So I've got to 

ask you, Roadrunner six, do you still feel lucky." 

"I always felt that way," Carmody said. 

"Well, there you go." 

"Up until right now." 

At the voicing of Carmody's last transmission, the 

dual-horned, pinkish-yellow scimitar of the new moon emerged 

from behind the sculpted trailing edge of the low overcast 

of seasonal cloud cover that had obscured the stars from 

everyone's view up to this moment. "If that's not a sign of 

good karma, Roadrunner six," the cheered pilot radioed, "I 

wouldn't know a Vietnamese pig if I kissed one." 

In the high night sky above the orbiting OV-6A Cayuse, 

the American infantry officer imagined the image of a 

painted woman dancing, like a Vietnamese girl looking 

herself in a mirror, reflecting off the diaphanous screen of 

overhanging cirrus clouds. He looked again and this time 

Carmody saw only the reflected glint of the Vietnamese new 

moon dancing along the curving plexiglas windscreen of the 

spiraling scout helicopter. "Good luck, maybe," the 

resolutely pessimistic infantry officer observed dryly for 

his own ears, "but for whom?" 
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"Smoke on my count," the Cayuse pilot radioed. "Five, 

Four, three, two, now!" On the pilot's radioed command, 

Carmody popped the naval signaling flare. The incendiary 

projectile, which Carmody had adapted from its normal 

maritime use, rocketed upward over five hundred feet in a 

steep curving arc and then burst into a drifting sphere of 

magnesium brilliance. 

"Jesus Christ," the startled pilot reacted. "I called 

for smoke." 

"You can't see smoke at night," Carmody explained, "so 

I had Ortiz work a deal with some riverines for a couple 

dozen hand-held emergency flares. Clever, huh?" 

"If you don't mind sacrificing your night vision." 

"Sorry, Blackjack leader," Carmody said. "I didn't 

think about things from your perspective." 

"You're the scared little rabbit," the half-blinded 

pilot replied, "in the circular slope graveyard next to the 

big flat stone with the ... if that a fucking Texas flag 

. lying on top of it." 

"Roger that." 

"Stay where you are," the Cayuse pilot radioed. "You'll 

should be able to pick up the slick as it comes over the 

tree line to your north," the pilot continued, drawing out 

the last three words, "right ..• about ..• now." 

"I can hear something coming," Carmody radioed 
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anxiously, "but I don't see anything yet." 

"Stay cool, Roadrunner six," the Cayuse pilot calmly 

radioed back. "My number two is four hundred meters out and 

coming in low." 

"Roger," Carmody acknowledged. The mixed sounds of the 

approaching UH-ID Iroquois' roaring 1,400-horsepower 

Lycoming turboshaft and its beating 48-foot diameter rotor 

swelled in unison but still the American infantry officer on 

the ground saw nothing. 

"Be ready to climb aboard," the Cayuse pilot prodded, 

"the second my number two touches down." 

"With pleasure," Carmody responded. "Roadrunner six, 

packing up and signing off." 

In the reflected glow of the drifting parachute

retarded signal flare the lone American infantry officer, 

and anyone e·lse near enough to look skyward in anticipation, 

could distinguish the two shepherding helicopters, the 

dapper OH-6A Cayuse scout and the ungainly UH-lC Hog 

gunship, swinging overhead at low altitude on opposite tacks 

in a sweeping twinned orbit about the universally prostrate 

stones of the Vietnamese equivalent of Stonehenge. As if 

the two aircraft were metallic counterweights poised on the 

opposed ends of an invisible aerial governor, the olive drab 

painted fraternal twins strained at their leash in a 

desperate rotary-winged whirl to observe, control, and 
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support the developing evacuation. If the Vietcong had only 

been waiting for a lucrative, ridiculously easy target, the 

belly's of the circling American aircraft now stood upturned 

and vulnerable. And still, Carmody was forced to admit, not 

a single shot had been fired. For one brief moment, the 

veteran of three years of combat in Vietnam relaxed and let 

hope seek a place in his heart. 

The slick-sided UH-1D troop carrier popped into 

Carmody's view flying at minimum height over the arching 

canopies of the solid phalanx of rubber trees that rimmed 

the clearing. The jut-jawed helicopter headed down, its 

nose art bedecked lower protuberance angling across the 

clearing. The American officer gathered himself into a 

crouch, the bayonetted AK47 held at the ready in his hands. 

The black painted, ovate nose of the UH-1D, with its logo of 

two overlapping playing cards, the King of Spades and Ace of 

spades, growing larger and more real with each passing 

second, evolved in shape and definition as it advanced 

across the open clearing toward him. The slowing, lowering 

helicopter, with its door gunners on alert, burrowed through 

the night sky, pointing to the center of his chest like an 

arrow. Carmody stepped free of the shelter of the stone 

sepulchers. He had taken three running steps toward the 

helicopter when what he had feared most finally occurred in 

front of his eyes. 
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The first indication of trouble Carmody heard was the 

unmistakable bark and sight of a 14.5 millimeter machine gun 

spitting out its deadly stream of tracers. The scything 

enemy sword arched outward from a point midway between the 

tree line and the burnt-out ruins of the old plantation 

house. The descending, powered-back helicopter was no more 

than fifteen feet above the ground when the stream of heavy 

explosive shells caught up with the aircraft from the rear. 

The incoming line of miniature neon sabers rattled against 

the spinning rear rotor and then sliced and diced their way 

into the fully occupied passenger compartment. The American 

infantry officer saw the M60 machine gunner on the side 

nearest to him take a direct hit and watched his weapon go 

limp in its davit. The weight of fire coming from the 

single-barrelled ZPUl was joined by a second and a third 

stream of tracers from separate lighter caliber machine 

guns. The three antiaircraft weapons, each of which 

appeared to be sited in a masked defilade behind the ruined 

plantation house, quickly converged, like three molten 

rivers of fire, on center mass of the shuttering helicopter. 

Inside the pilot and passenger compartments Carmody saw the 

brilliant flashes of shells exploding and the silhouettes of 

desperate men fending of the stinging hornets of war. The 

stricken Iroquois troop carrier nosed heavily, its tail 

rising like the stern sinking ship. The dipping nose of the 
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UH-1D dug itself into the ground as the helicopter's 

midsection somersaulted heels over head. Even before the 

Bell Huey's slashing rotor could tear itself to pieces 

against the disfiguring lateritic earth of Tay Ninh 

province, Carmody saw the fiery tail of a RPG7 rocket 

grenade streak toward the wreckage of the downed helicopter 

from the edge of the clearing opposite the enemy's machine 

gun position. The finned-stabilized, cone-headed projectile 

arched unerringly toward the fallen aircraft. The incoming 

missile exploded against the UH-1D Huey, like a lighted 

match in fireworks factory. The broken aircraft's fractured 

fuel cells roared into flame to the accompaniment of 

exploding links of small arms ammunition. The American 

officer sank heavily to the ground beside the nearest 

tombstone and watched in stupefaction as the aluminum, 

kerosene, and ammunition fed inferno blossomed and grew 

larger before his eyes. Inside the overturned cockpit 

Carmody saw the two pilots, one of whom was flailing with 

his arms and the other who was blessedly dead hanging upside 

down, like roasting pigs on a spit. in the inferno. 

Then from the jumble of twisted aluminum and fiberglass 

fragments Carmody saw a fire-blackened shape, taller and 

more muscular of build than the crone in the village, 

emerge, like a phoenix-bird rising, from the wreckage of the 

downed helicopter. The black corporal struggled in the dim 
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moonlight to drag a lankier, taller, lighter skinned man 

from the wreckage. The American officer arose expectantly 

from the circular welter of tombstones. "Over here," he 

shouted. "Here!" The grimly white-toothed black corporal 

waved back with one arm. The American officer braced 

himself against the nearest tombstone and fired with 

ruthless abandon in the general direction from which the 

RPG7 rocket grenade had been launched against the stricken 

helicopter. At the ranges involved Carmody had no idea 

where his bullets were landing or what effect his desperate 

defensive fires might have, but he fired on working his way 

through rapidly through two full magazines. The black 

corporal had almost made it to shelter with his burden, when 

a lucky burst of return fire, intended no doubt for Carmody, 

staggered the struggling enlisted man from behind. The 

American officer dropped his weapon and sprinted from his 

place of shelter. He grabbed the stunned, stumbling taller 

man and pulled him bodily into the shelter of the welcoming 

stones. "Get Rooney," Arsenault shouted. 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader left the hiding spot 

again and slithered through the knee-high grass to the spot 

where the downed short-timer lay dying. The black corporal 

looked into carmody's face with the startled eyes of a who 

had been encouraged to believe that he wouldn't die on his 

last mission in Vietnam. "Don't let the cockroaches get me, 
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Dai-uy," he said, recognizing his leader's face in death as 

he collapsed into Carmody's arms. 

The American officer dragged the inert body of the 

black corporal into the shelter of the grave stones. "How 

badly are you injured," he shouted to the lieutenant as 

flopped down beside him. 

"I think my arms broken," he said, "or at least pulled 

out of joint. I don't feel anything else wrong. Rooney?" 

"Dead," Carmody snapped, blaming himself more than the 

unknown Vietcong gunner who had returned his fire. "I 

shouldn't have let him come." 

"You couldn't have stopped him." 

"I shouldn't have .... " 

"Let me come along," Arsenault completed the sentence. 

"You couldn't have stopped either one of us." 

The abandoned ANPRC-6 transceiver crackled into life. 

"Roadrunner six," Carmody heard the distant voice call out. 

"What the hell is going on down there." 

The American officer plunged back into the interior of 

the graveyard to recover the forgotten radio. "There's a 

heavy machine gun, a ZPUl I think, and a couple of lighter 

ones, probably K38s," Carmody estimated on his return to 

Arsenault's side, "bunkered down out back of the old 

plantation house. I guess the vc figured we'd shoot up the 

structures. We also got at least one RPG, and who knows 
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what else, on the perimeter of the woods beyond the northern 

group of outbuildings." 

"Casualties?" the Cayuse pilot barked. 

Carmody looked at the burning hulk that had been an 

example of the best medium lift troop carrier in use with 

any army in the Western world. "Arsenault my black corporal 

got out alive. Rooney didn't make it all the way. Your 

four crewman didn't make it out. I don't know who else was 

on board." 

"Half of your rangers," the pilot replied. "Your 

American sergeant, radio operator, and two of the Vietnamese 

rangers are still aboard the Hog." 

"Trung-uy Nhu?" 

"The Vietnamese officer?" 

"Yes, goddammit." 

"He was aboard the slick. I'm sorry." The American 

officer cursed with the toggle switch flipped to transmit. 

"That won't help now. I lost four people in that crash. 

You may have lost a couple more along the way, Carmody, but 

in my book that makes us just about even." 

"You're right." 

"Forget it." 

"Are you mobile?" 

"Something's wrong inside Arsenault's left shoulder," 

Carmody replied angrily, but his feelings were only directed 
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inward .. "Technically we're mobile, but with just my AK47 

and couple of magazines, Blackjack, there's no way were 

going to fight our way out of here." 

"I'm going to make what passes I can at the Zippo and 

those other two machineguns you spotted behind the 

plantation house. If I can suppress that big mother, 

there's a chance we can get you out of there." 

"We still got RPGs in the area." 

"You got to be damn lucky to hit a moving helicopter 

with one of those," the Cayuse pilot radioed, "and don't 

plan to serve high tea for you." 

"It's not worth the risk," Carmody radioed his patented 

objection. 

"I'm not dealing with any two ordinary soldiers," the 

Cayuse pilot snapped in reply. 

"What do you mean?" Carmody transmitted reflexively. 

"That's a bigtime VIP down there with you, Roadrunner 

six, and we both know it." The Cayuse pilot unexpectedly 

broke off his transmission for almost a minute. The 

internal warning gauge that had been signaling frantically 

that the Cayuse pilot knew far more than he was telling blew 

right past the yellow bar at the end of the green zone and 

swung wildly back-and-forth in the red zone of Carmody's 

mind. "There's no way in hell," the Cayuse said, when he 

began transmitting again, "I can leave General Arsenault's 
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son in the bush while I've still got two serviceable 

aircraft and half my ordinance left." 

"How do you know that?" 

"That I can't leave him," the Cayuse pilot radioed 

enigmatically, "or that I know he's down there?" 

"Either. Both." 

"I got no time for chit-chat." 

"I want to know!" 

ua1ackjack leader, out." 

For several seconds the stunned young American 

lieutenant, who had taken in the whole exchange and 

undoubtedly added connotations of his own to the overheard 

revelations, and the leader of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team 

simply stared dumbly at one another. "How does he know who 

I am?" Arsenault asked, but Carmody who had already figured 

out the better part of the mystery saw no benefit in sharing 

the larger truth with his friend. "I'll be damned if I 

know, Bob, 11 the Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader lied by 

omission, "but if somebody in Saigon wants to get you out 

that badly, I'll be happy just to go along for the ride." 

"I'm not stupid, Brian, I know it's not just Kortan," 

Arsenault said, like a child who understands far more than a 

parent is willing to let himself believe. "It's my father 

interfering again, Brian, isn't it?" 

"It pays to have friends in low places." 
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"Just once, goddammit, just once," Arsenault screamed 

at the top of his lungs, wrenching his torso and then 

gasping for breath from the self-inflicted pain, "I'd like 

to do just one fucking thing completely on my own." 

"If your father's influence can buy us a way out of 

this mess, Bob," Carmody said, gently seizing the other man 

by the shoulders, "I'm not going to argue with your fate. 

I'm not ready to die. It's not my time. If I have to ride 

out of here on your coattails, so be it. Now, if you want 

to get out of here, or even if all you care about is me 

getting out of here, forget about your father, concentrate 

your mind, and tell me if you got out of the chopper with 

anything we can use." 

"Nothing," Arsenault sagged. 

"Here then," Carmody said, handing over the Browning 

pistol and its extra clip to Arsenault, "use this." 

"What's that leave you?" 

"I got the A.1<47 and two magazines left," Carmody said 

matter-of-factly. "Together, Leather-stocking, we can hold 

off the whole fucking world." 

"The whole world, maybe," Arsenault frowned, trying not 

to acknowledge Carmody's successful effort to humor him. "A 

12-year old Vietnamese girl with an attitude," he added, "I 

don't know about." 

The pilot commanding of Blackjack flight chose to 
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attack at treetop level from two polar opposite directions 

at once with the two remaining aircraft. The senior 

American officer on the ground supposed that lead pilot was 

gambling that by attacking in this manner the best that the 

14.5-millimeter antiaircraft gun's crew could do was give 

its position away attempting to shot down one of the two 

attacking aircraft. The strategy, like Carmody's own field 

improvisations was simple, though hardly brilliant, and like 

most flips of a coin had, if one was flying the lucky 

helicopter, a fifty percent chance of succeeding. 

The single-barrelled ZPUl and its sister vigilantes 

opened up on the first object that loomed out of the sky. 

The pudgier of the two remaining helicopters in Blackjack 

flight initially staggered from the frontal and grazing side 

impacts of the three converging lines of tracers but 

continued on its firing pass discharging its own heavy 

forward-firing weapons at their maximum rates of fire. The 

low-flying Loach sneaked in behind the ZPUl and, hovering 

just above the ground in a swaying to-and-fro attitude, 

poured it's 7.62-millimeter minigun fire successively into 

all three of the enemy's antiaircraft machine gun positions. 

After a few seconds of this 6,000 rounds-per-minute 

onslaught, all firing from the ZPUl and its two smaller 

compatriot's ceased. 

The Huey Hog's pilot fought desperately for control of 
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the mortally wounded aircraft but Carmody could see that it 

was now just a matter of when and where the aircraft was 

coming down. The pilot banked the crippled aircraft toward 

the small graveyard where Arsenault and Carmody already lay 

in hiding. An lone RPG7 rocket grenade arched from the edge 

of woods passing barely above and behind the shuddering 

craft. In seconds two more of the unguided warheads 

similarly sailed high and wide of the mark. The American 

officers on the ground watched helplessly as the slewing UH

lC lurched clumsily from side-to-side in the air and 

eventually settled heavily to the ground on its skids, 

landing barely twenty paces from where the two men lay. 

Without thinking Carmody rose from his place of hiding and 

sprinted toward the downed helicopter. A smattering of 

rounds from the smaller machine guns which had reestablished 

a partial firing capability, as well as intermittent rounds 

from the AK47s being fired at the helicopter from the far 

tree line randomly clinked against the metal sides of fallen 

machine, like a dispersed pattern of lead pellets being 

fired at a downed waterfowl from outside the shotgun's 

effective range. Carmody bent his head and pressed his face 

to the pilot's window just in time to evade by chance a 

bullet that smashed through the plexiglass windscreen and 

killed the pilot as he struggled to extricate himself from 

the harness that held him fast in his metal coffin. The 
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American officer also saw that the co-pilot was already dead 

from wounds received in the air. The UH-lC's two door 

gunners, each of whom had dropped to the ground as the 

aircraft began to falter, were nowhere to be seen. Carmody 

looked into the passenger compartment and saw Sergeant Ortiz 

struggling to pull the team's mortally wounded radio 

operator from the wreckage. Sergeant Tranh could be seen 

also tugging desperately at the body of a second 

unresponsive Vietnamese ranger. Carmody raced to Ortiz's 

side and hoisted Niehaus to his shoulder. He carried the 

wounded radio operator only part way to the shelter of the 

graveyard when he heard the sergeant, who had been 

scrambling for cover by his side scream in pain and go to 

the ground. The young American lieutenant jumped from his 

place of hiding and took the weight of Niehaus on his back, 

freeing Carmody to go back for the fallen noncommissioned 

officer. As Carmody turned to retrace his steps, he saw 

Sergeant Tranh kneeling beside Ortiz firing his weapon in 

the direction of the far tree line. The American sergeant 

held his left knee. "Sonnavabitch, it hurts," he complained 

as the officer reached his side. 

"My turn," Carmody shouted breathlessly, as he roughly 

dragged the sergeant across the remaining ten meters of 

grass-covered ground to the safety of the waiting stones. 

The senior American officer had assumed the Vietnamese 
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ranger sergeant would withdraw behind him, but when he 

turned the Sergeant Tranh had not moved. "Damn it, Tranh," 

Carmody said, "get to cover." The Vietnamese sergeant 

slipped his weapon's sling over his shoulder and raced back 

to the helicopter. "Dammit, Tranh," Carmody hollered after 

him, "they're all dead. Now get back here." The Vietnamese 

sergeant looked into the helicopter at the remaining ranger 

trooper. Then Tranh glanced back at Carmody with pain, 

loss, and a desperate longing in his eyes. The Vietnamese 

sergeant, who seemed possessed by a type of courage that 

Carmody had seen too often before, retrieved his AK47 and 

pressed the magazine latch at the back of the banana clip, 

letting the presumable spent magazine tumble to the ground. 

The Vietnamese sergeant slapped a new curving magazine into 

the receiver. Without looking back at his counterparts, the 

A.R.V.N. sergeant started slowly toward the tree line. 

Behind him, an RPG7 rocket grenade exploded against the side 

of the UH-lC, sending a column of flames and smoke rising in 

the night air. The Vietnamese rifleman walked perfectly 

upright, firing short bursts from the hip every few steps. 

The American officer rose to start after the Vietnamese 

sergeant, but Arsenault jerked him to the ground by his 

webbing. Another RPG? warhead, the fifth that had been 

fired at the UH-lC, smashed into the vulnerable side of the 

Huey Hog sending its remaining ammunition skyward in a 
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rumbling, stuttering blast of chaotic fragments. The 

Vietnamese who was side-lit by the fires raging in both 

fallen helicopters ignored the deafening explosion and 

littering crash of metal detritus fluttering to the ground 

around him. He walked forward apace, firing, reloading his 

AK47, and firing again. The enemy in the tree line ceased 

firing to kill and let the lone enemy soldier come forward. 

They fired in front of him and to the sides of his feet, 

taunting and teasing the enraged, lost ranger, like a bull 

in the ring. He kept firing at the enemy's position until 

he ran out of ammunition. Then he continued forward until, 

coming out of the shadows of the tree line, a pajama-clad 

figure arose and drove a bayonet into his chest. Carmody 

fired at the elusive figure who ducked back unharmed into 

the shadows. In that moment, Carmody wanted to cry. He 

wanted rage. He wanted to rewind the video tape and destroy 

the combat footage, so it could never be played again. He 

wanted to die, Sergeant Tranh, along side his men, but the 

radio beside him would let him do none of these things. 

"Roadrunner six, this is Blackjack leader. How many got 

out?" 

"There's four of us Ortiz, Niehaus, Arsenault, and 

myself," Carmody radioed, stuffing his own pain in deference 

to the need to continue the mission. "That's all." 

"Christ, what an almighty fuck up. 11 
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"It's your call now." 

"I'm going to make one more run against the tree line. 

I'll try to scatter the boys with the RPGs, and then I'll 

comeback for you." 

"Negative," Carmody said reflexively. 

"You guys are not going to make it out of there on your 

own," the Cayuse pilot radioed, "and I've come too far to go 

back empty handed. So shut up, and let me do my job." 

The senior American officer looked at the pained and 

dazed expressions of the two conscious soldiers now lying 

among the gravestones. The only thing Carmody could think 

to say in reply was, "Roger." Together the three mentally 

exhausted and physically spent men watched the Loach prepare 

to make its final run down the tree line. 

"Roadrunner six, this is Blackjack. over." 

"Six, here. Go," Carmody said tiredly, rising only 

with difficulty to the duty of returning the hail. 

"I'm coming straight over the tree line where Charlie 

is. I'm going to give them only my tail to shoot at. I'll 

land just beyond your position. Those stones may give us 

some shelter. I won't be able to stay on the ground but a 

couple of seconds. Your men have got to be ready. I'm not 

coming back around for anyone else." 

"Roger, we will be. 11 

"You heard." The two living men nodded. "The sergeant 
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here can't make it into the helicopter by himself," Carmody 

said, ''and with that dislocated shoulder of yours you sure 

as hell can't carry him. That means I've got to be the one 

to help Ortiz onto the aircraft." 

"And that means," Arsenault said, with a look that 

Carmody had seen only too recently in another man's eyes, 

"that I'll provide covering fire when you do." 

"Absolutely not, Bob," the only reason that pilot is 

risking his life for us is because you're here. I don't 

want to be the one to tell him that he'll have to come back 

around a second time because his prize turkey is still 

lurking in the gravestones playing soldier." 

The young lieutenant grabbed the AK47 from where it had 

fallen. "Nice piece," he said, smiling wickedly. "Hope you 

got it from somebody I ·' 11 never meet. He removed the 

magazine and checked to make sure there were still a number 

of rounds in it. "We 1 re still a team right," he said, 

making the argument for his position. "And that means we 

work together to get the worst wounded person in the 

helicopter first. "Am I right?" Carmody .nodded 

reluctantly. "That's Niehaus, not the sergeant. You've got 

to take him first and then come back for Ortiz. That's the 

way its got to be." 

"Niehaus isn't going to live another five minutes." 

"I don't care," Arsenault said emphatically, "we're not 
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leaving anyone behind who's still alive." 

"You know as well as I that as soon as that helicopter 

settles down those Charlies are going to be coming after us 

on the dead run." 

11 S0 somebody's got to slow them up. The Loach doesn't 

have door gunners and all of its fixed weapons point 

forward." The veteran officer started to argue but the 

words stuck like dry ashes in his throat. "You know I'm 

right." Carmody still said nothing. The sergeant, who had 

said nothing at all, maintained his silence. The least 

experienced of the three men had laid it out as plainly as 

Carmody would have done in his place. They would have to do 

it his way. 

The last helicopter bore in over the tree line drawing 

haphazard fire as it came. It's narrow, ovate rear 

silhouette and receding form provided the least possible 

target for the exultant enemy gunners. As he said he was 

going to do the Cayuse pilot, who had made his fiery pass 

over the tree line as the trio below negotiated their own 

tactical plan, swept in over the grave stones forcing the 

three remaining upright soldiers of Detachment 955 to the 

ground. The commander of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team was up 

with Niehaus before the skids of the agile light observation 

helicopter had touched the ground. He opened the awkward 

door to rear compartment and roughly laid the mortally 
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wounded Niehaus inside. Before the pilot could utter his 

protest, Carmody had turned and was sprinting back. The 

American sergeant had risen to his feet and leaded at an 

awkward angle to the ground. He leaned his weight forward 

and pulled himself ahead using the stones for leverage until 

Carmody reached his side. Then like the last place entry in 

a three legged race the two long time comrades limped back 

to the open hatchway. The pilot who had jerked his head 

around, yelled, "Is that Arsenault?" 

"He'll be here in a second." Carmody rolled the 

sergeant into passenger compartment. The furious pilot 

yelled again at him but Carmody could not comprehend the 

import, in part, because of the noisy buffeting produced by 

the idling, four-bladed rotor spinning above his head. 

"I said get up here." The sudden, unexpected, 

thoroughly incomprehensible command confused Carmody. "I 

said get up here, goddammit. For the first time Carmody 

looked across the crew's compartment to the man in sitting 

in the copilot's seat. The copilot's inert body was slumped 

forward against the plexiglas windscreen and held in place 

only by the right-hand door panel and the seat harness "My 

copilot's dead. If I get hit, Carmody, we're all going 

down." The American infantry officer started to protest, 

looking back at the lieutenant who was still firing well

aimed shots at the oncoming line of Vietcong skirmishers. 
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"This bastard won't fly itself," the Cayuse pilot screamed. 

"I know you have the training. I need you up here. Do it." 

The hesitant infantry officer hollered for Arsenault. 

"Get you butt up here." The young American lieutenant 

looked at Carmody over his shoulder, smiled at the former as 

if there was something he should know, and returned to 

firing at the enemy. In the light of the horned moon the 

senior American officer observed the steady, businesslike 

approach of the Vietcong skirmishers. He counted about 

twenty widely spread out soldiers advancing in a line. 

Every few second, as in a well-rehearsed drill put on by 

cadets at a military school, one of the soldiers would stop 

and fired his weapon while the others continued to advance. 

In this way they maintained both a steady forward progress 

advance and a constant light patter of bullets against the 

collection of limestone markers. The enemy soldiers 

interest, clearly, was not on killing but capturing the 

survivors in the graveyard. 

The senior American infantry officer watched the 

oncoming Vietcong line draw nearer and nearer and waited for 

his instincts to tell him what to do. The Cayuse pilot 

shouted at him again. "Quit messing around and get in the 

goddamned seat." Carmody took a step backwards away from 

Heaven's Gate. He looked at Arsenault. The young American 

was firing well-aimed shots now, cutting down one of the 
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enemy at a time. The lieutenant turned aside from the 

battle and waived at Carmody, but the escalating rotor noise 

prevented the latter from hearing what was shouted in his 

direction. As in a dream Carmody saw Arsenault kneel down 

beside the body of the black corporal and slip a chain with 

two rectangular metal discs from around his own neck. 

Firing blinding for only a couple of seconds, the lieutenant 

removed the black corporal's own dog tags, slipped the chain 

holding them over his head, and placed his own 

identification tags around the dead soldier's neck. In the 

manner of an older sister watching a younger sister being 

led into her father's bedroom, Carmody rejected the meaning 

of the strange tableau that had been enacted before his eyes 

and blocked it forever from his mind. 

"The pilot who had strained unsuccessfully to watch the 

developing action over his shoulder shouted, "The 

sonnavabitch bastard isn't coming." Carmody shifted a pace 

further away from the circle of tombstones. "We can't help 

your friend now. We can only stay here and die." The 

veteran infantry officer shifted all the way round to the 

front of the helicopter. There were now fewer than fifteen 

Vietcong soldiers approaching in a ragged, straggling, line 

toward the graveyard. He heard the helicopter's Allison 

turbine revving up. Arsenault felled another soldier and 

again yelled at Carmody as he motioned for the helicopter to 
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leave. The Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander stumbled to 

copilot's side of the Loach which under its anxious pilot's 

control was now clearly staining of the leash. He pulled 

open the door latch and the dead weight of the copilot's 

body tumbled into his arms. The officer loosened the 

harnesses and let the body fall the ground beside the skid. 

Carmody pulled himself into the helicopter, seated himself, 

and pulled the harness around his shoulders. He felt the 

helicopter lift forward in the air as the frightened bird of 

war clawed for the safety of the sheltering sky. The pilot 

banked hard and Carmody saw the American lieutenant rise 

slowly from behind the grave stones. He let the AK47 drop 

to the ground and with equanimity placed both of his hands 

atop his head. The advancing line of Vietnamese immediately 

ceased firing and picked up the pace of their advance. The 

first soldier to reach Arsenault swung the butt of his 

weapon into Arsenault's chest knocking him to the ground. 

The Cayuse pilot backed off the turn and Carmody lost sight 

of his friend in the shift of the horizon outside his 

window. The four survivors soared in silence as the Loach 

carrying their spirits spiraled ever upward seeking the 

safety that existed only above 3,500 feet. Carmody could 

see guerrillas on the ground around the downed helicopters. 

They were firing at the fallen figures, and chasing the two 

running ones that Carmody took for the missing UH-lC door 
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gunners, making sure that their enemies but one were dead 

and scavenging whatever arms and equipment that might have 

survived the explosions. 

"Check and see if your two friends are alright." 

"What, Carmody said numbly. 

"The sergeant in the back. Carmody looked around and 

saw that Niehaus had expired. The American sergeant had 

used a scrap of blood-soaked cloth in the still recognizable 

colors of the Texas flag and the barrel of his .45 caliber 

side arm to make a crude field tourniquet which he was 

holding tight over his thigh." 

"How bad?" 

"Niehaus is dead.'' 

"I know. I mean you." 

"I may have an artery nicked," Ortiz said, "but I'm 

going to make it back to the world. The sergeant's eyes 

asked the question that his heart and voice could not. The 

American infantry officer turned and looked out the 

plexiglass windscreen, giving the sergeant all the 

confirmation he could expect from his thoroughly devastated 

leader. The busy pilot had just signed off a transmission. 

"I want to know what the hell has been going on," 

Carmody announced sullenly. The Cayuse pilot pointedly 

ignored the question amid the din of aircraft noise. He 

banked the small scout helicopter and monitored the 
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altimeter as the aircraft circled in ever higher orbits in 

the air above Heaven's Gate. "I'm not in a civil mood" 
' 

Carmody continued darkly, easing the flap on his canvass 

holster aside. He extracted the Browning nine millimeter 

automatic pistol that he had retrieved from Arsenault and 

made a show of holding the gun loosely in hand as he stared 

disinterestedly out the right windscreen into the dark 

emptiness of the Vietnamese night sky. 

"Are your threatening me," the pilot shouted in a not 

unfriendly, disbelieving manner. 

"I'm flying in enemy territory," Carmody said, as if 

the explanation for his action should be obvious. The two 

men flew on in temporary silence as the aircraft passed 

3,500 feet and made a gradual turn back to the east in the 

direction of the American base camp near Tay Ninh City. The 

American infantry officer reached over with his free hand 

and slid the receiver back. He released it forward 

chambering a round. 

''You are threatening me, aren't you?" 

"You know a lot you shouldn't," Carmody offered, 

"including some things damn few people know about roe, like 

the fact I can fly this helicopter in a pinch." 

"And naturally you want to know how I came by this 

information." 

"I want to know," Carmody replied, "and I suspect Bob 
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Arsenault would want to know too." 

"Ha, that's really rich," the pilot scoffed. "You're 

holding a gun on me at four thousand feet over fucking 'Nam 

to get information for some guy whose ass you just left back 

in the bush." The American infantry officer switched the 

pistol to his left hand and let the weapon point idly in the 

general direction of the pilot's flying helmet. "I know 

you're crazy, but I don't really think you'll fire." 

"I've already shot one man in the head today," Carmody 

said, "and I really liked him." The Cayuse pilot smirked as 

he twirled the knob on the Cayuse's radio transmitter to a 

new high band frequency. "Specter prime, this is Blackjack 

one," the pilot said, squeezing the activator on his throat 

mike. The pilot motioned for Carmody to don the copilot's 

headphone set. 

"Blackjack one, this is Spectre prime. Reading you 

five by five. How me?" 

"Spectre prime, I've got a man sitting in my copilot's 

seat holding a .45 caliber pistol to my head." 

"Nine millimeter parabellum," Carmody corrected him off 

the air. 

"He doesn't quite know it, but what he really wants to 

know is what you're doing in the area." 

"Blackjack one, is this a joke?" 

"Negative. I think the man is serious." 
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"Blackjack one, Specter prime. We got some Victor 

Charlies to hose down here. We're going to let you solve 

this one on your own." 

"Roger, Spectre prime. Blackjack one, out." 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader looked at the pilot 

without comprehension. "What was all that about?" 

"That was your answer," the Cayuse Pilot said. "What 

you wanted to know about." Carmody eased the Browning 

pistol's safety off. He made sure the gun was aimed well 

away from the pilot's head, eased the trigger back, and 

fired a single shot out the upper left front plexiglass 

windscreen. 

"Goddammit," Ortiz shouted at the two officer's from 

the aluminum bench behind the copilot's seat. "What the 

hell's happening with you guys up there?" 

"I'm negotiating for some information," Carmody said, 

shouting back over his shoulder, "and I think I just struck 

a deal. 

The Cayuse pilot, who refused to rattle so easily, 

merely offered, "Kortan said you could be a bit difficult .. " 

"Tell me everything he said," Carmody demanded, "and 

what's r ieally going on with Spectre prime. I'm not kidding. 

I'll blow your fucking head off." 

0 I think the man is serious," Ortiz opined loudly from 

the rear compartment. "Since I'm not as sure as you are 
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that he can fly this crate," the grimacing sergeant added, 

"I'd appreciate a little cooperation myself." 

The pilot looked at Carmody's blood splattered fatigue 

tunic and temporized. "You look like shit. You got blood 

all over your shirt. I guess it's too much to hope it's 

yours." 

"I told you I shot a friend through the head. Most of 

it's his. Some of its mine. I'm not kidding. And in 

about five seconds a lot of it's going to be yours." 

"Alright already. I tell you what I can." The pilot 

adjusted his and Carmody's headsets so that they were 

talking on intercom. "This is for your ears. I know we all 

look alike in our helmets and flight suits but I'm not the 

regular lead pilot on this Fire Fly team." 

''You 're Air America, aren't you?" 

"That's right." 

"Spectre prime,° Carmody said, jumping to what seemed 

an obvious conclusion. He's Air America too." 

"Negative. Special Ops Services, flying out of Ubon, 

Thailand." 

"Connect it up for me." 

"There was supposed to be a big meeting tonight in Xuan 

Loe with a high ranking c.o.s.v.N. official in attendance." 

"I know about that." 

"Your Phoenix team was sent to make a try for him." 
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We were ordered to take out the village chief and his 

two sons. We had nada on the c.o.s.v.N. bigwig, but we 

thought maybe we could sort the bodies out. It got out of 

hand and turned into a free-for-all." 

"That's why I was sent up here. To back you up," the 

pilot added, "in case there was trouble." 

"Because Arsenault was along for the last ride?" 

"Pretty much," the pilot answered frankly. "But I got 

the idea you and Kortan had some kind of side deal working." 

"We did. It went by the boards before the mission got 

started. Everything you've told me I knew already. What I 

don't know is about Spectre prime." 

"It's a test bed aircraft," the pilot explained, "for a 

follow-on replacement for the AC-47 Spooky. rt packs a hell 

of lot more firepower and more sophisticated targeting 

devices." 

"How much more?" 

"Spectre prime is just the prototype It carries two 

20-millimeter Vulcan multiple-barrel cannons and four 

7.62-millimeter minigun systems. The AC-130A II, which is 

the designation for the planned production model, will carry 

two additional Vulcan systems. The real secret behind 

Spectre's punch, however, lies in its infrared targeting 

systems. At night Spectre can see Charlie and his equipment 

inside his hootches or beneath the triple canopy without 
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breaking a sweat." 

"Where was this wonder weapon when we needed it at 

Heaven's Gate?" 

"Heaven's Gate wasn't Spectre's assignment. Xuan Loe 

is the reason why Spectre is here." 

"My assault element handled business at Xuan Loe." 

"Maybe. Maybe not," the pilot replied enigmatically. 

"Anyway, Spectre prime is making sure." 

"Just what do you mean," Carmody asked, "making sure?" 

"Remember saying we could shoot the shit out of the 

village, you didn't care. Well, that's exacting what 

Spectre's doing for our side." 

"There are hundreds on innocent Vietnamese living in 

that village." 

"Not any more, they're not." 

"I know the Vietcong walk in and out of there like they 

own it," Carmody protested strongly, "but not everybody in 

the village is disloyal." 

"I guess that's another thing you didn't get the word 

on," the pilot said, with no more emotion than an accountant 

tallying increased tax receipts. "The free fire zone 

boundaries changed at midnight. All Spectre prime was 

waiting for was me to tell him you were clear of the area. 

When you had to switch to Heaven's Gate, I radioed Saigon 

and worked it out between Kortan and the sos people in Ubon 
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to hold off to we had everybody picked up there." 

"That's who you were calling just after we lifted off. 

You were radioing the final okay to attack the village." 

"Now you know everything I do." 

For more than a minute Carmody said nothing, and then 

he turned around to ask the biggest favor he ever had of the 

wounded sergeant who had made a career out of saving his 

life. "Can you hold on if I take us on a detour." 

"All I've got to do" said Ortiz, who had already 

followed Carmody into Heaven's Gate and enough hells to last 

a lifetime, "is loosen this tourniquet every few minutes." 

Re-brandishing his weapon as a "Pass Go, Collect $200" 

pass, Carmody again monopolized the attention of the pilot. 

"I need you to turn around and head us back toward Xuan 

Loe." 

"I've got enough fuel," the pilot said agreeably 

enough, turning the aircraft around without pushing Carmody 

to the limit this time, "but I don't know what flying back 

up there is going to accomplish for you." 

"Get Spectre prime on the horn for me." 

"I've got a hunch that's not going to happen." 

The two men flew in silence as the cayuse pilot tried 

repeatedly and without success to raise Spectre prime on any 

of the high band frequencies that the pilot had been briefed 

to use. After a few minutes Carmody in far distance along 
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their flight path could see multiple streams of arching 

tracers coming out of nowhere, as though they originated in 

a phantom dragon's mouth, in the inky charcoal grey sky. 

The six intermittent molten streams spread downward in a 

curving arc and surprisingly extinguished themselves several 

hundred feet above the level of the flat Vietnamese terrain. 

"Some fireworks show!" the cayuse pilot observed. 

"If you got a luxury box seat like us," Carmody replied 

sourly. "It might seem a little different if your seat's 

down in the bleachers." The pilot of the scout helicopter 

who had turned cooperative, more as a way of humoring the 

Tay Ninh Phoenix commander than helping him, made several 

more futile attempts to contact the gunship. As the range 

to orbiting four engine aircraft narrowed Carmody instructed 

the pilot to match his altitude to the level at which the 

AC-lJOA gunship was operating. "It almost looks as if 

they're not hitting anything." 

"You wouldn't be saying that if you were on the 

ground," the pilot observed. "The tracers burn out before 

any of the rounds hit the ground, but for every one tracer 

you can see there are four or five other ball or explosive 

rounds in the stream. In the back of the plane the gunners 

are watching infrared and radar scopes that practically 

allows them to see the strike of the individual rounds as 

they impact the ground. The sensors pick up residual 
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thermal heat and body heat, so the deeper and darker place 

Charlie tries to hide the more he stands out." 

The 150-roile-per-hour Cayuse had closed to within a 

kilometer of the AC-130A gunship when the pilot finally 

asked, "What do you intend to do when we get there?" 

"Since Spectre prime won't talk to us, I guess I'll 

have to get his attention another way." With its four 

Allison 3,750-horsepower turboprops turning four three

bladed propellers, the huge AC-130A was capable of a 

cruising speed better than two hundred miles-per-hour faster 

than the small scout helicopter. In any kind of race over a 

straight line course, the cayuse would be rapidly left 

behind. But the orbiting Spectre, which turned constantly 

in a slow left-handed banking turn over the target, was not 

intending to go anywhere. As he had been instructed by 

Carmody the cayuse pilot gained a five hundred foot altitude 

advantage over the AC-130, temporarily matched orbits with 

the four-engined, fixed-wing plane, and then used the extra 

speed that the Loach gained in a dive to swoop past the huge 

plane's cockpit, where hopefully it got the attention of the 

larger plane's flight deck crew, in maneuver that ultimately 

brought the tiny helicopter back up, around, and again 

behind the lumbering, high-tailed giant of the sky. As the 

shuddering Loach pulled of its dive, the pilot exclaimed, 

"Man, I am not doing that again." 
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The initial pass only drew enough respect to get the 

pilot of the large craft back in contact. "Blackjack one, 

was that you? What the hell games are you playing?" The 

Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader squeezed his throat mike and 

instructed the commander of the AC-130A to cease fire in no 

uncertain terms. "I don't know who you are," the pilot of 

the AC-130A snapped in heated reply, "and I don't take my 

orders from you. 0 

When the goshawk of a helicopter had dived the four

engined eagle, the larger bird had temporarily flown in a 

straight path away from the village and ceased firing on the 

village. To Carmody's dismay the AC-130A had re-entered an 

orbit above the village and reopened fire with the six 

rapid-firing, Gatling-style gun systems that were mounted 

exclusively on the port side of the plane's camouflaged 

green over dark grey fuselage. 0 Got any rounds left in the 

rninigun," Carmody asked, referring to the scout helicopter's 

own 7.62-millimeter minigun system. 

"You not going to shoot at one of our planes?" 

''I sure as hell am," Carmody averred. 

"I'm not going to take any part in it," the pilot said 

releasing the helicopters controls as he spoke. 

As the small helicopter started to lose way in the air 

Carmody took over the collective, cyclic, and foot treadle 

controls. He flew unsteadily at first with no help from the 
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pilot. It took Carmody less than five minutes to 

familiarize himself with the basic controls, essential 

instruments, and unique feel of the agile light observation 

helicopter. It took him only a few seconds more to locate 

the firing controls of the XM-27 minigun system and test 

fire the weapon harmlessly into an empty quarter of the sky. 

When Carmody finally was ready to act, he repositioned the 

Loach above, behind, and slightly to the outside of the 

orbit of constantly turning aircraft. On his pass over the 

nearly 70-foot long right wing of the Lockheed Hercules 

Carmody limited himself to a one second burst and made sure 

to keep the line of his tracers well ahead of the orbiting 

aircraft. When the pilot of the Spectre, which Carmody had 

seen in the Loach's second diving attack bore the fuselage 

art of an emaciated skeleton ghost flying across the face of 

a new moon, came back on the radio, he said, "Do that again 

and I'll shoot you out of the sky myself." 

The Cayuse pilot looked at Carmody and said, nunless 

you fly past him on the left and significantly under his 

altitude, he doesn't carry a gun that he can bring to bear 

on you." 

"I thought you weren't in this fight." 

"I'm not, 11 the Cayuse pilot, who had forfeited his 

right to flip a coin in their behalf when he yielded the 

controls, said, "I just want you to know how not to get us 
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killed." 

In this battle for territory between a goshawk and an 

erne, Carmody knew that his war would be won as soon as the 

overseas eagle broke for shelter. In this case, however, 

the eagle with its tail feathers stenciled with number, 54-

1623, and the name, Ghost Rider, painted on either side of 

its nose beside the image of a death's head was armed to the 

teeth. For the third time Carmody brought the scout 

helicopter to a position above, behind, and to the right of 

the stubbornly resistant aerial adversary. He dove on the 

larger craft from well behind this time, giving himself the 

opportunity to use the foot controls to slew Loach to bring 

its XM-27 minigun system to bear on the armed Hercules' 

enormous, wedge-shaped vertical stabilizer. Carmody touched 

the firing button for a split-second and sent 200 rounds 

crashing into the vertical and horizontal control surfaces 

on the rear of the nearly 98-foot long plane. Then Carmody 

kicked the agile Cayuse right and walked the line of red 

tracers along the line of larger craft's outboard starboard 

side engine. The two officers in the Loach saw fragments of 

metal fly off of the plane near the crippled engine, which 

projected forward and under the high-mounted, maximum ground 

clearance wing. The engined flamed suddenly and began 

trailing thick, oily smoke. "Now you've done it, Carmody," 

the shocked Cayuse pilot said. "A court-marshal won't be 
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good enough for you. They'll make you walk the plank." 

With his attention fixed on the wing of the Hercules Carmody 

had pulled the Loach back into a matched speed, company

keeping position on the starboard quarter of the huge plane. 

He flew the Loach slightly above the altitude of the 

Hercules and slightly behind the planes cockpit area. 

Almost imperceptibly Carmody began to notice the huge plane 

rolling up on its left wing, not in the canted manner of a 

turning bank, but more in the motion of whale cupping its 

giant fins in order to rotate on the axis of its immense 

torso. The Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader edged the Cayuse 

away from the rolling immensity of the Hercules under the 

initial assumption that the big craft's pilot's only 

intention was to veer away from the village in a way that 

would be most defiant of its tiny tormentor. The gigantic 

Hercules had rotated nearly ninety degrees from the 

horizontal when the Cayuse pilot recognized the real danger. 

"My God, he intends to roll his guns into us." As the six 

port side barrels of the Hercules' rolled past vertical and 

started down toward horizontal on the side where the Cayuse 

was station-keeping, each one of the half dozen gatling

styles began firing in continuous mode. The streams of 

molten retribution swirled outward from the revolving 

aircraft like spokes of the Milky Way galaxy. As the 

Hercules turned upside down and continued to rotate the 
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Cayuse became enmeshed in a gigantic pinwheel fireworks in 

the sky. With better idea what to do Carmody flew the Loach 

straight into the swirling volcano of fires. In a 10-second 

period the tiny scout helicopter and its passengers, 

surviving by virtue of thousands of favorable flips of a 

coin, bore through the maelstrom of fire completely 

unscathed. The AC-130A, which had lost a thousand feet of 

altitude, a few aluminum tail feathers, and all of its 

composure in completing the unheard of maneuver, now boosted 

speed and altitude as the loser in territorial fight headed 

back across the plains and valleys of Cambodia on its way to 

a repair hanger at the Royal Thai Air Base in Ubon, 

Thailand. 

In the faint light of the false dawn Carmody brought 

the light observation helicopter to a landing next to 

destroyed communal meeting hootch in hamlet of Xuan Loe Barn. 

The bodies of dozens of Vietnamese men, women and children, 

struck down from above by the avenging ghost ship, littered 

the ground wherever the American officer and the Cayuse 

pilot who dismounted with him walked in the devastated 

fourth hamlet of Xuan Loe village. "I going up the hill for 

fat Quoc," Carmody told pilot, as he finally started up the 

escarpment to finish the chore that had led him to land at 

all. As he started to struggle up the steep embankment, a 

dazed and frightened pre-teenage girl, who was naked from 
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the waist and bleeding from a wound under her left breast, 

broke from cover beneath a pile of bodies at the base of the 

hill. 

The Cayuse pilot had already started after her, when 

Carmody yelled, "Let her go, we've hurt and frightened her 

enough for one day." In less than five minutes Carmody had 

returned with body of the dead A.R.V.N. and loaded it into 

the back of the Cayuse with the long-suffering Ortiz and the 

equally beyond caring Niehaus. "You go," he said to the 

pilot, "I think I'll just hang around a while here." 

"Oh, no, mister, you are going back with me," the 

Cayuse pilot exclaimed. "You've got some explaining to do," 

he added, "and I don't intend to take all the heat for you." 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader, who had stopped listening 

to anyone or anything but his own anguished soul, unhooked 

his web gear and let the Browning automatic pistol and other 

symbols of his profession fall to the ground. He had 

crossed half of the clearing on his way to bank of the Varn 

Co Dong river when the cayuse pilot spun him around and 

viciously smashed the butt of a scavenged AK47 against his 

jaw. As the Tay Ninh Phoenix team leader sank unconscious 

to ground, he began dreaming again, and the dreams didn't 

stop for a very long time. 



Chapter VII 

MY HANDS WERE CLENCHED IN FISTS OF RAGE 

The convalescing American infantry officer, who had 

been lulled to sleep as much by his own state of emotional 

exhaustion as by the seductiveness of the popular music that 

drifted into his room from the nurse's station radio, 

compulsively clenched and reopened his fists. The figure of 

the semi-clothed officer lay partially hidden beneath a 

single, pale green, military-issue sheet in a private bed on 

the psychological wing of the main Army medical facility on 

Oahu, Hawaii. Adrift in a maze of shadowy mental corridors 

induced, only partially, by the mild sedatives with which 

the Army nurses still dosed him, Carmody imagined that he 

heard his father's voice, or perhaps Corporal Beckman's, 

calling his name. He shifted an forelimb imperceptively, 

like a blind salamander baiting a cave predator into 

revealing itself, and then he moved the other more 

vigorously, testing the virtual reality of the moment. It 

was important, Carmody had learned all too painfully since 

his medical evacuation from Vietnam, to ascertain whether 

his limbs were free of the restraints that had held him 

captive during the long initial weeks of his recovery. If 

his arms were unencumbered, then the officer could conclude 
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his vision of what was real belonged to the concrete 

present. But if the restraints of the past yet held him 

fast in their grip, then Carmody would know that he was 

trapped inside another dream. 

In a final litmus test of his sanity the recumbent 

officer tentatively reached a hand toward the center of his 

disfigured chest. His eager fingers clutched reassuringly 

at the dog-eared pages of the cherished news magazine that 

he had studied day and night since Co Thi had left his side 

and not returned to serve her normal shift of duty in his 

room. 

The haunting, threatening voice called to Carmody from 

out of shadows of his sleep a second time. It's throaty 

tonality and devil-may-care measure seemed intimately 

familiar, like the whispered torch song of a old lover, but 

the echoing voice was not the one voice he desperately 

longed to hear again. It was neither temptingly Asian in 

its cadence nor possessed of the pitch of his vanished 

nurse-companion's delightfully child-like lilt. It was, 

instead, beyond any doubt or waking dream, the insistent, 

familiar, demanding voice of his former superior, Colonel 

Rudy Kortan, calling to him as it had in Vietnam once before 

in a tropical afternoon's dream. 

And yet, the American officer remembered clearly the 
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textured feel of the crinkled news magazine's pages against 

his fingertips. Indeed, even at this moment, he held the 

treasured relic of Co Thi's leaving in his clenched right 

fist. And so, like a child wakening to the fear of 

phantasmic monsters in his room, the recumbent officer 

cracked open his upward-staring, sleep-soddened eyes a 

fraction of an inch at a time. Refusing to look the feared 

monster directly in the eye, the child that inhabited 

Carmody's body let the tiles in the ceiling above his head 

be his guide. He had counted the acoustic tiles in his room 

and the sound-deadening holes in each a thousand times 

before. If the right number of rectangular ceiling tiles 

were present, the officer reasoned, then Rudy Kortan must 

somehow be there too. Taking extra care to be accurate, 

Carmody silently counted each of the twenty-four two-foot by 

four-foot fiberboard inserts that he knew to be suspended in 

the expanse of ceiling above his bed. "I glad to see you 

recovering so well, Captain Carmody," the Colonel reiterated 

for the third time. The prostrate officer, like a child who 

believes that what he fears will disappear if he can just 

not look at it for a long enough time, concentrated his gaze 

on a single tile in the enameled lattice work directly above 

his head. He had inventoried a full third of the chosen 

tile and reached a total count of one hundred and twenty

seven indentures when the Colonel's nagging, insistent voice 
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called out to him yet again, drawing Carmody's eyes at last 

toward the sound and thereby making his unannounced 

visitor's presence intensely real. "I've got no time for 

pleasantries, Captain, absolutely no time at all. I'm on my 

way to Washington right now to see General Arsenault about 

your situation. So we need to use the limited time I have 

between planes to work through your little problem." 

"You call being brought up on charges," Carmody blurted 

out, looking at the habitually out-of-uniform field grade 

visitor directly for the first time, "for dereliction of 

duty, mutiny under fire, and attacking friendly forces a 

little problem!" 

"You'll never see the inside of a military courtroom," 

Kortan pronounced authoritatively. "But you can hardly 

blame the Special Operations Services people in Ubon for 

being a tad bit upset with you. You came close to shooting 

their very expensive, very hush-hush, one-of-a-kind AC-130A 

Spectre prototype right out of the sky." 

"Those sos bastards were slaughtering innocent 

Vietnamese civilians. Somebody had to stop them!" 

"We both know," Kortan demurred, like a Rue Catinat 

cabaret show danseuse hiding her nipples behind flesh

colored tape for the gendarme's benefit, "that's not 

technically the case." 

"Why?" Carmody boldly challenged his onetime superior. 
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"Because a few red lines on one large scale wall map in some 

nondescript quonset hut at M.A.C.V. headquarters in Saigon 

were redrawn at zero-zero-zero-zero hours by the night duty 

intelligence specialist." 

"The villagers were warned by leaflets ahead of time." 

"The peasants living on the Vietnamese-Cambodian border 

get leaflets of one kind or another dropped on them nearly 

every week," Carmody protested. "The nha que don't read our 

propaganda. They only collect our leaflets because they're 

too poor to waste anything; and, when the need arises, they 

wipe their asses with them." 

"The SOS's Spectre was operating under legal military 

orders," Kortan said, emphasizing the blunt truth that would 

prevail in any military courtroom. "From M.A.C.V.'s point 

of view, which in your circumstances, I'm afraid, is the 

only one that matters, at precisely one minute after 

midnight there were no longer any innocent civilians 

residing in the village." 

"You forget I was there. I counted the bodies." 

"That's right. You and two Vietnamese rangers, both of 

whom I would like to remind you ultimately died in the 

attack on Xuan Loe Barn, were there," Kortan snapped in 

reply. "Try arguing your case for the slaughter of innocent 

villagers when the prosecuting judge advocate trots out the 

military records of the twelve soldiers you lost from your 
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team and the nine additional helicopter air crew who gave 

their lives trying to rescue your team's survivors at the 

site of the old French plantation." 

"I only lost one man at Xuan Loe Barn," Carmody 

protested. "The others died later and in an altogether 

different place." 

Scoffing openly at Carroody's new line of argument, the 

Colonel derided, "Now that, Captain Carmody, is truly an 

irrelevant military legalism." 

"What about Bob Arsenault?" Carmody asked, changing the 

subject quickly to save himself additional battering at the 

hands of the quick-witted and even sharper-tongued senior 

C.I.A. program manager. 

"The U.S. Army has officially reverted your friend's 

status to MIA," the Colonel offered dourly. "I'll be damned 

if I'll ever know how the Army's graves registration service 

could have shipped a black enlisted man's body to Texas in 

young Arsenault's place." 

"I couldn't understand that one either." 

"Are you absolutely sure, Captain, there's nothing you 

can remember that I could use to tell the Arsenault family 

anything more about what actually happened when young 

Arsenault was captured by the Vietcong or how that kind of 

terrible mistake with the bodies could have happened?" 

"You've read my debriefing statements?" 
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"Certainly." 

"All I can tell you," Carmody said, recounting the only 

image he remembered with clarity from the final moments of 

the uneven firefight at Heaven's Gate, "is that Corporal 

Rooney was already lying dead at Lieutenant Arsenault's feet 

when Bob finally put down his weapon and raised his hands to 

surrender." 

''If the shock of learning of her only son's death 

wasn't enough," Kortan said, obtaining one of the desired 

effects of his visit without ever directly accusing his 

listener, "I want you to know that the discovery of an 

unknown black soldier's body in her son's coffin just about 

sent the General's wife over the edge." 

"I'm very sorry about Bob's capture and the mixup with 

the bodies," Carmody said defensively, as if some fault were 

being laid directly at his feet. "I liked and respect Liz 

Arsenault a lot when I was dating her daughter. I'm very 

sorry this kind of grief has come to her." 

"Well, that's just great, Captain," Kortan said 

derisively, "because I'm hear to tell you that General 

Arsenault pretty much blames you for his wife's mental 

collapse." 

11 What collapse? What are you talking about?" 

'The woman's been under psychiatric care ever since 

she, the General, and their daughter returned from Hawaii 
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four months ago. Your little stunt on the beach, her 

daughter's reaction to it, and the major falling out between 

the General and his daughter because of it, pushed the 

mother right up to the psychological point of no return." 

"Christ, I didn't know." 

"Well, you do now!" 

"It's no wonder," Carmody opined, "the General wants me 

drummed out of the service." 

"Hell, Captain," Kortan said, defending the accused 

general officer, "he's the one man in Washington who's not 

only fighting this court marshal on your behalf but who can 

actually put the kibosh on the entire proceedings for you." 

"I don't understand." 

0 The Phoenix program is too important. It's General 

Arsenault's ticket to the top in Washington," Kortan 

explained honestly enough, "and the General's not going to 

let the battlefield breakdown of one junior officer blow the 

lid off a covert operation that could win him another star 

and turn the Vietnam war around for our side." 

"You're saying I'm not going to be court marshalled." 

"The internal security considerations of your country 

and certain of it's military and intelligence branches," 

Kortan said with bureaucratic zest, "makes it utterly 

impossible, I'm afraid, for you to confront your accusers or 

to receive a fair trial in open military court." 
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"So I just walk the charges!" 

"Not exactly." 

"Well, then, what exactly?" 

"What I mean that your Tay Ninh Phoenix team never 

existed. The men you lost never died because they never 

served in Detachment 955 because no such military 

organization was ever formed in Tay Ninh province." 

"That's crazy. There are records. It's impossible." 

"It's virtually the easiest thing in the world." 

"You can't erase people's history that way." 

"It's called automated computer records keeping, 

Captain Carmody, and its all the coming rage in Federal 

government circles. The technology of the coming computer 

age is going to allow those in ultimate power in our 

government to manipulate the nation's reality at will. What 

happened at Xuan Loe will be whatever a string of zeros and 

ones on a stored magnetic tape in some government warehouse 

in rural northern Virginia says happened there. What you 

may personally remember happening, ultimately, will have no 

more substance than a line of rotated atoms of ferrous oxide 

and less reality than the dream world you were existing in 

when I walked into this room and called your name for the 

first time." 

The unerring general officer's emissary, who possessed 

a neurosurgeon's knack for probing the inner weakness of a 
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subordinate's soul, had successfully implanted all but one 

his assigned germs of ideas. "You're getting mail from 

home," Kortan observed with a born thespian's studied 

nonchalance. He glanced purposefully toward the clutter of 

mixed correspondence which lay atop the rolling feeding cart 

that nestled beside the recovering officer's hospital bed. 

The Colonel removed the topmost missive from the pile. He 

smiled condescendingly at his recumbent host, much as a 

strutting pimp might before taking fresh liberties with a 

woman of the street. The Colonel ran a thumb across the 

return address, like a veteran tracker testing the freshness 

of his prey's scat. "These communications from your father 

should be a great comfort you," Kortan adlibbed with feigned 

sincerity. 

The Tay Ninh Phoenix team commander, who was only now 

beginning to digest the significance of the Colonel's 

unannounced visit, rolled his head indolently on the 

uncomfortably stiff military-issue hospital pillow. He 

watched Kortan return the letter from Ortiz to its original 

resting place and eyed his former superior as the senior 

officer, like a cat burglar preparing his escape, edged ever 

closer to the hospital room door. 

"They're from my ex-sergeant," Carmody intoned 

dutifully, realizing as he made the proffer of correction 

that it was as unnecessary as it was instinctive. "I don't 
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have any immediate family left," he continued without the 

rancor that one might have expected from an individual who 

had just been assigned blame for the fall of the house of 

Arsenault, "but I imagine, Colonel, you already knew that." 

The presumption of Kortan's perfidy, both men realized, was 

entirely rhetorical. 

The impassive, reddish-yellowed hued, moon-shaped face 

of his former superior, like a mirror held up to carmody's 

own soul, revealed nothing of the older man within. The 

Colonel was not given to the easy sharing of a secret 

without the prospect of commensurate gain; and lying sick at 

heart in his psychiatric ward berth Carmody naively supposed 

that he had nothing left with which to trade. 

For several awkward seconds, like old bedroom 

antagonists contending for a opening to counter the other's 

anticipated first move, neither the Colonel nor his late 

subordinate ventured additional comment. For Carmody, lying 

open-chested with a hard military pillow at his back and 

only a single thin green sheet separating him from his past, 

the minutes past in infinite slowness. "Sergeant Ortiz 

messed up his leg pretty badly," the more submissive of the 

two hardened soldiers finally said, yielding the female 

partner's traditional advantage of silence, "but I 

understand he made it back to the world in one piece." 

The Saigon-based Svengali, whose probing milk-grey eyes 
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had never strayed from the partially-clad, hospital-gowned 

form of the recovering officer positioned himself, like a 

hunting panther, in the shadow of the hospital room doorway. 

"I believe that fact did come to my attention," Kortan 

acknowledged with a superficial nod, as if the salvaging of 

the sergeant's left leg and his whereabouts in the States 

were matters appropriate for reporting through official 

channels but not necessarily sufficient cause for outright 

personal rejoicing. 

The fact-of-life realization, that in light of the 

disastrous circumstances of his precipitous fall from 

military grace, his III Corps superior would have been 

derelict not to have arranged to screen Carmody's mail, 

dawned imperceptibly on him. The recumbent combat veteran 

privately assured himself that the unwarranted invasion of 

his relationship with Raffy Ortiz was entirely necessary and 

that the violation of his privacy did not greatly matter to 

him. Then, like a brothel whore who had grown accustomed to 

spending hours on her back counting holes in acoustic 

ceiling tile, he worked overtime to emotionally distance 

himself from the impotence he felt in his present situation. 

But for all his mental computations, Carmody in the end 

Carmody still commented icily, "but, of course, I should 

have understood that the General would insist on being kept 

abreast of the survivors' situations." 
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"You'll be making your own way back to the world soon 

enough I imagine," his unwelcome visitor rejoined with what 

struck Carmody as more Machiavellian cheeriness than honest 

feeling in his voice. 

The mentally debilitated ex-combat soldier, who as a 

precaution against psychological relapse was still kept 

mildly sedated by the hospital's medical staff, coldly 

studied the face of the enigmatic envoy whose job it had 

been to set in motion the chain of events that, regardless 

of what a random string of zeros and ones might tell future 

generations, had brought all fourteen men of Detachment 955, 

to say nothing of the General's own son, to such a horrific 

pass. "Somehow I don't think," Carmody protested in barely 

audible dissent, "that's what General Arsenault has in mind 

for me." 

The underacting general officer's messenger, whose 

thankless job it was never to deal in complete honesty with 

any of his master's concubines, was honest enough now to 

begin making his exit without any show of false 

sentimentality. "I'll be taking my leave of you now," 

Kortan said abruptly. "You should receive formal 

notification of the dropping of all pending charges against 

you by week's end. Your discharge papers will be coming 

through in about ten days time. Of course, you must realize 

that we won't be seeing one another again." 
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"That's to be expected, Colonel." 

"Villains to be vanquished, you know." 

"Let's hope so, sir." 

"A dozen dirty deeds to do." 

"The work of our lord, Colonel, is ongoing." 

The hollow cheerfulness in Kortan's temporizing 

farewell rang false with the young officer, like the tolling 

promise of an abusive father, or a paroled child molester, 

who was casually preparing to abandon a no longer 

serviceable youth to his or her own devices. The older 

man's corrupted, bantering Godspeed produced in Carmody an 

out-of-time sense of deja vu. The chimera of his younger 

self, disfigured of left breast and misrepresented in Asian 

female form, possessed his mind without warning. The 

shimmering transsexual phantom sat upright at the edge a 

sagging Army cot, sobbing inconsolably at her simultaneous 

loss of innocence and family, naked to the waist, and 

utterly alone. In the darkness of an imagined limestone 

cavern, Carmody and his transmuted self compared her losses 

to his, as if their shared scars were a moire pattern in a 

mirrored image of intertwining souls. 

"Are you alright?" the older man finally asked, 

shattering the image in his mind. Very little of 

significance, Carmody realized, escaped the paternal 

Colonel's watchful eye. "I just want to thank you, sir," 
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the shaken combat veteran prevaricated from his recumbent 

position in the bed, but with far more sincerity than the 

other's purpose in coming warranted, "for telling me the 

situation in person." 

The General's representative, who had counted heavily 

on the predictably upright young officer to provide just 

such an opening, acted decisively. "The Vietnam war doesn't 

have to be over for you," Kortan enunciated with clarity of 

purpose, as if transmitting a coded military signal to a 

cut-off and surrounded unit behind enemy lines. 

"What, exactly, colonel," Carmody asked warily, "are 

you suggesting?" 

"I'm saying you can still contribute," Kortan ventured 

with dramatic flourish, "if you have the stomach for it." 

The veteran combat officer, his scarred chest showing 

pink beneath the loosely-tied, pale green hospital gown that 

for reasons of modesty he always wore backwards raised 

himself on his elbows. He eyed the Colonel expectantly but 

without great hope, like a oft-ravaged ingenue who 

understood what it meant to be sent to bed without supper. 

Quite aware of the corrupt form of reprieve he was about to 

be offered, Carmody nevertheless asked somberly, "A career 

in the regular Army is out, of course." 

"I'm genuinely sorry about that," Kortan replied, but 

not enthusiastically enough to pass muster with his 
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skeptical ex-subordinate. 

"I'm sure you are," Carmody rejoined politely, 

wondering whether General Arsenault, Colonel Kortan, he, or 

anyone else who worked in the command structure of the 

Phoenix program could be trusted to mean exactly what he 

said. 

"Other useful avenues of service to your country, 

Captain," Kortan confided, twisting the verbal knife of his 

subordinate's soon-to-be-forfeited rank in the unhealed 

wound of Carmody's exaggerated sense of personal 

accountability for everything that had gone wrong at Xuan 

Loe Bam and afterward, "remain open to you." 

A wry smile, born of the faint hope that some measure 

of difference still existed between them, spread slowly 

across Carmody's face. "It's just not my style, sir." 

"What isn't?' Kortan rejoined in some confusion. 

"Slaughtering the nation's enemies without the benefit 

of a uniform," Carmody retorted, in the manner of a 

prostitute who drew the fine distinction between what she 

would do for money and what she might do for love just short 

of sodomy. "That is the particular 'Street of Joy' the 

General has in mind for me, isn't it?" 

The Colonel's reddening face waxed to its full moon 

phase as the older man struggled to wrest the academy ring 

he wore on his right hand from its customary place. "Do you 
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difference," Kortan blurted savagely. "Well, it doesn't, 

Captain, I can tell you." 

"Maybe it does to me!" 
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"Here then, you insolent whelp," Kortan bellowed 

angrily, flinging the symbolic circlet into the overlapping 

folds of the sheet that discretely covered the combat 

veteran's lower torso, "put my fucking ring on!" As Carmody 

rummaged through the enveloping folds of the thin green 

coverlet, Kortan hurled a series of verbal assaults at him. 

"Will having my ring change even one thing that happened in 

Xuan Loe? Will my putting it around your finger bring Bob 

Arsenault or the others back from everlasting perdition? 

Will wearing it for the next twenty years make you feel any 

better about the last three years of your life?" 

The ex-commander of the Tay Ninh Phoenix team finally 

recovered the heavy gold signet from the pale green bed 

linen. He sent the refused talisman spinning back at his 

former superior. "You go to hell, Colonel!" Carmody growled 

menacingly, his lower lip curving downward in a bitch 

Doberman pinscher's sullen pout. 

The controlling senior officer, who was engaged in a 

parallel struggle to regain his composure, worked the 

refused offering back to its customary place of honor. 

"You're a common street whore, Carmody, and you'd be better 
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served facing up to that fact. For all your Aggie-instilled 

illusions of duty to flag and country, you've never spent a 

single day in this man's Army being anything but somebody 

else's whore." 

"I'm a soldier." 

"Where you find one," Kortan retorted snidely, "you 

always find the other. 

"I'm not what you say I am." 

"Of course, you are," Kortan insisted easily. "We both 

are." In a crude gesture Carmody's former superior formed a 

loose fist and pumped it up and down several times in front 

of his zipped trousers. "We're are soldiers," he added, 

"and we're whores to boot. The main difference between us 

is that I've moved up in the profession. I work out of 

better quarters than you do, and I've learned to handle my 

place in military society with more finesse and equanimity 

than you display at present." 

"You disgust me, sir!" 

The General's mouthpiece, who was back in full control 

of his emotions, let carmody's last remark pass. "With us 

its just a question of how much money we're paid," he added 

smugly, "and who is going to be left on top when all the 

back-and-forth fucking of one another stops." 

"You are so wrong, Colonel, I'm not like you at all." 

"Take a good look at yourself in the mirror, 11 the 
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Colonel retorted sharply. "I may disgust you right now, but 

I'm all the future you've got to your name." 

"Fuck you!" the combat veteran snarled like a dog gone 

mad. "And fuck General Arsenault, too, if that's your line 

of work." In a senseless rage Carmody reached for the stack 

of letters from Ortiz and flung a handful of them in the 

older man's face. "In fact, Colonel," he said, seething 

with the pent-up rage of three years of doing his duty as 

other men saw fit to interpret it, "you have my permission 

to fuck the whole goddamned Department of Defense and the 

mutherfucking C.I.A, too." 

"I'd advise you to keep a civil tongue in your head," 

the Colonel's caustic reply arrowed back at him like an 

armed missile, "for as many more days as you are entitled to 

wear the uniform of your country. You would also be well 

advised to keep an open mind, Captain, when that honor is no 

longer available to you. Do you get my drift, trooper?" 

"Yes, sir; I do, sir," the trained military cadet from 

Carmody's past responded with insolent military correctness. 

"I've only here today and speaking this bluntly," 

Kortan continued pointedly, "because somebody has to." 

"Yes, sir," the slightly more restrained junior officer 

replied. "I think I understand you, sir." 

"I hope to God you do. You life may depend on it." 

"You can rely, sir," Carmody said, taking the Colonel's 
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none too subtle warning quite seriously, "on my greater 

discretion in the future." 

"I should hope so." 

"You have my word on it." 

"I intend to have someone in the firm," Kortan confided 

quietly in a whispered aside, like a pimp recruiting an ex

girlfriend for a pivotal assignation with an influential 

contact, "call on you as soon as possible." 

"I thought that would be the case," Carmody said, 

acquiescing to the prospect of being propositioned anew by 

one of his government's covert arms. 

When the Colonel had left and Carmody was sure that he 

would not reappear with some additional surprise for him, 

Carmody lovingly collected and re-stacked the scattered 

rectangular wafers that in aggregate formed the shape of 

their own tabernacle. The st,eady stream of correspondence 

from Sergeant Ortiz, which continued to fall like manna from 

heaven, had become his buoy line to sanity. The simple 

soldier and humble human being to whom Carmody already owed 

his existence, without ever being present except through the 

medium of the Asian priestess who daily attended him, had 

managed to pull Carmody again from the intrapersonal rubble 

of impending psychological meltdown. 

The combat veteran's visible wounds had healed 

remarkably well with the passage of time, as indeed, a long 
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succession of competent Army surgeons, insightful 

psychologists, and caring nurses, beginning at the medical 

evac center in Bien Hoa, then later at the surgical recovery 

hospital on Okinawa, and finally at the long-term 

psychiatric care unit on Oahu had assured him they would. 

Their manic-depressive patient had chosen not to believe 

these good Samaritans at the outset; and then, when their 

medical skills proved the measure of their words, his ego 

had fought a series of pitched battles with them. The 

American officer had wanted nothing more than to be allowed 

to die during the initial twilight existence that he endured 

following the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's decimation in Xuan Loe 

village. In uncounted dream fragments the insane voyeur 

inhabiting Carmody's superego beheld his id attain this 

nirvana. In these dream snippets he joined with the phantom 

multitudes of Xuan Loe. And in each one the dead villagers 

graciously forgave his part in their extinctions and warmly 

welcomed him into the brotherhood of the honorably deceased 

in war. But the military surgeons, psychologists, and 

nurses, who as doggedly as he chased the phantom of his own 

death pursued their own Phoenix-like dreams of life for 

every wounded soldier committed to their care, refused to 

allow him passage over the river Styx. 

The emotionally battered veteran had undergone far too 

much psychological overload in connection with the Xuan Loe 
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mission and its disastrous aftermath to retain any clear 

memory of when he stopped dreaming of a serene existence 

beyond the vale and succumbed to the recurring nightmare of 

a never-ending subterranean struggle for life. The 

desperate Cayuse pilot, whose irrational use of force 

undoubtedly saved both of their lives, had fracture his jaw 

in three places. Carmody possessed virtually no memory of 

his brief stay in Bien Hoa and only fragmentary ones from 

the hours-long operation to reset his shattered lower 

mandible. His only appreciation of the probable onset of 

his familiar nemesis' return from the ashes was linked to 

his bri,ef stay on Okinawa immediately after the surgeons had 

wired his mended jaws shut. In an attempt to cry out amid 

the detritus of a crumbling mountain Carmody had shredded 

several fingers to the bone tearing at the stainless steel 

wires that bound his jaws together. For the next seven 

weeks Carmody was kept under continuous sedation and round

the-clock observation. During this near-interminable 

interregnum, all thre,e of Carmody's Freudian selves 

inhabited a chimerical netherworld. In this perpetually 

dark place terrifying images of sundered bodies of American 

soldiers and putrefying corpses of Vietnamese villagers 

freely communed with a host of living phantoms who floated 

past him in green and white frock coats. In this infinitely 

solitary abode the screeching, full-color kaleidoscope of 
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his wired psyche blithely mingled with the chattering reruns 

of "Batman" and "Combat" on a grainy black and white 

television. And in this constant midnight hell his 

reiterated ritual death within the Black Virgin's limestone 

loins, like a menses offering celebrated in Latin, smoothly 

mixed with a confection of ice cream and milk sipped 

greedily through a straw, until the epicurean olio of blood, 

tissue, and mammary secretions transubstantiated itself into 

a necrophile's aphrodisiac. 

When Carmody's fractured jaw had entirely healed and he 

was once again fully capable of speech, the brooding, self

absorbed patient, like a colicky infant refusing its 

mother's milk, resolutely determined to persevere in 

silence. As if he were the sole surviving member of a 

religious cult that entrusted its secret rituals only to its 

own initiates, Carmody fixedly held himself aloof from the 

psychiatric hospital's staff and the rest of its emotionally 

troubled patients. 

The chief of psychiatry, naturally enough, claimed 

credit for the hospital's intractable patient's breakthrough 

when it came; but, in fact, Carmody's recovery was initiated 

quite apart from the hospital's sanctioned methods and 

through a mysterious medium that went unrecognized by the 

facility's experts. An emigre nurse from the Philippines, a 

young, quiet, self-effacing wisp of an Amerasian girl, who 
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through no fault of her own was a quarter-Vietnamese on her 

mother's side, had come to be regularly assigned to watch 

over Carmody during the hospital's three in the afternoon to 

eleven in the evening work shift. To improve her facility 

in English, as well as to wile away the long hours she was 

compelled to spend with her brooding charge, the 

transplanted nurse had taken to reading aloud to her 

patient. Though she dutifully recorded her unpretentious 

observations of his altered demeanor in her presence on 

Carmody's medical charts, none the hospital's more 

experienced caregivers made much of the subtle changes in 

his behavior. While the disturbed combat veteran always 

seemed pleased by the attractive nurse's punctual arrival in 

his room and was paradoxically soothed by the irregularly 

syncopated cadence of her high-pitched Asian articulation of 

a second language, Carmody did not respond to her frequent 

requests for his reaction to the magazine articles she 

incessantly read to him. 

When the stream of postcards and letters from Sergeant 

Ortiz began arriving the unassuming nurse naturally had 

asked her patient's permission to read them,. But Carmody 

remained obdurately mute; and not wishing to intrude in 

matters that were obviously personal and private, she chose 

to honor her patient's unvoiced dictate. As the her 

assignment as his second shift nurse wore on into weeks, 
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however, the young woman's preliminary resolve weakened. In 

the waning hours of her duty, when her staunchly speechless 

ward, who each evening fought the onset of drowsiness as if 

it were the harbinger of a mortal enemy, had succumbed to 

his sedative, she began to read each new postcard and letter 

as it arrived. 

The fitfully sleeping veteran, quite naturally, 

remained unaware of his Asian nightengale's betrayal of his 

trust. But when he did later learn of her nocturnal 

indiscretion, Carmody readily forgave the violation of his 

unvoiced testament regarding his property, for the Filipino 

nurse's breaking of faith was clearly the one thing that 

rescued him from psychological self-immolation. 

As she piecemealed the story to him in the days 

following Carmody's miraculous turnabout, her carefully 

considered decision to act unilaterally in what she believed 

was her patient's best interests far exceeded the meager 

limits of her medical training, and she rightly feared a 

harsh retribution from his doctors should any adverse 

consequences arise from her plan. But she had convinced 

herself, as much through oriental mysticism as any 

Occidental medical training, that if a spiritual portal 

existed for Carmody to return from his self-imposed exile it 

must lie buried somewhere in the simple words of the unknown 

man who alone among all the people of the world seemed to 
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care so much about him. "I'm going to read Sergeant Ortiz's 

letters to you, one by one, Captain Carmody," his otherwise 

timorous benefactress related having defiantly pronounced to 

him one hot, humid, tropical afternoon, "and you, sir, are 

going to listen and then respond to me." 

The Filipino nurse read each letter and postcard in its 

proper chronological turn that first afternoon and repeated 

the deliberate process on a second and third successive day 

with no sign of desired response from him. The young woman 

was, she confessed after his resurrection, on the verge of 

abandoning her unsanctioned efforts when very late in her 

shift on the next day, he asked in a voice that she 

subsequently characterized as altogether familiar even 

though she had never once heard him speak before, "Tell me 

again, Co Thi, what was the score in the Texas A & M game?" 

The innocent question materialized so spontaneously in 

the flow of the particular letter she was reading that the 

Filipino nurse had answered it without pause. "Your alma 

mater," she singsonged, "defeated the University of Alabama 

in the Cotton Bowl on New Year's day. The final score was 

20 to 16." That was the only question he had elected to ask 

her on that resurgent evening when Carmody and his nurse

companion were united in voice as well as spirit, but in 

articulating that one innocuous question he had rediscovered 

the will to live that would prompt him to ask innumerable 
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others in successive days. 

The hospital's once insular convalescent, who for weeks 

had rigorously shuttered himself away from the world of men, 

under his benevolent votary's devoted ministry was soon 

seeking news of it. An omnivorous reader in her own 

interests, his nurturing guardian angel scoured the 

hospital's reading rooms for books and magazines that they 

could share. In a matter of days she had brought to his 

attention virtually every publication the hospital had to 

off,er from sporting news, to popular aviation, to the latest 

in men
1
s fash·ons. And Carmody, like a man breaking a long 

fast, devoured every article. Every one, that is, except 

for those that brought him news of the war. 

over the course of the many hours the Filipino nurse 

and Carmody spent together -- eating meals in silence, 

reading aloud to one another, exchanging ideas and sharing 

feelings about life -- the character of their relationship 

became something more. Neither of the undeclared admirers, 

however, ever risked inquiring of his or her partner 

precisely what this emerging quality was. The nearest the 

unproclaimed paramours attained to a mutual interpretation 

of the their maturing feelings for one another was when the 

mixed-blood nurse casually inquired why Carmody had called 

her Co Thi in that breakthrough moment when he first spoke 

and why now, knowing well her given name, he continued 

J. 
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sometimes to use that familiar sobriquet when they were 

alone. 

In this special moment of confession between 

prospective lovers Carmody had elected to hide the truth 

from her. He was impelled to do so from the fear of 

discovering too much of that which remained hidden even from 

himself. But, more particularly, he did so from a long 

habit of coloring the truth to protect himself from the 

wiles of those whose words and deeds in his presence were 

only designed to simulate trustworthiness. 

In concocting his adlibbed prevarication Carmody sifted 

the passion of his residual feeling for Susan Arsenault into 

a devil's food mix of lurid images taken in equal measure 

from Malcolm Rooney's long-term dalliance with, Co Thanh, 

the Tay Ninh Phoenix team's native house girl, and Bob 

Arsenault's unrequited three-week infatuation with her. To 

the sexual centerpiece of this pernicious olio of lustful 

half-truths and telling semi-omissions, which in its 

elaborate fabrication neither complimented it's prudish 

storyteller nor flattered its virginal audience, Carmody 

gratuitously assigned the name of the Mow-Town Lounge's 

metis whore. 

In the instant of his doing so, like a careless child 

who slays his playmate with a loaded during a game of 

pretend soldiers, Carmody perceived that he had fatally 
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disappointed his questioner. The lasting consequence of his 

glib invention was the deep distrust and hurt that he saw 

thereafter reflected in the Filipino nurse's eyes. But even 

when faced with so dire a result, and despite having the 

opportunity to rectify the consequences of his misjudgment, 

the unexamined truth troubled him more. For Carmody did not 

fathom for himself, nor could he bring himself to explore 

with her, why the lingering memory of his failed encounter 

with the metis whore continued to titillate; nor what shared 

charisma united the two vastly different women in his 

desire; nor why he sometimes saw their separate smiles 

reflected in the phantom visage of the dark mountain goddess 

who enslaved his dreaming hours. And then without other 

warning the day came that his mixed-blood Filipino nurse 

failed to appear at the appointed hour, and except for the 

last handful of magazines she had gathered for him and the 

periodic arrival of another missive from Raffy Ortiz, 

Carmody found himself alone, once more, in the world of men. 

The last magazine the Filipino nurse had brought to his 

attention was a special edition of the year in review. She 

had remarked on reading the magazine's obligatory feature on 

the passing of the world's illuminati that 1967 had been a 

particularly depressing year of threes. The combat 

veteran's intimate familiarity with the frailty of the human 

condition, which in three long years of war had served as 

,. 
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Carmody's stock and trade, mistress, and tormentor, had led 

him to decline Co Thi's offer to share her insights. Now, 

in a lover's funk over the nurse-companion's unlikely 

return, the guilt-ridden veteran had submerged himself 

compulsively in the prosaic compendium of journalistic 

tributes to the world's deceased significant others. 

The three deaths that had most traumatized the nation 

that in 1967 still believed no goal was beyond its 

technological reach had occurred on January 27, 1967 when 

the three American astronauts -- Virgil 11 Gus" Grissom, Roger 

Chaffee, and Edward White -- burned to death inside an 

Apollo capsule during a routine ground test. But the 

funereal trifectas that had drawn the Filipino nurse's 

attention, and the one's that mesmerized him now, were those 

that went unconnected in the magazine editor's strict 

adherence to alphabetic listing. 

In the field of letters the combat veteran discovered 

the world in 1967 had lost three irreplaceable voices: Carl 

Sandburg, the down-to-earth American writer whose artfully 

crafted verses read like sparkling prose and whose finely 

researched prose was rife with glorious imagery; Langston 

Hughes, the Harlem bard whose prodigious outpourings spoke 

as elegantly of as they did to the struggling masses of 

Blacks whose experience in America empowered his unique 

utterances; and Bernard Fall, the author of The Street 
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Without Joy and renown journalistic specialist on Indochina, 

whose intuitive reporting of the French and American 

experience in Vietnam and dogged pursuit of a fuller 

appreciation of the war were blasted into mid-step 

redundancy by an exploding Vietcong landmine. 

In the field of music, similarly, Carmody learned of 

the tragic loss of another three uncommon virtuosos: John 

Coltrane, who before his fortieth birthday was already 

acclaimed as one of the most gifted jazz musicians of modern 

era; Nelson Eddy, whose operatic baritone reputedly had 

caused women to swoon in their seats when they attended his 

movies; and Wooay Guthrie, the train-riding poet, whose 

unmatched repertoire of folk and union songs had inspired 

depression era Americans to take pride in themselves and 

their work. 

In the f·eld of acting the Vietnam veteran discovered 

the depressing pattern of threes iterated twice over. 

Carmody dut·fully mourned, though he could not summon their 

s 'lvery images to mind and knew nothing of the trio's long 

history of stagecraft, the loss of the septuagenarian 

triumvi rate of Paul Muni, Claude Rains, and Spencer Tracy. 

And he lamented also the premature departure from the 

word's cinematic center stage of the likes of the three 

younger female luminaries, Vivien Leigh, Jayne Mansfield, 

an Ann Sheridan, who had been fated to die in mid-career. 
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The toll of trebled extinction that Carmody saw 

reiterated in virtually every field of human endeavor in 

the governing of nations and the management of businesses, 

in the fields of technology and science, and most poignantly 

in the arts and humanities -- would have devastated anyone 

who overvalued, as in a lifetime ago he remembered having 

done, the enormous contribution that a single luminous 

individual could make to society. But it was not the 

magazine editors' respectful marking of the passage of the 

world's celebrated personas but rather their unremarkable 

omission of any mention of the 1967's innumerable ordinary 

passings that made the most lasting impression on him. 

The insular American officer was sophisticated enough, 

certainly, to comprehend the journalistic constraints of 

significance and space under which the editors' tally had 

been formulated. But coming to the subject of death from 

his own perspective, and given the primacy of the Vietnam 

war in the world's collective consciousness, Carmody was 

weighed down by the editors' failure to highlight the death 

of even one of the Vietnam war's 1967 combatants -- the 

"known grunt of 1967" as a clever headline writer might have 

tabbed the symbolic soldier -- to represent the sort of 

individual who, like his own personal trio of nominees: Bob 

Arsenault, Malcolm Rooney, and Sergeant Tranh, may have 

lived as ordinary citizens in their regular existences but 



whose choices as soldiers in the defining moment of their 

lives elegantly demonstrated the enormous capacity for 

nobility of character and deed that resided unseen in all 

human beings. 
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As he continued to scrutinize the editor's accounting 

of 1967's dead, Carmody found himself carefully cross

referencing the rows and cataloguing the columns of the 

magazine's black-bordered slate of significant departures, 

planting uniformly cryptic notes in the margins beside each 

name, like small flags astride the graves of fallen 

soldiers. Like the government of the United States in 

committing itself to a ground war in Vietnam, Carmody 

possessed no concept at the start of his ultimate object but 

only a supreme confidence that he would achieve his aim in 

the end. And then, for perhaps the fourth time, he stumbled 

upon the entry for Henry Pu Yi, and for the very first time 

recognized its significance. 

The last heir to the Manchu Dynasty had been crowned 

emperor of China at the tender age of two only to be forced 

to abdicate four years later in sun Yat Sen's cultural 

revolution. In the Thirties the all-conquering Japanese 

made a puppet ruler of him in Manchukuo. In the immediate 

post-war years the Russians imprisoned him in Siberia. 

beginning in 1950 the Chinese Communists spent more than 

And 

nine years reeducating him. The reward for Henry Pu Yi's 
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diligence in proving himself guilty, worthless, and unfit 

was his formal elevation by the State to the status of 

ordinary citizen. 

"The world had only one Chinese emperor to lose," 

Carmody shouted joyously enough for the nurses manning the 

supervisor's station in the corridor outside his room to 

hear. "And the goddamned People's Committee," he continued 

conversationally, as if the innocent Filipino amah had never 

left his side, "had already declared the put upon 

sonnavabitch an official Chink nobody." The scope of 

Carmody's self-perceived victory was total. "I hereby 

declare," Carmody pronounced, meaning to do honor to his own 

passed-over slate of nominees, "citizen Henry Pu Yi of China 

to be the official winner in the Mow-Town Lounge's dead 

grunt of the year sweepstakes." 

In the hallway one of the nurses at the supervisor's 

station turned up the volume of the radio which was tuned to 

popular Honolulu FM music station. "And to hell with anyone 

of you, bitches," Carmody called out in defiant response to 

the nurse's act, "who says Henry Pu Yi started out on the 

yellow brick road to becoming emperor of all of China." 

A commanding female voice overrode the sound of the popular 

music drifting into his room. "If you don't quiet down, 

Captain," the throaty voice bellowed his benefit, "I'll send 

an orderly to give you a sedative." The ex-commander of the 
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Tay Ninh Phoenix team lowered the level of his voice to 

conspiratorial whisper. "It's not the road we start out on 

that matters, Co Thi," he declared, as if he were sharing a 

truth a phantom companion, "but the one we finish up on." 

He lowered his voice even further so the supervising nurse 

could not overhear him. "Henry Pu Yi had to discover your 

secret in prison, Co Thi, but you knew it from the moment 

your blue eyes first caught your reflected image in the 

mirror. You saw then how very different from the others of 

your race you were. And now," he added almost inaudibly, 

"that I've looked at myself in your mirror, Co Thi, at last 

I know your secret too." 

A man's voice shaded in the officious manner and timbre 

of a government bureaucrat who had barely left his thirties 

behind interrupted the Vietnam veteran's interiorly-directed 

monologue. "I'm dreadfully sorry about the interruption." 

"If you're really that sorry," Carmody rejoined, "I 

suppose you could leave right now. 

"Captain Carmody, isn't it?" 

"I might be," the combat veteran answered warily. 

"I was told that you'd be alone," the inquisitive 

visitor said, making a bad job of appearing nonchalant, as 

he peered in come confusion into the vacant corners of 

Carmody's hospital room. 

"I am, actually," the Vietnam veteran replied 
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flippantly. "I'm just not very good at underwater basket 

weaving," he added, plumbing the depths of his visitor's 

patience, "so the ward nurses let me talk to myself as a way 

of passing time." 

"I have a proposition that might interest you." 

"You like to come to the point," Carmody observed. 

"That must put you at some disadvantage," he added, 

venturing a snide shot at his unknown caller, "in dealing 

with your Vietnamese counterparts." 

"I'm more concerned with the Laotian situation." 

"You do have a name," Carmody continued his nettling 

behavior unabashed. 

"Richard Dawes," the visitor answered perfunctorily. 

"Not your real name, of course." 

"Does it matter?" 

"Not so much anymore." 

As a cadet at Texas A & M University the former Tay 

Ninh Phoenix team commander had attempted to set his foot 

upon the high road of duty to God, flag, honor, and country. 

After nearly four years and innumerable winding turns along 

the way, and as he saw matters largely through the 

consequences of his own flawed choices, Carmody had 

travelled a lifetime's distance down a different path. As a 

charter madam of a shabby brothel on the macadam highway to 

hell that was his Vietnam war, Carmody had practiced his 
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profession at the dead end of a syphilitic road. Alone in 

the entire world, except for one remote friend and the 

government bureaucrat in his doorway, Carmody stood face-to

face his future. 

"Major Richard Dawes," the intruder said, presenting 

the thin leatherette wallet that held his agent's badge and 

plasticized identification card. "Just in case," he added, 

"seeing I.D. makes a difference to you." 

"A proposition, you say." 

"Special ops. Laos." 

"Figures." 

"Interested?" 

It seemed to Carmody's at that moment that some ill

fated destiny might be guiding his life. But whether it was 

just a case of bad karma or a Christian believer's need to 

do penance to expunge the guilt he bore for the deaths of 

his own men and the innocent villagers of Xuan Loe, Carmody 

resolved that, if he must again become another man's whore, 

then like the blue-eyed metis who had led him on an 

unrequited chase through Heaven's Gate, Carmody would damn 

well be a prostitute on his own terms. "You got two dollars 

on you?" Carmody asked the government john standing in his 

doorway. 

"You want a Coca-cola?" The mid-level government 

functionary dropped a clutching hand into the front pocket 
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of his trousers. "I bet a beer would taste pretty good to 

you right now, huh," he continued in his GS-13 level's 

breezy impertinence. He brandished a gold-plated money clip 

in the air that held a thick, folded wad of April taxpayer 

receipts, "but that will have to wait a few days until I can 

get you out of here." 

"I want the money up front," Carmody demanded harshly. 

The recumbent veteran straighten himself atop the bed. He 

smoothed the pale green sheet and tucked its upper hem 

under his shoulders. "Just lay the money on my nightstand 

whenever you ready to pay," he said, pointing to a clear 

spot near the stack of Ortiz' correspondence. 

"I don't understand what you want." 

"Two dollars, American," Carmody demanded harshly a 

second time. "That's my standard price for letting cherry

assed bureaucrats like you screw around with me." 

"I don't have to take that from you!" 

"Yeah, you do, college boy," Carmody said defiantly, 

relaxing his shoulders back into the hard pillow with both 

hands folded behind his head, "because you really want me." 

As Carmody shifted in the bed, the pale green sheet moved 

downward revealing the upper portion of his scarred chest. 

"The Colonel warned me," the visibly shaken visitor 

said, "that you'd try find a way to jerk me around." 

Undressing his intended victim with a steady gaze from 
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his blue eyes, the recumbent Vietnam veteran lewdly ran the 

tip of his tongue, vixen-like, from side-to-side across his 

lips. Then he fashioned his face into a Kabuki-theater 

actor's imitation of a imperial courtesan's pout, inserted 

the first two digits of his right hand between the well

moistened labia, and sucked hard on the two fingers as he 

slowly pulled them free. "Hell, little boy, you don't just 

want me," Carmody added with malicious insight into the 

caller's motivation, "you're under orders from General 

Arsenault, so you're fucking desperate for me." 

"You're crazy!" the government envoy yelled. 

"It doesn't change the price one thin dime, sonny boy," 

Carmody retorted instantly. 

"I can walk out of here right now." 

"You could, Major Dawes, or whatever the hell your real 

name is," Carmody said arrogantly, "but we both been in the 

business long enough to know you won't." The Vietnam 

veteran raised himself into a half-reclining position in his 

infirmary bed. He allowed the thin green sheet to slip even 

lower and deliberately widened the plunging opening in the 

reversed hospital gown, like a well-used harlot exposing her 

distended cleavage as a means of gaining bargaining power. 

Resting backward on bent elbows, like a commercial tart in 

heat, Carmody offered the challenge, "Mama can be real nice 

to her little boy." 
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In an ill-considered show of American machismo, the 

agency intermediary strode angrily to the bedside of the 

reclining veteran. "Two dollars," he said, like an out-of

town salesmen taking up a street walker's challenge to prove 

his manhood. "Is that what it will take for me to get past 

your infantile playacting? 

"That's my price, asshole," Carmody sneered back. 

"Two dollars," the government john plied, seeking to 

confirming the whore's price. "That's all?" 

"Your soul's not worth any more!" 

The frustrated intermediary peeled a half-a-dozen 

greenbacks of varying denominations from the wad of money 

that he had withdrawn from his trousers when it seemed that 

a Coca-cola might be all the price that his present 

government assignment would demand of him. The john striped 

out the requested sum. "I can pay more," he said 

insolently, "if that's what it takes to get you to converse 

civilly with me." 

With the ferocity of a lioness sinking her teeth into 

fleeing prey, Carmody grabbed the backpedalling visitor by 

the back of his neck. "I don't plan on talking to you at 

all," Carmody snarled viciously. He used the leverage of 

the interlaced fingers of both hands to compel the panicking 

bureaucrat's head downward. "What I do intend, Mr. Dawes, 

is making sure you get exactly what you've paid for," 
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Carmody declared. With a final effort Carmody forced the 

envoy's face against the draping folds of the thin sheet 

that discretely covered his lower torso. As the fear-crazed 

envoy wrenched violently from side to side, Carmody kept up 

the steady pressure that forced his smothering victim's 

mouth and nose into the pale green layers of cotton that, 

like an intact condom, hygienically protected the officer's 

genitalia from actual contact. "Get out while you can, 

asshole," Carmody shrieked in the envoy's ear, as he 

prepared to end the faux rape with the release of the 

pressure against his victim all at once, "before whores like 

me eat you alive." 

The livid object of Carmody's sadistic prank repeatedly 

wiped his mouth and face with the sleeves of his jacket. In 

a fit of rage he screamed, "I can have you killed, you 

twisted bastard, for what you just did to me." And then, as 

if killing a man for good cause was an insufficient threat 

given the magnitude of his shame, the envoy added with 

unmistakable venom, "I can have you killed, Carmody, for no 

reason at all. I can just snap my fingers, mister, and 

it'll be done." 

"I lost twelve, no, let's make that thirteen," Carmody 

said, accounting for the indeterminate fate of his former 

college roommate, "of the closest friends and best fighters 

I've ever been ordered to lead into battle. Each one died 
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because their commander's luck ran out when he needed it the 

most. Each one died because the one man they had no choice 

but to trust with their lives screwed up one too many 

times." 

"I haven't got much time for sob stories," Dawes said 

acidly, "and frankly, mister, at this moment I don't find 

you to be a very sympathetic figure." 

"Maybe you'd feel different if you'd been there." 

"Officially," the still angered envoy intoned, "the 

Xuan Loe village massacre didn't happen. Or, haven't you 

got the big picture yet." 

"Well, personally," Carmody retorted, "that assessment 

doesn't let me sleep a whole lot better at night." 

"What happened to you at Xuan Loe," the envoy said, "is 

entirely beside the point." 

"Not to the villagers who died there." 

"I need your anger, mister, I need an answer." 

"So do I?" 

"Laos, mister, yes or no?" 

"I quoted you a price." 

"Two dollars, American," the envoy said. "I remember." 

"That's right." 

"The money's still right where I left it." 

"Well then, Major Dawes, or whoever," Carmody said, 

like a divorcee with few leftover good looks and even fewer 
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good options, "I guess you've got your answer." 

The scandalous charade in his bed with Major Dawes had 

unnerved Carmody as much, or perhaps even more, than it had 

his much put upon victim. Without question, the Vietnam 

veteran had made his bed with a new devil, even if he had 

not quite made the devil's emissary in bed. The trick to 

surviving his special ops posting in Laos would be to learn, 

as the blue-eyed metis had learned so magnificently well, 

how to maintain personal integrity and emotional distance 

while making the devil's associates believe he was as eager 

as the metis whore to fulfill their ultimate master's 

concupiscent fantasies. In the effort to preserve his own 

life in the devil's employ, Carmody, the bought and paid for 

government whore, determined to foreswear himself a single 

boundary only. At the cost of his own life, if the need 

arose, the Vietnam veteran would not slay his fellow men 

again. 

Enervated to a degree beyond anything he remembered 

having experienced in all his long months of combat in 

Vietnam, Carmody felt as much in need of sleep as he had at 

any time in his life. Yet one task remained, he remembered, 

in that last moment of drifting unconsciousness before he 

forever relinquished himself and slipped silently beyond the 

pale. And so it was in final acceptance of what he had 

become, long before he conjured up his fantasy of the blue-
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eyed metis who would lead him on a new chase far, far beyond 

Heaven's Gate, or dreamed of what a simple life with the 

metis' Filipino surrogate or his American fiancee might have 

been like, or dredged up the nightmarish vision of the ebony 

Ishtar who was the ruling goddess of Tay Ninh province, a 

metaphor of the Vietnam war itself, and each of the women in 

his life woven into a seamless, crazy-quilt whole, Carmody 

reached out languidly with his hand, retrieved the symbolic 

fee, and stuffed the two dollars, American, inside the 

breast folds of the pale green, government-issue hospital 

gown. 



Chapter VIII 

THE CHURCH BELLS ALL WERE BROKEN 

The following three poems are preserved now along with 

numerous others contributed by surviving Texas veterans of 

America's Vietnam involvement by the Texas Repository of 

Survivors' Vietnam Poetry (R.S.V.P.), a not-for-profit 

foundation established by Susan Arsenault in the year 

following the tragic dual deaths of her brother, Bob 

Arsenault, and Brian Carmody, her brother's former college 

roommate, who was briefly her brother's commander in Vietnam 

and who at the time of his own death had become Ms. 

Arsenault's fiancee. 

The poem penned by Ms. Arsenault's brother was written 

during an extended period of therapy following his return to 

the United States in 1972 after several years of secret 

imprisonment first at the hands of Vietcong insurgents 

operating in South Vietnamese territory and later under the 

auspices of N.V.A. security forces in the Hanoi Hilton. The 

only son of retired General Jack Arsenault, the recent 

Governor of Texas, is known to have been murdered while 

protecting his father's life at the family's Hill Country 

ranch in February 1988 under circumstances that are widely 
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rumored to involve national security issues related to the 

retired general's own service during the Vietnam war. The 

exact nature of the lethal threat to the former three-star 

general's life which tragically resulted in his only son's 

death have never been revealed by the government of the 

United States, explained by the former Governor of Texas, or 

discussed by any other member of the prominent Texas family. 

A charred text of the younger Mr. Arsenault's poem was 

recovered, along with another short poem believed to have 

been written by Brian Carmody sometime after his own wartime 

service in Vietnam and Laos, from the later's luggage 

following his own lamentable death in the unsolved sabotage 

of an American Airlines' jumbo jet flying over North Texas. 

A third poem by former U.S. Army staff sergeant Raffy Ortiz, 

who served for a time with Messrs. Arsenault and Carmody in 

Tay Ninh province, Republic of South Vietnam, was penned 

only recently in memory of Mr. Ortiz' own son, Rafael Ortiz 

Jr., a 1989 graduate of Texas A&M University, who lost his 

life in a friendly fire incident during the final hours of 

the recent Iraqi-American war. 

The poetic sentiments of these three Vietnam era 

soldiers are included in this Master's thesis at the behest 

and with the permission of Dr. Susan Arsenault, a lifelong 
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antiwar activist, popular author of psychological self-help 

books, and managing trustee of Texas R.S.V.P., in the 

sincere hope that, like the discordant peals of broken 

church bells, these examples of the haunted memories of 

America's surviving Vietnam war veterans will give pause to 

those who would be tempted to instigate war in the name of 

honorable peace and remind them of the inevitable price to 

be exacted of the brave, trusting, innocent youths who, in 

every generation, are the outpouring of humanity's future 

for whom the call to war tolls most fatefully. 

A Poem for Brothers 

Ticking timebombs 

Encased in flesh, 

Undistinguished 

From wholesome crowd, 

Through shattered peace 

Each blast erupts 

From men for whom 

War has no end. 

Bob Arsenault 



A Poem for Sons 

And so again, again goodbye the boy 

So small, so strong, so silent in his leaving. 

They say we looked a lot alike -- the boy I was 

And you today -- but that was long, long ago, 

Or yesterday. For so to me it seems, 

And may to you someday, when you are me. 

Two times, alike in call to foreign lands; 

Two men, once young, now aged apace in years. 

We've come together to echo out our past; 

To be, again, a half a world apart. 

They say we left alike -- the man I was 

And you today but that was another war. 

Or yesterday. And so to you it may seem, 

When once again one day, the man is you. 

And then again, again goodbye the boy 

So small, so strong, so silent in his leaving. 

Rafael Ortiz, Sr. 
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A Poem for Politicians 

Remorseful officialdom, 

If now fear our thoughts macabre 

about your wars, 

By your votes we were undone. 

We but did the nation's bidding; 

We were your whores. 

Brian Carmody 
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